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Summary of the thesis

Several recent security incidents show that decision-making on cyber-security can
have consequences reaching far into the future. In a world of further digitalization,
interconnectedness, and increasing activities of cyber-criminals, the question is how the
decision-making needs to adapt to ensure security.
More than 15 years of research has been conducted in the field of security economics on
security investment decision-making. Although the field of security economics already
recognizes static limitations (data quality and invalid inferences), we posit security
investment decision-making is also impacted by dynamic limitations (understanding of
feedback, time delay, accumulation effects in this domain of decision-making). These
limitations may cause decision makers to use heuristics (simple mental rules) for making
decisions in complex, dynamic, and uncertain situations. The use of heuristics can
inadvertently and unconsciously lead to incorrect decisions. Therefore, our research
focusses on obtaining more knowledge and insights on these dynamic limitations.
The main research question of this thesis is: “Which systemic structures drive cyber-security
investment decision-making, and how can security investment decision-making potentially be
improved?”
Currently, many tools and approaches are available to support decision-making in the
field of cyber-security. Examples of these are risk management, benchmarks, standards,
frameworks, and acting after incidents. The key challenge to security investment
decision-making is that these tools and approaches merely address static limitations.
They focus more on policy setting, stakeholders’ goals, and intended output of decisions.
The underlying system that drives this output (performance) is only to a limited extent
captured by these tools. The structure-behaviour-paradigm implies that the operational
structure of any system drives the observed behaviour of that system. As a consequence,
decision makers often lack the means to estimate the long-term consequences of their
decision-making. The increasing costs of security are clear, while the benefits of avoiding
potential future attacks are vague, distant, and seemingly far away. This appearance
favours other business initiatives over security in investment decision-making.
On the basis of a literature study, we observe the following three important systemic
structures that drive security investment decision making: (1) “the attacker-defender
interaction”, (2) “the response of the resilient organisation”, and (3) “the security investment
decision-making financial optimum”. To better understand these systemic structures of
a complex and dynamic cyber-security decision-making system, we have developed a
‘red versus blue’ security awareness game grounded in system dynamics methodology.
This game provides insights into decision-making practices in an empirical setting.
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Our game supports the existence of the attacker-defender interaction, the response
of the resilient organisation, and the security investment decision-making financial
optimum systemic structures, including the mutual interactions between these structures.
The analysis of game results confirms that decision-making in complex and dynamic
cyber-security decision-making systems is difficult. Experienced and knowledgeable
participants are not always aware of how their decisions impact the defenders’ future
security state. The game results show the usage of heuristics in complex and challenging
environments.
We tested how the three systemic structures observed in literature appear in different
cyber-security areas. We selected five key security topics closely related to the different
steps of the execution of a cyber-attack (kill chain). This approach allows us to have a
comprehensive empirical overview of the cyber-security field. We used a case study
approach grounded in group model building methodology. The topics of these case studies
were distributed denial of service (DDOS), malware, detection engines usage, insider
threat, and secure software development. Specific equation building techniques (following
system dynamics methodology) allowed us to replicate the observed behaviour of
organisational defence strategies across different domains (threat actor, security function,
business operations and finance). Doing so, we identified additional systemic structures
that drive this observed behaviour and were able to simulate the future effects of different
scenarios and security policy settings using identified controls. The case studies’ policy
analysis confirmed that the “attacker-defender interaction” structure will increase cost and
resources needed while “the response of the resilient organisation” may stabilise or lower
costs.
Building on the insights from our case studies, we were able to identify three core systemic
structures (in line with our literature research) that drive the cost of security, eleven
sub-structures that may act as a game changer (both for attacker or defender), and eight
generic policy options for the chief information security officer (CISO) to influence
the security strategy. The results are finally summarized in a sector specific archetype
describing the cyber-security investment decision-making dynamics. The contribution
to the system dynamics field is an expansion of the research in cybersecurity. In order
to be able to do this research, different academic fields had to be integrated: enterprise
architecture, system dynamics, finance and risk management. The contribution to the
security economics field is a first attempt to integrate different academic fields and
perform a systemic research approach to security investment decision-making.
Through our focus on dynamic limitations, we believe we were able to circumvent the
effects of certain observed static limitations in the field of security economics. However,
future research needs to confirm and deepen our insights. We did not execute any
comparative research on the current tools and approaches supporting the decisionmaking process. Yet, we perceive this approach is complementary to them. We also found
several limitations in our research that provide possibilities for follow-up research. These
limitations are related to the research assumptions, the used methodology, the scoping,
the serious game, the case study models, and the research re-usability.
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Security investment decision-making research problem


1.1

Summary of Chapter 1
Several security breaches observed in the recent past point to irrational decision-making
behaviour prior to those breaches. These include neglecting serious warnings from
security experts about upcoming security events and not taking low-cost measures
upfront, while paying significantly for the damage of these breaches afterwards. Future
trends of increasing digitalisation, progressive active attacker’s behaviour, higher security
costs, and declining security staff availability strengthen the concern that this observed
behaviour may occur more in future. Why does this happen?
Static and dynamic limitations lead decision makers to use heuristic evaluation
mechanisms, which result in suboptimal decisions. Although more than 15 years of
research has been conducted in the area of static limitations and security investment
decision-making, limited research has been done on the related effects of dynamic
limitations. Recent research advocates the need for a more systemic approach. For this
reason, we argue dynamic limitations should be considered for improving the investment
decision-making process. Dynamic limitations arise from the characteristics of complex
systems: feedback, accumulation, and time delay. The structure-behaviour-paradigm
implies that the observed behaviour of any system is a function of its operational structure.
Therefore, the main research question of this thesis is, “Which structure drives security
investment behaviour, and how can security investment be improved?”
Keywords: system dynamics, security economics, dynamic limitations, static limitations,
structure-behaviour-paradigm

1.2

Security breaches and future concerns
Security breaches observed in the past suggest that decision makers were, in many
cases, either unaware of security threats or ignored advance warnings from their
security specialists. Given their lack of preparation, these organisations have to resolve
the problems that have arisen after a successful cyber-attack. These problems must be
resolved in such a way that normal business operations can continue. Customers might
need to be compensated for the problems they have experienced and the damage they have
suffered from such an attack. In such situations, problem solving can take place under
great (time) pressure.
We will illustrate this with three examples:
In March 2017, Microsoft issued a very serious warning about a weakness in the Windows
operating system. This warning also suggested an urgent software-update that resolved
this weakness in the software code. Immediate installation of this software-update,
called patching, was appropriate given the nature of this warning. Despite this warning,
the world was surprised by a global reaching attack in May 2017. Over a period of
approximately five days, more than 200,000 systems in more than 150 countries were
infected with the WannaCry ransom-ware (Ritcher, 2017). This malicious software uses
special software techniques called encryption to make a computer system unusable unless
a specific code is entered. This code can be purchased from cyber-criminals, without the
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victim knowing whether they will actually receive it or if the code will actually work.
The impact on the business processes of 200,000 non-available systems that need to be
restored and recovered is substantial.
A similar but different story concerns the cyber-attack on the American company
Equifax. Equifax is a consumer credit reporting agency. In this case, cyber-criminals
obtained personal information of about 147 million American clients. The damage from
this data breach was estimated at approximately $650 million (Yaffe-Bellany, 2019).
These cyber-criminals exploited a weakness of an Apache computer system (NG, 2018)
two days after US government security specialists issued a very serious warning about the
exploitability of this weakness (Homeland Security, 2017). Again, a solution was available
in this warning message. The warning was issued prior to the attack.
In November 2020, a widely used hotel reservation platform, called cloud hospitality,
exposed about 24.4 GB of data due to a misconfigured cloud computer component.
Many organisations that used this platform, such as Bookings.com, Expedia.com, Hotels.
com, and many others were affected. The exposed data contained more than 10 million
files with personal reservation and credit card data (Seals, 2019). Although configuration
management is part of basic IT hygiene and involves common IT management skills,
apparently, it did not work properly. Currently, this organisation may be subjected to
high fines due to loss of privacy-sensitive data.
Although this is anecdotal evidence, some alarming observations can be made.
For instance, warnings prior to the attack are ignored, and the efforts of preventing these
attacks were marginal compared to the costs of reversing the damage after the attacks,
and organisations that reacted after the fact were confronted with double costs. Those
organisations paid for both the damage of the breach as well as for the security measures
that prevent this breach from happening in future. This raises the following question: Why
are these organisations doing this and accepting the higher costs of such security policies?
These examples show that decision-making on security threats seems counterintuitive and
that security decision-making in general and its financial effects are closely connected.
This is why we focus on and use the wording security investment decision-making.
Weishäupl, Yasasin and Schryen (2018) conducted multiple case studies on security
investment decision-making after they observed increasing breaches and security
spending. They revealed the following four insights: security investment decision-making
is driven by external and industry factors, firms lack standardized security investment
decision-making processes, firms lack evaluation processes and clear metrics, and that
learning is not structural but occurs on an ad-hoc basis. Moore, Dynas, and Chang
(2016) identified that perceived risk reduction, adherence to compliance, benchmarks,
industry best practices, frameworks (NIST, ISO 27000, CIS - controls, etc.), and past
attacks are used as supportive tools for security investment decision-making. The work of
Moore et al. (2016) is in line with Weishäupl et al. (2018) because past attacks, industry
best practices, and benchmarks can be connected to external or industry driven factors;
perceived risk reduction is an example of unclear metrics, and past attacks are an example
of ad-hoc learning. One can argue that the usage of frameworks is a form of standardized
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decision-making through a gap-analysis. A gap exists when there is a difference between
the actual security measures implemented and the measures described in the framework.
An important basis for a decision to resolve observed gaps is provided by the field of risk
management; in this case, perceived risk reduction. Any resolved gap should reduce the
probability and impact of cyber-attacks. However, perceived risk reduction is actually an
unclear metric. More explanation on this is provided in Chapter 2.
In the future, we believe the quality of decision-making will become an even bigger
concern because the world is going to digitalize further in a rapid pace, threat actor
activities are increasing rapidly, while skilled security staff are becoming scarcer and the
costs of security are increasing.
Figure 1 shows World Bank data on mobile cellular subscriptions, fixed broadband
subscriptions, and secure Internet servers from 1998 to 2017. This figure shows that over
the last decades, we observe non-linear growth of IT usage. Although fixed broadband
subscriptions stabilized in 2017 and mobile cellular subscription started to decline in
2017, the trend of digitalisation will likely continue in the coming years because new
technologies continue to be implemented. Some examples of these technologies include
cloud computing 1, Internet of Things (IoT) 2, artificial intelligence 3, machine learning 4,
robotics 5, and smart cities 6. Many of these technologies use data, which logically means
that more data will be captured and stored as well.

Figure 1. World Bank Data 1998– 2017 on mobile cellular subscriptions, fixed broadband subscriptions,
and secure internet servers.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Cloud computing is making hardware, software, and/or data available for users upon request using a network, like getting
electricity, water or gas from a network.
Internet of things is the situation where fewer humans are operating computers (desktops, laptops, tablets, etc.), because
most Internet users will be semi-intelligent devices (everyday stuff enabled with technology becomes an Internet entity).
Artificial intelligence is intelligence demonstrated by machines.
Machine learning is a field within artificial intelligence that focuses on development of algorithms and other techniques by
which computers can learn and progressively improve their performance on a specific task.
Robotics is the discipline that studies the usage of machines as performance tools and replacing human efforts on repetitive
tasks by combining the knowledge from the fields of engineering and computer sciences.
Smart city is the concept of using the Internet of things to manage a city.
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Meanwhile, exponential growth in threat actors’ activities can be observed as well. Figure
2 demonstrates this growth over time in hacking, malware attacks, and social engineering
attacks. This growth makes sense because the digitalisation of the world is increasing as well.

Figure 2. Verizon Data Breach Report 2016 (figure 4): Number of breaches per threat-action category 7
over time.

Increasing threat actors’ activities and more usage of information technology creates
an increasing demand for security professionals. This is a problem, because there are
more and more signals in the market indicating a future critical shortage of skilled staff.
The Global Information Security Workforce Study (Europe GISW, 2017) suggests a
security staff shortage of 350,000 vacancies in Europe by 2022 8.
In order to securely use all this technology against the growing threat actor activities and
attract scarce security resources, growth in security investments can be expected. Figure
3 shows the expected global market size of security (Grand View Research, 2016) from
2014 to 2024. The figure shows non-linear growth of approximately ten percent year
after year.

7

8

Although this figure refers to a report of a commercial organisation, it should be noted that the Verizon Data Breach
Report is generated in cooperation with about 70 commercial, not-for-profit, and governmental organisations and the
underlying data is available through the veris community database. Here is a short explanation of the different categories:
• Hacking refers to attacking web faced applications (but not DDOS) and point of sales systems.
• Malware refers to any malicious software attack including ransomware and skimmers.
• Social refers to social engineering attempts. Social engineering refers to behavioural techniques to snatch information
from victims that provide access to confidential data and systems.
• Error refers to human error.
• Misuse refers to misusing information to obtain an advantage, for instance, insider threats and privilege misuse.
• Physical refers to physical theft and losses of equipment.
• Environmental includes espionage, DDOS attacks, and every other category that is not mentioned separately.
Workforce are part of the SSDLC dynamics and detection dynamics sections in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3. Expected global security market size by security type in USD 2014 – 2024 (Grand View
Research, 2016).
Numbers as of 2016 have been included based on provided y.o.y. growth-rate as provided by Grand View
Research.

Despite these increasing expenditures in security, organisations are still subject to security
and data breaches. For this study, seven senior managers and chief information security
officers were interviewed and they feared that these trends result in an increasing number
of security incidents, more breaches, and higher costs. However, there are limits to the
cost and efforts organisations can bear for security. These decision makers hope for stable
or declining trends in security incidents and total costs of security.
Edwards et al. (2016) demonstrated something else. They indicated that neither the size,
nor the frequency of negligent and malicious data breaches have changed over the past
decade. This suggests that increasing efforts of preventing cyber-attacks and responding to
signals of cyber-attacks absorb the effect of increasing attacks numbers. Such results can
only be accomplished when investments result in full integration of security in processes
and practices (Angst et al., 2017). In such situations, the efforts of the defender contribute
to the stable level of data breach occurrences. These additional efforts mean increasing
costs and investments for the defender.
All these breaches will have a financial impact on the targeted organisation due to factors
such as incident response, recovery, and mitigation actions. Yet, the impact of these
breaches seems to be limited. Verizon Data Breach Report (2015) 9 indicated that the
cost per breached data record declines when the number of data records affected per
data breaches increases. After all, the relationship between cost and number of breached
records is logarithmic (Verizon 2015).

9

These data breach costs are derived from security insurance payment data from Net Diligence. The relationship between
cost and number of breached records is logarithmic and follows more or less the following equation: C = r * 10 ^ ( 3 0.582 * (- 1 log 3))*f. Where E = total costs, r = number of breached records, and f is a fraction (where f = 1 corresponds
with the average reported costs, f = 0.71 corresponds with minimum reported costs, and f = 1.275 corresponds with the
maximum reported costs).
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We argue that the stable trend of effective breaches observed by Edwards (2016) and the
declining costs effect (Verizon, 2016) will not compensate sufficiently for the full effects
of the increasing digitalisation of the world. This increasing digitalisation also means an
increase in the size and the number of data repositories. Although this growth already
started in the past, a future growth around 25% to 30% per year is expected until 2025
(Coughlin, 2018; Holst 2021). This in turn, results in more data records that can be
obtained by the attacker after a successful attack. According to Mickaite and Zeijlemaker
(2020), the average number of breached records has already been increasing significantly
for the last couple of years.
The foregoing points to an increase in problems related to cyber-security in the future.
More use of digital technology creates an interesting environment for threat actors
leading to an increase in their attacking behaviour. Safe use of digital technology requires
protection against this increasing attacking behaviour. This results in increasing costs
of preventing cyber-attacks, responding to cyber-attack signals, as well as mitigating
effects of data breaches. To make things worse, the people who need to perform these
activities are expected to become scarcer over time. Additionally, we can already observe
the counterintuitive behaviour of decision makers: specialist warnings are ignored, simple
and obvious protection measures are lacking, and organisations tend to react after the
significant impact of a security breach.

1.3

Static and dynamic limitations impact security
investment decision-making
Security decision in general and its underlying financials cannot be considered separate
topics. They are closely coupled. For instance, the security staff costs salary every month
(cost per FTE per month), security capabilities have their maintenance and support costs
every month (cost per capability per month), successful attacks have their financial impact
(cost per attack per month). Similarly, there can be non-recurring costs like employee
training (training cost per FTE) or security capability purchase (cost per capability).
Security economics is a rich research field and over the years, many metrics for financially
evaluating security investments have been developed; for example, the Gordon and Loeb
model (Gordon & Loeb, 2002, updated Gordon et al., 2015), the Hierarchical Approach
(Bodin et al., 2005), the Return On Security Investment Metrics, (ROSI) (Al-Humaigani
& Dunn, 2003; Sonnenreich et al., 2006; Su, 2006), the Return on an Attack (ROA)
(Bistarelli et al., 2006; Cremonini & Martini, 2005), the Annual Loss Expectancy (ELA)
(Bistarelli et al., 2006; Su, 2006), the Value at Risk (VAR) (Wang et al., 2008) or the
Return On Information Security Investment metrics (ROISI) (Mizzi, 2010). Looking at
all these details, there are still issues with obtaining data to use these metrics. In order
to use these metrics, information such as the expected loss due to a breach occurring,
the probability threat occurring, the probability of a vulnerability being exploited, the
recurring and non-recurring costs of security measures and their impact on the expected
loss and probability are needed. Despite this development in metrics, the past concerns
raised in academic papers about obtaining the correct input have not been resolved.
For example, input elements are still difficult to estimate (Rue et al., 2007; Su, 2006) and
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research papers fail to tackle the details of the cases (Tongia & Kanika, 2003). According
to Graves et al. (2016), missing data, inaccurate data, and invalid inferences – between
cause and effect – can significantly impact security decision-making. The Homeland
Security Cyrie programme 10 still reported difficulties with security investment evaluations
and issues with data availability as recently as 2018. We define these issues with
incomplete data, incorrect data, and invalid inferences (wrong causal relations) as static
limitations. These difficulties in data gathering and evaluation may evoke uncertainty.
In case of uncertainty, decision makers will employ simple mental processes or heuristics
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1973).
The nature of a dynamic complex system like cyber-security further increases the
likelihood of using decision-making heuristics. Cyber-security is a dynamic complex
system due to the interaction between the attacker and the defender as well the responses
to cyber-security incidents. Some characteristics of these complex system can be seen in
the breach examples in Section 1.2. Dynamic complexity is the counterintuitive behaviour
of complex systems that arises from the interactions between agents over time (Forrester,
1971; Sterman, 2006). Such complex systems have the following characteristics: they
are constantly changing, tightly coupled, governed by feedback, non-linear, history
dependent, self-organizing, characterized by trade-offs, counterintuitive, and policy
resistant (Sterman, 2006, 2000) 11. An in-depth exposition on cyber-security complex
system characteristics is provided in Chapter 2. Complex dynamic systems are difficult
to understand and manage for human decision makers. We describe this as dynamic
limitations: an unclear understanding of non-linear feedback mechanism, time delays, and
accumulation effects. This lack of understanding leads to the use of very simple heuristics
10 Security is a multi-dimensional problem that demands multi-disciplinary attention. The Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) Science and Technology Directorate’s (S&T) Cyber Risk Economics (CYRIE) project supports research into
the business, legal, technical, and behavioural aspects of the economics of cyber-threats, vulnerabilities, and controls.
CYRIE R&D emphasises empirically-based measurement, modelling, and evaluation Investment into security controls
(technology, regulatory, and legal) by private-sector, government, and private actors;
• Impact of investment on the probability, severity, and consequences of actual risks and resulting costs and harm;
• Value of the correlation between business performance measures and evaluations of security investments and impacts;
and
• Incentives to optimize the investments, impacts, and value basis of cyber-risk management.
11

Sterman (2006 – page 557, 2000 – page 22) explains these characteristics as follows:
• Constantly changing: “bull markets can rise for years, but crash in seconds.”
• Tightly coupled: Actors in the system strongly interact with other actors in the system.
• Governed by feedback: Actors that are changing behaviour in the system are observed by other actors, which in turn
evokes actions by other actors.
• Non-linear: Non-linearity is caused by the limits of physics; e.g., boundaries, finite supplies, and market constraints.
• History dependent: Accumulation effects and time delays mean policy decisions need time to become effective. Some
decisions cannot be simply rolled back. You cannot reverse a war that has occurred. You cannot decompose nuclear waste
quickly.
• Self-organizing: “The dynamics of systems arise spontaneously from their internal structure.”
• Characterized by trade-offs: “Time delays in feedback channels mean the long-run response of a system to an intervention is often
different from its short-run response. Low-leverage policies often generate transitory improvement before the problem grows worse,
whereas high-leverage policies often cause worse-before-better behaviour.”
• Counterintuitive: “In complex systems, cause and effect are distant in time and space; whereas, we tend to look for causes near the
events we seek to explain”.
• Policy resistant: “The complexity of the systems in which we are embedded overwhelms our ability to understand them. The result:
many seemingly obvious solutions to problems fail or actually worsen the situation.”
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(Sterman, 1992, 1989). In conclusion, both the information available and the nature of the
system elicit the usage of heuristics.
Marchau et al. (2019) developed a framework that explains the decision-making
process. They state: “decision-making for the future depends on anticipating change. And this
anticipation is becoming increasingly difficult, thus creating anxiety when we seek to conform
short-term decisions to long-term objectives and prepare for rare events” (Marchau et al., 2019,
p. 1). We used this framework to plot the static and dynamic limitations. Figure 4 shows
this framework.

Figure 4. A framework for decision-making (Marchau, Walker, Bloemen and Proper 2019) with dynamic
and static limitations plotted.
= Dynamic limitation = Static limitations.

In this framework, the external forces influence the (eco)system while these forces are
not controlled by the decision maker. The decision maker can influence the outcome
of this ecosystem by policies. Decision makers will consider both their own as well
as stakeholders’ goals, objectives, and preferences of stakeholders for these policies.
Over time, the outcome of this ecosystem will be evaluated by stakeholders and decision
makers against their goals, objectives, and criteria.
Static limitations, plotted in Figure 4 in blue, involve data quality and invalid inferences.
They impact available information (scores on outcomes of interest) and thereby the ability
to evaluate an intended policy decision. Dynamic limitations, plotted in Figure 4 in grey,
focus on the structure of the system, its anticipation to external forces (cyber-security
threats), as well as its connections with stakeholders and policies that drive observed
behaviour (= outcome of interest). Dynamic limitations relate to understanding the
structure of a system and how that structure shapes the observed behaviour of that system.
Security investment decision-making involves decision-making about (potential) losses
and (potential) gains. When using heuristics in this area, Prospect Theory explains
specific biased behaviour. According to Prospect Theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979),
people underestimate outcomes that are merely probable in comparison to outcomes
that are obtained with certainty. This tendency, called the certainty effect, contributes
to risk aversion in choices involving sure gains and to risk seeking in choices involving
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sure losses. In security investment decision-making, this means that decision-makers are
reluctant to invest money in a security solution (sure loss) that protects against a possible
future attack (unsure gain). Most people avoid risks (Artemis Strategy Group, 2015;
Kahneman, 2011) and therefore, opt for sure gains.
We have found limited research about security investment decision-making and complex
systems. Nevertheless, Martinez-Moyano et al. (2011) observed irrational behaviour in
the field of security investment and called it the detection trap. The detection trap means
that the willingness to spend money on security capabilities depends on the observed or
detected impact of cyber-attacks. This will lead to low investment when no breaches have
been observed and high willingness to invest immediately after a breach.
Additionally, there is an isolation effect where people generally disregard items that are
shared with all decisions; this leads to inconsistent preferences when the same choice
is presented in different ways (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). This means that a Chief
Information Security Officer (CISO) will likely not be successful if the CISO continuously
addresses the increasing threat and trends as described in section 1.2 as a justification for
increasing future budget requests to the management board. This board needs to divide
the available budget within the organisation based on the underlying business strategies
where security is just one of them. This isolation effect may result in disregarded request
for budget increase when repeatedly being pointed to the increasing cyber-security threats
and the need to address these threats.
In conclusion, we observe static limitations in the form of data quality and invalid
inferences from data as well as dynamic limitations in the form of understanding about
time delays, accumulation, and non-linear feedback in the domain of decision-making.
Both affect the decision-making process. Since available metrics are hard to use with
dynamic and static limitations, these simple mental processes might also result in different
less rational mechanisms for evaluation such as:
• FUD, which stands for fear, uncertainty, and doubt. “Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt
(FUD) are powerful tools to convince people about new ideas, activities, and methods of doing
business” (Tongia & Kanika, 2003, p. 1).
• Some irrational expenditures in security might even be difficult to explain through
behavioural theories that include concepts such as willingness to pay (Anderson et al.,
2013). Willingness to pay is an economic concept and refers to the maximum amount an
individual is willing to pay for a product or service; or
• Cover my ass security; costly but ineffective security measure whose purpose is to protect
decision makers from criticism when another attack occurs (Schneier, 2007). Cover
my ass security means that a lot of money and effort is spend on a security topic that
demonstrates that the defender is really busy with it. It is not clear if these efforts yield
any result at all.
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1.4

Research question
Although research has been done for more than 15 years in the area of static limitations
(data quality and invalid inferences) and security investment decision-making, limited
attention has gone to the related effects of dynamic limitations (in particular, improved
understanding of feedback, accumulation, and time delays involved in the complex and
dynamic system of cyber-security investment decision-making). The Homeland Security
Cyrie project report (2018), Cyrie report for short, concludes that information effects 12
can be hard to isolate, measure, and analyse in the real world. The Cyrie program (2018,
p. 3) supports the “development and operationalization of technical and knowledge solutions
to help organisations address the specific cyber risks they face”. The need for further research
has been confirmed by Falco et al. (2019). According to Falco et al. (2019), cyber risk 13
is a multi-disciplinary research field. Due to the complex nature of this field, scientific
progress is modest and not sufficient to answer the call for action in many reports. Falco
et al. (2019) propose a multi-disciplinary research agenda for the field of economics of
information security, addressing the following questions: “What constitutes cyber risk?,
How should we measure cyber risks?, Are there cyber risks that can be avoided?, What are the
opportunities to reduce cyber risk?, How can cyber risk be best transferred to other parties?, How
can residual cyber risk be managed and monitored?” (Falco et al., 2019, p. 3).
The Cyrie report also indicates that the complexity of decision-making environments
makes it difficult to determine the solid basis for decision-making. This insight advocates
for analysing the complex systems in which security-related decisions need to be made.
Following Cyrie report (2018) and Falco et al. (2019), our research will focus on cybersecurity investment decision-making and its dynamic limitations.
The structure-behaviour-paradigm explains how the characteristics of a system results
in the observed behaviour of that system. The structure-behaviour-paradigm says that
the observed behaviour of any system is a function of the operational structure that drives it.
The behaviour can be improved and/or changed only by understanding and modifying the
structure in order to achieve a set of desired results (Paich et al., 2009, p. 288).
This leads to the following research question for this thesis: “Which systemic structures drive
cyber-security investment decision-making, and how can security investment decision-making
potentially be improved?”
This research question can be broken down to four sub-questions:
1. How are security investment decisions made in general?
2. Which systemic structures explain cyber-security investment decision-making?
3. Which of these systemic structures are visible in five different selected cyber-security
topics?
4. Which generic policy levers do we see in our research results?

12 The information effect occurs when decision makers focus on objective information instead of opinions or viewpoints.
13 Falco et al. (2019) uses cyber risk. The nature of this wording is in the same context of this thesis. We often use security.
However, in this particular field, terms such as cyber, cyber-security, information security, or security are often
interchangeably used.
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1.5

Definitions
In this section, important definitions for the research are explained and include security
(section 1.5.1), system (section 1.5.2) and heuristics (section 1.5.3).

1.5.1

Security explained
In the previous sections, we elaborated on security investment decision-making, without
having provided a proper definition for security. Both in practice and science, many
different words are used when talking about security, for instance cyber-security,
security, information security, IT-security, e-fraud, data loss. This requires a clear
explanation about the definitions used in this thesis.
The CISM review manual (ISACA 2015 – page 261) states “information security ensures that
authorized users (confidentiality) have access to accurate and complete information (integrity)
when required (availability)”. An equal focus on confidentiality, integrity, and availability
can also be found in information security definitions of standards like the NIST glossary,
the Dutch code of information security (2000), and BS 7799:1999 norm. The latter is the
basis on current ISO standards on information security (27000 series).
NIST defines cyber-security as “the process of protecting information by preventing, detecting,
and responding to attacks”. Many definitions of cyber-security are closely connected to
information security but have an emphasis on actions of the defender by using words like
“prevent, detect, response, protect” (see for instance NIST glossary, US-CERT, UK-NCSC
(2016), ENISA 2017), as well as actions of the attacker like “damage, unauthorized usage,
exploitation, attack or threats” (see for instance NIST glossary, UK-NCSC (2016), ENISA
2017).
In this document, we use a definition of security that captures both aspects of cyber- and
information security. Therefore, we define security as “the process of detecting, preventing
and responding to cyber threats to ensure and maintain confidentiality, integrity and availability
of information”.
Other security-related words focus on a specific subset or a specific area. For instance,
e-fraud is scam and theft using the internet (derived from Malakedsuwan & Stevens,
2003). Data loss is in the terms of Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), a
personal data breach. This refers to a breach of security leading to the accidental or
unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of or access to personal
data transmitted, stored, or otherwise processed (GDPR, 2016). IT security focuses
on compliance with security standards for the protection of data carriers, software,
computers, and networks. Additionally, within IT security, specific terms are available
for these specific areas, such as data security, software or application security, computer
security, or network security. This study does not focus on these specific components
unless specially stated otherwise. What is more important is that these different terms
focus on a specific subset of security and are not always relevant to security at a generic
level. For instance, if no personal sensitive data is affected by a security breach, the GDPR
is not applicable.
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1.5.2

Systems explained
The research question involves systemic structures, security, and decision-making. Security is
sometimes closely related to information technology. In this context, the word system is
difficult to understand because it can have multiple meanings.
In this thesis, we refer to system or ecosystem if we consider a system from a systems
theory or systems thinking perspective. Such a system is a combination of natural or
human-made part or entities that interconnect together in a mechanism, interconnected
network, or complex whole to achieve the objective of that system (Merriam-Webster,
2020 14). Such a system is affected by its environment, described by its boundaries and
structure, has a certain purpose, and generates a certain behaviour over time. Other
related words that can be used are system comprising decision domain (where we connect
the system to the domain of the decision makers) or systemic (in the meaning of relating
to a system as a whole). In terms of security, a system involves an interaction between
people, processes, technology, and data. When we refer to a part of the structure of such
system, we use the wording systemic structures.
In this thesis, we refer to a technical system if we are considering a system from an
information technology perspective. Such technical system consists of hardware and/or
software. We define a technical system as a set of integrated technical parts that collects,
transports, stores, and analyses data following organized, established, and (semi-)
automated set of procedures with the purpose to provide information, create knowledge,
or deliver digital products and services. When referring to such a system, we use the
words IT-system. Other related words, for example, are hardware, software, application,
devices, network, servers.

1.5.3

Heuristics and decision-making explained
The research question involves systemic structures, security, and decision-making. In a part of
this thesis, we will focus on the role of heuristics, simple mental rules for decision-making
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1973), and how they affect the decision-making process. We will
apply the wording ‘fallacious heuristics’ to stress that the usage of these heuristics results
in suboptimal decisions or because the decision makers may not be aware of this situation
and made the wrong decisions; even when signals in the form of data and peer decision
maker feedback are available.

1.6

Knowledge gap
The field of the Economics of Information Security, or security economics for short, is the
leading field for interdisciplinary research on information security and privacy, combining
expertise from the fields of economics, social sciences, business, law, policy, and
computer science. The community that drives this field is usually referred as the “WEIScommunity”. WEIS refers to their annual conference called the “workshop of the economics
of information security”. This broad research field has, amongst others, explored the role of
incentives for attacking and for defending information systems, identified market failures

14 Merriam-Webster Springfield, MA, USA. Retrieved 2020-12-16)
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surrounding internet security, quantified risks of personal data disclosure, and assessed
investments in cyber-defence 15. In this field, there is a substantial research that uses
empirical data analysis, game theory application or specific macro-economic, insurance
and risk related mathematical models across a wide variety of security economics topics.
Most of this research is static in nature.
For our initial literature study, we reviewed the last ten years of WEIS programmes 16
as well as the resource page of Ross Anderson (2019), one of the founders of the WEIS
community. Most research of this community find their way in different journals.
Therefore, our literature study is complemented with publications from other relevant
journals including MisQuaterly – Securing Digital Assets Curations (Hui, Vance, &
Zhdanov, 2016), International journal of information security, Journal of information
Security and Digital Threats: Research and Practice.
From a systemic perspective, most research focuses on a very small part of a system.
One research stream in this field is related to decision-making. For instance, the research
papers in section 1.3 about security metrics, static limitations and non-rational evaluations
of security investments decisions, and the Cyrie report mentioned in section 1.4 are all
research papers from this field.
Many research papers in this field address specific parts of systems. For example, some of
their research papers on specific security topics like DDOS, malware, and secure software
development and detection are used as theoretical foundation in the forthcoming chapters.
These papers are above all, used to explain part of the structure of a security system or
to justify the specific usage of parameters in a system. Other research topics that were
addressed in this field involve managed security services providers, optimal control, and
differential games.
Nevertheless, recent research such as those by Cyrie (2018) and Falco et al. (2019)
advocate the need for a more systemic approach to security investment decision-making.
This is our intended scientific contribution.

1.7

Contribution to society
In section 1.2, concerns were raised about the quality of security investment decisionmaking. When multiple organisations suffer from low quality decision-making, a societal
problem is likely to arise. If cyber-security continues to suffer from poor investments,
this gives rise to the following question: What will the impact of this decision-making be in
society? Anderson et al. (2013) define a framework for analysing the cost of cybercrime,
taking into account criminal revenue, direct losses, defence costs, indirect costs, and the
perspectives of cybercrimes, supporting infrastructure (security measures), and the cost to
society. This framework is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 indicates that the criminal revenue

15 derived from http://www.econinfosec.org/archive/weis2015/)
16 Most research of the WEIS community members find their way to different scientific journals and proceedings of other
scientific conferences.
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of cyber-crime is a small fraction of the total direct losses 17 of the defenders, next to the
indirect costs 18 and defence costs 19. Yet, defence costs and indirect costs go beyond the
scope of the defender and have a societal impact 20 as well. Anderson et al. (2013) argue
that a large societal and indirect cost component can be a lack of confidence. Internet user
confidence and online service usage are related (Riek, Böhme, & Moore, 2016). If there is
a lack of confidence, online activities will be replaced by offline activities. This will result
in an increase of search and distribution costs for society as a whole. If, collectively, poor
security decisions continue to be made, this risk is likely to become a reality.

Figure 5. Framework for analysis cost of cybercrime (Anderson et al., 2013).

At the level of a single organisation, a different kind of reasoning applies. Customers
lacking confidence in the security of the organisation might leave and search for
alternatives, impacting the revenue generating capacity of the organisation. Nevertheless,
it is expected that poor decision-making at the level of a single organisation or a few
organisations will not evoke more costs to consumers at the industry level. Consumers
may have access to competitors’ offerings or substitute products and services. In addition,
the single organisation is usually eager to maintain their customer relationships, and
customers are often compensated to a very large extent for their damages. Examples are
customer compensation in case of card fraud, PayPal fraud, and online banking fraud
customers (Riek et al., 2016) or online shopping fraud (Riek et al., 2016).

17 Direct losses involve amongst others damages of the breach, all cost related to mitigate the effects of the breach, fines
related to the breach and the costs of customer tot having access to money and data when needed because of the breach.
18 Indirect losses involve amongst others reputational damage, decline in trust, opportunity loss for the defender, loss for the
defender caused by not having access to data or money because of the breach.
19 Defence costs are all costs related to the security measures in place by the defender.
20 Society bears also costs of cyber-security because certain defence mechanism is related to government like national
security agency, national security programs, law enforcement and justice; or branch of industry, like intelligence sharing,
awareness campaigns or collective defensive research programs.
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1.8

Structure of the thesis
Chapter Two explains the current practiced and systemic structure in place related to
security investment decision-making. Chapter Three elaborates our research approach
and underlying assumptions. Chapter Four describes the results of our serious game.
The purpose of this serious game is to test our assumptions about current security
investment decision-making practices. Chapter Five represents the research data from
five different case studies. Chapter Six contains the research conclusions, reflections, and
opportunities for future research.
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2.1

Summary of Chapter 2
We observe that the agency theory provides the basis for appointing a dedicated and
knowledgeable agent that has end responsibility for the security of the organisation, called
chief information security officer (CISO). The CISO needs to be in control of his security
strategy despite the fact that decision-making in this field can be perceived as uncertain.
The field of management control provides decision-makers some means to take decisions
while coping with uncertainty. We observe that neither agency theory nor management
control theory consider the systemic aspects in decision-making.
The design of security system as a complex interaction between people, processes,
technology, and data can be found in the field of enterprise architecture, and more
specifically, in the specialisation of security architecture. Enterprise architectural design
recognizes different levels of abstraction. In general, its tactical level, which focuses on
business concepts of the organisation corresponds closely to the structure of systems.
Yet, many supportive tools for decision-making are loosely coupled to these systems.
Perceived risk reduction, adherence to compliance, benchmarks, industry best practices,
frameworks (NIST, ISO 27000, CIS - controls, etc), and past attacks are tools and
approaches that are often used to support security investment decision-making.
We observe that these available tools mainly focus on policies; goals, objectives and
preferences, and outcomes of interest, and are not strongly connected to the underlying
system (system comprising decision domain). This is striking because we observe many
weaknesses in the usage of these tools to support the decision-making process for cybersecurity investments. These weaknesses are related to the systemic structures relevant to
security.
Within these cyber-security systems, we recognize the following three core systemic
structures from literature: (1) The attacker-defender interaction, (2) The response of the
resilient organisation and (3) The security investment decision-making financial optimum.
These systemic structures act at the level of an organisation as a whole as well as within the
security function itself.
Keywords: security investment decision-making, support tools, systemic structures,
enterprise architecture

2.2

The role of security investment decision-making in the
organisation
An important theoretical framework that has shaped the field of management and
decision-making is called agency theory. Agency theory explains the relationship in
which one party (principal) delegates work to another party (agent) who performs
the work (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Ross, 1973). In this theory, an
agency problem arises when the goals of the principal conflict with those of the agent
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Both parties have different information
available regarding the realisation of the principal’s goals (Ross, 1973). The goal alignment
can be difficult, and the monitoring activities of the principal to verify whether the agent
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is acting correctly are expensive (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Another
problem is related to risk-sharing (Eisenhardt, 1989; Ross, 1973). What will happen if the
agent and the principal have different attitudes towards risks and uncertainty (Eisenhardt,
1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Ross, 1973)?
In most large organisations, safeguarding the organisation against cyber-attacks is a
delegated responsibility by the management board to a dedicated executive director.
This executive director is called the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO). In this
situation, the Chief Information Security Officer is the agent. Both the agent and
principal need to have reasonable assurance that the organisation remains safe (goal)
and the security strategy contributes to this goal. The security strategy depicts how the
information security programs 21 will contribute to this goal. This starts with the strategic
decisions and budget allocation between security strategic priorities and other business
priorities. Management needs to be in control to ensure that strategic objectives (goals)
are achieved and guide behaviour within the organisation. Alvesson & Karreman (2004,
p. 424) offer the following broad description of management control: “management control
has been defined in numerous ways but most definitions seem to agree that management control
includes the exercise of power (influence) in order to secure sufficient resources and mobilize and
orchestrate individual and collective action towards given ends” Speklé (2003, p. 16) describes
the term ‘action towards given ends’ as ‘means to support achievement of organisational
goals.’
As discussed in the previous chapter, dynamic and static limitations may raise uncertainty
in decision-making. In the field of management control, a framework has been developed
that takes uncertainty about objectives (unambiguous versus ambiguous objectives) and
uncertainty about causal relationships into account. Based on these uncertainties, different
controls were defined. The categorisation of these controls is based on knowing the impact
of one’s own interventions, the repetitiveness of involved processes, and the measurability
of output in terms of objectives (Hofstede, 1981; Van Leeuwen, Van Schoubroek, & Van
Breemen, 1999; Korsten, 2016), as shown in Table 1.
Uncertainty about objectives

Uncertainty
about causal
relationships

Low

Low

High

Routine control
Trial and error control Expert
control

Political control
System dynamics
methodology

High

Intuitive control
Judgemental control

Political control

Table 1. Means of control plotted on axes with uncertainty about causal relationships and uncertainty
about objectives (Leeuwen, Van Schoubroek, & Van Breemen, 1999) and plotting the system dynamics
methodology.

21 The objective of the security strategy is the desired state defined by business and security attributes. The security strategy
provides the basis for action plans comprised of one or more security programs that, as implemented, achieve the security
objectives (ISACA 2015, CISM review manual page 45).
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These current means of control (routine, trial and error, expert, intuitive, judgmental, and
political control 22) focus on output, experience, and personal evaluations using intuition,
judgement, or politics. These controls do not provide any measures related to the
structure-behaviour-paradigm. Political control is in an ambiguous situation with conflict
of interests, lack of knowledge about causal relationships, and environmental turbulence
(Hofstede, 1981). In such a situation system, dynamics modelling can contribute to
learning about this dynamic complexity (Duggan, 2016; Pruyt, 2013; Sterman, 2000).
Agency theory makes assumptions about people, organisations, and information
(Eisenhardt, 1989) and is a useful contribution to organisational theory as it introduces
new ideas about risk, uncertainty of outcomes, incentives, and information systems
(Eisenhardt, 1989). Although agency theory explains agent-principal dynamics and
their impact on decision-making, it does not consider context and circumstances such as
history, cultural context, political context, social context, or power distance in the relation
(Hewege, 2012). This implies that the structure-behaviour-paradigm is not considered in
this theoretical framework either.
Both agency theory and management control theory show notions of not embracing
structure-behaviour-paradigm. This means that an important normative theory that
influences decision-making may neglect the aspects of decision-making in dynamiccomplex systems. This calls for a closer look at dynamic complexity and decision-making.
This is why this chapter depicts how such systems are designed (section 2.3), how
decisions are currently being made in such system (section 2.4), what interactions take
place within such systems (section 2.5), and concluding observations (section 2.6).

2.3

The system design
In Chapter 1, the structure-behaviour-paradigm explains how the characteristics of a
system results in the observed behaviour. The structure-behaviour-paradigm says that the
observed behaviour of any system is a function of its operational structure. The behaviour can be
improved and/or changed only by understanding and modifying the structure in order to achieve
a set of desired results (Paich et al., 2009, p. 288). This paradigm means that a systemic

22 Hofstede (1981) recognizes processes (organisation level) based on ambitiousness of objectives, measurable output,
knowledge about interventions and receptiveness of the activities and connect different forms of control to these processes.
He explains these controls in the following way:
• Routine control: Repetitive processes known as interventions; unambiguous objectives lead to simple and clear decisions
and actions.
• Trial and error control: Compared to routine control, the effects of interactions are not known. Due to repetitive nature
of the process, trial and error can be used and learnt accordingly.
• Expert control: Compared to routine control, the process is not repetitive; therefore, someone who has experienced this
before (expert) can be consulted or hired.
• Intuitive control: In this situation, there is only measurable output and unambiguous objectives. In this case, someone
“who can be trusted to intuitively find the proper form of interventions needed to achieve the desired results” needs to be found
(Hofstede, 1981, p. 197).
• Judgmental control: Compared to intuitive controls, the output is not (indirectly) measurable. In this situation, any
actions, results, and controls become a matter of subjective judgement.
• Political control: Higher hierarchical bodies in the organisation make the final decision and take action.
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understanding of the field of decision-making may avoid decision makers falling into these
decision-trap. This section is about obtaining a systemic understanding of the organisation
and how this structure is related to controlling the organisation based on the performance
of the organisation.

2.3.1

Understanding of the organisation as a designed system
A systemic understanding of an organisation is grounded in the design of the organisation.
From an organisational design perspective, the field of enterprise architecture has an
important position. “Enterprise Architecture is a coherent whole of principles, methods and
models that are used in the design and realisation of the enterprise’s organisational structure,
business processes, information systems, and infrastructure” (Jonkers et al., 2006, p. 64). This
field provides the structure for organisational design.
An architecture can be defined as “The fundamental organisation of a system embodied in
its components, their relationships to each other and to the environment, and the principles
guiding its design and evolution” (IEEE 1471, 2000). An architecture provides insights
into the design and coherence between different components of the organisation and
consistent definitions of these different components. An architecture shows how these
essential components of the organisation are used for strategic intent and for releasing its
objectives. Important commonly used frameworks in the field of Enterprise Architecture
are SABSA (Sherwood, Clark, & Lynas, 1995–2009), TOGAF (OpenGroup, 2019) and
Zachman (Sowa & Zachman, 1992; Zachman, 2016).
Although each framework has different jargon, they all recognize different levels of
abstraction in organisational design (OpenGroup, 2019; Sherwood, Clark, & Lynas,
1995–2009; Sowa & Zachman, 1992; Zachman, 2016). Within each level of abstraction,
elements of design can be grouped into what, why, how, who, where, and when
(OpenGroup, 2019; Sherwood et al., 1995–2009; Sowa & Zachman, 1992; Zachman,
2016). Some examples are:
• The highest level is a strategic level and focuses on the context and scope of the
organisation and includes business view, entity structure, locations, opportunities,
threat, business assets, objectives, and goals.
• One level lower is the tactical level which focuses on business concepts of the
organisation. Important elements are business profiles, product, markets, risks,
policies, control objectives, process strategies and assurance, and roles and
responsibilities (and the security cases defined in this research).
• The next lower level is a logical level and explains information, systems, services,
processes, and their interactions.
• Below this level, there are more detailed levels that focus on physical aspects and
component aspects. These are rules, procedures, middleware, application, interfaces,
access controls, platforms, networks, sessions, timing, sequences, data dictionaries,
tools, job descriptions, nodes, addresses, time schedules, and ICT products.
These different levels in the enterprise architecture frameworks can be linked to different
roles of decision makers in the organisation (Sowa & Zachman 1992; Zachman, 2016).
Examples are:
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• The strategic level corresponds with the role of a planner and decision-making about
scope.
• The tactical level corresponds with the role of owner and decision-making about
concept.
• The logical level corresponds with the role of designer and decision-making about logic.
• The more detailed level corresponds with the roles of builder, implementation, and
operator. They take decisions about the physics, technology, and products. The last
two levels of abstraction in the architectural frameworks involves more details that are
relevant for the engineers and programmes explaining what and how something should
be created. These detailed levels correspond with technical system design.
The field of enterprise architecture is an important source of information explaining the
structure of the organisation, especially at the aggregated insights at the tactical level.
The conceptual business level provides insights in systemic structures in design. Security
architecture is a dedicated domain area specific for security.
In this field, Böhme (2010) presented antheoretical framework that can be considered
a representation of structure-behaviour-paradigm. He explains how the quality of
protection 23 and the efficiency of the security technology 24 used contributes to the
mitigation of cyber-attacks 25. This is what we call structure. These three elements
contribute to evaluation of the (potential) losses 26 and (potential) gains 27 of security
investments. This is what we call behaviour. The basis of the designed protection and
technology used can be found in the enterprise architecture.
In figure 6, the scope of enterprise architecture and structure-behaviour-paradigm is
plotted on the framework for decision support. Please note that enterprise architecture is
limited to the “how” while the structure-behaviour-paradigm explains the “outcomes of
interest” because of this “how”. In this figure, they both have the same surface. Following
the structure-behaviour-paradigm, we know what drives this outcome. Decision makers
have the ability to rationally explore what policies drive the indented outcome in line with
goals, objectives, and preferences.

23 Böhme (2010) calls this security level. The security level also determines the quality and benefits of security. Quality is related
to the prevention and mitigation of attacks, and benefits are the financial representation of it.
24 Böhme (2010) calls this security productivity. The security productivity also has an important role in this framework; as
an indicator of the efficiency of the security technology, it determines to what extent the security solutions in place can
mitigate the risk.
25 Böhme (2010) calls this risk mitigation.
26 Böhme (2010) calls this the cost of security. The implementation of protection measures, security capabilities with
associated technology will cost the organisation money.
27 Böhme (2010) calls this benefit of security. Lowering the probability of a cyber-attacks, lowering the impact of a cyberattack or lowering the costs of security are the benefits of security.
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Figure 6. A framework for decision-making (Marchau, Walker, Bloemen, & Proper, 2019), where the
field of enterprise architecture and structure-behaviour-paradigm are plotted.
= Enterprise Architecture scope/structure-behaviour-paradigm.

2.3.2

Controlling the organisation based on output (behaviour) of the
organisation
Section 2.2 describes that decision makers need to have reasonable assurance that the
organisation remains secure (goal) and the security strategy contributes to this goal.
This reasonable assurance is related to the concept of “being in control”. An organisation
is in control if it has reasonable assurance of its capability to adjust its performance in
a timely manner through its management control system 28 when this performance is
outside a predefined boundary that is related to the expected performance (COSO, 2004;
Paape, 2008; Strikwerda, 2005). This definition is visualized in Figure 7. In Figure 7,
the risk appetite is mentioned as the boundary for accepted performance. In the same
figure, risk mitigation is mentioned as an intervention to bring the performance back in a
timely matter within these boundaries. Both risk appetite and risk mitigation are essential
elements of risk management. Please note that risk appetite and risk mitigation are driven
by risk taking and risk avoiding behaviour (explained section 1.3 as part of the Prospect
Theory).

28 Alvesson & Karreman (2004, p. 424) have the following broad description of management control “management control
has been defined in numerous ways but most definitions seem to agree that management control includes the exercise of power
(influence) in order to secure sufficient resources and mobilize and orchestrate individual and collective action towards given ends”.
Speklé (2003, p. 16) describes the term “action towards given ends” as “means to support achievement of organisational goals.”
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Figure 7. Visualisation of the concept “being in control”.

Figure 7 shows a certain performance behaviour over time. This performance is applicable
for any financial or non-financial measured output. The structure-behaviour-paradigm
connects the observed behaviour with the underlying system structure. This structure can
be found in the underlying enterprise architectural design. Section 2.5 will explain the
systemic aspects of security investment decision-making.

2.4

Current practices in security investment decisionmaking observed in literature
In Chapter 1 we explained that decision makers struggle with static and dynamic
limitations in their decision-making processes. Responding to security incidents decisions
especially needs to be taken under great (time) pressure. According to Sterman (2006,
p. 510), “Faced with the overwhelming complexity of the real world, time pressure, and limited
cognitive capabilities, we are forced to fall back on rote procedures, habit, rules of thumb, and
simple mental models”.
This is exactly what is happening with investment decision-making in the realm of
security. Moore, Dynas, and Chang (2016) conducted semi-structured interviews to
investigate how firms manage their security investments. They spoke with 40 CISOs from
different organisations. Some interesting observations are the following:
• Perceived risk reduction, adherence to compliance, and benchmarks are the top three
drivers for investments.
• Industry best practices, frameworks (NIST, ISO 27000, CIS - controls, etc.), and past
attacks 29 are the top three means for priority setting.
• There is a discussion on usefulness of calculations for investment decision-making.
Important arguments are that they were clearly steered by FUD (= fear, uncertainty,
and doubt) because specifying probability and impact was perceived as selling
security. Also, the old return on investment (ROI) calculation does not help CISOs.

29 In this research, we allocate “react after an attack” to the decision support tools because this mechanism drives decision
makers to make additional investments in cyber-security. This mechanism is a corrective mechanism that may identify
shortcomings after the fact and decision makers react afterwards.
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It is perceived as a fallacy in situations where CISO organisations are a cost centre.
For certain decisions, ROI calculations are not perceived as being relevant, for instance,
by investments in encryption. And the ROI calculation is considered difficult to use.
Nevertheless, metrics can be useful as a communication-tool.
In Chapter 1 (see Figure 4), a decision support framework was outlined. We plotted all
the above mentioned tools and approaches to support investment decision-making in this
framework in Figure 8. Below Figure 8, the positioning of these tools and approaches in
the figure are explained.

Figure 8. A framework for decision-making (Marchau, Walker, Bloemen, & Proper, 2019) where
discussion support tools and approaches are plotted.
= React after an attack
= Compliance rules, Standards, Frameworks, Benchmarks
=Risk management, ROI calculation, FUD.

Decision makers use compliance rules, benchmarks, and standards as a norm (sollposition 30). These norms have different sources. Compliance is driven by supervisors and
regulators relevant to the country and/or industry. Benchmarks are a comparison with
peer-organisations. Frameworks and standards are acceptable norms from a specific field
of interest that are widely accepted. All norms used for decision-making are compared
with the actual state of the organisation. The actual state is represented by the observed
effective policies (ist - position). The difference between the soll- and the ist-position is
the basis for decision-making.
Perceived risk reduction, ROI calculation and FUD connect the effects of future outcomes
with goals, objectives, preferences, and policies, because,
• Risk is the probability of a cyber-attack (threat) multiplied by the damage that this
attack may have on the organisation (impact) (Cherdantseva et al., 2016; Voster & Les
Labuschagne, 2005). Risk management is about taking policy decisions (measures)
that lower this probability and/or reduce the impact.
• The ROI calculation is a financial representation and evaluation of both the (potential)
losses and (potential) gains related to security investment decision-making.
• FUD is already explained and is a mental evaluation mechanism of decision makers
(Tongia & Kanika, 2003).

30 Soll and ist position are jargon appropriate for testing against standards derived from the audit profession.
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Reacting after a successful attack is primarily an outcome-driven decision-making
process. In such a situation, the outcome is leading for the decision maker. The decision
maker compares this outcome with goals, objectives, and preferences and decides whether
or not to set new policies in motion. The difference with perceived risk reduction, ROI
calculation and FUD is that the outcome in the form of the impact of the attack is already
known to the decision-maker when he reacts after an attack.
FUD and perceived risk reduction constitute simple mental processes for evaluation.
Other examples of simple processes for decision-making and evaluation are best practices,
benchmarks, and compliance checks. The need for these simple processes suggests that
the human capability for rational decision-making is bounded. “Although we sometimes
strive to make the best decisions we can, bounded rationality means that we often systematically
fall short” (Sterman, 2006, p. 510). The examples of data breaches described in Chapter 1
illustrate this behaviour. In the following sections, we explain why decision makers may
systematically fall short in more detail with regard to the top three means for priority
setting and investment decision-making tools: benchmarks and best-practices (section
2.3.1), frameworks and standards (section 2.3.2), adherence to compliance (section
2.3.3), security investment metrics (section 2.3.4), perceived risk reduction (section
2.3.5). The concluding remarks about these decision-making support tools are given in
section 2.3.6.

2.4.1

Benchmarks and best-practices
At the strategic level, decision-makers determine the decisive factors of organisational
positioning (locations, size of presence) and profiling (style and tone of communication).
Likewise, these decisions affect the attractiveness for an attacker to attack the
organisation. The nature, size, and locations of the business activities determine the extent
to which organisations are the target of cyber-attacks (Thonnard et al., 2015). These
strategic decisions also determine the attack surface of the organisation. This surface
consists of the total points of attack where an attacker can obtain or manipulate data
without authorization. An attacker can infiltrate a defender in many different ways.
In fact, every device and application, connected to the internet, is a potential point of
attack to enter. Examples for this include: Point of Sale systems, emails, mobile devices,
laptops, APIs (application program interface), networks, Wi-Fi point, etc.
This means that the characteristics of an organisation have an impact on the attack
behaviour. Consequently, characteristics of the organisation and attack behaviour are
relevant factors to consider for investment decision-making in security. Best-practices
and benchmarks may neglect these important factors due to lack of sharing information.
Data protectionism by organisations results in inadequate access to information regarding
specific cyber incidents, and ultimately, longitudinal cyber-risk trends (Homeland
Security, 2018).
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We doubt if benchmarks are useful tools for security investment decision-making for
another reason. Fire-and-forget-type 31 of cyber-attacks don’t discriminate. They affect
small, large, poor and rich organisations and individuals. In Chapter 1, the WannaCry
example was given. Another example is the Not Petya attack (Greenberg 2018), which
is related to the tensions between Russia and Ukraine in 2017. This attack raged through
the entire world: from hospitals in Pennsylvania to a chocolate factory in Tasmania; from
a construction company in France to an oil company in Russia. It also hit multinationals,
including Maersk, Merck, FedEx’s subsidiary TNT-Express, food producer Mondelēz
and Manufacturer Reckitt Benckiser (Greenberg, 2018).

2.4.2

Frameworks and standards
Frameworks and standards provide guidance on security measures that an organisation
can take. However, many of these frameworks and standards consider the specific
positioning and profiling of the organisation only to a limited extent. For instance, the
ISO 27000 suite is a set of standards related to different aspects of information security
management that consist of requirement standards, vocabulary standards, sector specific
guidelines, control specific guideline standards (GCIO, 2020). Other examples are the
CIS Controls. They are “a prioritized set of actions that collectively form a defence-in-depth
set of best practices that mitigate the most common attacks against systems and networks”
(CIS, 2017, p. 1). This framework recognizes 20 important security controls divided
across three categories. The applicability of these categories depends on the positioning
and profiling of the organisation using this framework. A third example is the NIST
framework. The NIST Framework focuses on using business drivers to guide cybersecurity activities and considering cyber-security risks as part of the organisation’s risk
management processes (NIST, 2018). In this framework, recognize different activities of
the defender (identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover).
Many cyber-attacks are successful because measures recognized in such frameworks and
standards are neither implemented nor effective. Some examples of these cyber-attacks
are:
• The Deloitte (Hopkins, 2017) breach in 2017 was caused by a single factor
authentication 32 protected administrator account 33 that not in line with CIS control
4.5 (CIS 2017), which recommends multifactor authentication.
• A misconfigured Amazon web service S3 bucket exposed millions of data records of
travellers that used Prestige Software’s cloud hospitality booking services to attackers.
Many online booking systems like Expedia, Bookings.com, and Hotel.com use this
functionality (Seals). This is not in line with CIS control 5 that recommends secure
configuration of hardware and software on any device (CIS, 2017).

31 Fire-and-forget-type of cyber-attacks are highly automated volumetric attacks that are launched by the cyber-attacker.
These attacks are successful because the attacker assumes that a fraction of the targets will fall for his or her scam. The
business case of the attacker is oriented about the fact that a fraction of the targeted defenders is not protected against the
attack (Huang et al., 2019). Examples of these attacks are certain spam campaigns, certain malware attacks or certain
phishing campaigns.
32 Authentication is determining that the user who logs into the system is actually the person who is allowed access to the
system. This can be done by a factor, which is based on something the user has (for instance token), knows (for instance
password) or is (for instance bio metrics).
33 Administrator access gives IT specialist much more rights on systems compared to normal users.
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• In 2020, a leaky database of CAM4, a popular live-streaming adult website, was
discovered exposing 7TB of platform user data caused by misconfigured Elasticsearch
server (Bizga, 2020). Again, this is an example of non-compliance with CIS control 5.
This behaviour of failing to comply with standards and frameworks can be explained by
the decision-making process about the implementation of standards and frameworks; as
well as the level of compliance with these standards and frameworks.
The implementation of these standards and frameworks are driven by a risk management
approach (ISO 27000, GCIO, 2020, NIST, 2018, CIS, 2017). Therefore, such
implementation project is subjected to decision-making and mental evaluation processes.
More details on these aspects of risk management are explained in section 2.3.5. Besides,
during the recent years, these standards and frameworks start to become larger and more
complex, because more and more knowledge about the evolving cyber-security field needs
to be included (Dekker, 2021). For this reason, standard and framework implementation
may cost more efforts to the defender. An implementation-decision may have far reaching
consequences, even beyond the traditional risk management focus. It may ultimately
affect the valuation of an organisation. Market participants have a perceived positive or
negative return on the investment that are associated with the implementation of specific
standards (Malliouris & Simpson, 2019) 34. This perception is reflected in the valuation of
such organisation.
Non-compliance with standards and frameworks is also explainable. Siponen et al.
(2009) show that the intention to comply with information standards of employees is
positively influenced by their perception on the severity of a threat, their perception of
the vulnerability of the organisation to this threat, their self-efficacy, and their normative
beliefs. Many of these elements are part of the mental evaluation process of these
employees; including decision makers.
Mongeau (2020) conducted extensive research on different security frameworks and
standards. He identified five technical and engineering standards, eighteen standards
and guidelines for controls and six threat models, and ten semantic frameworks and
ontologies. Although there are quite some different frameworks and standards available
within the field of security, we believe there are limits to the useful application. These
limitations are caused by human decision-making (compliance and risk management) and
the associated investments and returns with standard implementation.

2.4.3

Adherence to compliance
An important aspect of adherence to compliance is duty of care. Duty of care is developed
through common law and contract principles and embrace generally recognized and
accepted practices in a profession (McGeveran, 2019, p. 1200). As stated in the previous
section, a risk management approach is an important professionally accepted practice.
The legal translation of this concept in duty of care results in the question whether or not

34 According to Malliouris and Simpson (2019), ISO/IEC 27001 implementation yielded significant negative stock returns
whereas UK Cyber Essentials (plus) where associated with significant positive stock returns.
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the defender has taken sufficient security measures against a reasonable effort. Answering
this question is very complex and may even need a systemic approach for answering.
In addition, certain legislation has significantly large fines (GDPR, 2016) for the
organisation or yield personal liability against directors and executives (Flockhart et al.,
2016) in case of a security or data breach. Both effects may impact the mental evaluation
process and trigger heuristics. These effects are explained in section 1.3.

2.4.4

Investment metrics
As already explained in Chapter 1, security investment decision-making involves decisionmaking about (potential) losses and (potential) gains. Following Moore et al. (2016), this
section is limited to ROI calculation and FUD.

2.4.4.1

ROI calculations
Section 1.3 shows there are many different metrics available for making a financial
calculation that evaluates the return of investment. Despite the large variety in metrics,
there are two different concepts available for evaluation in our research:
• An evaluation based on costs. Recurring monthly costs levels can be evaluated based
on cash out. Cash out is the total money that leaves the organisation for paying costs.
Cash out reflects all cash associated with paying the cost of staff, defensive systems, and
occurred damage of any successful attacks akin the metrics used by Atlantic Council
(2015), and appropriate in investment decision-making (Dorsman, 2003).
Usually, organisations have to pay their costs regularly on a monthly basis. This way,
there is a monthly running level of costs that are paid. Therefore, this metric is called
run rate because it shows the monthly height of this metric. This monthly cost level is
calculated in the following way:
– Run rate = Σ (sc + dc + ca)
Where:
SC = monthly staff costs
DC = monthly defence costs
CA = monthly cost of successfully attacks
• An evaluation based on value. A value metric considers the time value of money for
the organisation. The net present value (NPV) is a commonly known and used metric
within finance (Dorsman, 2003). Sonnenreich et al. (2006) provide the net present
value calculation. Such value considers the above-mentioned cash impact plus the
financial benefits. In case of security, these benefits are the unsuccessful attacks for
the defender. Gordon and Loeb (2002) limit the benefits of the unsuccessful attacks to
certain fraction of the total calculated amount. We combined these two elements in one
metric and called it the net present security value, and it is calculated in the following
way:
– NPSV = (f *uca – run rate) / (1 + i)^t
Where:
f = fraction following Gordon & Loeb (37%)
UCA = monthly cost of unsuccessfully attacks
i = return of investments that is applicable for the organisation
t = time period
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In terms of financial evaluation, the best policy options will result in the lowest run
rate and the highest net present security value. Anyway, both metrics are subjected to
static limitations (data quality, estimations and complexity) as explained in Chapter 1.
Due to these limitations, RIO calculation are not perceived helpful by decision makers as
observed by Moore et al. (2016). Therefore, ROI calculations are not used.

2.4.4.2

FUD
As already stated in Chapter 1, FUD stands for fear, uncertainty, and doubt. “Fear,
Uncertainty, and Doubt (FUD) are powerful tools to convince people about new ideas, activities,
and methods of doing business” (Tongia & Kanika, 2003, p. 1). FUD is a less rational
evaluation mechanism, yet a very simple mental processes for evaluation.

2.4.5

Perceived risk reduction
Another decision-making mechanism is the perceived reduction in risk. Many risk
management methodologies are available, but none of them address dynamic nature of
the changing system (Wangen et al., 2018). Tara Kissoon (2021) advocates the usage of
conceptual models in risk management to capture complex technology issues. Yet, this
approach remains static in nature.
As explained earlier in this chapter, risk is the probability of a cyber-attack (threat) that
occurred, multiplied by the damage that this attack may do on the organisation (impact).
Risk management is about taking policy decisions (measures) that lower this probability
and/or reduce the impact. In case of using simple mental evaluation processes, both
probability and impact are stated in a single figure or plotted within a range of numbers.
The fact is both probability and impact have strong non-linear and sometimes even
frequently changing properties. These properties are likely hard to capture in mental
processes (Sterman, 2000, 2006). These non-linear properties are caused by systemic
behaviour of the interaction between the attacker and the defender as well as the
responsive actions of the defender as a resilient organisation. This systemic behaviour
is explained in more detail in section 2.5.1. Figure 9 shows two examples related to the
DDOS modelling explained in rs. These examples are the non-linear behaviour of DDOS
attack probability and the relation between the quality of a DDOS runbook 35 and the
relative time needed to respond to a DDOS attack. For this second example, a lower
quality DDOS runbook contains less processes.

35 A runbook is a set of predefined activities and routings of daily operations and can provide solutions to possible problems
that might arise.
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Figure 9. Examples of non-linear properties of DDOS attack occurrence and DDOS response time in
relation to DDOS runbook quality.

Dekker (2021) indicates that current risk management practices are not suitable to
address the perceived uncertainty encountered in security decision-making anymore.
He argued that the attacker has evolved in such a way that his behaviour cannot be
captured in a single probability figure. Other causality driven means for decision support
are needed. Alexander (2020) and Wolthuis, Phillipson, Jongsma, and Langenkamp
(2021) explored the usage of Bayesian Beliefs Networks for this matter.

2.4.6

Consequences of current practices in decision-making
Previous sections describe the different decision support tools that are currently being
used for security investment decision-making. We have identified the following tools:
perceived risk reduction, adherence to compliance, benchmarks, industry best practices,
frameworks (NIST, ISO 27000, CIS-controls, etc.), past attack experiences, and ROI
calculation.
We explained that the usage of these tools is affected by static limitations and/or heuristics
which again affect the quality of the decisions being taken. We plotted these tools in a
decision support framework and demonstrated that these tools are very loosely connected
to the underlying systems (see Figure 8 and section 2.4 to 2.4.5 for more details). These
underlying systems consist of complex structures (see Figure 6 and section 2.3.1 for more
details), which are very limitedly in scope of the current identified decision support tools.
A lack of understanding of these complex systems – what we call dynamic limitations
in this research – may affect the decision making processes as well. These dynamic
limitations are not covered by the currently identified decision support tools.
As a consequence, decision makers are likely to focus on short-term observed successes
and tend to forget any long-term, sometimes vague, side effects. This might result in
‘better before worse’ behaviour, even when we thought we had considered all important,
relevant factors. When these long-term side effects are clearly visible, it is often too late
(Forrester, 2007; Sterman, 2000; Van Oorschot et al., 2013). This is what we call a trap
in decision-making. The effects of these traps may have financial consequences as well.
Therefore, these traps are relevant to decision-making in general. The following five traps
can be observed in decision-making:
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• The detection trap: This trap means that observed or detected cyber-attacks usually
increase the willingness to invest in security capabilities. If no security impacts are
observed or detected, it will have a negative impact on the willingness to invest in
security capabilities, and a lower level of detection might create a false perception
of low risk and make future investment difficult. This is called the detection trap
(Martinez-Moyano et al., 2011).
• The acceptance trap: Software will result in future income for the organisation, while
fixing security errors will result in a delay in receiving income as development costs
continue. Following Anderson (2001) and Anderson and Moore (2006), these are
network externalities stimulating software engineering teams to resolve errors in client
features, but not necessary security errors. Even so, solving security errors in an early
stage instead of later can be much cheaper and reduce the impact on the organisation
(Heitzenrater, 2016). These network externalities evoke that under pressure, software
features might be accepted with unresolved and undetected security errors. Anderson
(2001 page 2) gives an example for this: “we ship it on Thursday and get it right by version
3.” This means the software needs to be ready by “Thursday” and the forthcoming
future releases up to version 3 will have software updates that fix, amongst others,
the remaining security errors. This accepted software with security errors contains
vulnerabilities that might be exploited in the future and result in possible higher costs
evoked by the impact of a successful attack, mitigating attacks, and/or resolving these
errors. Ongoing pressure on the organisation that favours acceptance of software
instead of resolving vulnerabilities may evoke more attacks. As a result, more and more
resources are needed to fix and maintain existing software, which slows down future
development. We call this the acceptance trap.
• The adaption trap: Rahmandad and Repenning (2015, p. 2) identified the adaptation trap.
“The adaptation trap is a mechanism through which managerial learning leads to capability
erosion: well-intentioned efforts by managers to search locally for the optimal workload balance
leads them to systematically overload their organisation, and thereby, cause capabilities to
erode.” This trap is relevant to any running security capability in an organisation.
• The capability trap: “The capability trap arises from the interaction between judgmental
biases and the physical structure of work processes. These responses are tempting because they
yield immediate gains, while their costs are distant in time and space, uncertain and hard to
detect. But instead of making up for the improvement activity they trap in a downward spiral
of eroding process capability, increasing work hours and less and less time for improvement”
(Repenning & Sterman, 2002, p. 282). This trap explains the tension between multiple
layers of ridged defences against cyber-attacks on one hand and the focus on efficiency
and cost reduction on the other hand. More details will be explained in section 2.5.2.
• The decision trap. Van Oorschot, Akkermans, Sengupta and Van Wassenhove (2013)
recognize a system’s trap in product development projects, called the decision trap,
where current development stages are stretched at the expense of future stages, which
slowly and gradually reduce the likelihood of a successful delivery. Decision makers
sometimes fall into this trap, since due to filtered information, they fail to notice what is
happening until it is too late. This trap is applicable for any security program or security
capability being delivered to an organisation.
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2.5

The systemic structures of security investment
decision-making
In the previous sections, the way we steer our cyber-security investments was explained.
Sometimes these decisions may evoke traps in decision making. These traps point to the
importance of better understanding the underlying systemic structures relevant to security
investment decision-making. In this section, we explain which systemic structures
can be derived from scientific literature. Later in our research (see Chapter 5), we
observe frequent appearances of these structures and will refer to them as “core systemic
structures”.
This section starts with an overall explanation of the observed generic interaction between
attacker and defender in the cyber-security domain (see Figure 10). In each subsection
(2.5.1 to 2.5.3), the different systemic structures and literature are explained. The relevant
literature are mainly related to the fields of system dynamics and security economics.
The real-life systemic aspects of strategic security investment decision-making are visible
in Figure 10. On a strategic level, the board of directors is faced with the challenging task
of allocating budget to the different strategic initiatives and business functions and of an
organisation. This trade-off is closely related to the unknown optimal financial situation.
The defender tries to anticipate the behaviour of the attacker, and with proactive security
management, can act before a cyber-attack happens; after the cyber-attack, reactive
security management can avoid future impact of such cyber-attacks. The more budget
allocated to the security domain, the less is available for other initiatives and business
functions. The budget available to the security function determines the extent to which the
defender is able to anticipate, and how they then respond to the attacker. This anticipation
and response are what we describe as the “attacker-defender interaction” (described in
section 2.5.1).

Figure 10. Strategic view of the complex system of security.
Blue part is the domain of the security function and gray part is the domain of the business function.
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Sometimes, the defender cannot prevent a cyber-attack, so the targeted organisation
will need to respond to resolve the impact of this attack. The organisation will move into
a crisis mode and start the incident response process. For this process, the organisation
frees up staff resources from their day-to-day activities. In this process, security
specialists (knowledge of cyber domain) will work together with development and
operations engineers (knowledge of the IT and business domain) from the business to
mitigate the effects of this cyber-attack. After these mitigation actions are successful and
the organisation can again function normally, the engineers will continue with their dayto-day activities.
Besides the incident response and day-to-day activities, these engineers also work on
the implementation of strategic business initiatives. One can imagine that a continuous
lack of budget for the security domain will yield deteriorating defences and an increase of
cyber-attacks impacting the organisation. As a consequence, the organisation will move
more and more into a crisis mode to resolve the impact of these attacks, which decreases
engineers’ availability for day-to-day activities and implementing strategic business
initiatives. This dynamic is what we describe as the “response of the resilient organisation”
(described in section 2.5.2).
The resources spent in and budget available for security have their limits. In addition to
a limit on what an organisation can afford, there is also a limit to what extent decision
makers are willing to invest or should invest. This is the “security investment decisionmaking financial optimum” (described in section 2.5.3).
In section 2.5.4, there is a comparison of these systemic aspects with the characteristics
of complex systems. Finally, section 2.5.5 demonstrates that these complex system
characteristics are even visible within a security function of an organisation.

2.5.1

The attacker-defender interaction
The “attacker-defender interaction” is an ongoing dialogue between attacker and defender as
both search for the weakest link for attack or defence. Both will anticipate and learn from
each other’s actions (Barth et al., 2012; Böhme & Moore, 2016; Clayton et al., 2015;
Libicki et al., 2015; Martinez-Moyano et al., 2015; Su, 2006). This interaction is shown
in Figure 11, where the attacker and defender can only anticipate each other’s actions after
their means for attacking and/or defending are ready for usage and can be observed by the
other. This behaviour represents what is actually meant by dialogue: the exchange of ideas
and facts (in terms of cyber-attacks and associated defences) between two or more parties
and their anticipation towards this exchange. Although the attacker-defender interaction
can be represented by an escalation archetype 36, we prefer Figure 11 because it clearly
defines the different system states of the attacker and the defender.

36 Within the field of system dynamics an archetype describes a common structure of a system (Wolstenholme, 2003; Senge,
1990; Kim & Anderson, 2011; Braun, 2002). More about archetypes is explained in section 3.4.3.2.
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The attractiveness of the target (defender) in the context of the attacker’s objective
determines the level of involvement of the attacker in this dialogue. The objectives of an
attacker can be obtaining financial benefits, demonstrating a skillset, obtaining strategic
benefits or gaining competitive advantages. The first two objectives are related to a
single run or a short-term attack period. The latter two objectives are related to repeated
attempts and a long attack campaign (Chen et al., 2014). The attractiveness of a target is
determined by its size, geographical location, and branch of industry (Thonnard et al.,
2015). During the interactions between the attacker and the defender, the defender has to
cope with both forms of attacks and sometimes even simultaneously. Short term attacks
may occur multiple times over a longer time period by (different) attackers.

Figure 11. Simplest form of the attacker-defender interaction derived from Martinez-Moyano et al., 2015.

Evolutionary development is visible in criminal security networks such as botnets and
illegal market places (Baldwin et al., 2016, Clayton et al., 2015; Libicki et al., 2015;
Su 2006). Over time, cybercriminals consolidate their infrastructure for various
forms of cybercrime. An intervention by law enforcement only works if the reason for
consolidation will be disrupted (Clayton et al., 2015). Law enforcement is particularly
effective against cybercriminals in international cooperation (Hui et al., 2017).
The evolution between attacker and defender also depends on the success of attacks.
Successful cyber-attacks will evoke more cyber-attacks. Baldwin et al. (2016) identified
a contagion effect. For instance, as of late 2014, a growth in DDOS for Bitcoin 37 attacks
were identified (Akamai, 2015) due to its success.
When such attacks have a certain exposure, more and more potential targets will
implement countermeasures, and the number of attacks decline. The contest between
measures and countermeasures escalate and have been evolving over time (Libicki et

37 The DDOS for Bitcoin attack is one where targets are subjected to extortion: pay or suffer a DDOS attack. A DDOS attack
has the purpose of preventing legitimate users from using a specific network resource (Specht & Lee, 2004).
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al., 2015). Su (2006) described a similar behaviour from a game theory perspective.
She indicated that both attacker and defender have a threshold for not attacking
respectively and not investing 38; beyond this point, attackers and defenders will take
action. Thus, not investing in security might result in an unprotected weakest link. Böhme
and Moore (2016) described a strong dynamic component in the interplay of security
attackers and defenders; e.g., attackers finding the weakest link, defenders fixing the
problem, and attackers finding new holes. This dynamic can also be explained by the
red queen hypothesis: “each adaption by species is matched by counteracting adoptions in
other interacting species, such that perpetual evolutionary change is required for existence”
(Brockhurst et al., 2014, p. 1).
When defenders’ uncertainty about implementing the right countermeasures is too high,
the defender uses reactive security management (Böhme & Moore, 2016). Reactive
security management means security measures are implemented after such an attack has
occurred. This is different compared to proactive security management. Proactive security
management means security measures are implemented before the targeted organisation
is hit by an attack. Barth et al. (2012) argue that reactive security management is equally
competitive with proactive security management only if the defenders learn from the past
attack instead of myopically overreacting to it. After a successful attack, often an extreme
reaction by the defender is put in place; this costs a lot of money, and while it shows
visible action, it is not usually as effective as proactive security management. Schneier
(2007) posits that most reactive actions to a successful attack are less effective. He refers
to cover my ass security which refers to costly but ineffective security measures with the
purpose of protecting officials from criticism, should another attack occur (Schneier,
2007). Myopically over-reactive decisions will result in overspending on security
capabilities. Also, Anderson et al. (2013) explain that some irrational expenditures in
cybercrime situations are difficult to be explained by behavioural theories like concepts
such as willingness to pay, which is an economic concept and refers to the maximum
amount an individual is willing to pay for a product or service. This concept depends on
the context in which the decision is made.
From an attacker’s perspective, an unsuccessful attack yields the following options:
• Interpret this result as strong negative feedback and try better in a second attempt.
Typical human behaviour shows that strong negative feedback results in improved
second attempt (Podsakoff & Farth, 1989).
• Search for another target. The attack system may be correct, but this particular
defender has a better defence system in place. Therefore, the attacker will find another
potential target.
• Improve the attack system and attack again when this improved system is ready.
The defender can decide how tightly coupled his reaction is to the successfulness of
(improved) attacks. The defender will act in this interaction with the defender by,

38 Below this threshold, the attacker will not attack, or the defender will not invest in defence, because for various reasons, it
is not interesting for them to do so.
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• Not improving the defence system, which may increase the number of successful
cyber-attacks by the attacker in future. This may in turn result more attack due to its
successfulness, word-of-mouth effect with the attacker’s community, and generate
a perception of a vulnerable target. Vulnerable targets lack defensive measures and
increase the successfulness of cyber-attackers.
• Improving the defence system with the aim to limit the number of successful cyberattacks.
In summary, attackers and defenders are tightly coupled in their arms-race. A perceived
disconnection between attackers and defenders may result in an over-reacted high
investment or even overspending to bridge this difference.

2.5.2

The response of the resilient organisation
Important characteristics of this structure are related to incident response and learning of
the organisation. Therefore, one can argue that the response of the learning organisation
was a better title of this section. We choose resilient organisation because resilience
embraces important concepts relevant to the understanding of security that goes beyond
the concept of learning.
A resilient organisation will maintain or improve business performance under challenging
conditions and emerge more powerful through sophisticated ways of learning (MartinezMoyano et al., 2015; Reinmoeller & Baardwijk, 2005; Vogus & Sutcliffe, 2007). From a
security perspective, this definition includes the following important concepts:
• Under challenging conditions. A cyber-attack can be considered a challenging
event as it appears as an unexpected danger. An incident response team usually
identifies and responds to this event via the incident response process. Usually, the
response instructions for this team are captured in a runbook, which is a composition
of relevant written, explained, routine procedures and operations that a system
administrator, operator, or security specialist executes.
• Improve business performance. The outcome of the incident response process as
a reaction of the defender to a detected cyber-attack is to bring business performance
back to acceptable levels.
• Sophisticated ways of learning. From a security perspective, threat intelligence
gathering, analysis, and information-sharing with relevant parties, and incorporation of
the received new insights in runbooks can be considered an important mechanism for
knowledge-management and learning. Threat intelligence represents the synthesis of
information detailing potential threats with a solid understanding of network structure,
operations, and activities (Chismon & Ruks, 2015). By using threat intelligence, the
defender obtains more knowledge about the attacker’s way of working. The attacker’s
visibility is the basis of threat intelligence gathering. Some defenders share their threat
intelligence with other defenders in order to further improve learning. MartinezMoyano et al. (2015) recognized an increase in knowledge and information cues
available to the defender as important elements for improving defences. Integration of
threat intelligence into risk management systems provides near online real-time means
for risk assessment and evaluation of events (Riesco & Villagrá, 2019).
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Other ways to strengthen organisational learning are root-cause-analysis and analysis
of lessons learned as part of the incident response process. In a root-cause-analysis,
the defender seeks to identify why the attack was successful, and how this attack can
be prevented or detected faster. The purpose of analysing lessons learned is to distil the
experience of the responses performed into ones that are relevant for future responses.
Both root-cause-analysis and lessons learned may issue updated or improved runbooks,
create a shared understanding, and evoke the improvement of certain defence capabilities
of the organisation. This associated defence improvement is comparable to the defence
productivity and motivation feedback loops as defined by Martinez-Moyano et al. (2015)
as part of adversarial dynamics.
Another form of resilience can be found in the design principle of duplication. Security
capability design principles related to duplication can be realised by spare capacity in
the network or in the server park, cybercrime emergency response teams, or multiple
security measures that provide protection against certain cyber-attacks. This is called the
defence-in-depth concept, which is an attempt to protect a computer network with a series
of defensive mechanisms so that if one mechanism fails, another will already be in place to
thwart an attack (McGuiness, 2001).
There is, however, a fundamental tension between efficiency and resilience (Hall et al.,
2013). Resilience requires spare capacity, duplication of resources, systems that are
loosely coupled (composed of largely independent subsystems), and layered defences.
Improving efficiency generally means eliminating excess capacity and redundant
resources; over time, this evokes the capability trap and the adaptation trap. These traps
are explained in section 2.4.6.
Another capability erosion effect of an efficiency focus is that organisations are less able
to handle multiple incidents (or interruptions) (Rudolph & Repenning, 2002). “Overaccumulation of interruptions can shift an organisational system from a resilient, self-regulating
regime, which offsets the effects of this accumulation to a fragile, self-escalating regime that
amplifies them because unresolved interruptions do not disappear, but instead, they accumulate; the
accumulation eventually causes a drop in performance” (Rudolph & Repenning, 2002, p. 1).
One can imagine that an organisation recovering from an attack has three priorities,
namely: (1) bringing the organisation back to a normal state of doing business, (2) doing
business (in a normal state), and (3) preparing for the future through learning and
implementing strategic initiatives. With this in mind, an on-going focus on efficiency
– and thus reduction of duplicity – results in relatively more attention for priorities (1)
and (2). In a situation of increasing cyber-attacks, more focus is needed on priority (1).
More attacks yield higher staff demand for priority (1). The staff needed for priority (2)
remains more or less stable. When the total available staff resources are more or less
stable, less capacity will become available for priority (3). This may become worse when
attacks start to increase and more staff capacity is needed to bring organisations back to
the normal state of doing business. At a certain moment in time, the following question
arises: Does the organisation have sufficient resources available for priority (2) and (3)?
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Causal loop diagrams related to the resilient organisation is visible in Figure 125 and partly
in Figure 124.

2.5.3

The security investment decision-making financial optimum
Decision makers face a financial optimum in their decision-making that involves spending
money on cyber-defences or spending money and the impact of cyber-attacks.
On the one hand, successful cyber-attacks may have far-reaching consequences; they
generate substantial costs due to damage that can include forensic investigation, support,
remediation, communication, and legal and regulatory cost as well as the loss of customers
and accompanying consequences (NetDilligence, 2014; Ponemon, 2014; Verizon DBIR,
2015). Even non-availability of services including loss of revenue and possible legal claims
for non-delivery are possible (Specht & Lee, 2004). In addition, resources are needed to
bring the defender into a normal operational state. On the other hand, cyber-capabilities
incur non-recurring costs for implementing the capability, as well as recurring costs for
maintaining the security capability (Sonnenreich et al., 2006; Su, 2006). The way this
happens is determined by the previous explained systemic structures of attacker–defender
interactions and the response of the resilient organisation.
Therefore, this optimum is influenced by the following dynamics:
• If the organisation invests in security capabilities, its cost base will increase; thus, its
profits will decline. Yet, it is likely that the probability for a successful cyber-attack
and/or impact of such attack decreases as well.
• If the organisation does not invest in security capabilities, the organisation might be
more subject to cyber-attacks and corresponding damage.
• In case of successful cyber-attacks, the cost base of this organisation will increase;
therefore, its profit will decrease.
Sufficient profits are needed to invest in security capabilities; additionally, observed or
detected security impact usually increases the willingness to invest in security capabilities.
If no security impacts are observed or detected, it will have a negative impact on the
willingness to invest in security capabilities, and a lower level of detection might create a
false perception of low risk and make future investment difficult. This is called the detection
trap (Martinez-Moyano et al., 2011). These financial dynamics are presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Security economic optimum.

From a financial point of view, a security investment decision results in cash leaving the
organisation for investing and maintaining the defence capacity, or a negative cash impact
related to the impact of successful security breaches. The avoided cash impacts related to
these mitigated attacks are often not considered by a financial function in organisations
because this type of costs (cost avoidance) is not part of general accounting practices.
However, in terms of the evaluation of a security investment, they are often considered
a benefit (Al-Humaigani & Dunn, 2003; Bistarelli et al., 2006; Bodin et al., 2005;
Cremonini & Martini, 2005; Gordon & Loeb, 2002; Gordon et al., 2015; Mizzi, 2010;
Sonnenreich et al., 2006; Su, 2006; Wang et al., 2008). As a consequence, systemic
perspective on policy evaluation should be based on a cash impact perspective as well as a
metric considering the associated benefits of the policy settings such as return on security
investment.
In conclusion, in this area, we also observe characteristics of complex systems. The total
cost spent on security capabilities and cyber-attacks related damages can be optimized.
However, the interesting feedback mechanism of the detection trap may strongly impact
investment decision-making and create system shocks.

2.5.4

Security is a complex dynamic system
In this section, the three different systemic core structures (1) “attacker-defender
interactions”, (2) “response of the resilient organisation” and (3) “security investment decisionmaking financial optimum” are compared with the characteristics of complex systems.
It should be noted that the first two systemic structures significantly influence the third
structure. Therefore, some rows in Table 2 are marked in grey, indicating where “security
investment decision-making optimum” is most closely connected to these other two
structures. The third core structure is specified in separate rows. These characteristics are
briefly explained in section in section 1.3. This comparison is visible in Table 2.
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Complex systems

“Attacker-defender interaction”

“Response of the resilient
organisation”

Tightly-coupled

Attacker and defender anticipate
each other

Defender observes the attacker

Governed by
feedback

The defender can act on observed
behaviour of the attacker, and the
other way around.

Defender observations result in
response improvements that limit the
impact of future security incidents.

See below in the final row in the table
Non-linear

It takes time to improve attack or
defence systems.

Goal-seeking behaviour: the resilient
organisation tries to maintain normal
business performance as quickly as
possible.

See below in the final row in the table
History-dependent

Defender already has defensive
measures in place to be considered.

Defender already has defensive
measures, knowledge management
systems, and routines in place.

Self-organizing

The attacker and defender are both
searching for the weakest link.

The resilient organisation tries
to maintain normal business
performance, and will act accordingly.

Trade-offs

Proactive security management
versus reactive security management

Tension between resilience and
efficiency

Counterintuitive
Policy resistant

There is an (unobserved) financial optimum where an investment decision is
triggered by observed attacker behaviour (detection trap). Security investment
decision-making may be driven by heuristics. (Unexpected) successful cyberattacks may result in myopic overreaction by the defender. Any money spent
on security cannot be spent on other business activities.

Table 2. Connection between characteristics of a complex dynamic system and the three systemic
structures. The grey areas are related to the security investment decision-making financial optimum.

Based on Table 2, we conclude that security can be considered a complex dynamic system.
These systemic structures are not only identified within an organisation but also in the
security function itself. Section 2.5.5 explains this.

2.5.5

Real life security organisation
Feedback mechanisms relevant to this complex dynamic system can also be identified
in the security function itself. This is the organisation that resorts under the CISO: the
CISO-organisation. For a better comprehension of defender operations, the CISOorganisation is explained in this section. This section will also introduce many security
terms which be used in later chapters.
To elaborate more on the security function itself, in 2015, the Carnegie Mellon Software
Engineering Institute investigated the structure of the CISO-Organisation. In its report,
Allen et al. (2015) recognized the following organisational components:
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• Security Engineering and Asset Security. This unit ensures that assets (host,
networks, system, application, information, end-user devices) are secure during
operations. Activities include setting security requirements, developing and
maintaining the enterprise security architecture, ensuring security through the
lifecycle of an asset, and defining controls in line with security requirements and the
architecture.
• Security Operations Center (SOC). This unit is responsible for the day-today security operations activities. Activities related to this team are analysing and
managing threats, collecting threat intelligence and reporting them to stakeholders
in the organisation, monitoring logs, addressing raised alerts, and managing security
incidents.
• Emergency Operations and Incident Management Command. This unit works
closely with the SOC. It mobilizes staff for the incident-response process and resolves
them following the runbooks. Lessons learned and root-cause-analysis are also part
of this unit’s activities. If a cyber-attack requires forensic investigation and working
together with law enforcement and regulatory bodies, it will be done by this unit.
• Programme Management. This unit is responsible for implementing the security
plan and programmes based on that plan. The implementation of the security plan
results in an improved defence of the organisation for the future. Adjustment of this
plan can be done based on new insights from threat intelligence, security incidents, or
business requirements. Also, employee management (screening, succession planning,
career planning, training, awareness, knowledge development), external relationship
management (vendor, suppliers, contractors, partners, governmental bodies,
regulators, other business) are part of this unit. Governance, Risk, and Compliance
(GRC) activities to ensure required oversight, risk management, and compliancy with
legal, regulatory, and policies are in place are also carried out by this unit.
In order to stay one step ahead of the threat actor, ethical hacks can help to learn and
understand the critical vulnerabilities in the organisation. Ethical hackers identify
vulnerabilities similar like threat actors, but instead of exploiting them, they inform
the organisation (Smith et al., 2002). This means a dedicated unit for ethical hacking
activities, called security assessment services, can be beneficial for the whole
organisation. Besides reporting on critical vulnerabilities, an additional advantage of this
team is that such a team in the security organisation can test the activities of all other
units and how they detect and respond to the ethical hackers’ activities. These ethical
hackers’ activities mimic the behaviour of real attackers as realistically as possible but in a
more controlled manner without damaging the defender. In Figure 13, the organisational
structure of the security organisation that includes this activity is presented. A wellfunctioning up-to-date security function should detect these ethical hack activities
through the security operations centre and anticipate accordingly with their emergency
operations & incident management command.
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Figure 13. Organisation chart security function with visualization of the feedback mechanisms.

2.6

Current state of security investment decision-making
We observe that agency theory provides a theoretical basis for appointing a dedicated
and knowledgeable agent that has end responsibility for the safety of the organisation,
called CISO. The CISO needs to be in control of his security strategy despite the fact that
decision-making in this field can be perceived as uncertain. The field of management
control provides decision-makers some means to take decisions while coping with
uncertainty. We observe that neither the agency theory nor management control
considers the systemic aspects in decision-making.
The design of security system structures as a complex interaction between people,
processes, technology and data can be found in the field of enterprise architecture and
more specifically, security architecture. Yet, many supportive tools for decision-making
are loosely coupled to these structures.
Perceived risk reduction, adherence to compliance, benchmarks, industry best practices,
frameworks (NIST, ISO 27000, CIS-controls, etc.), and past attacks are tools and
approaches that are often used to support security investment decision-making.
We observe that these available tools mainly focus on policies; goals, objectives and
preferences, and the outcome of interest and are not strongly connected to the underlying
system (system comprising decision domain). This is striking because we observe that
many weaknesses in the usage of these tools are related to systemic structures relevant
to security that impact the decision-making process. In conclusion, from a theoretical
perspective, the application of system dynamics approach in security investment decisionmaking can potentially make a difference in decision-making.
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3.1

Summary of Chapter 3
In our research, we gather data on a serious game and five case studies that each model
a different security topic in a European organisation. The serious game is founded upon
the systemic structures described in Chapter 2. The model underlying the game design
is constructed using the system dynamics methodology. The serious game and modelling
cases are selected in such a way that they represent diverse elements of a security
taxonomy in line with the approach of attacking organisations (kill chain). The models in
the five case studies are also built following the system dynamics methodology.
We believe that our research question can best be answered by applying system dynamics
methodology, which is one of the available simulations and modelling methodologies.
Following organisational development theory and nature of the enterprise architecture
field, we believe that the system structures observed in these cases can be re-used in other
organisations with the same problems. Of course, calibration to the other organisation
will be needed.
This chapter explains system dynamics terminology, its methodological approach, and
our research approach. Based on our ex-ante evaluation, we expected to encounter
uncertainty in this research about the context, system, outcome and goals, objectives and
preferences relevant to our cyber-security cases. Due to the nature of this uncertainty, no
additional tools or methods are needed. Still, the nature of cyber-attacks and attacker’s
behaviour require us to complement traditional system dynamics modelling practices with
random probability functions and additional sensitivity analyses.
Key words: system dynamics, system dynamics method, deep uncertainty, uncertainty,
security taxonomy

3.2

Investigating complex systems
In section 1.3, we already explained what a complex system is. The important
characteristics are many components that interact with each other, where these
interactions are subject to time delays, accumulation, and non-linearity. As decision
makers cannot fully oversee a complex system, authors such as Sarguth and McGarth
(2011) advocate using simulation of the systems’ behaviour and exploring multiple
scenarios in order to build understanding of its structure and behaviour. Modelling and
simulation can be used to obtain a deeper understanding about the system’s performance
in real-life (Forrester, 1961; Sokolowski & Banks, 2010; Yin & MacKay, 2018).
Past research (see section 1.3), current decision-making practices (see section 2.4) and
management control frameworks (see section 2.2) do not consider the usage of simulation
techniques for security investment decision-making. We assume that in order to increase
understanding about dynamic limitations, modelling and simulation techniques are
needed. This assumption is supported by various studies showing that quality of decisionmaking supported by simulation and modelling methods is better compared to other
methods (Dickerson & Clark, 2018; Xie et al., 2018). Although this research was done in
classroom settings, we see this as a second reason for exploring these methods.
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3.2.1

Modelling and simulation techniques for investigating complex
systems
In the field of modelling and simulation, we can observe the use of various techniques;
i.e., Agent Based Modelling (ABM), Discrete Event Modelling (DEM), System dynamics
Modelling (SD), (cooperative and uncooperative, finite and infinite) games, Network
Analysis (NA), and Multi-Criteria Decisions Analysis (MCDA). These are described in
Table 3, which shows the modelling technique, the associated scientific theory, and a
short explanation of this technique. For each technique, we reflect how it may contribute
to understanding aspects of security. MCDA is included because, several methods such as
network analysis and system dynamics with deep uncertainty have used a specific form of
MCDA.
Modelling technique

Scientific theory

Explanation

Agent Based Modelling
(ABM)

Complexity theory

Modelling, simulating, and analysing systems
based on behaviour and interactions of
agents.

Discrete Event Simulation
(DES)

Queue theory

Modelling, simulating, and analysing systems
on an event-by-event basis.

System dynamics
Modelling (SD)

Systems theory

Modelling, simulating, and analysing complex
dynamic systems.

Cooperative and
uncooperative finite games

Game theory

Modelling, simulating, and analysing
behaviour of players with their constraints
and pay-offs. Purpose of the game is winning.

Cooperative and
uncooperative infinite
games

Game Theory

Modelling, simulating, and analysing
behaviour of players with their constraints
and pay-offs. Purpose of the game is
participating.

Network Analysis (NA)

Network theory

Modelling, simulating, and analysing the
structure and content of networks.

Multi-Criteria Decision
Analysis (MCDA)

Optimization
theory

Approach considering all relevant criteria
simultaneously.

Table 3. Table with modelling techniques, associated scientific theory, and short explanation about the
methodology.

The different modelling techniques are explained below. For each of these methods, we
reflect on any perceived issues with operationalisation.
Agent Based Modelling (ABM) allows us to disaggregate the system to a set of components
that capture the behaviour of the various agents who make up the system, as each have
their own characteristics and rule sets (Borshchev, 2013; Heppenstall & Crooks, 2012;
Jaffry & Treur, 2011; Parunak et al., 1998; Srbljinović & Škunca, 2003). This modelling
technique focuses on agents, rules of behaviour, and interactions between agents.
An agent can be defined at a very detailed level; e.g., an individual, and also at a strategic
level where an agent may represent a philosophy, competing project, or company
(Borshchev, 2013). The following criticisms with regard to ABM have been put forward:
the results depend on the initial conditions; they are not transparent; the results are only
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to a limited extent reproducible; and they do not contribute to an understanding of the real
world (Manzo, 2014).
Our perceived challenge with applying ABM is threefold:
• Threat actor agent modelling is very difficult. Central to security is the interaction
between the attacker and the defender. Therefore, agents that represent threat actors
need to be included. There are many different threat actors such as cyber-criminals,
activists, employees, state actors and corporates (Falk, 2018). Real-life rules for
agent modelling need to be obtained from the attackers themselves, national security
agencies, and security teams within organisations. This information is often a (top)
secret and to a large extent, will not be shared. Modderkolk (2019) performed
journalistic research on some specific security events. In our opinion, his research
was on a more aggregated level than needed for ABM, and his disclosure was less
rigid compared to what is needed for a PhD thesis. According to his accountability
statement, Modderkolk had already struggled severely with evidence gathering,
disclosure of research results, and confidentiality.
• Unknown rules of behaviour. Section 1.2 and 1.3 elaborated on counterintuitive
decisions caused by static and dynamic limitations. This suggests that certain rules of
behaviour are not yet fully known.
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is a quantitative approach to represent real-world
activities as it simulates dynamics on an event-by-event-basis; e.g., a sequence of
operations or a process across entities or other connected components and generates
reports about this performance for analysis (Babulak, 2008; Babulak & Wang, 2010;
Borshchev, 2013; Matlof, 2008; Ullrich & Lückerath, 2017). This modelling method is
applied at a low abstraction level; e.g., operations, entities, or resources with many details
(Borshchev, 2013). DES has the following limitations: detailed simulation may require a
complex set of equations and a lot of data; it cannot provide insights at an individual level,
and its time-consuming runs constrain uncertainty analysis and exploration of sensitivity
(Caro & Moller, 2016; Sharma, 2015).
Our perceived challenges with DES are the following:
• Level of abstraction. Our research focuses on security investment decision-making,
which is related to the strategic level, such as the security strategy and security
program or their components. DES is applied on a far lower level of abstraction. For an
aggregation to a more appropriate level to support security investment decisionmaking, additional work will be needed, which can be avoided by using other methods.
Nevertheless, the occurrence of an attack can be considered an event that makes the
DES method useful.
• Data availability. There might be an issue with DES modelling and data availability.
Complex equations may need a lot of data while security investment decision-making is
subjected to static limitations (data issues).
• Sensitivity analysis. The occurrence of attacks is non-linear in severity and occurrence.
More details on these aspects are listed in section 2.5 describing systemic aspects
of security investment decision-making and section on methodology. Therefore,
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sensitivity analysis will be needed, which again creates a high workload which can be
avoided with other or complementary methods.
System dynamics modelling (SD) is a method used to describe, model, simulate,
and analyse dynamically complex issues and/or systems in terms of their processes,
information, organisational boundaries, and strategies. SD modelling also results in
learning about dynamic complexity – caused by feedback, accumulation, and time delays
– and an understanding of sources of policy resistance that promotes the design of more
effective policies (Duggan, 2016; Pruyt, 2013; Sterman, 2000). This modelling method
is positioned as a strategic modelling method and applied at the highest abstraction levels;
i.e., social dynamics, epidemics, or consumer behaviour (Borshchev, 2013). Criticisms
of this approach are that it is more practical in nature and less scientific – a soft approach
that relies on qualitative data – and the practitioners should improve their communication
(Featherston & Doolan, 2012; Lane, 2000).
We observe that system dynamics:
• Is a strategically oriented method that facilitates researching the structure-behaviourparadigm.
• Provides means to cope with data issues because of the softer approach to tackling
qualitative components.
• Traditionally uses ‘manual’ sensitivity analysis. The occurrence of attacks is non-linear
in severity and occurrence. More details of these aspects are described in section 2.5
on systemic aspects of security investment decision-making and section 3.4.3.2 on
methodology. To cope with these non-linearities, sensitivity analysis will be needed,
which again creates a high workload. This high workload might be avoided when using
other or complementary methods (further on in this section more is explained about
multi modelling).
A game, as the term is used in science and education, is a formal model of an interactive
situation with opposing or cooperating interests (players), where two or more players
make decisions that jointly determine the final outcome, and where constraints and
payoff for actions are considered (Amadi et al., 2017; Bonanno, 2015; Turocy & Von
Stengel, 2001). The model defines the players, their preferences, their information,
the strategic actions available to them, and how this influences the outcome (Turocy &
Von Stengel, 2001). There are four types of games: cooperative, uncooperative, infinite,
and finite games. In uncooperative games, the players choose strategies simultaneously,
and are thereafter committed to their chosen strategies (Argoneto et al., 2008).
Cooperative games build a negotiation and enforcement mechanism into the game
(ibid.). The difference between finite and infinite games is that the first will end and have
a winner or loser, while the latter will not end and will have participants continue to
play (Carse, 1986). This analysis uses the following assumptions: in the (cyber-security)
domain relevant to this study, the number of players is finite, all players act in a rational
and intelligent manner, each player has a set course of action, the rules of play are known
to all players, and the outcome is a zero-sum.
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In our opinion, only the infinite uncooperative game is appropriate, because of the
ongoing interaction between attacker and defender and the different objectives of the
attacker and the defender. We believe applying a game structure will be challenging
because the attacker can target different defenders or multiple defenders depending on
his way of working (mode of operandi). The defender has to cope with multiple attackers.
Therefore, both parties have a N-to-one relation. More details of these aspects are visible
in section 2.5 on systemic aspects of security investment decision-making. This game
structure goes beyond our research scope.
Network analysis (NA) is an analytical method used to compute measures of network
structure 39 and network content 40 (Broerse van Groenou & Van Tilburg, 1996).
Networks arise in many areas of daily life, commerce, and research; i.e., social networks,
road networks, communication and information technology networks, trust networks,
hyperlink networks, chemical interaction networks, neural networks, collaboration
networks, and lexical networks (Kunegis, 2017). Network analysis has the following
limitations: simulation and validation can be a challenge, as might be scalability (Helms
et al., 2010; Rampfl, 2013). Borgatti et al. (2014) argue that network analysis mainly
provides insight regarding structure and allows for a static analysis. They argue that the
method can be improved in the area of content, context, and dynamics.
We believe this method is less appropriate for our research, as our dynamic application
domain does not match the static nature of this method. Also, network structure and
network content are not part of our research question.
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a systematic and transparent approach that
simultaneously considers all criteria relevant to a particular decision (Baltussen & Nielsen,
2006). The approach helps policy makers and decision makers to consider multiple
criteria simultaneously (Baltussen et al., 2010).
Considering multiple criteria for policy analysis, like MCDA, can also be done in
combination with other scientific methodologies. For instance, for network analyses, this
is called Multi-Criteria Path Finding (MCPF). Mohammadi and Hunter (2012), among
others demonstrated this application. Multi-criteria decision analysis has also been
applied in the context of system dynamics modelling and the context of deep uncertainty.
The technique used for this form of analysis is called Multi-Objective Robust DecisionMaking (MORDM). Examples of this application are described by Pruyt (2007),
Haasnoot et al. (2013), and Pruyt, et al. (2012).
Anderson (2019b) advocates hybrid and multi-method modelling where advantages of the
different methods are combined. This approach provides more detailed insights into the
problem compared to the use of a single methodology. Under certain conditions, hybrid
39 Aspects of the total network derived from combining features of individual relationships and the linkages between these
relationships. These can include size, composition, homogeneity, role complexion, geographical dispersion, and stability
(Broerse van Groenou & Van Tilburg, 1996).
40 The type of interaction takes place within pairs of network members; it can include interaction, support intensity, support
complexity, and reciprocity (ibid.).
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modelling might process simulations faster and improve the process of policy design
(ibid.). A disadvantage of hybrids is the interfacing between the methods that can be error
prone; also, software tooling for sensitivity analysis and testing is usually related to a single
method (ibid.).
Multi-modelling and the use of multi-criteria generate an extra layer of complexity in the
research. Given the limited research available on dynamic limitations, adding additional
complexity is not preferred at this stage. Combining approaches is possibly something
to consider for the future. In case of application sensitivity analysis, higher workload is
preferred above the usage of multiple methods.
Next, the important characteristics of security decision-making will be explained.

3.2.2

Characteristics of security investment decision-making
In this section, we describe the four characteristics of security investment decisionmaking, which will enable us to make a selection among available methodologies.
The first characteristic is strategically oriented. Decision makers need to determine what
exposure of the organisation to cyber-attacks is acceptable. This is called risk appetite.
The policies or measures defined in the security strategy and security programme will
bring the posture of the defender in line with this risk appetite. These policies will cost
money and affect the allocation of budgets between the security function and other
business functions. These decisions are considered strategic because they affect the
environment in which the defender operates, have a large impact on the resource and staff
base of the firm, have long-term implications, and are complex in nature.
The second characteristic is economically justifiable decisions. Any method used should
provide insights in (potential) losses and (potential) gains of simulation security policy
options. This insight is needed so decision makers can make financially justifiable
decisions.
The third characteristic is evaluation and analysis of all alternatives. Due to the
complex nature of security, different strategies are available, such as proactive security
management (Böhme & Moore, 2016), reactive security management (Böhme & Moore,
2016; Schneier, 2007), or no action at all. Within these different strategies, there are
usually different alternative policy options. Therefore, alternatives should be analysed,
compared, and evaluated. In order to do that, the following characteristics should be
considered:
• Transparent analysis of cause-effect relations. Clear cause-effect relationship
means the solutions provided should solve the problem presented in theory and
practice. Some studies in this field had difficulties in establishing clear cause-effect
relationship (Graves et al., 2016; Tongia & Kanika, 2003).
• Based on complete data. Complete data means the number of missing records
is limited or there is the ability to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analysis.
Past research indicates incomplete data are a common feature of studies in cybersecurity (Rue, Pfleeger, & Ortiz, 2007; Su, 2006, Graves, Acquisti, & Christin 2016).
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• Based on accurate data. Accurate means the insights presented reflect real-world
behaviour, and results are reproducible. Past research indicates difficulties in obtaining
accurate data for the analysis (Graves et al., 2016; Rue et al., 2007; Su, 2006;).
• Dynamic interactions. We have already stated that this research focuses on solving
dynamic limitations. Consequently, we referred to the structure-behaviour-paradigm
as an important concept to do this. The research method should be able to capture these
dynamic interactions.
• Presentation. Decision makers will only use a method for analysis and evaluation if
results can be presented in an understandable manner.
The final characteristic is feasibility. The chosen method should enable us to execute our
research as intended. This includes aspects such as the availability of sufficient data to
execute the research, model efforts being able to potentially yield meaning full results, the
research workload being acceptable, and results being scientifically grounded. If working
with a method is perceived not feasible, there is a serious risk of not delivering any
research results.

3.2.3

Recommended method

Strategic focus
Economically justifiable
decisions
Suitable
for
analysis
and
evaluation

causality
accuracy
completeness
dynamic
presentation

Feasibility
Table 4. Comparison of decision-making characteristics with methods of simulation.
= There is a very good fit between method and characteristics. = There is a good fit between method
and characteristics. = There is a reasonable fit between method and characteristics. = There a poor
fit between method and characteristics. = There is a no fit between method and characteristics. Since
different sub forms are available for MCDA related to other methods, the score may change in relation to
the combination of methods being used.
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Hybrid methods /
Multi models*

Multi criteria
decision analysis*

Network Analysis

Cooperative and
uncooperative
infinite games

Cooperative and
uncooperative finite
games

Discrete Event
Simulation

Agent -Based
Modelling

Decision-making
characteristics

System dynamics
Modelling

In this section, we compare the methods for simulation and modelling (section 3.2.1.)
with the different characteristics of security investment decision-making (section
3.2.2.). This comparison helps to decide which method is applicable for this research.
The comparison is important because it justifies the modelling approach chosen. Table 4
contains this comparison, followed by a more detailed explanation.

System dynamics and multi-objective robust decision-making modelling are most closely
aligned with a strategic focus. ABM and DES focus on a lower level of abstraction because
of modelling at the level of an agent or event respectively. Therefore, they have a lower
score. Infinite games are also less favoured because game theory assumes the set of
strategic actions available to each player is known. Mohammadia et al. (2016) indicate that
a system dynamics approach is needed to include feedback mechanism driving strategic
actions in a game. Network analysis and finite games have the lowest score because these
methods will not provide an answer to our research question. These methods do not
provide the means for analysis a security system.
For economic clarity, all methods – with the exception of network analysis and finite
game – have the same value because economic elements can be included in each approach;
all methods can be used. Economics is not in the scope of network analysis.
With respect to suitability for analysis and evaluation, there are several remarks:
• Agent-based modelling has a lower score on accuracy. Criticism of agent-based
modelling includes the ability to compare, reproduce, and understand the real world.
The lower score on completeness is related to the concerns about modelling the attacker
as an agent. The very low score on feasibility is caused by unknown behaviour rules and
the limited research mandate that is related to the data needed for attack modelling.
• Discrete event modelling has a low score on completeness because of its limitations
in analysing uncertainty and sensitivity.
• Gaming. Finite games score very low on accuracy because finite games are not
appropriate. The interaction between attacker and defender is ongoing. Infinite games
score low on accuracy because game theory assumes a finite number of players, that all
players act rationally and intelligently, and that the outcome is a zero sum. This may be
different from the real-world setting.
• Network analysis has no score on dynamic interaction due to the static nature of
the method. The very low score on accuracy stems from the fact that because network
analysis is not appropriate for this research.
• System dynamics modelling is strong in capturing the dynamic elements; i.e.,
feedback, time delay, and accumulation effects. This method facilitates the structurebehaviour-paradigm. Therefore, high scores are given on dynamics and causality.
• Presentation has more or less the same scores because many modelling techniques
tools require additional functionality to construct an appealing graphical user interface
and the model details itself can be perceived too complex. With the exception of
multi-criteria decision analysis, all other methods have these issues with regards to
communication and presentation.
Simulation approaches score differently on feasibility. Finite games and network analysis
have the lowest scores because these methods are considered not relevant for this
research. Multi-criteria decision analysis and multi-methods have low feasibility scores
because the application of modelling and simulation in the field of security investment
decision-making is relatively new. These methods significantly increase the complexity
of conducting the research. Agent-based modelling has a very low score because of the
concerns about data availability in relation to the available research mandate. Infinite
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games and DES have average scores because these methods might evoke more work due
to less perfect fit. System dynamics has the highest research score because it best supports
structure-behaviour-paradigm related research.
Based on this analysis, system dynamics modelling seems to be the most suitable method
for facilitating a feasible security investment decision-making research, because:
It has a strategic and tactical focus about the feedback mechanism, accumulation and
time delay effects of an underlying ecosystem taking into account people, processes and
technology in different interconnected domains. Additionally, the system dynamics
methodology provides the means to model complex interactions and feedback between all
relevant elements of a strategic environment. Such models show how strategy develops
in real life, and enable us to test decisions and planned actions. Consequently, decisionmaking rationality can be fostered for the most complex and dynamic strategic issues.
As a result, system dynamics modelling is very strong in including dynamic interactions
while having a strategic and economic focus over multiple domains. The additional
workload for applying sensitivity analyses with system dynamics modelling was taken for
granted. We did not find better alternatives.

3.3

Our research mandate
The models described in this study have been built and their output has been validated
in one large European Fortune 500 organisation. Due to Non-Disclosure-Agreement
(NDA), constraints policy analyses have been executed using artificial organisations based
on modified common characteristics of organisations. Any perceived similarities with
real organisations, business units or organisational units are purely based on coincidence.
As such, the policy analysis is exploratory in nature.
This mandate may raise concerns about generalisability and reusability. We believe the
model structures observed in our case-studies can be re-used for other organisations with
the same problem. Of course, these structures needs to be tailored and calibrated to these
other organisations. We have four reasons why the observed model structures can be reused:
• The development stage of an organisation (represented by its size) impacts the structure
and the culture of that organisation, and as part of that culture, there is a different
emphasis put on informal versus formal implemented measures (Moores, 1990;
Quinn & Cameron 1999; Quinn & Cameron, 1983). From a systemic perspective, this
implies that smaller organisations likely implement more culture and employee-driven
policies and larger organisations likely implement more technical and structure related
policies. The consequences are that in terms of modelling different parts of these model,
structures will have a more or less dominant role when using these models for a specific
organisation.
• There is a relation between the development stage of an organisation (represented by
its size) and the implemented organisational structure and control measures (Davila,
2005; Miller & Friesen, 1984; Moores & Yuen, 2001). From a systemic perspective,
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this implies that the structure of that organisational system is likely to change far
less compared to the related policies. This means that systems model parameters are
more likely to change than the systemic structure itself. This also suggests that minor
adjustment to the structure might be required in some cases.
• Certain architectural frameworks, especially TOGAF, claim re-usability. Section
2.3.1. explains that architectural design is an important source for system structures.
The models built in this study are in line with the cyber-security architecture, making it
likely that they also can be reused.
• We have validated the assumption of re-using model structures across organisations
with experts in the field who experienced both small and large organisations.
This confirms re-usability under the condition of tailoring and calibration to re-used
systemic structures to the specific organisation.
We have developed a questionnaire with the purpose to examine the policy evaluation
results and model insights for broader usage. This questionnaire has been sent to different
organisations within the same field of industry. The completed questionnaires will also
provide insights about model re-usability. We will reflect on the model re-usability
assumption in the concluding chapter.

3.4

Our research approach and data gathering
In order to confirm our initial research thoughts and theoretical assumptions, we
use serious gaming to investigate and evaluate the current way of security investment
decision-making by decision makers. This serious game mimics the identified systemic
structures of security investment decision-making described in section 2.5. The purpose
of this serious game is to see how dynamic structures impact the decision-making process.
During this game, the outcome of actions and decisions are captured, analysed and
compared with our initial research thoughts and theoretical assumptions. Chapter 4 is
dedicated to this serious game and provides an analysis of the game results.
Next, we describe five different case studies relevant to security investment decisionmaking. Our research approach is defined on a sufficient level of detail to allow for the
evaluation of security policies and measures. This is why we focus on five dedicated cases
within our defined security taxonomy. For each of these cases, we build a system dynamics
model and perform policy analyses. These five case studies are described in Chapter 5.
Before we can apply the system dynamics methodology, we need to evaluate if the
uncertainty encountered in this research protect is not too high. Very high uncertainty,
called deep uncertainty, may require additional tools and methods that need to be used
during the research.
In the next sections, we describe our security taxonomy (3.4.1), perceived encountered
uncertainty (3.4.2), the system dynamics methodology and data gathering (3.4.3.), and
concluding remarks that summarize how our research approach provides answers to the
research question (section 3.4.4).
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3.4.1

Our security taxonomy
As explained in section 2.3.1, an architecture can be defined as “The fundamental
organisation of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, and to
the environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution” (IEEE 1471, 2000).
Enterprise Architecture has a focus on the organisation as a whole and ensures that
development takes place in the intended direction and in line with security guidelines.
Security architecture is a dedicated domain area specific for security. For this research, an
overview of the relevant components of security architecture has been designed, which
serves the purpose of connecting the various topics of this research. This overview is
visible in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Security taxonomy.

In Figure 14, the blue area represents a defending organisation (labelled with multiple
A’s). This defending organisation consists both of a physical domain (a building, networks,
devices, assets, etc.) and social domain (the internal staff, external staff, contractors,
customers, suppliers, etc.). This organisation has different systems (applications running
on hardware) supporting the processes and activities of the organisation represented
by white circles (labelled B). These systems are connected to each other by the internal
network.
A cybercriminal attacking the defending organisation has to cross the boundary of the
organisation (labelled C). The boundary defences differentiate the internal network from
the external network and control the flow of traffic through network borders. They police
content by looking for attacks and evidence of compromised machines (CIS, 2018) and
include firewalls, proxy services, etc. These boundary controls try to control the flow of
traffic through the network and filter out malicious content in line with the policies of
the organisation. When a cybercriminal has successfully circumvented these boundary
controls, the criminal will move into and over the internal network and try to compromise
the targeted systems in the defender’s domain.
An attack is successful if the attacker is able to execute multiple steps in a row. These steps
are visualized in a framework called a cyber kill chain. Yadav and Rao (2015), Chen et al.
(2014), and Bukac (2014) recognize the following steps: reconnaissance, weaponization,
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delivery, exploitation, installation, command and control, and act on objective. These
steps are described from an attacker’s view and in more detail, yet follow a similar route
than the one that is explained in our taxonomy.
Thus, when cyberattacks occur, the attacker tries to pass the boundary of the organisation,
enter the domain of the organisation, and compromise systems of the organisation.
Therefore, the research topics focus on three areas: boundary of the organisation, domain
of the organisation, and systems of the organisation. Table 5 shows how the different case
studies addressed in this study map onto these areas of boundary, domain and system.
This approach provides a holistic coverage of selected topics for the various case studies
spanning the field of cybersecurity. Based on an interview with a CISO and a senior
manager, as well as plotting the CIS security standard over the kill-chain and these five
cases together, we concluded that there was a reasonable coverage of the security domain.
An explanation about this is described below Table 5. Chapter 5 explains these different
case studies.
Research topics
Case Study –
quantitative
model

Boundary
DDOS Dynamics

X

Malware Dynamics

X

Detection Dynamics

Case Study
– qualitative
model

Domain

X

Secure Software Development
Dynamics
Insider threat Dynamics

Systems

X
X

Table 5. Research topics plotted on the components of security dynamics research.

With DDOS attacks, cyber-criminals try to impact the availability of digital services of
the organisation. A DDOS attack will have an impact when the attack is not stopped
at the boundary of the organisation and may reach the targeted system. With malware
attacks, cyber-criminals try to impact the targeted organisation using malicious software.
In order to become effective, this software has to be brought inside the organisation and
therefore, cross the boundary of the organisation. When the attacker is in the domain
of the organisation the defender can only detect the attacker with detection mechanisms
in place. This is the scope of detection dynamics. In order to avoid a system being
compromised, such a system should be built and maintained in the secure way. Secure
Software Development is one of the important means to do so. The insider threat concerns
the following question: what if the attacker is someone within the boundaries of the
organisation and is actually someone who the defending organisation already trusts?
We have performed three case studies with quantitative models. Because there was
little system dynamics related search available in the field of cyber-security, we selected
the common security subjects of malware and DDOS for the first two case studies.
Thereafter, a more complex area of detection dynamics was selected for a third case study.
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To complete the taxonomy, two case studies with qualitative models on secure software
development and insider threat have been included.

3.4.2

Perceived encountered uncertainty
The usage of a modelling and simulation, in our system dynamics research, assumes
a certain level of uncertainty. If the level of uncertainty becomes too high, a different
toolset, a different methodology for analysis, is needed to cope with this so-called deep
uncertainty.
Marchau et al. (2019, p. 1) state: “decision-making for the future depends on anticipating
change. And this anticipation is becoming increasingly difficult, thus creating anxiety when we
seek to conform short-term decisions to long-term objectives and prepare for rare events”. The fact
that we can never be certain about future situations means that decision-making has to
cope with uncertainty. Marchau et al. (2019) recognize different levels of uncertainty
related to the decision-making process. They apply the following framework, as shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. A framework for decision-making (Marchau, Walker, Bloemen and Proper 2019).

As already explained, in this framework, external forces influence the ecosystem while
these forces are not controlled by the decision maker. The decision maker can influence
the outcome of this ecosystem by policies. Decision makers will choose policies in line
with their own as well as their stakeholders’ goals, objectives, and preferences. Over time,
the outcome of this ecosystem will be evaluated by stakeholders and decision makers
against their goals, objectives, and criteria. Different levels of uncertainty affect different
parts of this framework as shown in Table 6.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 (deep uncertainty)
Level 4a

Level 4b

A few plausible
futures

Many
plausible
futures

Unknown
future

A single system model

A few
alternative
system models

Many system
models

Unknown

Outcome

A point
estimate

A confidence
interval

A limited range
of outcomes

A wide range
of outcomes

Unknown

Weights
of goals,
objectives, and
preferences

A single set
of weights

Several set
of weights.
Probability
attached

A limited range
of weights

A wide range
of weights

Unknown

Context

Complete determinism

System

A clear
enough
future

Alternatives
Future

Table 6. Progressive transition of levels of uncertainty (Marchau et al., 2019).

We have four arguments why this research project will have an uncertainty level between
level 1 and 3 on all aspects. Each of these arguments is explained in a separate section.
Section 3.4.2.5 has some concluding remarks about perceived encountered uncertainty in
this research and the usage of deep-uncertainty related research tools.

3.4.2.1

Attacker behaviour is limited to a range or intervals of possible
values
With respect to a cyber-attack, it is not clear which attack will happen when. This means
the timing of an attack is not clear, the strength of the attack is not clear, the goals of
an attack are not clear, and the objectives of the attacker are not clear. Nevertheless,
there are data sources available about the attacker’s behaviour, the distribution of attack
strength, and preferences, which can provide both input and boundary values for these
parameters. Impact on organisations can be skewed and go far beyond the expected
average (Woods et al., 2021). We will illustrate this with examples about DDOS and
malware attacks.
A Denial of Service (DOS) attack has the purpose of preventing legitimate users from
using a specific network resource. A Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack is a
coordinated attack on the availability of services of a given target system or network that
has been launched indirectly through compromised computer systems (Specht & Lee,
2004).
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During the last decade, DDOS peak attack size has increased by three percent on a
month-by-month basis, as indicated in Figure 16 (Arbor Networks, 2016). Most DDOS
attacks are limited to an amount of 50 Gbps (Gigabit per second: a metric for measuring
the size of a DDOS attack) and some reach 100 Gbps (Ungureanu, 2016); however, in
2016, a massive DDOS attack of 600 Gbps was claimed (Khandelwal, 2016).

Figure 16. DDOS Survey peak attack size year over year (derived from Arbor Networks 2016) enhanced
by non-linear increase.
2016 Figures based on Khandelwal and Ungureanu and pro-rata calculated back to previous years.

Also, commercial reports such as Imperva Incapsula (2016) show a heavy-tailed
distribution of both magnitude and duration of DDOS attacks. Therefore, random
probability functions, random functions, and sensitivity analysis are needed to simulate
what attackers could do within these boundaries. As a consequence, a limited range of
parameters describing attacker behaviour will be pushed through the model.
Viruses, worms, and many other variants of malware have developed into a sophisticated
set of tools for criminal activities (Van Eeten et al., 2008). Malware is malicious software
whose purpose is to compromise online (banking) sessions, steal credentials, or cause
the infected device to join a botnet (Clayton, 2011). A botnet is the cyber-criminal’s
toolkit for controlling all devices connected to a network under the influence of one or
more command and control servers, which is controlled by the cyber-criminal (Clayton,
2011; Nadji et al., 2013). An exponential growth of approximately 60 percent per year
is observed in both the newly developed and total amount of malware (see Figure 17).
This growth may be explained by the strong business case for the attacker. For instance,
Symantec (2016) indicates that in 2016, the average ransom demand more than doubled
to $694 per ransomware 41 attack.

41 Ransomware is a blackmail method using malware. This malware will block access to relevant data by encryption. This
access will be granted after paying the ransom (often in bitcoins).
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Figure 17. Total amount of malware registered by the AV-TEST institute
(https://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/malware/).

Compared to DDOS attacks, malware attacks show a different pattern. There is an
ongoing flow of a relatively large number of different forms of malware attacks. This can
be explained by the mode of operandi (way of working) of the attacker. In order to
evade malware defence measures, modern malware has the capability to modify itself
and look different each time it replicates (Zhang et al., 2014). Each modification will
act as a different attack. Also, attackers use trial and error methods to seek new targets
(Tajalizadehkhoob et al., 2014), which will lead to a larger number but more ineffective
attacks. Consequently, attackers use a malware attack campaign approach, which
typically shows a recurring spiky behaviour. Such campaigns show a recurring pattern
of occurrence every three to nine months. During such a campaign, a spike volume
will build up over a few days reaching 200% to 1500% of the average value, and then
decline to average again within a few days. Appendix 1 shows more detailed examples
of this behaviour. In terms of modelling, this behaviour can be replicated using random
functions. Section 3.4.3.2 explains how this observed real-life behaviour is included in the
modelling approach.
In terms of uncertainty, this comes to a level 2 to 3 uncertainty because there is a limited
range or interval of values possible.

3.4.2.2

Defender oriented research excludes the deep uncertain aspects
of the attacker
This research is defender orientated because it focusses on the dynamic limitations of
decision-making by the defender. The boundary of this research reduces contextual
uncertainty in three ways:
• The geo-political domain is excluded. When specifically focussing on the attacker,
there can be more uncertainty observed because threat actors can infect and program
one or more machines from a distance to launch an attack from a certain location at
a certain time at a specific target that is at another location. Threat actors may have
specific techniques to cover their digital tracks. Consequently, the threat actor itself,
the location where the attack happens, and the target of such an attack may be based in
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different locations and time-zones. The defender can actually know this after thorough
investigation of such an attack. However, interventions in this area are restricted to the
government only.
• A much higher level of uncertainty becomes more important in case of policy setting
against threat actors affecting the geo-political domain. Certain threat actor groups
are allegedly related to specific nation states (Mitre ATT&CK Groups, 2000).
Nation state involvement creates a different playing field which involves economic
relations, diplomatic relations, and different levels of access to funds, resources, and
technology. It appears that international diplomatic tensions and subsequent declines
in international trade between countries may be harbingers of digital attacks between
these countries (Polatin-Reuben et al., 2013). Therefore, a much higher level of
uncertainty may be perceived when the geo-political domain is included.
• The attackers are focussed on the defender. Because this research is defender oriented,
multiple and different attackers may attack the defender. However, certain forms of
attacks, especially in the form of malware, are focussed on a larger group of potential
targets. The business case of the attacker is based on the fact that a fraction of the
targeted defenders is not properly protected against the attack (Huang et al., 2019).
This one-attacker-to-many-defenders-relation is outside the boundary of this research.
Consequently, the economic decision-making by the attacker related to these business
cases as well.
• The value chain of the attacker. The cyber-attack business is organised in value chains
where all aspects of attacking and supportive activities to these attacks can be sources
to suppliers (Huang et al., 2019). Usually, this dynamic network is organised around a
stable core of cybercriminal activities. (Odinot et al., 2018). The dark web, a dedicated
part of the internet shielded from normal search engines, facilitates the trading in these
networks and value chains (Balduzzi & Ciancaglini, 2015). The attacker’s value chain
dynamics and related decision-making is also beyond the scope of our research.
Due to the boundary of our research, the systemic analysis of the attacker is limited to
the attack behaviour generated by the attacker. In this research, the attacker is analysed
at a more abstract level and encompasses the different forms of attackers as explained
in section 3.4.2.1. The aspects that are potentially related to deep uncertainty, like geopolitical domain, the one-to-n relation of attackers, and the value chain of the cyberattack business are outside the scope of this research. The remaining attacker’s behaviour
is limited to a few possible futures, confidence intervals and/or values connected with
probabilities. This is related to a level 2 to 3 uncertainty.

3.4.2.3

A single underlying system
In section 2.5, the systemic aspects of security investment decision-making have been
explained and derived from literature. The identified structures of the attacker-defender
interaction, the response of the resilient organisation, and the security investment
decision-making financial optimum can coexist in one system. The coexistence of these
structures is also explained in the same section and visible in Figure 10 as well as described
when explaining a security organisation (section 2.5.5). Therefore, we currently assume
that a single system model is applicable which corresponds to level 1 to 2 uncertainty.
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3.4.2.4

A limited range of possible outcomes
From a security investment decision-making perspective, certain non-financial and
financial metrics are relevant. These metrics can be connected to the hopes and fears
stated in section 1.2. Below, we elaborate on these financial and non-financial metrics.
The following two financial metrics were explained in section 2.4.4.1:
• Run Rate. In terms of evaluation from a financial point of view, the lowest possible
outcome is preferred because that corresponds with the lowest cost base.
• Net Present Security Value. In terms of evaluation from a financial point of view,
the highest possible outcome is preferred because that corresponds with the highest
benefits that have been realised. The benefits are calculated as to the fraction of the
damage avoided by unsuccessful attacks minus the total costs of defences in place and
the damages of remaining successful attacks.
In terms of calculation, these metrics can have any outcome, yet the preferred direction
is already known; possibly within a range of possible outcomes. Therefore, we perceive
a level 1 to 2 uncertainty. These metrics will be used for evaluation purposes in this
research.
The non-financial metrics involve:
• The number of security incidents over time. These metrics will act as reference mode
for our model building activities. In terms of evaluation, the decision makers hope for
stable development as stated in section 1.2. A declining trend might even be better.
• The development of the attacker either in attack strength or attack frequency or both.
Due to the attacker–defender interaction, the decision makers should be aware of what
the attacker can do. Some key attacker characteristics were already explained in section
3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2.
• The staff development over time. In section 1.2, some concerns were raised about
specialized security staff shortage. This shortage may introduce limits to future plans,
policies, and investments of decision makers. Therefore, policies relying on a strong
increase in staff have to be checked for their feasibility.
In terms of these non-financial metrics, a level 1 to 3 uncertainty is appropriate.

3.4.2.5

Evaluation
Ex-ante evaluation indicates that the expected uncertainty encountered in this research
is limited to level 1 to 3. As a result, no additional tooling is needed for handling deep
uncertainty. In the concluding chapter, an ex-post evaluation will be used to see if these
conclusions hold based on the analysed research data.
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3.4.3

Applying system dynamics methodology and data gathering
The system dynamics methodology is a scientific modelling method that captures
feedback, time delays, and accumulation present in a real-world system by a simulation.
This simulation provides a deeper understanding of possible consequences of policies
before implementation (derived from Freeman et al., 2014). The application of this
methodology implies the usage of specific terminology (section 3.4.3.1), a specific way
of working (section 3.4.3.2), applied in the execution of this research and data gathering
(section 3.4.3.3). Finally, a reading instructions for the data chapter (section 3.4.3.4) is
provided.

3.4.3.1

System dynamics terminology
The field of system dynamics uses specific terminology to explain systemic structures.
Any systemic structure can be decomposed into the following elements (Forrester, 2013;
Paige et al., 2009; Pruyt, 2013; Senge, 1990; Sterman, 2000):
• Stock. A stock is a place in which units accumulate over time. Accumulation can
be positive or negative. When a stock is measured at one specific moment in time, it
indicates the quantity of the stock at that specific moment in time.
• Flow. A flow is a shift in the accumulation effect over time. A flow is measured over a
period of time and represents the change of the stock over that time period.
• Feedback. Feedback in a context of “stock and flow diagrams” is the information in a
system that changes the accumulation effect (flow). In a broader context, feedback also
refers to the relation between variables in a system. Feedback between variables in a
system can be reinforcing/positive or balancing/negative. Reinforcing feedback may act
as an engine for growth. Reinforcing means that two variables in the system strengthen
each other. Balancing means that two variables in the system have an oppositive effect
on each other. Balancing feedback mechanisms evoke goal-seeking behaviour.
• Time delay. This is the time-dependent effect for changing the feedback or flows in a
system. Time delays mean that the feedback effect from one variable to another variable
is not instantaneous and will take some time to become effective.
Next, a short explanation about this terminology in a context of system dynamics
modelling will follow.
In Figure 18 we consider a simple dynamic between chickens, eggs, and foxes. In this
figure, one sees an arrow from the “chickens”-variable to the “eggs”-variable. The arrow
suggests a causal relation between these variables. The “+” near the arrow indicates a
positive relation between these variables under the assumption that everything else will
not change. The “+” indicates that both variables change in the same direction: increasing
chickens will result in more eggs and decreasing chickens will result in fewer eggs. There
is also an arrow between the “eggs”-variable and the “chickens”-variable. This arrow has
also an “+”, which means that more eggs will result in more chickens and fewer eggs will
result in fewer chickens. To summarize, there are two causal relations that together create
a positive or reinforcing feedback loop. The feedback loop shows a positive causal relation
between the “chickens”-variable and “eggs”-variable and vice versa. This means more
chickens will lay more eggs which, in turn, will result in more chickens being hatched.
Positive feedback loops are marked with “R” (reinforcing).
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Figure 18. Causal loop diagram.

In this figure, one also sees an arrow from the “chickens”-variable to the “foxes”variable. The arrow suggests a causal relation between these variables. The “+” near the
arrow indicates a positive relation between these variables under the assumption that
everything else will not change. The “+” indicates that both variables change in the
same direction: more chickens will result in more foxes and fewer chickens will result
in fewer foxes. The underlying assumption is that the foxes need food (chickens) to
live and the more food available, the more foxes are able to live. There is also an arrow
between the “foxes”-variable and the “chickens”-variable. This arrow is marked with a
“-”. The “-” indicates that both variables change in the opposite direction: more foxes
will result in fewer chickens because these foxes eat chickens. If there are fewer foxes,
there will be more chickens because fewer chickens are eaten and more chickens will
survive. To summarize, there are two causal relations that creates a negative reinforcing
feedback loop. The feedback loop shows a positive causal relation between the “chickens”variable and “foxes”-variable and a negative causal relation between “foxes”-variable and
“chickens”-variable. This means more chickens will result in more foxes (due to more
available food), but more foxes will result in fewer chickens (because they will be eaten).
Negative feedback loops are labelled “B”. The representation of causal relations in Figure
18 is called causal loop diagram.

Figure 19. Visualisation of stock and flow (Sterman, 2000, p. 194).

Another representation of system dynamics models take the form of a stock and flow
diagram. As described before, a stock is measured at one specific time and explains the
quantity at that moment in time. A flow is measured over a period of time and represents
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the change of the stock over time. Following Figure 19, a stock and flow can easily be
explained by a bath tub. The water in the bath tub is the stock. The inflow of water in the
bath tub is determined by adjusting the faucet and the outflow of water is determined by
the adjustment of the drain. Both change the quantity of the water over time.
A causal loop diagram, as explained in Figure 18 can also be represented in a stock and
flow diagram, as shown in Figure 20. However, some additional variables have been
defined for the in- and outflows, enabling us to calculate behaviour over time. Finally,
both representation types – stock and flow diagram and causal loop diagram – can be
combined. A hybrid diagram is a combination of stock and flow and causal loop diagram.

Figure 20. Stock and flow diagram.

3.4.3.2

Building system dynamics models
Following Sterman (2000) and Pruyt (2013), a model-building process has the following
five steps.
The first step. A problem or reference mode (behaviour over time, a time series) will
be articulated. In the field of system dynamics, a problem is defined as an internal
behavioural tendency found in a system. It may represent a set of patterns, a series of
trends, or a set of existing conditions that appear resilient to policy intervention (Saeed,
1998). This step also includes explaining why the nature of the problem makes building a
system dynamics model relevant.
The second step. A dynamic hypothesis will be formulated. A dynamic hypothesis is an
idea of a structure that might be capable of generating behaviour similar to that in the
reference mode (Vensim, 2018).
The third step. The model will be built. Building a model is an interactive and iterative
approach (Forrester, 1961; Pruyt, 2013; Sterman, 2000). For this research project system
dynamics models have been built applying a group model building approach (Vennix
1996; Vennix et al., 1992). Group model building focusses on the process of building
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system dynamics models with the purpose to address strategic problems while the
participants learn about their issue, achieve consensus, and work towards commitment on
joint actions (Vennix, 1996). In such a process, the modeller will have a facilitating role
and build a model together with the participants. In this study, models were built with the
experts on each particular issue in our focus organisation, as they have experience with
the real system (Ford & Sterman, 1998). This ensures the model-building process is in line
with the actual system. Tools and scripts provided by the System Dynamics Society and
used at Radboud University are applied in these projects 42.
An important source of information in our research is the enterprise architecture
function. The design documents describing the security architecture provide important
information on the structure of organisational systems in scope of our research (see
section 2.3.1). We found limited applied research about connecting the field of enterprise
architecture to simulated or forecasted performance. According to Warren (2016),
enterprise architecture can be supplemented by system dynamics model building.
He states that on the one hand, enterprise architecture contains descriptions on how
processes act on “the things and stuff” of the enterprise to deliver performance. On the
other hand, system dynamics builds quantified working models of what happens over
time to “the things and stuff” that the processes act upon and deliver performance over
time. The combination of both is a representation of the structure-behaviour-paradigm.
Nevertheless, this connection between enterprise architecture and system dynamics can
only be made at a particular level of aggregation. In terms of enterprise architecture, this
is at the tactical level or conceptual business level. In terms of system dynamics modelling,
this is at the level of subsector diagram. Therefore we can state that the contextual
business layer (architecture perspective) equals the subsector diagram (system dynamisists
perspective). They are represented by the same figures only named differently in different
disciplines.
For system dynamics models, endogeneity is an important characteristic as it
demonstrates the performance of the system arising from its closed boundary and the
interaction between the agents involved in the system (Forrester, 1961; Richardson &
Pugh, 1981). To show the endogeneity of each model developed in this study, a bull’s-eye
diagram will be presented. The bull’s-eye diagram provides a summary of the variables
in the model that has proven to be useful for many types of models regardless of their
size or methodology (Ford, 2010). This type of diagram shows the focus, the inputs, and
the boundaries of a model and thereby the balance between endogenous and exogenous
variables. For a variable to be endogenous, it needs to depend on another variable and be
part of a feedback loop. An exogenous variable is at the boundary of the system, having
an influence on the system, but not being controlled by it. To fulfil the criterion used in
system dynamics, that performance of the system should arise from its closed boundary,
the bull’s-eye diagram should show more endogenous than exogenous variables. Figure 21
is an example of a bull’s-eye diagram.

42 These tools and scripts are freely available at: https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Scriptapedia
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Figure 21. Example of a bull’s-eye diagram.

It should be noted that all financially related feedback loops will be deliberately broken in
this research. This approach enables us to evaluate and analyse the financial output of the
models.
After building the conceptual structure of the model, it can be enriched with data in the
phase of quantification or formalisation.
The Fourth step. This concerns testing the output of the model. It is important to carry
out scientific validation tests of system dynamics models since these models can be treated
as scientific theories (Barlas & Carpenter, 1990; Kleindorfer et al., 1998). Throughout the
whole modelling process, system dynamics models are validated using different tests to
increase confidence in their structure and behaviour (Barlas, 1996; Coyle & Exelby, 1999;
Forrester & Senge, 1980; Shreckengost, 1985; Sterman, 2000). Literature on model
validity in system dynamics emphasises the close link between validity and model purpose
(Barlas & Carpenter, 1990; Forrester, 1961; Forrester & Senge, 1980; Kleindorfer et al.,
1998). For each model constructed in this thesis, the relevant validation tests and results
will be explained in the corresponding chapter.
Forrester and Senge (1980), Barlas (1996), and Sterman (2000) recognize 18 different
tests grouped into direct structure testing, structure-oriented behaviour testing, and
behaviour pattern testing.
Direct structure testing involves comparing equations against available knowledge in
the real system (Barlas, 1996; Forrester & Senge, 1980; Sterman, 2000). These tests
include focus on correct usage of units, correct usage of modelling coding language,
verification of boundaries and verification of constant parameters against knowledge
about the real system. The characteristic of the direct structure tests is that the model
should not contradict knowledge about the real structure of the system it represents
(Forrester & Senge, 1980). These tests access the correctness of the used equations against
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the knowledge from the real system that has been modelled (empirically) and from the
scientific literature (theoretical test).
In this study, the structure of the model is assessed during modelling and validation
sessions. In addition, meetings are held with relevant participants to corroborate that the
parameters corresponded conceptually and numerically to the operating world. In this
way experts helped with the boundary adequacy test. This tests assesses whether the
existing structure at that point was relevant, and if the aggregation level was appropriate
to represent the system. Moreover, during each step of equation formulation, unit
consistency was checked and also compared to the real-life meaning of the units. Finally,
a thorough assessment was again performed when the model was considered completed;
additionally, the units check tool provided by Vensim was used to complement the test of
dimensional consistency. Vensim also provides automated test to discover model errors.
The field of cyber-security has specific forms of observed real-life behaviour that needs to
be incorporated in the models. These specific characteristics are:
• Binary outcome of an attack. The outcome of an attack is either successful or
unsuccessful. Each of these outcomes often triggers a different structure of the model.
• Campaign attack behaviour. As explained in section 3.4.2.1, attacks often show
campaign-like behaviour, which is a temporary very strong increase in volume, that
declines over several months. This campaign behaviour generates non-continuous
output. In order to mimic this behaviour, equations with random generated numbers
are needed.
• Uncertainty about the attack. We do not know when, where, and how attackers
attack. However, there is quite some data available on what an attacker can do, how
the attack capabilities evolve overtime, and how attack strength is distributed within
these boundaries. Using equations with probabilistic and random number generating
features, this behaviour can be closely replicated. Section 3.4.2.1 explains more about
this behaviour. Consequently, sensitivity analysis needs to be considered for policy
analysis because there can be multiple future attack patterns that may occur, especially
when the number of attacks occurred are relatively low, like DDOS attacks.
This way of modelling may affect timestep usage in models because during every timestep,
new random values will be used in the calculations. These new values may trigger different
attack results due to the binary properties of the attacks’ outcome. As a result, the same
model with different time steps could yield (slightly) different outputs. Reaching out
to the software supplier indicated that this was an unresolvable technical issue. From a
modelling software technical perspective, these special characterises run best if the time
step remains the same. Different time steps may result in different model outcomes.
In our research, we opt for more closely modelling attacker’s behaviour in line with reallife observed behaviour using probabilistic functions, random functions, and sensitivity
analysis.
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Structure-oriented behaviour testing assesses the validity of the structure indirectly by
applying certain behaviour tests on the model-generated behaviour patterns (Barlas,
1996). For example, extreme condition tests focus on comparing model behaviour to
observed or anticipated real-world behaviour in extreme conditions (Barlas, 1996;
Forrester & Senge, 1980; Sterman, 2000). The behaviour anomaly test focusses on
discovering anomalies in the model behaviour, meaning model behaviour, which
contradicts the actual knowledge of how the real system works (Forrester & Senge, 1980).
Discovered anomalies will need to be traced back to the responsible structure and be
fixed. After the corresponding changes and posterior successful runs to test anomalies, the
model that addresses the concerns of this test is considered.
This test was applied to the models constructed in this study by defining the conditions
of maximum and minimum values for model parameters and evaluating resulting model
output.
Behaviour pattern testing reproduces observed major patterns in reality (Barlas,
1996; Forrester & Senge, 1980; Sterman, 2000). An important focus of this test is
pattern prediction (periods, frequency, trends, phase lags, amplitudes) instead of point
prediction (Barlas, 1996). In behaviour-reproduction testing, past historical data from the
organisation as a reference mode is used to draw a comparison against the results of the
simulation. There are two statistics applicable in the field of system dynamics that measure
the match between historical data and the data generated by the model, namely,
• The Theil’s U static (Theil, 1966). The Theil U static (Theil, 1966), which is a relatively
accurate measure for comparing actual data with forecasted data. When total value
of the Theil’s U static is below one, the forecasting technique is better than a random
number. A value above one indicates that guessing is better. A value of one means that
forecasting and guessing are equally good. In addition, Theil inequality statistics (Theil,
1966) provide the possibility to divide the means of square errors in the following
components: bias, unequal variation and unequal covariation (Sterman, 2000).
Bias (Um) indicates if the actual data and model output have different means. Unequal
variation (Us) means that actual data and model output have different trends, which
implicated structural errors. Unequal covariation (Uc) indicate imperfect correlation; in
other words, noise. The total of the Um, Us and Uc values is one (Sterman, 2000).
• Correlation analysis. Correlation analysis indicates the fit between actual data and
model data. A statistic of 0.9 might provide notions of importance (Hair et al., 2006).
This value is usually considered in exploratory studies. A fit of 0.95 or higher suggest a
statistically significant fit (Hair et al., 2006). Correlation analysis does not present the
detailed information compared to the Theil’s U statistics.
For each model reported in this study, the final version of this model provides sufficient
confidence in its output because of all the validation and testing procedures conducted.
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The Fifth and final step is the documentation of models. During this phase, the
model has also been reviewed and documented, using automated SDM-doc tooling 43.
Each model will be documented, including descriptions of endogenous variables,
exogenous variables, and omitted variables (Sterman, 2000; Pruyt, 2013). In order to
have an accessible model with results that can be reproduced, the model code and the
test result were documented. Model documentation guidance is described by Rahmandad
and Sterman (2012), and best practices on documentation are described by MartinezMoyano and Richardson (2013). Relevant appendices to this thesis report on the sources
of parameters used in the models, specific values used in the scenarios, and model code.
Besides building a model, policy analysis also needs to be conducted. Various policies for
consideration can be combined in scenarios, and these scenarios are simulated by the
model and result in certain output. The results presented should provide insights into the
problematic observed behaviour as shown by the reference mode. Additionally, reflection
is needed on how the observed problem will be addressed and, on the model, building
process itself.
Sometimes, the model building activities may result in a new archetype. Within the field
of system dynamics, an archetype describes a common structure of a system (Braun,
2002; Kim & Anderson, 2011; Senge, 1990; Wolstenholme, 2003). Archetypes help
decision-makers to define effective policies and consider the potential side effects of
their decisions (Braun, 2002; Senge, 2006; Kim & Anderson, 2011). According to
Wolstenholme (2003), archetypes go beyond the boundaries of the organisation and can
be used to explain problems (problem archetype) and find solutions (solution archetype).
The solution archetype has an additional feedback mechanism to minimize side effects as
indicated in the problem archetype (Wolstenholme, 2003).

3.4.3.3

Research execution and data gathering
As mentioned in the previous section, in the five steps of constructing models, we used a
group model building (GMB) approach. The GMB sessions were done in close cooperation
with master students of the European Master in System Dynamics (EMSD) and Radboud
University under our supervision. Each of these system dynamics model building projects
started with a two-day course provided by us to the involved students. This course gave
them a basic understanding about the general security domain, the observed dynamic
complex behaviour, the relevant systemic structures as well as a specific explanation of
the concepts and definitions relevant to the modelling topic. Each of these corporative
projects consisted of:
• At least three group model building sessions with experts for model structure
design. During these GMB sessions, the GMB protocols as provided by the Radboud
University and the System Dynamics Society were followed.

43 This tool has been made by Argonne National lab and is made available via the following link: https://www.
systemdynamics.org/SDM-doc.
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• At least two validation sessions. During these validation sessions, a walkthrough
through the model structure was done with security architects or managers. These
officers had an overall responsibility for security at our focus organisation and were not
involved with the group model building sessions. The models were modified following
their comments.
These students documented these GMB sessions and made a report which was reviewed
by us. Usage and reference to these documents in this thesis is in line with the cooperation
agreement. This cooperation was created to offer the EMSD and Radboud students an
opportunity to model in a corporate setting as part of their education on the one hand, and
speed-up the modelling process and provide research documentation on the other hand.
While the previous sections described the methodology and steps used for building
the system dynamics models described in the later part in this study, the serious game
involved a different type of research. Before the game and after the game data was
gathered through questionnaires. During the game, data was captured about actions,
outcomes, and observed game behaviour. More details will be given in the separate
chapter about the game. The model underlying the game design has been built following
the system dynamics methodology as described in the previous section.

3.4.3.4

Reading instructions data chapter
The serious game has its own dedicated chapter. The five modelling topics are stated in
another chapter. Each of our five modelling topics will be explained using the following
structure:
Reference mode. The reference mode section is related to section 1.2. In section 1.2,
all relevant problematic trends and their relation to hopes and fears were explained.
The problem trend explains why there is a problem and results in a hoped and feared
scenario. Usually, the hoped scenario of the decision makers refers to stable or even
decline in number of security incidents as well as stable or declining security costs.
The feared scenario shows the oppositive behaviour that is caused by increasing attacker’s
behaviour, increasing digitalisation and/or increasing security staff scarcity. The reference
mode is used to compare model output with real-life observed behaviour. The reference
mode refers to the type of source data used for this comparison. We will use the reference
mode check box shown in Figure 22 to indicate what is relevant for each particular model.
Reference mode
Observed attacker’s behaviour

Increasing attacker’s behaviour

Observed staff turn-over

Increasing digitalisation

Observed asset growth

Increasing staff scarcity

Observed security incidents

Hoped: stable security incidents

Observed security costs

Hoped: stable security costs

Figure 22. Reference mode check box.
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System from an organisational perspective. In this section, a scientific literature
overview will be given about the security topic from both the attacker and the defender’s
perspective. We will use a systemic structure check box to indicate which structures are
appropriate from a theoretical perspective. These systemic structures are explained in
section 2.5. The check box is shown in figure 23.
Systemic structures
Attacker defender - interaction
Response of the resilient organisation
Security investment decision-making financial optimum

Figure 23. Systemic structure check box.

Model description. This section will start with a contextual business layer architecture
perspective of the model. This figure is similar to a subsector model. Thereafter, a
description of the system dynamics model will be given. This section ends with a reflection
on the most important feedback loops.
Model building and validation. Model building and validation is explained in
section 3.4.3.2. Therefore, this section will elaborate only on the model specific items.
This section will contain the following information:
• A description of the bull’s-eye.
• A table with the sessions and type of officers that have been involved in these sessions.
These sessions are either modelling sessions (GMB sessions) or validation sessions
(validation session). Also, a reference will be given to the documentation generated by
the collaboration (see section 3.4.3.3). We use a check box for the quantitative models
to indicate which specific security behaviour is included in the model which may impact
the time step. This check box is included in Figure 24.
Specific Security Behaviour Modelled
Binary properties: Attack is either successful or unsuccessful
Attack campaign behaviour
Attack uncertainty
Specific features (explained)

Figure 24. Security behaviour modelled check box.

• A small statement that all validation procedures have been done will be made. Details
are provided about the effects of using different time steps.
• For the behaviour pattern testing, a diagram with the reference mode and model
generated output will be given. Also, a reflection on the Theil inequality statistics and
Fit will be given.
• A reference to the appendix that contains model parameters justification and model
code.
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In this section, any specific observations and considerations about the building and
validation process will be given when this is appropriate.
Policy evaluation finding. This section elaborates on the types of scenarios that have
been analysed, the identification of drivers that may influence the observed behaviour,
and the outcomes of the policy analysis. In this context, an optimal defence policy will be
discussed, which refers to the best solution amongst the different policies and scenarios
that are tested. Also, a reference to the appendix with detailed scenario analysis and model
run output is given.
Summary and reflection. In this section, we reflect on the identified policy levers
and identified systemic structures. The identified systemic structures are presented in a
table with a reference to the relevant feedback loops. During this research, we identified
eight different policy levers. In the summary, a table is included on how a specific case
contributes to these eight levers.

3.5

Approach to the empirical analysis
Our approach provides the means for answering the research questions in the following
way. First, the identified systemic structures of security investment decision-making are
mimicked in a serious game. This game is played multiple times in an empirical setting and
provides the means to observe how these dynamic structures will impact the decisionmaking process. This is explained in Chapter 4.
Second, we have tested how these structures appear in different cyber-security settings
and affect future performance in order to obtain a comprehensive research view. We have
selected five key security topics that are closely related to the different steps of the
execution of a cyber-attack (kill chain). These topics are investigated in five different
case studies. They are DDOS dynamics, malware dynamics, detection dynamics, secure
software lifecycle development dynamics, and insider threat dynamics. Each of these case
studies follows the system dynamics approach. These five case studies are described in
Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, the research question will be answered and reflections and opportunities
for further research will be addressed. The answering of these questions includes the
aggregation of the research results to archetype level for evaluation purposes.
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4.1

Summary of Chapter 4
This chapter describes the development of and insights gained from a system dynamics
based serious game, developed during this research work in the field of cyber-security: the
‘Cyber–Security Game: Red versus Blue’ to investigate the following:
• How are security investment decisions made in general?
• Which systemic structures explain security investment decision-making?
The importance of this game is to observe how security investment decisions is affected
by the identified systemic structures (see section 2.5) in an empirical setting. This part
of the research work involves analysing game data and comparing these with computeraided simulation. This study suggests that human players use heuristics when taking
security investment decisions and managing their security resources. The usage of these
heuristics interact with the multiple feedback loops, time delays, and accumulation that
characterize the field of cyber-security. Sometimes, these decisions lead to less effective
defence strategies, high resource fluctuations, and poor financial performance. We refer
to fallacious heuristics when feedback about these suboptimal decisions from players and
game data are not considered in the decision-making process.
We also observe that different systemic structures are triggered during the game.
The winners applied proactive security management and try to learn from the attacker in
an early stage and improve their defences for future expected attacks. This is represented
by the response of the resilient organisation systemic structure. These investments
yielded less security failures and caused better performance, which is in line with Kwon
and Johnson (2014). The winners had good financial performance and stable resource
development due to the balancing effects of the security investment decision-making
financial optimum systemic structure.
The losers applied reactive security management. Mostly they reacted after a successful
cyber-attack by hiring more resources to fix the problem. Some resources were fired again
when observing an income loss or a financial loss. Overall, the number of resources and
the associated cost increased significantly. The losers were more focussed on the attacker–
defender interactions systemic structure. The poor financial performance and high levels
of resources suggests that there were no balancing effects of the security investment
decision-making financial optimum systemic structure.
We observe that by the end of the game, some losing team started to observe some aspects
of the response of the resilient organisation systemic structure. This suggests that the
cyber-security game contributes to raise players’ awareness of the interdependencies
between cyber-security decision-making, business operations and finances.
Consequently, this game provides the first results and observations that the security
investment decision-making process is affected by the underlying systemic structure.
Keywords: decision-making, security economics, game, simulation, red versus blue
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4.2

The purpose of serious game
Serious games are games that have a purpose other than mere entertainment (Bente
& Breuer, 2010; Hendrix, et al, 2016). They are increasingly used within the field of
cyber-security, as training tools and for encouraging behavioural change (Hendrix, et
al., 2016; Wang, et al., 2018; Tseng, et al., 2019), and at the core of many of them there
is the interaction between attacker and defender (Olano, et al., 2014). Surprisingly,
management decisions and related financial consequences around IT infrastructures
(Hendrix, et al., 2016) are often not considered in such games while cyber-security
decisions may have huge financial impacts 44. Serious gaming, as a research instrument,
can also be used for complex systems analysis and design (Lukosch et al., 2018), and
as assessment tools for attitude change and understanding about complex systems and
decision-making (Eskinasi et al., 2009).
In real life, decisions concerning cyber-security that cannot be economically justified
can be observed. Such decisions ‘cannot be explained by concepts like willingness to pay’
(Anderson, et al., 2013) and have been explained as ‘cover-my-ass-security’, (Schneier,
2007), or based on ‘the powerful tools of Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt’ (Tongia & Kanika,
2003, p. 1). Constrains in time, access to board rooms, and limitations in frequency of
observations make it hard to observe actual security investment decision-making and the
usage of these heuristics. Therefore, a serious game can be used as a research instruments
to analyse this decision-making process. In addition, a serious game about security
investment decision-making makes managers, consultants, and practitioners aware of
the financial consequences of their decisions in the field of cyber-security. In order to
facilitate this learning and awareness creation, a game should facilitate multiple game
rounds.
With this purpose in mind, we developed a system dynamics based cyber-security board
game (called ‘Cyber–Security Game: Red versus Blue’) that includes both attacker–
defender interactions and the economic impact of security investment decision-making.
This game encompasses our security taxonomy and our five cases (see section 3.4.1).
The results of this serious game should provide insights into how security investment
decisions are made in general and the systemic structures that explain security investment
decision-making. The overall gameboard is displayed in Figure 25. Appendix 2 explains
more details about this gameboard.

44 See real life incidents for instance WannaCry (Ritcher 2017), Carbanak (GReAT 2015), Diginotar-hack (Modderkolk
2019).
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Figure 25. Game board overview.

To build the underlying structure of the game, we used the system dynamics (SD)
methodology (Forrester, 1961; Sterman, 2000). Operational games based on SD models
have a long and robust tradition (Lane, 1995; Meadows, 2007). ‘Stratagem2’ (Sterman &
Meadows, 1985), the Beer Game (Sterman, 1992), and the Sustain game (Papathanasiou
et al., 2019) are examples of well-known successful SD based board games. As it has been
generally established, participation in games has several positive impacts, such as a deeper
understanding of content, behavioural changes, knowledge retention, and development
of soft skills (Connolly, et al., 2012; Wouters, et al., 2013), among others. On top of this,
SD based games also aim to improve players’ dynamic decision-making skills (Meadows,
2007; Qudrat-Ullah, 2010). The outcome of serious games and games for learning are
often in line with their intentions, teaching the players in accordance with the learning
objectives of the game (Qudrat-Ullah, 2020).
These skills are necessary in dynamic complex issues (Sterman, 2000), as well as
heavily interconnected systems such as in critical infrastructures, which constitute the
context in which most cyber-security decisions take place (Jalali, et al., 2017). In fact,
SD has recently started to be used to study cyber-security decision-making processes.
For example, Martinez-Moyano et al. (2011) describe the behavioural patterns decisionmakers adopt when dealing with insider threats. More specifically, with regard to
learning and skills development, Bier and Anderson (2013) developed an SD model to
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study the relationship between cooperation and learning during a training program for
cyber-security incident responders with the aim of increasing program participants’
learning, while Armenia et al. (2018) elaborate on dynamic and systematic assessment of
cyber-security risks. Jalali et al. (2017) create a simulation game to better comprehend
how cyber-security managers make investment decisions. This study highlights that
professionals do not perform better than cyber-security-inexperienced participants do.
This happens because managers base their decisions in uncertain and complex contexts on
a set of heuristics (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1973) that induce systematic errors (e.g.,
overestimation or underestimation compared to the actual situation).
The purpose of our serious game is to point how specific elements of the identified
systemic structures in section 2.5 drive specific observed decision-making behaviours.
This chapter involves analysing different aspects of the ‘Cyber–Security Game: Red versus
Blue’.
Section 4.3 explains the structure of the game by providing more detail on its design
process and the game setting. Section 4.4. elaborates the serious game research approach.
Section 4.5 depicts the results of our research. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 are the first
conclusions and discussions respectively.

4.3

The design process, structure, and setting of the game
In this section, the design process, the dynamic game structure, the game setting, and
dynamic game structure are briefly explained. In the design process section, the game
design challenges are described. The solutions of these challenges affect the game settings
and the dynamic game structure.

4.3.1

The design process
The context, managers, IT, and security specialists in a European organisation, where
our game was to be used, led to several requirements on the design of the game. In our
game design process, we assumed that the number of players should be limited, the time
that can be played is limited, and multiple game rounds are needed for learning. These
requirements needed to be incorporated when designing the systemic structure for the
game, and they impact the game settings. The game design process is closely related to
the process of building an SD model, and the resulting SD model is used for calculations
in the game. Our game board is in fact a pictorial representation of the underlying SD
model. This SD model is also used for the computer simulations. Yet, in addition to the
phases of building an SD model, for a serious game, the presentation of this gameboard
and the communication of the game rules are part of the game design process and involves
additional phase of testing.
The structure of this game was built in sessions with two security consultants, a business
consultant, a training and awareness specialist, and a team manager regarding their daily
practices and interactions. In Table 7, the experts and their participation in modelling
activities are shown. In total, five sessions were needed for designing and validating the
gamestructure.
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V

V

V

V

GMB
Session 3

V

V

V

V

Validation
session

V

V

Validation
session

V

V

Senior Manager

GMB
Session 2

Incident responder

V

Incident responder

Training and awareness specialist

V

Team manager

Business consultant

V

Security consultant

Security consultant

V

Security consultant

Security consultant
GMB
Session 1

V

V

Table 7. Overview of building activities and participation.
(V = present during the session)

The game structure connects business (financial) performance with business operations
and security management. As the model is formulated at an aggregated level, the game
structure was validated by conducting a walkthrough of case studies and with a different
group of security consultants and incident responders, as well as a senior manager.
The model was created using the Vensim modelling software, and we employed the
software tools for structure test (units, errors) and structure-oriented behaviour test
(extreme condition, find anomalies).
During the design process, we had five design challenges of mapping the complex reality
of security investment decision-making.
The first design challenge involves mapping the real-life complex organisation to game
players. The systemic structures as described in section 2.5 were fully recognized by the
participants. The participants indicated that in real life, these structures involve many
different teams working across the organisation, for instance, marketing, sales, and
external communication for the different customer interactions, various operations, and
engineering teams to support and execute business and IT processes, and many different
security teams in line with the security function described in section 2.5.5. Also, different
crisis management structures are in place for addressing specific types of major incidents.
On top of that, there are different support functions in the areas of risk, legal, compliance,
finance, and human resources.
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In order to limit the number of game players, the relevant activities of these different
teams were plotted on the following organisational activities: (1) security defence
capabilities, (2) customer service, (3) responding to incident response and (4) category
other. The activities of “security defence capability” and “incident response” covers the
aspects of prevention, detection, and responding, as stated in section 1.5.1. The activities
of “customer service” and “incident response” are related to response of the resilient
organisation dynamic structure of section 2.5.2. The other category is needed to address
the remaining organisational functions.
In the game design process, these activities were replaced by the different blue team
(defender) player roles: The Security Engineer, Development and Operations (DevOps)
manager, Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT) manager and Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
respectively. The role of attacker is included to create an interaction between the attacker
and the defender.
The second design challenge was the inclusion of underlying dynamic structures related to
team occupation. According to the participants, every team has to cope with staff turnover
and is bounded by available budget for that specific team. Additionally, hiring and firing
of staff are subject to time delays due to the labour market circumstances and social plan
restrictions, respectively. Figure 26 shows this dynamic structure for one team.

Figure 26. Structure team dynamics.

The available budget for each of the teams is derived from the financial planning cycle.
This cycle involves the budget plan designed by the team manager, the budget target
setting, as well as the approval process by senior management. As a result, an additional
game phase was incorporated into the game, namely a budget allocation phase.
Other game phases like the allocation of resources (per team), processing the effect of a
cyber-attack, and evaluating financial results can be recognized in the systemic structures
of section 2.5. Compared to section 2.5, the resource allocation phase in the game is
more wide-ranging as it also considers the underlying dynamics related to labour market
dynamics. Hiring and firing activities are relevant to the resource allocation phase next
to allocation of team resources to activities. This is why each game round consists of four
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phases: (1) budget allocation, (2) resource allocation, (3) attack processing and (4) financial
results.
The third design challenge relates to customers’ behaviour. In the validation sessions,
the feedback that reputation and trust will have an impact on customers’ behaviour was
received. This feedback was supported by scientific research that indicates an impact of
successful cyber-attacks on customer trust (Kwon & Johnson, 2015; Somanchi & Telang,
2017), but this relation is non-linear (Kwon & Johnson, 2015). Consequently, another
dynamic structure around customer inflow and outflow is needed. In this structure, the
outflow depends on the success of cyber-attacks. In our game, customer development and
revenue generation were allocated to the CEO player domain in the game. Figure 27 shows
customer behaviour dynamics.

Figure 27. Structure customer behaviour.

The fourth design challenge includes the real-life interdependence between different
organisational units in the game setting. Participants in the model building sessions
indicated that in real-life, the activities of one team may impact activities of another team.
Besides, behaviour by the attacker and the defender and the different teams interact in
a number of ways. These interdependences need to be included in the game. During the
modelling sessions, the following dependencies were identified 45:
• The security expert (CERT manager) helps to improve the effectiveness of security
capabilities (Security Engineer) as part of preventing and detecting an attack (Attacker).
• Effective major incident response involves a good cooperation between the development
& operations teams (DevOps manager) and the security teams (CERT manager) as part of
responding to an attack (Attacker).
• Threat intelligence (CERT manager) sharing, which encompasses amongst others’
attacker related information about new ways of working and attack campaign
development, results in better calibrated security capabilities (Security Engineer) towards
defending against expected future attacks (Attacker).

45 In brackets, the defender roles of the game are included to match observations with the game structure.
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• Customers (CEO) can only be properly serviced if development and operations teams
(manager DevOps) have sufficient capacity to do so. Poorly serviced customers will
generate complaints and cause reputational damage due to negative word-of-mouth
effects.
• Customers (CEO) are impacted by the success of attacks (Attacker).
• Certain security improvements can be done by a single team (CERT manager) and others
require cooperation between teams (CERT manager and DevOps manager) to have an
impact.
All these interdependences were included in the game design. The customers’ behaviour
was included differently. It was decided that only properly serviced customers will
generate income in the game. Poorly serviced customers will generate complaints and
reputational damage, which in real life, will lead to additional costs to be resolved. In the
game, these costs were assumed to be equal to the revenue being generated.
The fifth challenge involves making the game playable and changing the game scale and
timing compared to the real-life world.
One scale difference involves the difference between attack behaviour and attacks that
require attention from the organisation. The participants indicated that large number
of cyber-attacks were automatically prevented because of the boundary controls and
scanners that are in place. This makes sense because section 3.4.2.1 and section 1.2
indicated that attacks have logarithmic properties (many attacks have a limited impact).
This is not beneficial to a game. A limited number of game rounds (or attacks) can be
handled during a game session. A high level of attack prevention limits the game activities
to the players that have an active role in prevention: mainly the Security Engineer and
CERT manager. This is why the game design focuses more on the attacks that matter
and may have a (significant) impact on the defender. This way, in every round, a more
important attack in the game is handled.
Another element is organisational scale or size itself. The real organisation is very large and
includes many different teams and functions. The inclusion of such size and detail creates
a very complex and realistic game, which is expected to be too difficult to play. Therefore,
an aggregated organisation, which still includes all roles and activities relevant to the game
purpose, is required in the game. This resulted in an artificial game organisation that focus
on finance, customers, security, attacker, defender, and business operations.
The participants also pointed out the possible challenges related to timing, when
combining aspects of finance, human resource management, and security in the game.
For instance, the budget allocation process had a quarterly (small adjustments), a
yearly cycle (large adjustments), and a monthly reporting cycle. Due to labour market
circumstances, new employees for certain security functions were hard to find, which
led to high hiring delays compared to employees in development, operations, and
engineering functions. Simple cyber-attacks may occur multiple times per day, while the
more sophisticated attacks appear very rarely. Finally, adjusting and upgrading security
capabilities can take several minutes up to several quarters. A short time is required when
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an upgrade involves updating a ruleset for filtering or scanning while a large capability
roll-out across the organisation takes significantly more time.
However, when we decided to focus on the attacks that matter in the game, the timing of
all other aspects, like budget allocation cycles, and the staff turnover delays, needed to be
aligned. The translation of the practical delays in reality to delays in the game is shown in
Table 8.
Player

CERT Manager

DevOps Manager

Security Engineer

Resources

Security specialist

DevOps engineer

Security engineer

Time needed for hiring

3 rounds

2 rounds

2 rounds

Time needed for firing

1 round

2 rounds

0 rounds

Reason

Scarce resource

Not-scarce resource

Most resources are
temporary staff for
project delivery

Other delays
Time needed to recover from war room

1 round

Time needed to upgrade security capability

2 rounds

Time needed to decommission a capability

0 rounds

Time needed to prepare an attack

2 rounds

Budget cycle

2 rounds

Table 8. Delays and explanations per player of the defender for hiring and firing resources.
One game round is approx. one month or two months on average.

The decisions described above, made in response to challenges encountered in translating
the real-world situation to the game setting, shaped the design of our game. The overall
design was tested in several playtests. These playtests are important because the game
board design and game instructions need to be clear, and the artificial organisation
(including simulated economy) and game dynamics need to be realistic.
The players learned the rules of the game by playing two scripted rounds. Our playtest
indicated this was sufficient. During the game, each launched attack was a small scripted
story that can cover the attack that occurred, the security capabilities that can defend
against the attack, and the impact of the attack (called damage). Hummel et al. (2010)
indicated that scripted collaboration significantly improves a game’s learning outcomes.
Two playtests were completed by people who participated in the GMB sessions. Two other
playtests were done with a randomly selected group of players with backgrounds in
IT, security, operational risk management, or team management from this European
organisation. Participants offered very positive comments on the model structure, outputs,
and on the realism of the emerging dynamics. Some reactions were:
• “This budget process is like our organisation. We have the same struggle.”
• “Yes, these are actually the dependencies I observe within our organisation.”
• “This is very realistic! We should play this with the people in my network.”
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4.3.2

The game structure
Like in real life, the game introduces a time delay between taking a decision by any of
the players and the materialisation of the effects of this decision in the game. The game
structure is in line with the systemic structures described in section 2.5. Figure 28
portrays the combination of these dynamics in a hybrid diagram. This figure does not
include the underlying structure for team dynamics (see Figure 26) and customer
behaviour (see Figure 27).

Figure 28. Underlying aggregated systemic structure of the cyber-security game: ‘Red versus Blue’ game.

Appendix 2 provides more details on how the different elements of the systemic structure
are plotted on the game board design, the game calculation rules, and initial game starting
conditions.
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4.3.3

The game settings
The context of the game is the one of an internet bank, and includes six roles (five players
and a facilitator):
• Blue team (defender):
– The Security Engineer is responsible for selecting, investing, maintaining, and
decommissioning security capabilities in order to protect the bank from attacks.
– The Development and Operation (DevOps) manager is responsible for maintaining
business operations that support customer transactions as well as responding to
incidents.
– The Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT) manager is responsible for reacting to
cyber incidents by pro-actively analysing threat intelligence or improving responsive
policies, or reactively responding to incidents.
– The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is responsible for budget allocation, gaining and
maintaining customers, reporting on data-breaches and on financial performance of
the internet bank.
• Red team (attacker): This player analyses blue team behaviour and selects a set of attack
playing cards. These cards represent the emerging attacks on the internet bank.
Each game round consists of four phases.
1. Budget allocation. In this phase, the CEO allocates a budget to all other team members
considering their requests and the overall available funds. This budget provides the means
and the boundaries for the actions of all the blue team members in the game.
2. Resource allocation. In this phase, the available budget can be used by the blue team
managers. They can hire or fire staff and allocate staff to business processes, security
processes, or process improvement. Process improvement cost resources but can generate
advantages later in the game.
3. Attack processing. In this phase, incoming attacks need to be resolved by preventive
measures laid out by the Security Engineer or CERT Manager, by responsive actions by
CERT Manager, and DevOps Manager. If an attack is not resolved and generates damage,
resulting costs need to be paid for by the CEO.
The DevOps manager plays an important role in balancing cyber-security and business
operations. The resources needed for responsive actions will lower the resources available
for business operations. If the available resources for business operations are too low,
customer services will be impacted lowering the income being generated (income loss).
4. Financial results. The decisions taken during phase two and three will have an impact
on the cost and income during the game. Resources in the game and damage of successful
attacks increase costs. Sufficiently staffed business operations ensure that customers are
being served, which will generate income. In this phase, the CEO will calculate the costs
paid and income received. The CEO will allocate any remaining available funds to the
strategic reserve (which will help to win the game) or save money to cope with future
losses and unexpected costs (operational reserve). The team with the highest strategic
reserve wins the game.
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The objectives of the game are twofold. The blue team with the highest strategic reserve
will win the game (against other blue teams). The red team tries to avoid that. A blue team
loses the game if losses are too high, leading to regulatory warnings, or if the operational
reserve turns negative.

4.4

The serious game research design
In the field of serious gaming, it is recommended that data for analysis and evaluation will
be collected from the game, from the players, and from the facilitators (Van den Hoogen
et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016).
In this research, we compare the human decisions of 16 facilitator-guided games (with a
total of 242 game rounds) with 200 computer simulated games to analyse the decisionmaking process followed by player teams. Our results indicate that several cyber-security
teams used fallacious heuristics to develop their decisions. Next, we discuss why that
happened in the game and how it is relevant for real cyber-security threats. Hereafter,
we compare eight ex-post questionnaires with observed human decision-making process
and results. This comparison reveals the players’ level of awareness about their decisionmaking.
By following the SD methodology, we have ensured a level of similarity between the reallife complex situation on the one hand, and the board game and the computer simulation
on the other hand. For our analysis of game results, we compare the process and results of
decision-making in the game to the computer simulations in a similar setting. All games
– both human and computer based – commenced the game with the similar starting
position.
With respect to the computer simulation, we performed a Monte Carlo sensitivity
analysis. The computer simulation has probabilistic features in equations that represents
the attacker–defender interactions and more specifically: (1) the security engineer has
the wrong capabilities or less mature capabilities in place, and (2) the attacker learns
from its experience and choices different attack forms. The strength of the attack fits
within certain minimum and maximum boundaries. Also, the broken feedback-loops in
the boardgame that ensure decision-making by the players needed to be mended in the
computer simulations. These specific calculation rules are explained in Appendix 2.
During our research, each game played by the humans was led by a well-trained
facilitator. The game participants were cyber-security specialist (SME) and (senior)
managers, all familiar with this field. Figure 29 provides more details on the 132
participants: 9 (7%) are female, 89 (67%) are male, and 34 (26%) did not provide any data.
The figure also visualizes to what extent the participants see themselves as open-minded
(OM) versus closed-minded (CM) and extravert (EV) versus introvert (IV). For these
questions, a Likert scale 1–5 was used. Some participants provided data on their country
of residence. The information was voluntarily provided using an ex-ante questionnaire.
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Figure 29. Available game data on participants.

During each game round, game data was captured in Excel by the player in the
role of CEO while the facilitator checked the accuracy of the information listed.
Game participation and filling out the questionnaire was on voluntary basis. The data was
gathered on each game and for each role. A game consists of an attacker, four defenders,
and a facilitator. In order to make the data of different games comparable, we used attack
patterns with the same impacts (before defensive actions) in all game sessions. This means
that although the type of attack (mode of operandi) may differ, the potential impact or
strength of the attack for the defenders were the same. Therefore, the game results can
be compared. In Table 9 below, the game roles with their game actions and game data
(collected per game round) are shown.
Table 9 shows that both DevOps and CERT manager can implement improvements.
These improvements represent the features of the response of the resilient organisation
structure. These improvements provide benefits during the game akin this structure.
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+

R
learning from
successful defences

hacker attack
pattern

1

-

2

cyber attack elimination
through prevention
B

cyber attacks

proactive

R

3

-

+
R

cost-cutting in
DevOps

Game data gathered

+

Attack and attack preparation

Strength of Attack
Security Incident was handled in the war room (1) or not (0)
Security Incident resulted into damaging the defender (1) or
not (0)

Collect revenue

The amount of damage paid by the defender

resources for incident
handling (war room)

+

4

cost-cutting in
capabilities
performance

reactive

impact on
organisation

Actions
+

cyber attack elimination
through response
B

+

resources to
prevent attack

-

6

hacker learns from
successful attacks

+

pressure to keep up
performance

learning from
successful attacks

R

Cyber attack impacting
organisation

+

5

+

hacker less
successful

B

+

1 Red Team

+

hacker learns from
prevented attacks

-

available DevOps
resources

+

-

2 Security Engineer
Actions

Game data gathered

Resource allocation

Number of SecEng resources in the game.

Selecting, investing, maintaining,
and decommissioning security
capabilities

Total level (= indication of maturity and number of capabilities)
of capabilities in the data centre. Data centre can handle up to
of 5 different capabilities (of 9 available).

3 CEO
Actions

Game data gathered

Gaining and maintaining
customers

Number of customers

Report on data-breaches

Security Incident was handled in the war room (1) or not (0).
Security Incident resulted into damaging the defender (1) or
not (0).

Financial performance

Total income, Total resource costs and Net result.
Amount allocated to operational reserve and to strategic reserve.
Income loss (amount of missed income caused by lack of DevOps
resources serving customers).
Supervisor warning (given when net result is negative).

Resource allocation

Number of CEO resources (these are fixed in the game).

4 CERT
Actions

Game data gathered

Resource allocation

Number of CERT resources in the game.

Pro-actively analysing threat
intelligence or improving
responsive policies

Number of CERT resources allocated to improvements.

5 DEVOPS
Actions

Game data gathered

Resource allocation

Number of CERT resources in the game.

< improving responsive policies >

Number of DevOps resources allocated to improvements.

maintaining business operations
(customer transactions)

Number of DevOps resources allocated to serve customers.

6 Facilitator
Gathered observations
Table 9. Game roles and data collected (per role and per game round) over the aggregated structure of the game.
(The game structure is clearly visible in figure 28, page 112)
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At the end of the game sessions, the CEO was asked to fill out a questionnaire (see
Appendix 2 about the blue team performance) anonymously. Half of the playing
CEOs filled in this questionnaire. This ex-post questionnaire, based on questions with
a five-point Likert scale, was focused on perceived execution and perceived strategic
performance during the game.
For the analyses of the data and team comparison, we use a t-test for normally distributed
data and Mann-Whitney U test if data is not normal distributed. We consider data
normal distributed if the kurtosis and skewness are between -/-2 and 2. We use *** for
significance with P = 0.01, ** for significance with p = 0.05 and * for significance with P
= 0.1. For this comparison, we focus on losers and winners. Losers are the blue teams that
had a negative operational reserve or too much regulatory warnings. All other teams are
winners.

4.5

Results
The underlying system dynamics model was simulated to replicate 200 different games
conditions with a Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis.
The simulation model does not include management leverages that allow players to take
different decisions in different moments, but there are conditions for change that are
accounted for as an automatic control policy (for instance, when customers increase
automatically additional DevOp staff are hired), whereas in the boardgame, players have
the possibility to change their decisions from turn to turn and base those decisions just on
their ideas, information, etc. Both attacker and defender players have boundaries within
which they can act. In the simulation, this action space is replaced by random generated
numbers (for instance attack strength and defence capability strength) which drives the
need for Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis. By doing so, the simulation accounts for a
human error effect between 2% up to 15%. Appendix 2 explains what equations have been
included for this automatic control policy.
This sensitivity analysis indicates that up to 25% of the teams are expected to lose due to
regulatory warnings or negative operational reserve, while winning teams should be able
to create a strategic reserve up to €180,000 by round 20. Of the 16 human teams, about
56% lost and 44% won the game. The best performing winners were able to achieve a
strategic reserve, around € 200.000. The simulation uses continuous and unchanging
decision rules; it mimics “average” team performance (since it included a small % of
error). We observe that the human players (44% lost) perform significantly worse than
the simulation (25% lost), while the best human winners (the highest strategic reserve is
€200.000), are slightly better than the best achievement by the simulation (the highest
strategic reserve is €180.000). This raises the following question: why do only the losing
human players perform worse than a computer player?
Research shows that people tend to have difficulties in taking decisions in dynamic,
complex environments, which includes multiple feedback loops, time delays, and
nonlinearities. In such situations, they tend to use simple heuristics (Sterman, 1989,
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1992) and generally underestimate the effects of delays (Gröβler et al., 2011). In order to
get a deeper understanding of how structural elements influenced decision-making, we
compare winner and loser data on resource allocation, defence strategy, and financial
results. We compare these data on player decisions with facilitator observations.

t-test statistics

game data

In order to analyse resource allocation policies, we compared the absolute difference (is
called integer) in CERT and DevOps staff resources between the losers and the winners
for each round. The difference in resources is caused by hiring or firing. Large differences
between hiring and firing can be considered an amplification effect. Table 10 shows these
figures. Apparently, there is a significant higher amplification effect of 233% in hiring and
firing CERT and DevOps staff for the losers compared to the winners. Hiring and firing
staff in this game takes time (measured in game rounds) and costs money. Resources in
the process of being hired or fired cannot be actively used in the game.
information

## rounds

CERT ***

DevOps ***

Losers - average

124

1,6

2,8

losers - SD

124

2,9

4,1

Winners - average

116

0,7

1,2

Winners - SD

116

1,0

1,3

difference

0,93

1,62

standard error

0,285

0,396

t-statistics

3,262

4,093

CI

95%

95%

DF

238

238

significance level

0,0013

0,0001

Table 10. Table with average and standard deviation (SD) for the integer of the amplification effect for
CERT and DevOps resources for the winners and the losers and t-test statistics.

Based on our regression analysis 46, the occasions of amplified resources hiring/firing
by the losers can be explained by the occasions of occurred income losses and not by the
observed strength of the attack (F = 22,6, P<0.01 ***). These numbers suggest that the
losing teams repeatedly decide to hire and fire staff quickly in consecutive rounds of play.
The losers tend to hire staff quickly after a successful attack and tend to fire staff directly
after incurring a financial and/or income loss. This implies an emerging event causes short
term changing hiring / firing policies and simultaneously having staff in the process of
hiring and firing by the losers. These unstable staffing policies evoke very high resources
for the loser teams compared to the winners. For the DevOps and CERT resources,
this is visible in Figure 30. An interesting observation is that the losers do not have any
balancing mechanism in place that structurally limits their resource growth as shown in
Figure 30. This suggests that the security investment decision-making financial optimum
is less effective.

46 The regression involves Y = occasions of amplified higher, X1 = occurrences of income losses, and X2 = strength of the
attack. Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + €
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Figure 30. Difference in CERT and DevOps staff for winners and losers

We analysed the cyber-security dynamics for the winners and losers as a group. For each
group, we summed up the total attacks per round and labelled them as “prevent” (attacks
prevented by the defender), “response” (defender allocated resources for resolving this
incident), and “pay damage” (the CEO had to pay for the damages of attacks). Because
we gathered game results over a two-hour time slot from different sessions, the length
of the played rounds may differ. The results are shown in Figure 31a on a relative scale of
0.0 to 1.0 (1.0 corresponds with 100% of the launched attacks). According to the MannWhitney U test, there is a significant difference (z = -2.652 and p = 0.00402) between
winners and losers. In other words, the winners prevented significantly more attacks
(approx. 12% in this comparison).
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Figure 31a. The average percentage of teams using a cyber-security strategy that prevents an attack,
responds to an attack or pay for damage of an attack per round for the losers and the winners is plotted
against the attack strength of the launched attack, the cumulative average number of CERT improvements
and the cumulative average total security capabilities per round.

In order to explain why the winners prevented more attacks, we compared the attack
strength, the development of the defences, and the CERT improvement during the game,
between winners and the losers. The value of total capabilities provides an indication of
the number and their maturity of defensive capabilities in place. A capability with a value
of one can be effective only against a light form of attack, while a mature capability (with
a value between two to six) is effective against a stronger attack. The total value of CERT
improvement 47 states the number of defence improvements effectively put in place. These
improvements represent the effectiveness of the response of the resilient organisation
structure in the game. These improvements focus either on early anticipation on the
attacker or on more effective responses by CERT. Important changes in the development
of these metrics (total capabilities and improvements) are marked with a red dot.
Very strong attacks can be seen in round 5, 9, and 14. An interesting observation is
that the winners increase their defensive capabilities (in round 5 and 14) or improve the
effectiveness of their CERT function (in round 9) in the same round the attack happened.
The losers realized the same improvements typically only several rounds after these
attacks (round 7, 12, and 15 respectively). This suggests that the losers were not in the
position to anticipate the attacker’s behaviour in an early stage. In other words, winners
apply proactive security management, which allows them to react immediately once an
attack actually occurs. In terms of systemic structures, the winners are more focussed
on the response of resilient organisation structure. Losers practice reactive security
management, meaning they react only sometime after an attack occurs. Because of this,
47 These improvements are closely related to systemic structure: “the response of the resilient organisation” (see section 2.5.2 for
more details on this structure) and involve: investing in threat intelligence for recognising emerging attacks earlier in the
game or investing in CERT Manager to limit the effects of time delays, or investing in runbooks, security community, and
forensics to use resources more efficiently.
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the losers are more focussed on the attacker–defender interaction systemic structure.
Although the losers started to invest in CERT improvement as well, they achieve the
same levels compared to the winners very late. Therefore, we argue that the losers are
more focussed on the attacker–defender interaction systemic structure. The time delay
for reacting by the losers was the lowest in round 14. This might suggest that some of the
losers started to appreciate the response of resilient organisation structure.
The difference between winners and losers in their resource allocation policy and security
strategy has an impact on their financial performance as well. The total staff, income loss
occurrence, and damage from cyber-attacks are important cost drivers that influence the
net results in this game. This difference in financial performance is especially visible in the
cumulative net results. Figure 31b shows the cumulative net results of winners and losers.
These results of the losers show a stable or declining pattern during the game. The winners
show in general an exponential growth pattern after a certain moment in the game that
is marked by a red dot 48. This suggests that the winners are aware how the systemic
structures affect their decision-making.

Figure 31b. Cumulative net result per team per round specified to winners and losers.
A red dot indicates the beginning of non-linear growth.

For further analysis of the financial performance, we compare game results with an expost questionnaire, which is shown in Table 11 49. This table shows a comparison of blue
teams’ financial performance at the end of the game and the CEO questionnaire results on
the financial performance. Questions were asked about how well the financial strategy was
executed and how important this was. From the game, the following criteria are visible:
cumulative supervisors’ warnings, cumulative net result, cumulative game reserves,
and cumulative strategic reserves. Although the game data show a significant difference
between winners and losers, this difference cannot be observed in the CEO questionnaire.
The CEO questionnaire indicates a slightly better performance of the winners compared to

48 Only team 12 showed some struggles to maintain their growth in the last rounds. We have no detailed data why this
happened.
49 One loser team has very high negative values on the cumulative net result and cumulative operational reserve (team
10). For these values, one might argue to considered this team as an outlier. For the other values, cumulative supervisor
warnings and cumulative strategic reserve, this team cannot be considered an outlier. The data of this team fit the criteria
for being a loser. Therefore, we keep this team in the analysis.
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the losers, but there is no significant difference. This suggests that the losers might not be
aware of their problematic decision-making. The data underlying table 11 have skewness
and kurtosis between +2 and -2 and therefore, are considered normally distributed.

game data

Game results - financial performance
team

##

winners

7

t-test statistics

losers

9

Questionnaire financial performance

cumulative
supervisor
warnings
***

cumulative
net result
***

cumulative cumulative
operational strategic
reserve *** reserve ***

##

Execute

Importance

average

3,0

109,4

56,1

78,4

4

3,0

2,3

SD

1,7

67,3

42,8

45,8

0,8

1,0

average

8,0

-69,8

-94,2

13,9

3,6

3,8

SD

3,8

110,8

199,5

16,2

1,7

1,5

difference 5

-179,2

-150,3

-64,5

0,6

1,45

standard error 1,552

76,693

77,3

16,3

0,931

0,878

T-statistic 3,221

-3,757

-1,944

-3,952

0,645

1,651

CI 0,95

0,95

0,95

0,95

0,95

0,95

DF 14

14

14

14

7

7

0,0021

0,0722

0,0014

0,5398

0,1427

significance level 0,0062

5

Table 11. Table Game results (4 metrics) versus Questionnaire (2 questions): financial performance and
t-test statistics.

Although there was no significant difference in these questionnaires between winners and
losers, many players reported feelings of frustration and helplessness, probably caused
by delays, feedback from other actions, and uncertainty in the game. Some quotes from
participants in the game pointed in that direction:
• CERT manager to CEO “Are we making money by the way?”. CEO responded: “I have
no idea what you did at all.” This quote suggests that the CERT manager would like to
have feedback on their team performance and the CEO does not understand what the
performance drivers within his organisation are.
• CEO: “You invested in the wrong capabilities”. Security Engineer responded: “Thanks for
approving all my budget. Why can’t I double my request?” This quote suggests that CEO
disagrees with the Security Engineer decisions while the Security Engineer has an
opinion of his lack of budget.
• Blue team: “Keep the hack quiet or we blame the CEO. We outsource the hack.” This quote is
an example of trying to shift blame to others.
• Security Engineer: “but I just have fired X resources”. Team responded: “Frustration
SecEng?” This quote suggests the Security Engineer is frustrated about budgetary
constraints that results in downsizing the department even more.
• Blue team member: “you have ruined my department”. This quote is another example of
trying to blame others.
• “I am not going to pay” said the CEO, when the attack was not mitigated. However, it
was too late, since he was already trapped in an unstoppable performance decline.
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• “Why are these attacks not blocked by our defences?” The blue team was so focused on the
game board they did not notice the attacker standing next to them looking over their
shoulder to their defences.
There are also interesting observations of members of the losing teams recognizing the
high number of resources, but for some reason, only a limited number of corrective
actions were observed during the game. Some observed participant remarks were the
following:
• DevOps: “We have got more Security Engineers than DevOps Engineers.”
• DevOps: “We need more, too much here, too much there. This is killing us.”
• CEO: “Are you sure, 24 CERT resources? 24?” CERT manager: “You are the CEO!”
We think that these signals and statements were not properly considered in the decisionmaking processes. They point to the usage of fallacious heuristics and suggest that not all
participants were aware of the information or using these heuristics. Why this happened
has not investigated by us. Participants may observe a situation with tensions caused by
conflicting attitudes, beliefs, or behaviours (Festinger, 1957), the participants may face a
situation they cannot control and do not act on (learned helplessness, Seligman, 1975), or
participants were willing to experiment with different game parameters (Grossklags et al.,
2008).
Facilitators shared observations on the winning teams and found them in a calm [team]
setting, [team] is communicating, [team is] showing why what budget is needed; CEO
and assistant are often looking at the laptop [for automated performance reports on the
laptop based on entered game data] and prudent CEO. These observations give notions of
team work and creating a mutual understanding of the dynamic complexity. According
to Simons (1995), strategic uncertainty can be encountered by interactive controls.
Important elements of interactive control systems are an exploration of differences
between actual and expected KPI results and an open dialogue between different
management layers (Simons, 1995). The winning teams seem to apply these control
mechanisms during the game.
In addition, some participants stated: cooperation is a different kind of competence, and it is
a psychological game. Woolley et al. (2010) indicate collective intelligence acts differently
to individual intelligence. According to them, collective intelligence is significantly
correlated with the average social sensitivity of group members, the equality in
distribution of conversational turn-taking, and the proportion of females in the group.
The winning teams may show notions about higher collective intelligence, yet our research
lacks the data for firm conclusions about this matter.
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4.6

First conclusion
Our game contribution is twofold: on one hand, it is one of the first attempts to include
a financial component to cyber-security serious games 50, and on the other hand, it
allows to observe the process of cyber-security investment decision-making. These game
contributions may raise participants’ awareness about this dynamic and complex topic as
well.
One purpose of this serious game is to provide insight how security investment decision
is made in general. Comparing the game sessions results with the computer simulations
shows that several cyber-security teams used heuristics to develop their decision.
We argue that the losers use fallacious heuristics. The usage of these heuristics is impacted
by multiple feedback, time delays and accumulation that characterize the field of cybersecurity. Consequently, the losing teams shows after the fact reactions and decisionmaking resulting in less effective defence strategies, high resource fluctuations, and poor
financial performance. It seems that these participants were not all aware of the usage
of fallacious heuristics because certain signals of game participants were neglected, and
ex-post questionnaire performance result suggests acceptable performance results for
all participants. We did not investigate why participants used these heuristics. We just
observed that they did.
Another research goal is validating the systemic structures that explain security
investment decision-making. During the game, we observe that different systemic
structures are used. The winners are more focussed on the systemic structure of
the response of the resilient organisation. The winners showed a proactive security
management strategy. They are focussed on learning from the attacker and improving
their defences in anticipation of future expected attacks. The losers showed a more
reactive security management strategy. Therefore, the losers are considered more focussed
on the attacker–defender interaction systemic structure.
The winners had stable recourse growth and solid financial performance. Because of this,
the systemic structure of the security investment decision-making financial optimum was
working. This structure puts limits to the investment (and resource increase). The losers
had poor performance, mainly explained by their large number or resources and
ineffective resource strategy. This systemic structure seemingly did not perform properly
for the loser teams.
Another objective of the cyber-security game is to raise players’ awareness of the
interdependencies between cyber-security decision-making, business operations, and
finances. We believe our game created this awareness. For the winners, a turning point
in their financial performance can be observed whereafter exponential growth is visible.
For the losers, the size of the time delay between strong observed attacks and appropriate
defensive reaction started to reduce during the game round sequence. Moreover, we

50 In the field of security, most game designs focus on the technical aspects of attackers and defenders, like Capture-the-Flag
(CTF) events, full-simulation cyber war-game (e.g., DevCon), Cyber protect, CyberSIEGE, NetWars, or CyberNEXS – or
raising awareness on threats such as Security Empire or Anti-Phishin-Phil. (Hendrix et al., 2016; Le Compte et al., 2015;
Nagarajan et al., 2012; Olano et al., 2014).
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believe that this SD-based games help participants obtain more insights into the effects of
their ignorance of the (un)intended consequences of their decision-making activities when
debriefing sessions are organized.

4.7

Discussion of the results from the serious game in the
field of security investment decision-making
More in general and in line with Jalali et al. (2017), we suggest conducting further
research and empirical tests on the behavioural biases about the complexities of decisionmaking in the field of security economics.
Like our game, simulation (Sterman 2006) and familiarity (Grossklags & Reitter, 2014)
help to improve decision-making and learning from complex situations. Nevertheless,
these learnings are different per person and depend on the willingness to perform effortful
cognitive activities (Nochenson & Grossklags, 2013). We also believe that measurement of
the impact of the game on awareness and system understanding based on the ex-ante and
ex-post surveys could increase our comprehension of the impact strength of the game on
participants’ understanding of cyber-security systemic complexity.
We also received constructive feedback from participants as they indicated that the game
was realistic, yet the time for playing the game and receiving feedback could be reduced
to 1.5 hours (instead of the effective 2.5 hours). Nevertheless, we had to copy with
quite some challenges to translate a real word systemic structure to a playable serious
gaming format. The facilitators informed us that the training of this game was doable but
perceived as intense.
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5.1

Summary and introduction
This chapter describes the development of and insights gained from five specific case
studies to investigate:
• Which of these systemic structures are visible in five different selected cyber-security
topics?
• Which generic policy levers do we see in our research results?
These five case studies have been selected following our security taxonomy considering
the approach an attacker takes in attacking an organisation (kill chain). This approach
ensures a diverse selection of topics for our case studies across the cyber-security field.
More details on the selection of cases can be found in section 3.4.1. The case studies are
used for exploring systemic structures existing in real-life organisational decision making
on cyber-security. Our research approach is based on conducting multiple case studies.
Our case studies support the existence of the attacker–defender interaction, the response
of the resilient organisation, and the security investment decision-making financial
optimum systemic structures, including the mutual interactions between these structures.
Because these structures are observed in all the case studies, we refer to them as core
structures. Besides, we found evidence for eleven other systemic structures.
We also identified, through these case studies, eight different generic policy options that
can influence future financial and non-financial security performance. Six of these options
are connected to the systemic structures of the attacker–defender interaction and the
response of the resilient organisation.
Regarding malware dynamics, secure software development dynamics, and insider threat
dynamics, our literature review identified other related simulation and modelling studies.
A comparison with this research and our contribution in these areas are part of these
specific case study sections.
In this chapter, we describe the following case-studies: DDOS dynamics (section 5.2),
malware dynamics (section 5.3), detection dynamics (section 5.4), secure software
development dynamics (section 5.5) and insider threat dynamics (section 5.6). Section 5.7
contains the conclusions and reflections about this chapter.
Keywords: DDOS dynamics, malware dynamics, detection dynamics, secure software
development dynamics, insider threat dynamics

5.2

DDOS dynamics
This section addresses DDOS dynamics. The DDOS dynamics case supports the
systemic structures of the attacker–defender interactions, the response of the resilient
organisation, and the security investment decision-making financial optimum. The latter
was confirmed through policy analysis.
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We use an artificial organisation for policy analysis. Our policy analysis suggests that
defence capacity increase that follows attackers’ behaviour are very costly. These policies
are part of the attacker–defender interaction structure. In contrast, the policy options
around learning and response, as part of the response of the resilient organisation
structure, yield more favourable financial outcomes. Hardening and scrubbing services as
a policy option also yield more favourable financial results.
Section 5.2.1 explains the reference mode. Section 5.2.2 is about the ecosystem from an
organisational perspective. Section 5.2.3 describes the model. Section 5.2.4 focusses on
the model building and validation process. Section 5.2.5. describes the policy analysis.
Section 5.2.6 is the summary and reflection section.

5.2.1

DDOS dynamics reference mode
A Denial of Service (DOS) attack has the purpose of preventing legitimate users from
using a specific network resource. A Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack is a
coordinated attack on the availability of services of a given target system or network that
has been launched indirectly through compromised computer systems (Specht & Lee,
2004).
During the last decade, DDOS observed that peak attack size has increased by three
percent month on month as it was indicated in section 3.4.2.1 (Figure 16). Nonetheless,
commercial reports such as Imperva Incapsula (2016) show a heavy-tailed distribution of
both the magnitude and duration of these attacks. This means most DDOS attacks have a
relatively moderate strength and duration, but as Figure 16 shows, only 5% of all DDOS
attacks reaches the peak in attack strength. Section 1.2 indicated that depending on the
magnitude and duration of a DDOS attack, economic consequences to organisations can
be huge. Unavailability of services will generate delay or loss of revenue and additional
costs. Indirect financial effects such as customer claims and customer abnormal churn
caused by non-delivery of services occur as well. Although the current organisational
trends of DDOS defence related cost and DDOS related security incidents are perceived as
stable, this increasing attack strength raises fears about future increase of these trends.
Figure 32 shows relevant reference modes and problematic trends for DDOS dynamics.
Reference mode
Observed attacker’s behaviour

Problematic trends
7 Increasing attacker’s behaviour

Observed staff turn-over

Increasing digitalisation

Observed asset growth

Increasing staff scarcity

7 Observed security incidents
Observed security costs

7 Hoped: stable security incidents
7 Hoped: stable security costs

Figure 32. Reference mode check box.
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5.2.2

The DDOS dynamics system from an organisational perspective
There is a systemic interaction between the attacker and defender in the field of DDOS
attacks. The way the defender anticipates attacks follows the response of the resilient
organisation (as described in section 2.5.2). Figure 33 shows the systemic structures
relevant to the DDOS system.
Systemic structures
7 Attacker defender - interaction
7 Response of the resilient organisation
Security investment decision-making financial optimum

Figure 33. Systemic structure check box.

The presence of these systemic structures will be explained on the basis of the DDOS
reference architecture at the contextual business layer level. This architecture is visible in
Figure 34 and describes all the components of the defences, their relation to each other,
and to the environment. The associated literature on DDOS attack and DDOS defence
taxonomies, such as Douligeris & Mitrokotsa (2004), Mirkovic et al. (2004), and Specht
& Lee (2004), provides a deeper understanding of the challenges of the denial-of-service
field. These studies have recognized preventive, detective, and responsive mechanisms.
Apart from these, Douligeris and Mitrokotsa (2004, p. 44) point to “intrusion tolerance
and mitigation,” while Specht and Lee (2004) recognized post-attack forensics. In Figure
34, different parts of the DDOS architecture have their own dynamics that interact with
other parts of this architecture.

Figure 34. DDOS contextual business layer architecture (with reference to aggregated representations of
sub-models (view 1-6) and output models (view 6-8)).

Two main forms of DDOS attacks can be recognized: bandwidth depletion attacks
and resource depletion attacks (Maheshwari & Krishna, 2013; Mittal et al., 2011;
Naykude et al., 2015; Specht & Lee, 2004; Zhang & Parashar, 2006). In a bandwidth
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depletion attack, large volumes of IP traffic 51 are sent to a target’s network to congest it.
This network experiences packet loss 52 and slows down, crashes, or suffers from network
bandwidth saturation preventing access by legitimate users (Specht & Lee, 2004).
A resource depletion attack consists of sending malformed packets that tie up system
resources so none are left for legitimate users (Maheshwari & Krishna, 2013). Examples
of these resources are sockets, CPU, memory, disk/database bandwidth, and I/O
bandwidth 53 (Zargar, 2013). Certain programming errors in software code can also be
exploited by DDOS attacks (Zargar, 2013). Compared to bandwidth depletion attacks,
less volume is needed for these resource depletion attacks. In the architectural figure
(Figure 34), these different forms of resource depletion attacks are grouped together and
called targeted (resource) attacks, and thus, the figure recognizes bandwidth depletion
attacks and targeted attacks. Due to the nature of these different attack forms, separate
sub-models for the defence against these attacks (sub-model 2 respectively 3) are
included. A fraction of these DDOS attacks are targeted resource attacks; most of them
are bandwidth DDOS attacks (Atlas Reporting, 2014–2015; Imperva Incapsula, 2014–
2015; Kaspersky Labs, 2014–2015).
Figure 34 shows that the behaviour of the attacker is influenced by the success of the
targeted and bandwidth DDOS attacks. The defender can influence attack success by the
defences that are in place in these areas. This is part of the attacker–defender interaction
systemic structure. By learning from the attacker through threat intelligence, the defender
can proactively anticipate the behaviour of the attacker. In case an attack is not prevented
by the defender, the defender goes into a state of incident response. Incident response
requires staff to stop their day-to-day activities and resolve the problems that occur.
If staff is occupied too much with this incident response process, it will hamper the
defender’s ability to analyse threat intelligence and improve defences. The time needed
to resolve the problems that occurred will have an impact on customer service delivery.
This learning and response mechanism is part of the response of the resilient organisation
systemic structure. All components of this ecosystem will have a financial impact.

5.2.3

DDOS Dynamics model description
In this section, the different sub-models and output models are explained. Each sub
section number corresponds with the number of the sub or output model. The integration
of these models follows the causal relations shown in Figure 34. These connections are
also labelled in the sub and output model figures in each of these subsections. We use grey
coloured boxes next to variables that have an interconnecting role between the sub-models
and refer to those models. Following Sterman and Rahmandad (2012), all figures on the
model structure are simplified for explanatory purposes. The last sub section reflects on
the most important feedback loops.

51 Internet traffic. IP refers to Internet Protocol.
52 Packet loss occurs when one or more packets of data that has been sent over a network will not reach its destination.
53 Input / Output bandwidth.
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5.2.3.1

View 1: Attacker behaviour
Figure 35 describes View 1: attacker’s behaviour sub-model. This sub-model contains one
stock that is the core of the attacker’s behaviour: the probability of launching a DDOS
attack. The stock probability of launching a DDOS attack will,
• Increase due to,
– word-of-mouth communication between attackers sharing their past successes and
reusing their successful way of working (R2 Attackers word-of-mouth effect), and
– attackers perceiving the target being vulnerable over time (R1 Target perceived
being vulnerable) caused by successful previously launched attacks. This creates an
impression that other attackers can also be successful;
• Decrease due to,
– an unsuccessful attack resulting in attackers moving on to pursue other targets,
because the way of working of the attacker might be successful when attacking other
organisations (B3 Searching for other target).

Figure 35. View 1: System dynamics model of DDOS attack behaviour
Gray bars indicate interconnections with other sub-models.

The resulting DDOS attack probability stock is used in a probabilistic function that
determines if a DDOS attack will be launched. After launching a bandwidth DDOS attack
or targeted resource attack, the model calculates the mitigating effects. These attacks will
be unsuccessful if they are mitigated by the defences in place (B1 Defend against bandwidth
attacks see paragraph 5.2.3.2 View 2 for more information, B2 Defence against targeted
attack see paragraph 5.2.3.3 View 3 for more information). A DDOS attack will be
mitigated if the defence capacities for these attacks are equal to or higher compared to the
magnitude of the attack.
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Following 2.5.1, unsuccessful attacks will stimulate the attacker to reconsider its way of
working, and might result in new attack forms (R6 Unsuccessful attack evoke attacker’s
innovation see paragraph 5.2.3.3 View 3 for more information) or stimulate the attacker to
work harder and launch a more severe and longer attack in a second attempt (R3 Attacker
works harder). Receiving strong negative feedback after the first attempt may evoke a nonrecurring stronger second attempt before giving up (Podsakoff & Farth, 1989).

5.2.3.2

View 2: Defence against bandwidth attacks
In Figure 36 View 2, the defence against bandwidth attacks sub-model is shown and
contains one important stock: the DDOS bandwidth defence capacity.

Figure 36. View 2: System dynamics model of defence against bandwidth attacks.
Gray bars indicate interconnection with other sub-models.

The DDOS bandwidth defence capacity will,
• Increase due to,
– investments in shared defences based on supplier investment policy settings (B6
Supplier investment policy setting). In order to maintain a desired service level by the
supplier, the supplier will anticipate observed growth and developments in DDOS
attack behaviour,
– investments in DDOS defences following Reference Architecture upgrades (R5
Defence upgrade following RA. See paragraph 5.2.3.4 View 4 for more information), or
– after-the-fact-investments specific in cloud defences (B4 Reactive investment in DDOS
cloud defence), or in all defences (B5 Reactive investment in DDOS Defence) based on
the effect of successful DDOS attacks;
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• Decrease triggered by the detection trap 54, meaning that unobserved DDOS attack
behaviour increases the budgetary pressure to revert to a DDOS defence cost reduction
(R4 Budget pressure lowers defences), which evokes a decision to reduce available defence
capacity over time.
The total DDOS bandwidth defence capacity will mitigate certain DDOS attacks (B1
Defend against bandwidth attacks. See paragraph 5.2.3.1 View 1 for more information).
However, due to the shared nature of these defences, they might also be used for
mitigating DDOS attacks on other targets (B7 Shared defences under attack), since the
total capacity of this shared defence structure is also limited and can be used for other
demanding parties. As a result, little or no capacity will be available for the target
organisation.

5.2.3.3

View 3: Defence against targeted DDOS attacks
Figure 37 shows View 3: Defence against targeted DDOS attacks sub-model. The need
for volume and no content provides the attacker the means to make packets identical to
legitimate traffic (Khajuria & Srivastava, 2013; Zhang & Parashar, 2006). This makes low
volume DDOS attacks harder to detect; this is especially the case for targeted resources
attacks 55 that can be made to closely mimic normal traffic. Therefore, we have created
a two-stock aging chain model following the structure explained by Sterman (2000, p.
470); this chain consists of both unknown and resolved DDOS vulnerabilities 56.

Figure 37. View 3: System dynamics model of defence against targeted DDOS attacks.
Gray bars indicate interconnection with other sub-models.

54 This reduction is a manifestation of the detection trap (Martinez-Moyano et al., 2011).
55 DDOS attacks at targeted resources are usually measured in Mbps (Megabit per seconds); however, not all relevant data
were available at this measurement level during the model process, so we decided to model on the level of different mode of
operandi (forms of attacks).
56 In this chain we did not use the stock-known vulnerabilities because it did not provide any new insights in the observed
behaviour. However, a defender can only resolve a vulnerability when the defender knows it has a vulnerability to resolve.
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New modes of operandi discovered by the attacker will result in more unknown DDOS
vulnerabilities (R6 Unsuccessful attack evoke attacker’s innovation). Unless these forms
are covered by the implemented defences, they can only be discovered through testing.
After testing, these vulnerabilities are known; however, only resolved vulnerabilities will
improve the DDOS defences (R8 Resolving DDOS test findings). The defender’s efforts for
testing and resolving vulnerabilities will be hampered if staff takes too long (in time and
frequency) in the incident response mode (B8 Team delays delay impact defences).
In addition, these detection and resolution efforts are limited. The more vulnerabilities
the defender has resolved, the harder it will be for the defender to find the remaining
unknown ones and resolve them (B9 Remaining vulnerabilities harder to find), and the other
way around (R7 attackers knowledge evoke vulnerability discovery). The effectiveness of the
defence against targeted resource attacks is based on the ratio between the attacker’s
knowledge (different DDOS attack forms) and the defender’s knowledge (resolved
vulnerabilities and controls in place). (B2 Defence against targeted attack. See paragraph
5.2.3.1 View 1 for more information).

5.2.3.4

View 4: Threat intelligence
View 4, the threat intelligence sub-model, is visible in Figure 38. Threat intelligence
also provides insights into future possible DDOS attack behaviour. When the values
for defences in the reference architecture (B10 DDOS RA norm height hamper upgrading)
lag too much behind this intelligence, the reference architecture will be improved (R9
Attack evoke DDOS RA upgrade). Adjustment and approval of this reference architecture
with supportive policies and overall organisational improvement of these defences
through regular life-cycle management will take time (B13 Defence upgrade following
RA. See paragraph 5.2.3.2 View 2 for more information). However, threat intelligence
activities will be hampered if the staff takes too long in the incident response mode (B8
Team delays delay impact defences).

Figure 38. View 4: System dynamics model of threat intelligence.
Gray bars indicate interconnection with other sub-models.
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5.2.3.5

View 5: Incident response
View 5, the incident response sub-model, focuses on the consequences of staff working
in the incident response mode as shown in Figure 39. Assignment of staff to work on
an incident is triggered by a successful DDOS attack (R10 Successful attack evoke incident
response mode), and results in productivity loss for the rest of the team (R11 Successful
attack impacts remaining team productivity). This productivity loss depends on the quality
of responsive processes in place and the duration of the incident response. If staff takes
too long in the incident response mode, other business activities and defences will be
impacted (see B8 Team delays delay impacts defender in paragraph 5.2.3.3 View 3 and in
paragraph 5.2.3.4 in View 4). In the stock “total delay on team planning”, the occasions
on which teams remain too long in the incident response mode are counted. When teams
are under pressure for a longer duration, their focus might change and long-term
improvement and other strategic activities will be delayed. The organisation might become
susceptible to capability and/or adaptation trap.

Figure 39. View 5: System dynamics model of incident response.
Gray bars indicate interconnection with other sub-models.

The response of the resilient organisation systemic structure encompasses improving
defences and response processes by learning from the attacker. In this view, this systemic
structure is broken because the variable “number of responsive processes in place” is a
parameter for policy evaluation.

5.2.3.6

View 6: Client perspective
Figure 40 shows the customers’ perspective sub-model that contains customers, assets,
successful attacks, unsuccessful attacks, large cost impact, revenue loss, and value loss for
calculating the negative impact of a successful DDOS attack, as well as the benefits for the
defender of defending against such an attack. It consists of the following:
• Large cost impacts include the costs created by large customers if they are not properly
serviced and start legal actions, or create additional expenditure for alternative service
delivery.
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• Revenue loss is the income lost during the DDOS attack; it is also the time-value of
delay in receiving income.
• Value loss is the loss of customers from a decline in trust (R13 Customer decline caused by
lack of trust, R12 Customer trust evoke increase). Kwon and Johnson (2015) and Somanchi
and Telang (2017) indicate customer abnormal churn is impacted by visible security
incidents over time.
• Strategic delay is the impact of spending too much time resolving incidents structurally.
As a consequence, the organisation loses focus that can be monetized.

Figure 40. View 6: System dynamics model of customer perspective.
Gray bars indicate interconnection with other sub-models.

It should be noted that the differences in planning as part of the systemic structure
response of the resilient organisation may evoke a strategic delay. This strategic delay is
part of the financial evaluation. The feedback mechanisms for financial evaluation are
broken for policy evaluation purposes as indicated in the methodology Chapter (3).
Unsuccessful DDOS attack use a similar model to calculate related DDOS value loss,
DDOS damage, and strategic delay impact. This model is not visualized.

5.2.3.7

View 7: Defender cost
View 7: defender cost output model is shown in Figure 41 and contains one important
stock for calculating the total cost of the defence taking into account inflation, innovation,
and the defence measures included in all other views that generate these costs.
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Figure 41. View 7: System dynamics model of costs of defence.
References to other views are not included in this Figure.

5.2.3.8

View 8: Financial evaluation
View 8, the financial evaluation, is an output model that is shown in Figure 42 and
calculates the following two metrics for financially evaluating policy options: the net
presented security value and run rate.

Figure 42. View 8: System dynamics model of financial evaluation.
References to other views are not included in this Figure.

5.2.3.9

Most important feedback loops
The most important feedback loops affect the successfulness of the DDOS attacks. These
loops are R1 (Target perceived being vulnerable), R2 (Attacker’s word-of-mouth effect),
B1 (Defend against bandwidth attacks), B2 (Defence against targeted attacks), and B3
(Searching for another target).
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5.2.4

DDOS dynamics model building and validation
The specific characteristics for the DDOS dynamics model building and validation process
are explained in this section. The bull’s-eye diagram for DDOS dynamics model is shown
in Figure 43.

Figure 43. Bull’s-eye diagram DDOS dynamics model.
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The model shows an adversary attacking an organisation with DDOS with either
bandwidth or targeted resource attack. This attack passes over different security phases
such as prevention, detection, and response. Including these phases in the model allowed
us to analyse how the organisation can avoid being attacked, how the institution can
react to the DDOS attack and what the impact of such an attack might be. The model
provides a holistic view that combines people, processes, and technology, although this is
a defender-focussed model (see section 3.4.2.2 for more details).
Due to availability issues with staff, an iterative interview approach was used instead
of group model building sessions. For model building and validation, 45 unstructured
interviews were conducted with various specialists like security consultants, business
consultants, IT network specialists, security managers, IT security specialists,
procurement specialists, product owner DDOS, security architect, IT managers, and
incident responders in a large European Organisation. Unstructured interviews were used
to explore systemic structrures and have the opportunitity to discuss security events that
are often confidential in nature. In Table 12, the expert role, number of interviews and
purpose of the interviews were included. Part of these interview sessions involved building
the model building and analysing the data together.

Data & Model building
Validation
Total

10

1

4

2

1

3

1

1
1

4

2

2

5

1

Security architect

(Security) Manager

Total

Awareness & Behaviour
consultant

Incident responder

IT network specialist

2

1
14

Operational risk manager

1

Product Owner

Model building

Business consultant

2

Procurement specialist

Data

Communication specialist

Purpose interview

(IT) Security consultant

In line with Warren (2016), the structure of the model has been aligned with DDOS
reference architecture, policy documents, and security standards. The boundary was
discussed during the validation sessions. As a result, governent intervention feedback
mechanisms are included and responsive process improvement is considered a parameter.

1

1

6

1

2

3

1

1

3

30

1

1

1

2

7

4

2

3

7

45

Table 12. Overview of building activities and participation.

The parameters (see Appendix 3) for the reported model are based on open source
external data sources, scientific papers, and participant feedback or estimations (called
SME interview). DDOS attack behaviour related parameters and defence effectiveness
parameters are based on security supplier reports, white papers, and relevant scientific
research. Financial pricing is based on accessable security supplier internet offerings.
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The model was able to replicate the reference mode (36-month cumulative trend of
occurred DDOS related incidents or in model terms successful DDOS attacks). Figure 44
shows strong similarities between the historical data of the organisation and the model
behaviour. The calculated Theil’s U statistic (0.0000) demonstrates that the model is
a very accurate forecast, because this value is far below 1. Um (0.57) is relatively high,
which indicates a difference between model and data average. The model average is
lower compared to the reference mode data. This difference can be explained by higher
actual security incidents month 4 (+3), month 5 (+1), and month 9 (+2). Because of the
cumulative nature of the graph, it carries a tail effect of this timing difference. In month
12, the actual data is below model prediction (-2) and from month 18, model and data
behave more similar. Various model calibration exercises demonstrated that this was the
best feasible fit. Us (0.06) demonstrates that the model captures the trend very well.
The remaining of the errors in the model are related to noise (unequal covariance).

Figure 44. Calibration of reference mode (cumulative DDOS incident / successful attacks)

The fit is 0.9846, which is significant. Given the high fit and Theil’s U, one may argue
that the model fit is created with too many parameters (overfit). We argue that this is
not the case. We have a period of 36 months times four/five weeks for calibration. Of 76
parameters, only 32 are relevant to the reference mode. The other parameters are related
to initial values (six), generate random attacks, and defences (seven), relevant to financial
metrics calculation (17), needed for scenario analysis (nine) or are related to less important
loops (6). Also, the Um is relatively high. Overall, the model is not overfitted.
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The specific modelled security behaviour for DDOS dynamics is visible in Figure 45.
Specific Security Behaviour Modelled
7 Binary properties: Attack is either successful or unsuccessful
7 Attack campaign behaviour
Attack uncertainty
Specific features (explained)

Figure 45. Security behaviour modelled check box.

This model can only run at a time step of 0.25 because at every timestep, an attack will
be launched. This is caused by the probabilistic calculation of launching an attack (per
timestep). A higher timestep of 0.5 or 1.0 means less DDOS attacks are being launched.
A lower timestep of 0.125 or 0.0625 means more DDOS attacks are being launched.
Changing the time step in this model is only justified if it is appropriate to the observed
attacker’s behaviour.
We have confidence in the output of the model based on all validation and testing
procedures performed. Detailed parameter justifications and model code can be found in
Appendix 3.

5.2.5

DDOS dynamics policy evaluation finding
In section 5.2.5.1, the artificial organisation used for policy evaluation are described.
Section 5.2.5.2 explains the defender-oriented policy evaluations.

5.2.5.1

The artificial organisation
We have defined one artificial organisation (O1) for policy analysis and evaluation.
This organisation is a large web shop with a dominant market position within the
Netherlands. They sell consumer goods from their own web shop and from other
web shops to retail customers. They have a small customer revenue growth over time.
The number of customers remains stable. They have a large IT department, good DDOS
defences, and a small call and customer support centre which can partly act as a backup channel. Given its position and size, this organisation is an interesting objective for
attackers.
The parameters used for this organisation used for scenario analysis is visible in Table 13.
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Model

View

Constant - default

Organisation I

Attacker

view 1

INITIAL DDOS ATTACK PROBABILITY

0.25

Defender

view 2

Time needed for global DDOS Reference architecture upgrade
implementation

23

view 2

INITIAL DDOS BANDWITH DEFENCE CAPACITY

1850

view 2

Accepted DDOS impact business

0.033

view 2

Capacity investment

1750

view 2

Average defense level at ISP

0.2

view 2

Cloud supplier investment norm

4

view 2

Budget pressure

0.25

view 2

Accepted time period not observing DDOS attacks

36

view 2

Fraction of capacity shared via ISP or content delivery

0.995

Defender

view 3

Relevant channels

2

Defender

view 4

DDOS RA defense value

150

Defender

view 5

Average allocated IT staff per team for DDOS response

1.2

view 5

Number of relevant It teams

20

view 5

Average size per IT team

8

view 5

Assumed productivity

0.9

view 6

Regular process duration

0.005

view 6

Customer revenu increase

0.00125

view 6

INITIAL AVERAGE TIME DEPENDENT CUSTOMER REVENUE

15.1

view 6

IRR

0.12

view 6

Customer growth

0

view 6

SWITCH alternative channels in place

1

view 6

Alternative channels impact

0.08

view 6

INITIAL TOTAL CUSTOMERS

1.100.000

view 6

SWITCH no market prower

0

view 6

strategic delay norm

12

Defender

Table 13. Parameters for the three organisations used in scenario analysis.

5.2.5.2

Policy evaluation defenders’ perspective
We simulated seven different possible defence policies compared to the base run. These
policies are based on the different elements that can be influenced by the defender
following the DDOS reference architecture (and relate to the defences in Views 1 to 6).
Contrary to the literature about post attack forensics post, the associated policies are not
clearly visible in the model structure for two reasons. First, in case of scenario 3a (where
a high number of responsive procedures are in place) assumes that these forensics are part
of the procedures. Second, post attack forensics that contributes to attacker’s arrest or
botnet take down actions have a very limited effect.
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These defence policies are simulated against an exponential growth of attack strength
because this is what can currently be observed in the real world. Each scenario is
evaluated based on the run rate and net present security value (NPSV at final time of 120
months in the model).

Model

View

Constant - default

base run

scenario 1

scenario 2

scenario 3a

scenario 3b

scenario 4a

scenario 4b

scenario 5

scenario 6a

scenario 6b

scenario 7a

scenario 7b

In Table 14 below, the seven defenders’ scenarios in terms of parameters per view are
visible. Next, for each scenario a short description and output graphs are presented.

Defender

view 1

SWITCH ISP scrubbing
service

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

view 1

SWITCH hardware
hardened

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

view 2

Cloud supplier
investment norm

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

1

view 2

Yime needed for global
DDOS Reference
architecture upgrade
implementation

23

23

23

23

23

1

48

23

23

23

23

23

view 3

KNOWN ATTACKS
MITIGATED BY
DEFENCES IN PLACE

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

view 3

Dverage DDOS findings

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

12

2

4

4

view 3

DDOS test frequency

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

1

3

3

Defender

view 4

Baseline ratio for RA
upgrade

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

2,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Defender

view 5

Number of responsive
processes in place

4

4

4

7

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Defender

view 6

SWITCH communication
plan in place

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Defender

Defender

Table 14. Parameters used for 7 scenarios for defender policy evaluation.

5.2.5.2.1
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Defence scenario 1 – scrubbing and hardening
A scrubbing service tries to filter malicious network traffic from legit traffic to minimize
DDOS attack effects. Hardening secures servers by reducing its surface that can be
exploited by attackers. Hardening means that technical services and communication ports
that are not being used will be disabled.
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Figure 46 shows that these two measures limit the number of unsuccessful attacks by
approximately 14% and lowers the number of successful attacks by approximately 68%
over 120-month period. The absence of successful attacks limits the effects of worth-ofmouth and a perceived vulnerable defender. This effect creates a stronger reduction in
successful attacks than in unsuccessful attacks. The long-term innovation efforts of the
attacker can only limitedly compensate for this effect.

Figure 46. Cumulative successful and unsuccessful attacks scenario 1 and base case.

5.2.5.2.2

Defence scenario 2 – Communication plan in place
A communication plan in place will result in properly informing customers about the
DDOS attack effects and explain to them what the defender can do and what is expected
of the customers. A communication plan in place helps to manage the expectation of the
customer during such attack and lowers the levels of their complaints (or even avoid legal
issues). As a result, less damage can be expected from successful DDOS attacks. Figure 47
shows that scenario 2 yields approximately 18% lower DDOS damage costs compared to
the base case scenario over 120-month period.

Figure 47. Cumulative DDOS damage costs scenario 2 and base case.
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5.2.5.2.3

Defence scenario 3 – Number of responsive processes
A higher number of responsive processes in place (scenario 3a) ensures that less time
is needed for searching for a solution to mitigate the attack by the defender. In turn,
a quicker response results in a lower duration of the DDOS attack that impacts the
defender. A faster response means higher staff availability and less strategic delays as
well. Less strategic delay positively affects future benefit development. A lower number of
responsive processes in place (scenario 3b) shows the opposite effect.

Cumulative team delays (dmnl)

Cumulative strategic delay costs (euro)

Figure 48. Left: Cumulate team delays scenario 3a, 3b and base case.
Right: Cumulate strategic delay costs scenario 3a, 3b and base case.

Figure 48 shows the number of team delays caused by the quality of the response processes
and the associated cost of strategic delays. Similar trends are visible. The cost of a team
delay is approx. 42.000 euro per occurrence. Scenario 3b has 69 delays while scenario 3a
has none and the base case had only 1 delay over a 120-month period.
5.2.5.2.4

Defence scenario 4 – speed of implementing architecture upgrades
A fast architecture upgrade (scenario 4a) based on threat intelligence on attacker’s
behaviour ensures the defender to anticipate early on future attacks. This means
that the defence capacity against bandwidth attacks closely follows the development
of the attacker’s strength, which lowers the successfulness of these future attacks.
More defensive power means higher costs for the defender, however more DDOS
attacks can be prevented because of these stronger defences. A slow architecture upgrade
(scenario 4b) shows the opposite effect.

Cumulative (un)successful attacks (number of attacks)

Defence capacity (GBPS)

Figure 49. Left: Cumulate (un)successful attacks scenario 4a, 4b and base case.
Right: Total defence capacity scenario 4a, 4b and base case.
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Figure 49 shows that scenario 4b and the base case both have 69 successful attacks by
month 120, while scenario 4a has 29% less. For unsuccessful attacks, a similar effect
can be observed: 4b and the base case have both 59 unsuccessful attacks by month 120
while scenario 4a has 14% more. In terms of defence capacity, scenario 4b has 13% less by
month 120, while scenario 4a has 36% more compared to the base case.
A fast speed of architectural implementation has limited effects on the reduction of
successful attacks and increase of unsuccessful attacks. This can be explained by the effect
that sometimes shared defences are used for the mitigation of other organisation’s DDOS
attacks. Consequently, the attack at this organisation becomes successful. The occurrence
of these events generates temporarily dominance of the word-of-mouth effect and a
perceived vulnerable defender. This generates a temporary increase in number of attacks
and sometimes successful attack behaviour.
5.2.5.2.5

Defence scenario 5 – strong hardware layer
The scenario of a strong hardware layer means that the defender accounts for multiple
strong DDOS bandwidth attacks that can be absorbed by the hardware in place by the
defender at its datacentre, the ISP or the cloud or content network provider.

Cumulative (un)successful attacks (number of attacks)

Defence capacity (GBPS)

Figure 50. Left: Cumulate (un)successful attacks scenario 5 and base case.
Right: Total defence capacity scenario 5 and base case.

Figure 50 shows that a strong hardware layer reduces successful attacks by 97% and
unsuccessful attacks by 14% at the expense of high investments in these defences. Scenario
5 has 383% more defence capacity compared to the base case. Some small declines in
this capacity can be observed. These are capacity reductions because a DDOS attack has
not been observed for a long time and evokes cost reductions. Innovative efforts of the
attackers due to the unsuccessful attacks cannot compensate this effect.
5.2.5.2.6
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Defence scenario 6 –red team versus compliance DDOS testing
In case of red team DDOS testing (scenario 6a), the defender tests its defences against
targeted resource attacks every six months. Each of these tests are designed in such a way
that it mimics a real attack where an attacker actively tries to find the weaknesses in the
defences. These tests take a longer preparation but generates on average more findings
compared to compliance testing. In case of compliance DDOS testing (scenario 6b), the
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defender tests its defences against targeted resource attacks every quarter. Each of these
tests will validate that the defender acts in line with current organisational policies and
regulation. Compliance testing generates less findings and therefore results in a low level
of learning by the defender.
Targeted resource defence value (dmnl)

Figure 51. Defence value against targeted DDOS attacks scenario 6a, 6b and base case.

Figure 51 shows that red team oriented DDOS testing contributes better to the
improvement of the defences. Compliance testing results in a low level of learning by
the defender which, in turn, results in less quality defences, while the attacker evolves
faster in their methods of attacking. The improvement of the attacker is stimulated by
unsuccessful attacks.
The base case assumes a hybrid test policy of quarterly testing where one of these tests is
a red team oriented DDOS test. Currently observed targeted DDOS attacks are relatively
low. However, targeted resource defences improve very slowly. This makes it important
that the defender already starts within. In future, these attack forms may grow. Further
digitalisation and automation may result in an integration of the two DDOS attack forms,
which makes these defences more important in future.
5.2.5.2.7
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Defence scenario 7 – size of cloud investment
In case a cloud provider has and maintains a very large defence capacity to mitigate very
strong DDOS attacks (scenario 7a), it will result in a higher availability of these shared
defences because the supplier has much more capacity available. As a result, more DDOS
attacks will be unsuccessful. When a cloud provider has and maintains a low defence
capacity (scenario 7b), the oppositive effect can be observed.
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The results of this scenario are visible in Figure 51 and has many similarities with scenario
4 and 5 but different numbers.
Cumulative (un)successful attacks (number of attacks)

Defence capacity (GBPS)

Figure 52. Left: Cumulate (un)successful attacks scenario 7a, 7b and base case.
Right: Total defence capacity scenario 7a, 7b and base case.

Figure 52 shows that scenario 7b has 88 successful attacks, against 69 for the base case
and 25 for scenario 7a by month 120. For unsuccessful attacks, an equivalent effect that
can be observed was that 7b has 54 unsuccessful attacks, against 59 for the base case and
73 for scenario 7a by month 120. In terms of defence capacity, scenario 7b has 56% less
by month 120 while scenario 7a has 182% more compared to the base case.
5.2.5.2.8

Defence scenario evaluation
The policies of scrubbing and hardening (scenario 1), communication plan in place
(scenario 2), high number of responsive processes (scenario 3a), high speed of
architectural upgrades (scenario 4a), strong hardware layers (scenario 5), red team
oriented DDOS testing (scenario 6a), and large defensive cloud (scenario 7a) improve
the defences of the defender by limiting the number of successful attacks, increasing
the number of unsuccessful attacks. In this section, the possible defensive policies are
evaluated against their financial performance.

Cumulative (un)successful attacks (number of attacks)

Defence capacity (GBPS)

Figure 53. Left: Run rate analysis of favourable scenarios.
Right: NPSV analysis of favourable scenario’s
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Figure 53 shows that the implementation of scrubbing and hardening (scenario 1),
communication plan in place (scenario 2), high number of responsive processes (scenario
3a) and red team oriented DDOS testing (scenario 6a) generate a lower run-rate compared
to the base case. A strong hardware layer (scenario 5) is a very expensive measure that
yields very high costs but does not generate any value.
High speed of architectural upgrades (scenario 4a) and large defensive cloud (scenario 7a)
are costly measures but generate value compared to the base case.
In the next phase, we create an optimal defence solution scenario with red team oriented
DDOS testing, high number of responsive processes, scrubbing, hardening, and
communication plan in place. Then we run additional scenarios to include high speed
architectural upgrades, a large defensive cloud, and the combination of these measures.
All these analyses are done with Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis because of the nature
of DDOS attacks. The results are visible in Figure 54. The optimal scenario generates the
ranges with highest NPSV and the lowest run rate against a moderate level of possible
successful attacks. The second best scenario is the inclusion of fast architectural upgrades
from a cost perspective of high cloud capacity from a perspective to limit the number of
successful attacks. The inclusion of both measures becomes too expensive.

Figure 54. Sensitivity analysis on optimal scenario and the inclusion of scenario 4a and / or 7a.
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5.2.6

DDOS dynamics summary and reflection
Although many studies have addressed the taxonomy and architectural aspects of DDOS
defence we were not able to find SD related research in the field of DDOS dynamics.
Following Warren (2016) we were able to connect security architecture designs as a
source for system structure to the modelling activities. As such we were able to simulate
and evaluate the effectiveness of an architectural design.
This summary and reflection section elaborates further on the following topics: systemic
structures and policy insights.

5.2.6.1

Systemic structures
In this section, we reflect on the three systemic structures described in section 2.5 and
compare those to the observed structure of the DDOS dynamics model. The results are
visible in Table 15 and shows that two additional systemic structures were identified.
Reference

Systemic Structures

Feedback loops

Section 2.5

Attacker–defender interaction

R1, R2, R3, R6, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7

Response of the resilient
organisation

R5, R9, R10, R11, B8, B10, *

The security investment decisionmaking financial optimum

R4, R12, R13, **

Goal seeking: Upgrade of the DDOS
reference architecture

R9, R10

Two-stock-aging-chain: Unknown
and resolved DDOS vulnerabilities

R7, R8, B9

Others

Table 15. Observed systemic structures connected with feedback loops.
*, ** structures were (partly) broken for policy analysis purposes. Bold = most important feedback loop.

We observe that the DDOS dynamics model follows the attacker–defender interaction to
a large extent. The effects of the response of the resilient organisation systemic structure
becomes visible in the speed of adjusting the defences based on threat intelligence, the
quality of responsive processes, and the multiple layers in defence (including hardening
and scrubbing). In order to evaluate policy options, the quality of responsive processes
was a parameter. These elements caused certain feedback mechanism relevant to the
response of the resilient organisation systemic structure to break down. This also affects
the strategic delay impact. The strategic delay impacted the financial metrics calculation
limitedly. In line with the research approach, the security investment decision-making
financial optimum structure was broken for policy analysis. During the policy analysis, a
financial optimum became visible; this will be explained in more depth in section 5.2.6.2.

5.2.6.2

Policy evaluation insights
The policy analysis led to the conclusion that a financial optimal situation can be observed.
Our policy analysis involves one artificial organisation. However, many parameters of the
model strongly depend on the business model of that artificial organisation. This suggests
that there might be a connection between business model and defence structure.
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The different observed effective levers are shown in Table 16 and explained below in more
detail.

The response of the
resilient organisation

V

V

V

HR well-being
process

V

HR staff
strategy

Response

V

Advanced
learning

Testing and
scanning

V

Training and
awareness

Blocking

The attacker–defender
interaction

Generic policy levers

Filtering

Systemic structures

V

Table 16. Observed generic policy decisions during case studies connected to systemic structures.
V = policy lever is relevant for systemic structure.

Filtering refers to scrubbing services. Blocking is related to the defence capacity and
hardening. Testing and scanning are related to compliance DDOS testing and red team
DDOS testing. The first is more related to the attacker–defender interaction, while the
latter is more related to the response of resilient organisation. The distinction is made
based on knowledge contribution and learning by the defender on the basis of the different
test forms. A similar reasoning can be held for the response policy lever related to the
number of response procedures in place. This means that a higher number of response
procedures suggests that the defender obtained more knowledge and insights on how to
respond to different attack forms. Advanced learning refers to defence upgrade using
threat intelligence to observe increasing attacker’s behaviour.
During policy analysis, a financial optimal situation can be observed. This suggests
the presence of the systemic structure security investment decision-making financial
optimum. Investments in defence capacity can easily be tightened up to the attacker–
defender interaction but is very expensive. Other policies, that are more closely related
to the response of the resilient organisation may have a similar defensive effect while
lowering the costs of security, such as for instance,
• High level quality of responsive processes.
• Scrubbing services.
• Hardening servers.
• Red team-oriented testing, especially when the number of targeted DDOS attacks are
going to increase.
• Faster upgrading of architecture and defence capacity.
• Communication plans in place manage the expectations of customers. It provides
them the means on how to act during the DDOS attack and lowers the levels of their
complaints (or even avoid legal issues). This lowers the costs associated with successful
DDOS attacks.
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A final remark is that the DDOS dynamics model has the structure to potentially evoke
an adaptation trap. In our policy analysis, we have not observed this trap yet. However,
under the right circumstances, this trap might become visible.

5.3

Malware dynamics
This section 5.3 elaborates on the malware dynamic topic. The malware dynamics project
follows the systemic structures of the attacker-defender interactions and the security
investment decision-making financial optimum. The latter has been supported through
policy analysis. To a limited extent, the malware dynamics model structure includes
elements of the response of the resilient organisation systemic structure. The model
boundary of this project excludes business continuity planning, recovery management,
access management, and IT asset management.
The malware dynamics model led to the identification of two additional structures: an
aging chain related to asset infectivity and an epidemic structure related to employee
awareness and asset infectivity. The model structure is closely aligned with the security
architecture.
Security investments are driven by organisational size and exposure to malware attacks.
The policy recommendations for an optimal solution are both confirmed by assets
infectivity output and financial performance output. Specific policy analysis about
learning indicate that the resilient organisation structure contributes to limiting the
escalation effects between attacker and defender. Further policy analysis indicates that
defence solutions to normal attacks may not be sufficient to emerging sophisticated
malware attacks.
The current model structure requires separate analyses for standardized and emerging
sophisticated malware attacks, which can be better performed if the model structure
contains more detailed sub-structures for foothold analysis, cloud strategy, and significant
performance interruptions.
Section 5.3.1 explains the reference mode. Section 5.3.2 is about the ecosystem from an
organisational perspective. Section 5.3.3 describes the model. Section 5.3.4 focusses on
the building and validation process. Section 5.3.5 contains the policy analysis. Section
5.3.6 is the summary and reflection section.

5.3.1

Malware dynamics reference mode
What is malware? Malware is a sophisticated set of tools for criminal activities (Van Eeten
et al., 2008) to compromise online sessions, steal credentials, or cause the infected device
to join a botnet (Clayton, 2011). More details about malware usage is described in section
3.4.2.1.
Despite the observed growth of 60% per year, our case study organisation shows a stable
trend of malware related incidents over time. Nevertheless, the increasing attacker’s
behaviour raises future concerns about the stability of this trend in incidents and related
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costs for the defender. Figure 55 shows relevant reference mode and problematic trends
for malware dynamics.
Reference mode
Observed attacker’s behaviour

Problematic trends
7 Increasing attacker’s behaviour

Observed staff turn-over

Increasing digitalisation

Observed asset growth

Increasing staff scarcity

Observed security incidents

7 Hoped: stable security incidents

Observed security costs

7 Hoped: stable security costs

Figure 55. Reference mode check box.

5.3.2

The malware dynamics system from an organisational perspective
There is a systemic interaction between the attacker and defender in the field of malware.
The relevant systemic structure is shown in Figure 56. In the sections 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2,
the attacker’s and the defender’s perspective will be explained.
Systemic structures
7 Attacker defender - interaction
Response of the resilient organisation
Security investment decision-making financial optimum

Figure 56. Systemic structure check box.

5.3.2.1

Malware attack behaviour
Malware is used in simple, fire-and-forget like attacks, and more sophisticated attacks.
These more sophisticated attacks are called Advanced Persistence Threats (APT). An APT
can be defined as a long-term stealthy intrusion into a computer system with the aim to
steal intellectual property of the owner (Bukac, 2014). However, known APT attacks
such as Carbanak (GReAT, 2015) or Stuxnet (Van der Beek, 2019) show that money, data,
or facilities can be targeted as well. Such an APT will be successful if the actor is able to
execute multiple steps in a row. These steps are visualized in a framework called a cyber kill
chain. Malware can have an important role in various steps of this cyber kill chain (Bukac,
2014).
The so-called “PrEP” framework (Herr, 2014; Herr, & Rosenzweig, 2015) conceptualizes
how malware works based on three components: propagation method, exploit, and
payload.
A propagation method is the act of delivering code to the target system (Herr, 2014).
The following methods can be recognized (Chena et al., 2012; Herr, 2014) using
a compromised website, compromised certificate authorities, compromised email
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attachment or URL, instant message infection, drive-by infection, dropper software, local
area network, peer-to-peer network, or removable storage media.
Exploit is the phase where subsidiary software programmes take advantage of a
vulnerability by requiring access and escalating privileges to a level that permits execution
(Herr, 2014). A vulnerability can be described as a weakness of an asset or group of assets
that can be exploited by one or more threats (ISO 27002).
Payload is the core content of the malware. This is malicious software designed to be
executed on a computer and achieve some predefined goal (Herr, 2014). The following
payload types can be recognized (Gross, 2013; Herr, 2014; Microsoft 2016):
• Espionage. This payload software steals user or system data (Herr, 2014; Ramu, 2012),
especially passwords (Microsoft, 2016).
• Resource exhaustion. This malware results in computing resource consumption on a
target system (Herr, 2014); for instance, worms, viruses, and ransomware (Microsoft,
2016), or DDOS (Gross, 2013; Ramu, 2012)
• (Silent) Misinformation. The purpose of this malware is to alter data without user
knowledge (Herr, 2014; Ramu, 2012) via downloaders, droppers, injectors, or worms
(Gross, 2013; Microsoft, 2016). However, some misinformation can be highly visible.
Gross (2013), for instance, described an attack where attackers altered data in such a
way that attention for a certain goal was obtained.
• Obfuscation. Obfuscation aims to hide the payload from detection (Herr, 2014).
• Command and control (C2). C2 means the communication from an infected system,
and the possible retrieval of new payload modules (Herr, 2014; Ramu, 2012).
• Persistence. This is the phenomenon where access to a targeted system is still allowed
if the initial infection is detected or removed (Herr, 2014). Examples are backdoors or
exploits (Microsoft, 2016).
• Other malware (Microsoft, 2016). Other malware can basically refers to any malicious
malware without above mentioned functionality. Examples are fake emails, scams,
whether or not with a reference to a malicious website.
In order to evade malware defence measures, modern malware has the capability to
modify itself and look different each time it replicates (Zhang et al., 2014). Attackers use
trial and error methods to seek new targets (Tajalizadehkhoob et al., 2014).

5.3.2.2

Malware defence behaviour
From a defender’s perspective, various measures can be taken in multiple layers (CIS,
2016) at the levels of propagation method, exploit, and payload.
A successful propagation method requires the user to be unaware of the delivery of
malicious software, and the delivery to not be blocked by countermeasures. These
countermeasures can be taken at the network level as well as at the level of the client
device (He et al., 2015). Examples of measures at the network level are proxy server rules
that block malware (Gardiner et al., 2014), black listing (Gardiner et al., 2014), spam
filters (Delany et al., 2006; Malathi, 2011; Sheng et al., 2009), defining trusted websites
(Gardiner et al., 2014), and anti-virus and malware software detecting and destroying
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malicious software (Ramu, 2012; Robiah et al., 2009; Wang & Wang, 2016). Also, the
network can be segmented (Antrosio & Fulp, 2005; Zhang et al., 2014), so groups of
devices can be isolated from others to limit the potential impact of infection. In addition,
external devices connected to the network should be approved based on a business need
(CIS, 2018). At the level of the client device, anti-virus and malware software can be used
(Ramu, 2012; Robiah et al., 2009; Wang & Wang, 2016).
All these filters, rules, and listings can be improved by updates after discovered
infections, and by updates based on shared threat intelligence on known infections by
other organisations. Nevertheless, spam filters and anti-virus and malware software
can also have automated learning algorithms to improve their detection mechanisms
(Malathi, 2011; Rieck et al., 2008; Vlachos & Spinellis, 2007). As explained in previous
chapters, this way of learning for the defender is an important characteristic of a resilient
organisation.
During exploitation, countermeasures can be taken by reducing the number of
vulnerabilities that can be exploited (Zhang et al., 2014), or by preventing unauthorized
privilege escalation. These vulnerabilities can be resolved by periodically scanning for
existing vulnerabilities, resolving these vulnerabilities via patching (Eshghi et al., 2016),
or by developing secure software. However, Shannon and Moore (2004) suggest new
malware and new vulnerability announcements appear at almost the same time. Software
diversity may also limit malware epidemic infection (Chen et al., 2011; Hosseini et al.,
2016). There is a window of opportunity for the threat actor when there are vulnerabilities
without solutions available. These vulnerabilities are called zero-days (Ablon et al., 2014)
and can be exploited by malware.
During the last phase, payload, all previously mentioned countermeasures were
unsuccessful. Therefore, the remaining measure is the abnormal behaviour of the client
device being discovered by either the aware user or by dedicated software. Anomaly
detection software can detect abnormal communication between devices, within the
device, or with malicious domains (Gardiner et al., 2014). If this abnormal behaviour
is detected, a single client device can be easily cleaned of malware, and data can be
restored from a backup. In case of multiple infected devices, a more coordinated
responsive reaction will be needed. The incident response will focus on isolation of the
infected devices, stopping the spread of the infection, and restoring the infected devices.
This response should be supported by runbooks for resolving malware infections.
After resolving this incident, these runbooks should be updated with experiences from
the resolved incident. This is also an important characteristic of a resilient security
organisation. However, in the case of a highly frequent and successful (epidemic) malware
campaign, staff and devices are impacted by the responsive procedures, and the defender
might be susceptible to capability erosion.
Besides the technical and process related security measures, employee awareness is also
important. In case of privacy related data breaches, most breaches (approximately 65%,
Lewis, 2003) have been caused by human errors (Liginlal et al., 2009). This means that
the remaining breaches might be related to the more technical aspects of security.
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In summary, for every phase of the PrEP framework, the measures for the defender have
been explained. Some of these measures can prevent a malware attack from happening,
other measures can detect such an attack and some measures are needed for responding
to such an attack. All these measures are important ingredients for the malware defence
security architecture.

5.3.2.3

Malware dynamics model description
Figure 57 shows the contextual business layer architecture perspective of malware
dynamics. This figure shows that,
• Threat actors launch attacks and receive feedback about the successfulness of their
attacks.
• The security function learns from the attacker, adjusts their defences, and improves the
employee training accordingly.
• The occurrence of human errors is affected by learning from training and learning from
their mistakes. Human errors may contribute to asset infectivity levels.
• Assets can be infected by malware and some of these infections may lead to successful
attacks.
• The financial aspects affect all elements of the architecture: cost of defensive measures,
cost of training and awareness, cost of incidents and benefits of incidents that are
avoided.
The structure of the malware dynamics model is in line with this architecture. The model
is described in three sections: (1) the malware development and the prevention
mechanism, (2) the second section includes the spread of malware infections impacting
assets, and (3) how the organisation detects and reacts to these infections. In this third
section, the structure regarding awareness culture, word-of-mouth effect, and the
discovery of malware are portrayed.

Figure 57. Contextual business layer architecture on malware dynamics.
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5.3.2.4

The prevention mechanism
Figure 58 shows how the organisation and the adversary interact with each other.
The Balancing Loop (B1) Malware Development represents the creation of new malware.
The adversary uses malware to attack an organisation. When the malware is inside the
organisation, the defence mechanisms will stop a fraction of the infections. In case the
defence fails, subsequently unsecure behaviour of employees may trigger a successful
attack, because these employees activate the malware unconsciously by their actions.
If the attack is successful, the adversary will need less new malware because this current
way of working appears to be successful. Unsuccessful attacks evoke the need for new
malware for the attacker.
The second feedback loop (B2) prevention lays out how the organisation prevents these
attacks. Higher prevention efforts will lead to less successful malware attacks.

Figure 58. Malware Development and Prevention loop of the Malware dynamics model.
Red text refers to the feedback loops and blue text to specific model features (explained in section 5.3.4).

The proportion of known and the unknown malware impacts the effectiveness of the
malware listing since the organisation prepares for the known types of malware. The more
unknown malware there is, the greater the chance is of the attacker delivering a successful
attack. The more successful the attacks are, the less new malware will be created. If the
adversary creates less new malware, the inflow of the unknown malware will be less,
while new malware discovery of the defenders will continue. As a result, the number
of known malware forms will increase over time. Therefore, the effectiveness of the
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prevention mechanisms improves, raising the number of unsuccessful attacks. Thus, the
adversary will increase new malware creation to remain successful.
These feedback loops demonstrate how the organisation and the adversary learn from
each other; they will react according to the actions of the other party. These two balancing
loops together lead to escalating behaviour, one side competing against the other.
When the defender starts to win, the attacker feels threatened and reacts by developing
new malware (or bringing new malware to this scene) to regain the advantage. When the
attacker starts to win, the defender feels threatened and reacts by exploring and learning
about the new malware for improving defence settings and awareness levels to regain the
advantage. In this case, the reactions are to develop more (new) malware and to increase
the effectiveness of the prevention mechanisms (Barnett & Hansen, 1996; MartinezMoyano et al, 2015).

5.3.2.5

The spreading of malware
Figure 59 shows the situation in which the attack has been successful, and the malware is
already on the organisation’s assets. In this part of the model, there are six feedback loops:
two reinforcing and four balancing.

.
Figure 59. Asset infectivity chain of the Malware dynamics model.
(* these feedback loops are related to “rate” variable with the same naming).
Red text refers to the feedback loops and blue text to specific model features (explained in section 5.3.4).

The assets that are infected in my model cycle around the second reinforcing feedback loop
is called (R2) Infection cycle. This loop is triggered by the epidemic properties of malware.
First, the assets of the organisation are susceptible to a malware infection. Once an asset
has been infected, it becomes an unknown infected asset; the organisation has detection
mechanisms in place that will help to discover malware inside the assets; then, the asset
will move to the next stock of known infected assets because its infection becomes known
to the defender. When an asset is assigned this status, the organisation needs to react,
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isolate the asset, and clean up the device. Later, the asset will become a resolved asset, and
after some time, the asset will be again susceptible to new infections.
There are four balancing loops attached to the reinforcing loop infection cycle. Balancing
loop (B4) susceptible depletion shows that the more susceptible assets have been infected,
the fewer susceptible assets remain to become infected. Balancing loop (B5) detection, has
the mechanism that the more unknown assets are detected, the fewer unknown assets
remain to be detected by the organisation. Balancing loop (B6) cleaning, shows that the
more assets the organisation has resolved, the fewer infected assets the organisation will
need to fix. Balancing loop (B7) becoming susceptible displays that the more resolved assets
have become susceptible, the fewer resolved assets will be. Finally, the reinforcing loop
(R1) malware spread has the potential to increase the infections across the organisation.
When there are unknown infected assets, they contact the susceptible assets and further
propagate the infection. This part of the structure is similar to epidemic model structures.
Malware spread can only occur when malware has the automated functionality to do so,
like worms. Worms’ functionality is relatively low (Microsoft, 2016) compared to other
forms. Therefore, a certain level of unknown infected assets is needed before the malware
spread loop becomes effective. Known infected assets are not included in the malware
spread mechanism because known infected assets are put in isolation as a measure to avoid
further spread.

5.3.2.6

Awareness, word-of-mouth effect and discovery
Figure 60 depicts the whole model where the feedback loops via awareness, word of
mouth, and malware discovery interact with the rest of the model. Awareness has been
included in the model because it is an essential element of security. Awareness enriches
the employees’ knowledge of how to protect themselves, and how to react in case of
a cyber-attack (Jansson & von Solms, 2013; Pattison, Jerram, Parson, McCormac, &
Butavicius, 2012).
Balancing loop (B3) called awareness culture has the implicit aim to decrease the number
of unaware employees within the organisation, as these employees may show unsecure
behaviour. When the employees do not show secure behaviour, they can provoke an
infection. After the infection has been detected, the employees will realize they had
become a victim of the infection and this increases their awareness (Skinner, 1972), and as
a result the number of unaware employees will decrease.
Balancing loop (B9), unaware depletion, captures that the more employees gain awareness,
the fewer unaware employees there will be. When the employee is acquainted with
knowledge of security, he or she will talk about it with the rest of his or her colleagues,
thus creating awareness through the word-of-mouth effect, which is portrayed with the
reinforcing feedback loop (B3), awareness culture.
Since awareness can also decrease due to reasons such as security fatigue, knowledge
decay in the workplace, or just forgetting of problems and topics (Furnell & Thomson,
2009; Kim & Leaman, 2015; Thalheimer, 2006), we included awareness decay in the
model.
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Figure 60. Malware dynamics model.
(* these feedback loops are related to “rate” variable with the same naming)
Red text refers to the feedback loops and blue text to specific model features (explained in section 5.3.4).

Finally, the last loop is the balancing loop (B8), malware discovery. The detection of
malware is used to learn about new cyber threats (Spitzner, 2003). This means when the
organisation detects a new type of malware, the size of unknown malware will decrease
– improving the prevention mechanism effectiveness and decreasing the number of
successful attacks – then, the organisation will have fewer infections and fewer infected
assets to detect, thereby closing the loop.
The model contains two parameters for calibrating malware attack behaviour.
One parameter at the level of the organisation, called infection rate in Europe, and one
parameter at the level of the digital assets, called infection rate. These parameters are used
for calibrating the attacker behaviour and the technical asset infectivity respectively.
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In this model the most most important feedback loops are B1 (malware development),
B2 (prevention), R2 (infection cycle) and B8 (malware discovery).

5.3.2.7

Malware dynamics model – financial components
From a financial perspective, there are three areas that influence the costs and benefits
related to malware dynamics: successful malware attacks, unsuccessful malware attacks and
the cost of defensive measures (including awareness). Each of them will be explained below.
The total malware incident related cost consists of the productivity loss due to resolving an
infected asset, plus the cost of the malware infection itself (benefit of the cybercriminal)
and the cost for cleaning the asset. These components are shown in Figure 61.

Figure 61. The total malware incident related costs.

Figure 62 demonstrates the total malware defence related cost that contain the costs of
anomaly detection, the cost of awareness, and the costs of the defence layers.

Figure 62. The total malware defence related costs.
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The NPSV also includes benefits in the calculation (see 2.4.4.1) Therefore, the benefits
based on the numbers of prevented malware attacks are calculated. These benefits occur
because productivity loss, malware infection related damage, and device clean-up costs
are avoided. These benefits are visualized in figure 63.

Figure 63. The total benefits of avoiding a malware infection.

5.3.3

Malware dynamics model building and validation
The model building process and validation of the malware dynamics model are explained
in this section.
The bull’s-eye diagram for malware dynamics model is shown in Figure 64.

Figure 64. Bull’s-eye diagram malware dynamics model
(* payload content is a summarized term for all the different payloads as described in section 4.3.1. ** most
significant impacts APT’s (tail effect) are excluded).
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The model shows adversaries attacking an organisation with malware; with either one
kind or different kinds of malware. This attack passes through different security phases
such as prevention, detection, and response. Including these phases in the model allowed
us to analyse how the organisation can avoid being attacked, how malware can spread
along the organisation and how the institution can react to the infection. The model
provides a holistic view that combines people, processes, and technology. Since the
model focuses on the defender, it does not include government interventions like botnet
destruction or the prosecution of the cybercriminal and multiple defenders (see section
3.4.2.2 for more details). Also, significant performance interruptions, like the Maersk
case, cannot be simulated. Another element that is not included involves IT asset
management. Known infected assets are put in isolation and cannot be used until cleanup. The need for exceptional high IT asset levels due to high infectivity leads to significant
performance interruptions. These interruptions are out of scope. In our case the regular
IT asset management process has sufficient levels of stock to cope with these effects of
malware attacks. The demand of the asset stock size depends on many business-related
variables such as hiring and firing staff, business growth, and project delivery. The risk of
malware attacks is just one of these elements that drives the stock size.
In the model, we included a feedback loop causing unsuccesful malware attacks to result
in the development of new forms of malware by the attacker. The development of new
malware should be interpreted broadly. After all, it is higly unlikely one defending
organisation drives the overall malware development cycle. New means that the new
malware is new to the defending organisation. Therefore development of new malware
includes: the introducing of excisting malware that is new for this defender, rendering
improved malware attack services from the Darkweb, and the actual development of new
malware. In real life, there are many more defenders that can be targetted by attackers for
malware attack (see section 3.4.2.2) and the attacker may decide to switch to a new target
instead of developing new malware. The decision of the attacker to develop new malware
will follow only after multiple occasions of being unsuccessful, especially in case of fireand-forget type of attacks (see section 2.4.1 footnote 40). Nevertheless, in our model, the
attacker needs to aquire or introduce new malware to remain successful. Therefore, this
feedback loop is needed. This reasoning was confirmed during the validation session.
In Table 17 below, the experts and their participation in modelling activities are shown.
The table shows that three modelling sessions and two validation sessions were held.
The boundary was discussed during the validation sessions. The boundary is acceptable
because malware related significant performance issues are very rare and involve
different processes that are mainly riggered by other business events. These processes are
business continuity planning, recovery management, access management and IT asset
management.
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Product Owner

Training and awareness
specialist

V

V

V

GMB Session 2

V

V

V

V

GMB Session 3

V

V

V

V

Validation session

Security architect

Business consultant

V

Security architect

Security consultant
GMB Session 1

V

Validation session

V

Table 17. Overview of building activities and participation
(V = present during the session).

Matheus, Uriega Silva and Deuten (2017) provide a detailed report on
these GMB and validation sessions.
The parameters (see Appendix 4) for our model are based on open source external data
sources, scientific papers and participants feedback or estimations (called SME interview).
Malware behaviour related parameters and defence effectiveness parameters are based on
security supplier reports, white papers and relevant scientific research. Financial pricing
is based on accessable security supplier internet offerings.
The model was able to replicate the reference mode (12-month trend of malware
related incidents). Figure 65 shows the historical data of the organisation and the model
behaviour. The calculated Theil’s U statistic (0.5200) demonstrates the model is a very
accurate prediction (below 1). Um (0.000) and Us (0.180) demonstrates that the model
captures the means and trend very well. The majority of the errors in the model are related
to noise (unequal covariance).
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Figure 65. Calibration of reference mode (Infection Rate).

The fit is 0.8389, which is relatively low. The difference in month 5 mainly contributes
to the low fit. This difference can be explained by a non-recurring specific system update
that caused a small delay in the reporting dataset used for our analysis. Some incidents
reported early in month 5 actually happened by the end of month 4. When the fit
calculation accounts for this delay the outcome becomes much higher. Consequently, we
consider the model to addresses relevant aspect of the behaviour-reproduction test.
The specific modelled security behaviour for malware dynamics is visible in Figure 66.
Specific Security Behaviour Modelled
7 Binary properties: Attack is either successful or unsuccessful
7 Attack campaign behaviour
Attack uncertainty
7 Specific features (explained)

Figure 66. Security behaviour modelled check box.

The switches are included to mimic malware attack campaign trends (SW Malware
campaign trend), phishing attack campaign trends (SW phishing campaign trend), and
anomaly detection 57 (SW anomaly detection). In addition, we have included the variable
<payload content> to summarize the payload functionality effects as explained in Paragraph
5.3.2.1.

57 Anomaly-based detection involves the usage of algorithms in multi models and machine learning to identify abnormal
usage of networks, servers, or endpoints (Bromiley, 2016; Raiyn, 2014; Sanzgiri & Dasgupta, 2016). Anomaly-based
detection only needs a current baseline and will automatically report any observed deviations from this baseline.
Malware-related communication such as espionage, command and control, or persistence might evoke such abnormal
communication.
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Because of the flow of an ongoing relatively large number of malware attacks in the model
a sensitivity analysis was not needed. This applies only for simulations with common
malware attacks. Specific APT cases, like the scenario of section 5.3.5.3, need to be are
analysed in separate runs due to their different characteristics.
We ran the model without these specific features. In this situation the model output will
be more continuous and less spiky. Any value of the time step between 1 and 0.015625
will yield similar model output. A time step of 0.0078125 results to slightly different
model output compared to the usage of other time steps.
We have confidence in the output of the model based on the performed validation and
testing procedures. Detailed parameter justifications and model code can be found in
Appendix 4. Malware campaign behaviour examples can be found in Appendix 1.

5.3.4

Malware dynamics policy evaluation
We have created two artificial organisations to explore how the size and footprint of the
organisation affects policies to be implemented. Table 18 shows the characteristics of
these organisations. Only parameters relevant to malware dynamics are shown. These
two organisations are relevant to compare as they differ in attractiveness for an attack
as well as in resources available for defence. The larger organisation may have more
financial means available and may invest in more security measures compared to small
organisations. At the same time, large organisations are more attractive to threat actors
compared to small organisations.
Considered parameters

unit

organisation A

organisation B

Target attractiveness

Dmnl

0.15

0.75

Initial aware employees

Staff

35

875

Initial unaware employees

Staff

65

1,625

Susceptible assets

Asset

500

10,000

Table 18. Parameters used for the organisation used for policy evaluation.

The policy analysis focuses on different attack forms. First, the effectiveness and costs
associated with the usage of difference preventive layers, awareness efforts, the usage
of anomaly detection, and clean-up capacity against normal attacks are analysed.
The relevant parameters for this analysis are shown in table 19. The outcome of this
analysis will result in a recommended defence policy setting. Second, the effects of
emerging sophisticated malware attacks like WannaCry or Not Petya are analysed.
We simulated such attacks by altering Time to discover malware and Malware creation
delay. The relevant parameters for this analysis are shown in Table 20. These attacks are
launches against these organisations with the recommended defence policies.
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We also explored how learning from the attacker strengthened the defender as a form
of resilience. In this scenario, we changed the time to discover – new– malware. These
scenarios are tested against normal attacks and the recommended policy defences.
Relevant parameters are shown in Table 21.
Considered parameters

unit

low

high

Fraction of employees trained for
awareness

Dmnl/month

0.05

0.2

Number of defensive layers

Dmnl

1

4

Sw anomaly detection

Dmnl

0

1

Single device clean up capacity

Asset/
month

10% of assets

20% of assets

Final time

month

60

60

Table 19. Parameters used for the defensive measures in policy analysis.

Considered parameters

unit

normal

emerging &
sophisticated

Time to discover malware

Month

1.5

3

Malware creation delay

Month

16

4

Final time

Month

60

12

Table 20. Parameters used for the different attack forms in policy analysis.

Considered parameters

unit

normal

No learning

Time to discover malware

Month

1.5

1500

Table 21. Parameters used for evaluating learning in policy analysis.

Section 5.3.5.1 explains the effectiveness of the different security measures and assets
infectivity. Section 5.3.5.2 will show the financial insights of the previous analysis.
Section 5.3.5.3 explores the effect of more emerging sophisticated malware attack forms.
Section 5.3.5.4 explores the impact of learning.
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5.3.4.1

Defence effectiveness and asset infectivity
In this section, all defensive policies are analysed following Table 19. In the first scenario,
all defensive parameters are set on a low value. In the next four scenarios, each time one of
these parameters is increased to its high value. In the last scenario, all parameters are set
to their high value.
Organisation A all defences low

Organisation B all defences low

Figure 67. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets of Organisation A
and Organisation B under normal malware attack and low defence scenario over 60 Months.

Figure 67 shows that the low value scenario lacks proper defences against malware.
Consequently, there are high levels of unknown infected machines. The number of
unknown infected assets declines over time because employees start to learn from their
mistakes and become more aware about the malware threats. As a result, they behave
more securely and activate less malware. Over time, these unknown infections are
detected and resolved. Contrary to organisation B, organisation A lacks the capacity to
clean up the infections properly. Their known infected assets significantly increase before
stabilizing. Stabilization takes place when new unknown infections equal the number the
number of resolved detected infected assets. The number of resolved assets remain stable
at a low value in line with the available capacity for cleaning-up. In organisation B, known
infected assets and resolved assets show similar behaviour with one month delay which
suggests sufficient clean up capacity.
Organisation A four layers

Organisation B four layers

Figure 68. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets of Organisation A and
Organisation B under normal malware attack and four preventive defence layers scenario over 60 Months.
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Figure 68 shows the result of having four preventive defensive layers in place. These layers
reduce the infections of assets significantly. In this scenario, both organisations have
sufficient clean up capacity. The reduction of unknown infected assets is still explained by
employees learning from their mistakes over time. For organisation B, the four layers of
defence may not be sufficient for coping with future malware attack growth. The number
of unknown infected assets increases slowly over time. This growth can be explained by
the growth parameters that resemble the observed malware attack growth in real life.
Organisation A awareness 20%

Organisation B awareness 20%

Figure 69. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets of Organisation A
and Organisation B under normal malware attack and increased employee awareness training scenario over 60
Months.

Figure 69 shows the result of having increased awareness training in place. Compared to
Figure 67, the unknown infectivity is almost halved. A focus on awareness and training
evokes an increasing number of aware employees and lowers the number of unaware
employees quickly until an equilibrium has been reached. These higher levels of awareness
across the organisation results in more secure behaviour of employees. This behaviour will
trigger fewer malware attacks.
Organisation A has a lack of clean up capacity in the first 15 months. Note the high
level of known infected assets. After these 15 months, the high level of known infected
assets has been resolved due to a sufficient level of awareness created in the organisation.
This high level of awareness limits the new malware infections and therefore, the growth
of the unknown infected assets, while the outflow remains stable as the detection and
resolving of infected assets continues at the same pace.
Organisation B has sufficient clean up capacity. Again, organisation B shows that
in future, more measures are needed for coping with future malware attack growth.
The number of unknown infected assets increases slowly over time.
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Organisation A anomaly detection

Organisation B anomaly detection

Figure 70. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets of Organisation A and
Organisation B under normal malware attack and anomaly detection in place scenario over 60 Months.

Figure 70 shows the result of having anomaly detection in place. Anomaly detection
significantly improves the number of detected malware attacks. Consequently, the peak of
unknown infected assets passes quickly. As a result, both organisations have a temporary
shortage in their clean up capacity; approximately 32 months and 8 months respectively.
Again, this shortage declines over time because over time aware employees limit the inflow
of new infections (unknown infected assets), while the outflow (detection of infected
assets and resolving infected assets) is maintained at the same capacity.
Organisation A clean up capacity 20%

Organisation B clean up capacity 20%

Figure 71. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets of Organisation A and
Organisation B under normal malware attack and increased clean up capacity scenario over 60 Months.

Figure 71 shows the result of having higher clean up capacity in place. For organisation B,
the behaviour is similar compared to Figure 67. Consequently, additional clean up capacity
is not needed for organisation B. Additional clean up capacity at organisation A ensures
to maintain high infectivity levels. High clean up capacity does not limit the inflow of
malware attacks. Only the known infected machines are cleaned faster. Due to the size
of unknown infected assets in organisation A, the epidemic properties of certain malware
attacks ensure ongoing infections that drives the unknown infected assets to a stable high
level. Additional clean up capacity is not beneficial for organisation A. Previous scenarios
indicated that organisation A experienced shortages in clean up capacity. Depending on
the mixture of defensive measures in place, organisation A might need more clean up
capacity or not. It is not effective as a single measure. Sufficient clean up capacity is very
important because without this capacity the effects of the malware attack will remain.
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Organisation A all defences high

Organisation B all defences high

Figure 72. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets of Organisation A and
Organisation B under normal malware attack and all defence measures are high scenario over 60 Months.

Figure 72 shows the result of having strong defensive measures in place. The number
of unknown, known, and resolved infected assets are very quickly in some sort of
equilibrium. The campaign behaviour of new developed malware is clearly visible in the
graphs or organisation B. Although the infectivity levels are low the question is to what
extend can organisation A and B afford all these measures?

5.3.4.2

Financial aspects of defence effectiveness
This section is about the financial evaluation of the defence effectiveness. Figure 73 shows
the run-rate and NPSV of organisation A. The run-rate shows that the policy measures
can combined in two groups of security costs. Anomaly detection, a very strong defence
and high clean up capacity generate high monthly security costs. Awareness, defensive
layers and a poor defence strategy yield lower cost levels. The costs behaviour over time of
certain scenarios shows a goal seeking behaviour which can be explained by lower levels
of infectivity over time caused by increasing awareness. Certain early shocks in the cost
output can be explained by the initial recurring fixed cost of security measures followed by
this goal seeking behaviour.
Organisation A run-rate

Organisation A NPSV

Figure 73. Output Run-rate and NPSV of Organisation A for all high and low defence scenarios over 60 Months.
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The net present security value shows that increased awareness and a high number of
defensive layers generate the most value for organisation A, although this value remains
negative. Based on this outcome increased awareness and some additional defensive layers
(for instance two but not four) are recommended.
Both graphs show that the implementation of defensive layers and awareness training
is more beneficial compared to a low defence strategy. This suggests there is a financial
optimal situation.
Organisation B run-rate

Organisation B run-rate

Figure 74. Output Run-rate and NPSV of Organisation B for all high and low defence scenarios over 60 Months.

Figure 74 shows the run-rate and NPSV of organisation B. The run-rate shows a similar
grouping compared to organisation A. Also, an optimal financial solution for organisation
B can be observed. For organisation B, four defensive layers and awareness generate a
positive value. Anomaly detection is also too expensive for organisation B. This means that
organisational size and the size of malware attacks behaviour drive the rational decision to
invest in anomaly detection or not.

5.3.4.3

Defence effectiveness against emerging sophisticated malware
attacks
This section is about the simulation of emerging sophisticated malware attacks.
For instance, the WannaCry malware attack happened in May 2017 and infected
approximately 230,000 computers in 150 countries, despite Microsoft having issued a
patch in March 2017 to resolve the vulnerability for the attack (Romine, 2017). A few
months later, another malware campaign, Not Petya, exploited the same vulnerability
(Fruhlinger, 2017).
The results of these simulated attacks are visible in Figure 75. They show the asset
infectivity under the scenario of recommended defences. These recommended defences
for organisation A are two layers and 20% awareness training. Organisation B has four
defensive layers and the same awareness training efforts.
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Organisation A APT 12 months

Organisation B APT 12 months

Figure 75. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets Organisation A and
Organisation B in a specific malware campaign scenario over 12 Months with their recommended defences.

An interesting observation is that seemingly good defence policies that hold under normal
circumstances becomes less effective under more severe attacks. Organisation A has a
severe peak in the number of unknown infections. The low number of defensive layers
causes such a high number of unknown infected assets that epidemic properties evoke
additional infections. This reinforcing effect starts to decline when the level of infectivity
drops due to improved employee awareness that limits the infection of assets. Employee
awareness of organisation A increases much more compared to organisation B. The high
infectivity in organisation A causes their employees to learn much more from their
mistakes and share their experiences across the organisation. This results in an overall
higher employee awareness level. In return, secure behaviour of employees increases too.
The increase of secure behaviour by employees causes less malware being effective.
Organisation B shows a more disconcerting trend because the unknown infected assets
increase after month 5 and remain more or less stable thereafter. This suggests that an
attacker might be able to create a foothold and even maintain this foothold.

5.3.4.4

The contribution of learning
This section is about the effects of learning from the attacker on the strength of the
defender. The low value for time to discover -new- malware ensures that the defender
learns from the attacker and adjusts the defences accordingly. This discovery usually
follows from investigating, sharing knowledge, and investigating threat intelligence with
the purpose to improve and adjust defences and responsive procedures accordingly.
This resembles a strong presence of the response of the resilient organisation structure for
the aspects of learning.
The results of these simulated attacks under the condition of learning and no learning
are visible in Figure 76. This figure shows the asset infectivity under the scenario of
recommended defences for Organisation A and B. Organisation A has two layers and 20%
awareness training. Organisation B has four defensive layers and same awareness training
efforts.
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Organisation A 60 months

Organisation A no learning 60 months

Organisation B 60 months

Organisation B no learning 60 months

Figure 76. Output unknown infected assets, known infected assets, and resolved assets Organisation A
and Organisation B both under normal attacks with recommended defences and without learning / new
malware discovery.

Figure 76 shows that without learning from the attacker to discover new malware attack
forms, infection levels will be much higher. These higher levels are explained by three
causes. First, the defender can only learn after the attack. Second, the defender becomes
more susceptible to malware campaigns of unknown malware, which results in more
spiky infectivity figures. Third, the infection levels are so high that the unknown infected
assets contribute to malware spread within the defender’s IT system, which increases
these infections again. For organisation A, this malware spread is so dominant that the
unknown infected assets levels remain high. This analysis shows that regularly updating
defences on attack characteristics is very important for sustainable defences. In other
words, the response of the resilient organisation is an important systemic structure.

5.3.5

Malware dynamics summary and reflection
Scientific research about malware has been published on epidemic modelling (Eshghi
et al., 2016; Lelarge, 2009), agent-based modelling (Hofmeyer et al., 2013; Lelarge,
2009), and network analysis (Yan et al., 2011). Our contribution lies in connecting
attackers’ and defenders’ behaviour with employee awareness, asset infectivity, and
financials through a system dynamics model that simulates the underlying structure as
designed in the enterprise architecture. Following Warren (2016), we are able to connect
security architecture designs as a source for system structure to the modelling activities.
This summary and reflection section elaborates further on the following topics: systemic
structures and policy insights.
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5.3.5.1

Systemic structures
With respect to the three described systemic structures (see section 2.5), we observe that
the malware dynamics model is heavily related to the attacker–defender interaction.
The effect of responses of the resilient organisation structure is visible only to a limited
extent through clean-up capacity and the discovery of new malware. This limited visibility
already demonstrates its importance. This structure becomes more dominant if aspects of
significant performance interruptions are included in the model. In line with the research,
approach security investment decision-making financial optimum structure was broken
but observed during policy analysis (see section 5.3.6.2 for more information). The results
are visible in Table 22 and show that four additional systemic structures were identified.
Reference

Systemic Structures

Feedback loops

Section 2.5

Attacker–defender interaction

B1, B2, B9

Response of the resilient organisation

B6, B5, B3 *

The security investment decision-making financial optimum

**

An aging chain about asset infectivity (unknown infected assets,
known infected assets, resolved assets and susceptible assets)

R2, B7, B4

An aging chain about unknown and known malware

B8

Epidemic structure (interaction between unknown infected
assets and susceptible assets results in more unknown infected
assets)

R1

Epidemic structure (the interaction between unaware and aware
employees contributes to the increase of aware employees)

R3

Others

Table 22. Observed systemic structures connected with feedback loops.
*, ** structures were (partly) broken for policy analysis purposes. Bold = most important feedback loop.

Other structures relevant to private cloud strategy and foothold creation by the attacker
were not included. A private cloud strategy from a malware perspective means that the
infection of the management server layer of this cloud may impact all servers related to
that cloud. This is a rare effect and may have a significant impact on the defender.
The stock of unknown infected assets might be a subject for further research, because
in this area, the attacker can harm the organisation. In this domain, attackers try to get
a foothold while infecting critical services (called crown juwels) and end-points used by
users with high previleged acccounts. A foothold with access to these end-points and
crown juwels by an attacker may result in the most severe impact to the defender.
The development of new malware can be subjected to further reseach because its relation
to unsuccessful attacks lies at the boundary of this model. In this model, we already used a
broad interperation of the development of new malware.
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5.3.5.2

Policy evaluation insights
Policy analysis led to the conclusion that a financial optimal situation can be observed.
We note that differences in digital footprint size or attractiveness to the attackers may
require different policies for an optimal solution. This suggests the presence of the
systemic structure security investment decision-making financial optimum. Additionally,
defensive policies that seem appropriate for normal malware attack behaviour can fall
short in the case of emerging sophisticated attacks. The different levers are shown in Table
23 and explained below in more detail.

V

V

V

The response of the
resilient organisation

V

HR well-being
process

Training and
awareness

V

HR staff
strategy

Response

V

Advanced
learning

Testing and
scanning

The attacker–defender
interaction

Blocking

Systemic structures

Filtering

Generic policy levers

V

Table 23. Observed generic policy decisions during case studies connected to systemic structures.
V = policy lever is relevant for systemic structure.

In this case, study filtering and blocking are related to the number of defences in
place, response is related to the asset clean-up capacity, and training and awareness
speak for itself. Scanning is used to detect malicious software within the boundary of
the organisation, which can be done by AVAM 58 or intelligent learning systems like
anomaly detection 59. These policies affect the escalating behaviour between attacker and
behaviour. Advanced learning represented by discovery of new malware is connected
to the resilient organisation. When the discovery of new malware stops, the defenders’
prevention mechanisms of filtering and blocking collapse.

5.4

Detection dynamics
This section describes the detection dynamics model. In the detection dynamics case,
all three systemic structures explained in section 2.5 can be recognised. The security
investment decision-making financial optimum has been confirmed by policy evaluation.
Two additional structures can be observed, namely (1) a three-stock aging chain for alert
and incident handling and (2) various stocks with goal-seeking behaviour that reflect
capability improvement, accuracy improvement, and roll-out.

58 Part of attacker–defender interaction.
59 Part of response of the resilient organisation.
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We observe that within the same systemic structures different routes to a successful and
unsuccessful security detection strategy can be identified. Policy analysis indicates that
certain policy settings evoke the defender falling into the detection trap. When this is not
recognized in a timely matter, the defender may ultimately end up in the capability trap.
This mechanism closely interacts with HR recruitment strategies. Nevertheless, also
policies for sustainable detection strategy are identified.
Section 5.4.1 explains the reference mode. Section 5.4.2 is about the ecosystem from an
organisational perspective. Section 5.4.3 describes the model. Section 5.4.4 focusses on
the building and validation process. Section 5.4.5. contains the policy analysis. Section
5.4.6 is the summary and reflection section.

5.4.1

Detection dynamics reference mode
Within the field of cyber-security, an important area of attention

is the detection of
cyber-attacks and the response to these detected attacks. To be able to detect and
respond, a defender will deploy people and technical solutions. A security detection and
response strategy is a plan with choices and routes that lead to deployment and ongoing
effectiveness of these people and technical solutions.
Martinez-Moyano, Conrad, and Anderson (2011) formulated a dynamic theory about
the identification of threats to security systems. The focus of their work is the detection
trap. This trap arises from underinvestment in detection, which leads to a lower level of
identification of problems (such as threats, precursors and attacks). This in turn creates a
false perception of low risk, precisely because no threats are identified. As a consequence,
future investments are hindered; this makes the problem endemic, and therefore,
extremely difficult to identify and avoid (Martinez-Moyano, et al., 2011).
Detection dynamics is gaining importance as the ongoing digital transformation
increasingly creates IT systems that need to be under continuous surveillance in order to
detect cyber-attacks while at the same time the number of cyber-attacks is increasing (see
Figure 1 respectively Figure 2 in section 1.2). This may create a higher workload for the
defending organisation while the specialized security staff working in this field becomes
more and more scarce (see section 1.2).
There is a serious concern that short-term production goals (resolve the detected security
events) prevail above the long-term production goals (implement and improve the
security capability). As a result, a lower level of identification of problems may arise and
the defender may fall into the detection trap. Nevertheless, a scenario of stable security
incidents and associated costs is hoped for by management.
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Figure 77 shows relevant reference mode and problematic trends for detection dynamics.
Reference mode

Problematic trends

Observed attacker’s behaviour

7 Increasing attacker’s behaviour

Observed staff turn-over

7 Increasing digitalisation

Observed asset growth

7 Increasing staff scarcity

7 Observed security incidents
Observed security costs

7 Hoped: stable security incidents
7 Hoped: stable security costs

Figure 77. Reference mode check box.

5.4.2

The detection dynamics system from an organisational perspective
Detection dynamics arise from the systemic structures attacker – defender interaction
and the response of the resilient organisation. This is shown in Figure 78. The defender
should continuously improve its detection systems by learning from the attacker in order
to respond as accurate and quickly as possible. Slow and incorrect responses benefit the
attacker.
Systemic structures
7 Attacker defender - interaction
7 Response of the resilient organisation
Security investment decision-making financial optimum

Figure 78. Systemic structure check box.

In the next sections, more details will be provided on the defenders’ perspective (section
5.4.2.1) and the attacker’s perspective (section 5.4.2.2).

5.4.2.1

Detection from a defender’s perspective
In order to observe and learn from an attacker, the defender should be able to detect
attacks. Literature distinguishes among three types of detection: scenario-based detection,
anomaly-based detection and decoys (Raiyn, 2014; Sanzgiri & Dasgupta, 2016; Ten &
Manimran, 2010). These three monitoring components are explained below.
First, scenario-based detection is real-time monitoring of (correlated) events that take
place, that result in automated notification and console views (security event monitoring),
and provision of storage for further analysis, manipulation, and reporting of the logged
data and security reports (security information management). In this context, the terms
security event monitoring (SEM), security information monitoring (SIM), and security
information and event monitoring (SIEM) are used interchangeably (Jamil, 2010; Swift,
2006). However, a defender can only detect a certain scenario or event if the defender
knows what is happening (modus operandi or MO), because the defender needs to define
the rule for raising such an event. This knowledge can be obtained from within the
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organisation via scenario analysis, red teaming or pen testing, or externally, via threat
intelligence. These sources of knowledge are explained in a bit more detail:
• Developing a scenario provides organisations with a clear illustration of the threats
they face, and enables them to implement a proactive incident management program
that focuses on the threat component of risk. These scenarios can be used by an
organisation’s risk management team to record information about it and enable them
to anticipate and mitigate future attacks based on this detailed knowledge about the
threats (Irwin, 2014).
• Red teaming is a process designed to detect network and system vulnerabilities and
test security by taking an attacker-like approach to system/network/data access.
This process is also called ethical hacking since its ultimate purpose is to enhance
security. Ethical hacking is an art in the sense that the artist must possess the skills and
knowledge of a potential attacker (to imitate an attack), and the resources with which
to mitigate the vulnerabilities used by attackers (Peak, 2003). In addition, these red
team outcomes might result in new input for scenarios that can be monitored.
• Threat intelligence is evidence-based knowledge that includes context, mechanisms,
indicators, implications, and actionable advice about an existing or emerging menace or
hazard to assets that can be used to inform decisions regarding the subjects’ response to
that menace or hazard (Gartner, 2014). For scenario-based detection, these indicators
are sources for possible scenarios to be monitored. In case of further automation, these
indicators can be fed to the monitoring solution through data feeds. The monitoring
solution is used to raise security events when these indictors match observed digital
signals on the network on or IT assets.
Second, anomaly-based detection involves the use of algorithms in multi models and
machine learning to identify abnormal use of network, hosting, or endpoints (Bromiley,
2016; Raiyn, 2014; Sanzgiri & Dasgupta, 2016). Anomaly-based detection only needs a
current baseline and will automatically report any observed deviations from this baseline.
In some cases, this type of detection needs new models or adjust existing models to the
new modi operandi. These new modi operandi can be discovered by the same sources of
knowledge previously described.
Third, decoys (honeypots) involve the use of machines to identify attacks and their way
of working (Sanzgiri & Dasgupta, 2016). Decoys are fake machines in the network of the
defender where attackers will launch their attacks and leave some tracks of their attack
behaviour. These tracks can be analysed by the defender.
In summary, scenario-based detection is related to known attack behaviour; threat
intelligence provides insights into known attack behaviour from other parties;
and anomaly detection as well as decoys are related to unknown attack behaviour.
The combination of them creates a flow from unknown to known attack forms.
As a consequence, any reported event from scenario-based detection, anomalybased detection, or decoys should be investigated further by a security specialist to
detect whether it is a security incident or a false positive. This investigation involves
gaining a deeper understanding of what is happening in the network, where, and why.
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An important element of this investigation is to enrich the information that is part of the
reported event. Ben-Asher and Gonzalez (2015) indicate how specific network knowledge
and experience contribute to accurate detection decisions and sensitivity towards attack
recognition. However, any investigation, any threat intelligence feed connection, scenario
analysis efforts, capability roll-out, or capability improvement is subject to resource
allocation.
The investigative part of detection dynamics has to cope with undiscovered attacks,
discovered attacks, false positives, false negatives, true positives and true negatives.
These characteristics also appear in structures explaining project dynamics. In project
dynamics however, discovered rework, discovered errors, undiscovered rework and
undiscovered errors are important topics instead. Similar to many project models, in
security management, the workforce is the most important element. Thus, besides hiring
and firing, allocating staff, and setting priorities, other decisions such as increased work
intensity (pressure), working longer days (overtime) may also play a role (Lyneis & Ford,
2007; Lyneis et al., 2001; Rodriguez & Williams, 1998). The difference between detection
dynamics and project dynamics is that during the project, errors can be detected and
resolved during the project. Only after delivery of the project, these undiscovered errors
and rework may have negative consequences. In security, undiscovered attacks and false
negatives will lead to successful attacks by the attacker impacting the defender. The next
opportunity of the defender to improve is when this attack is launched again by the
attacker.

Figure 79. Contextual business layer of the detection dynamics architecture
(Zeijlemaker and Zuna 2018) where workforce (*) is one variable.
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Figure 79 shows the contextual business layer of the detection dynamics architecture.
This figure explains that the interchangeable workforce is divided over roll-out, capability
improvement, accuracy improvement, and investigation. The allocation of the workforce
affects the defender’s capability to detect cyber-attacks. In turn, this affects the behaviour
of the attacker. The latter is explained in more detail in the next section.

5.4.2.2

Detection from an attacker’s perspective
The way attackers react to a defender is called adversarial dynamics. Martinez-Moyano
et al. (2015) indicate attackers act upon observed improved defender capabilities, and the
other way around. Building on the DDOS dynamics a more detailed elaboration of this
dynamic behaviour is as follows: An undetected attack will evoke more attacks because an
attacker has found a successful way of working to obtain unnoticed data or money from a
target. The number of attacks is likely to increase due to word-of-mouth communication
between attackers as well as attackers perceiving the target being vulnerable over time.
Detected attacks will likely cause the attacker to pursue other targets or start working
on the development of new attack forms that are (as yet) undetected by the defender.
Consequently, the number of attacks is likely to decrease.

5.4.3

Detection dynamics model description
The model description section explains the detection dynamics model structure in section
5.5.3.1 and the related financial structure in section 5.5.3.2.

5.4.3.1

Detection dynamics model description
Detection dynamics takes place within the boundaries of the organisation. This means
it focusses on network traffic and IT communication that takes place behind boundary
defences. Boundary defences differentiate the internal network from the external
network, control the flow of traffic through network borders, and police content by
looking for attacks and evidence of compromised machines (CIS 2018). Boundary
defences includes firewalls and proxy services. If malicious activities are not detected and
blocked by these boundary defences, they remain a potential harm to the organisation
within these boundaries. Therefore, behind these boundaries of the organisation, detection
capabilities should be present. This effect in the model is represented by fraction of incident
in alerts; it depends on attack behaviour growth and boundary control impact in Figure 80 that
shows the progress of an aging chain from a raised alert that is automatically detected to a
resolved security incident after investigation.
In this ecosystem, IT assets and the IT network are sources for suspicious events that
may require further investigation to determine if any cyber-attack occurs. The more
assets (R1 assets) and network traffic (R2 network) there are, the more events there will
be to generate alerts. Increasing detection quality will ensure that more security alerts
are detected (B1 detection quality) and fewer alerts are wrongly discarded (R3 discarded
alerts). Increasing the quality of analyses performed results in more security incidents to
be resolved (B2 quality analysis) and fewer security alerts wrongly discarded (R3 discarded
security alerts). If alerts are discarded wrongly, cyber-attacks may not be detected and will
result in more successful cyber-attacks. Resolved security incidents are cyber-attacks
that are detected where the defender correctly addressed the problem and resolved the
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incident. As a consequence, these attacks are unsuccessful. As explained before, successful
attacks generate more future potential attacks by increasing the attacker’s probability of
launching a cyber-attack (R5 word of mouth); unsuccessful attacks generate fewer potential
future attacks, thus decreasing the attacker’s probability of launching a cyber-attack (B3
find other target). An increase in the probability of attacks happening will result in an
increase of security alerts in this aging chain (R6 cyber-attacks).

Figure 80. Detection dynamics aging chain: from alert to resolved security incident.
Feedback loop R19 will be explained later in the paper.

Figure 81 explains capability improvement and accuracy improvement. The degree of
success of past attacks will impact the innovation of new ways of attacking (Modus
operandi or MO) by threat actors (B4 successful attacks, R7 unsuccessful attacks).
The defender can only learn through threat intelligence and red teaming of the existence
of these new MOs; therefore, over time, they become known by the defender. Innovation
by the attacker (B5 attacker’s knowledge) and learning by the defender (R8 defender’s
knowledge) will impact the blind spot in detection dynamics. The blind spot represents the
fraction of MOs that is known by the attacker, but not by the defender; therefore, they
cannot be detected (B6 blind spot). The size of the blind spot will also affect the number
of successful attacks because they are not discovered by the defender (R20 not seen in
figure 80). This aging chain of unknown and known MO represents the attacker-defender
interaction.
The defender can allocate staff to improve the maturity of the detection capabilities (R10
improve maturity). However, the more mature these capabilities are, the harder it will
be to improve further (B7 limits to maturity improvement). More mature capabilities will
detect more and sophisticated attacks faster (R9 see more better) Additionally, improved
capabilities impact on existing reports and alerts (R11 recalibrate) and will temporarily
create more false-positives. Although this impact depends on the existing quality (B8 limit
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to recalibration), the organisation still needs to learn and improve report accuracy again.
By allocating staff to accuracy improvement, the organisation is able to learn and improve
(R12 improve accuracy); but again, strong reports with few false positives are hard to
improve further (B9 limits to accuracy improvement).

Figure 81. Capability improvement and accuracy improvement.

Figure 82 shows roll-out progress. The more staff allocated to roll-out (R13 roll-out),
the more assets and network traffic will fall within the scope of the detection engines.
But again, the closer the roll-out is to 100 percent, the harder it will be to include the
last remaining (network) assets (B9 limit to roll-out). The more assets and network traffic
there are in the scope of the detection engines, the more suspicious alerts can be detected
(R14 in scope). The part of assets and network traffic that are not in the scope of detection
engines may contribute to successful attacks, while the defender is not aware of that effect
(see R19 out of scope in figure 80).

Figure 82. Roll-out: bringing assets and network traffic in scope of detection engines.
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The roll-out of capabilities also impacts the information available for analysing the alerts.
This is shown in Figure 83. The more staff available for roll-out (R15 capability roll-out),
the more capabilities are rolled-out (R16 capability operational) and able to enrich the
information available for alerting. Combined business and network information increases
SOC staff performance (Happa et al., 2021).
Yet, the closer the number of rolled-out detection capabilities are in line with the desired
number of detection capabilities, the harder it will be to finalize the full implementation of
all of them (B11 limit to capability roll-out). In addition, the more capabilities are rolled out,
the more staff is needed to support and maintain them, and the fewer staff is available for
roll-out, alert analysis, capability improvement, or accuracy improvement (B10 capability
maintenance).
The productivity of analysing alerts depends on two variables: the information available for
analysis (R17 data quality) and the experience of the staff available (R18 staff productivity).
A fraction of the staff will not be available because of their roles in security incident
coordination, reporting, and expert support to the IT departments of the organisation.
This is called fraction CERT 60 staff in the model.

Figure 83. Total available security staff and average alert handling productivity.

The number and experience of staff follows a classic aging chain with junior, medior, and
senior staff. This part of the model is shown in Figure 84, but not further explained since
this is a common structure in system dynamics models. For instance, see Sterman (2000,
Chapter 12 page 469).

60 CERT = Cybercrime Emergency Response Team.
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Figure 84. Aging chain on staff maturity including hiring, leaving, and promotion.

In the model, staff can be allocated to roll-out, accuracy improvement, capability
improvement, and analysing alerts. Also, the expected improvement rate for roll-out,
accuracy improvement, and capability improvement should be defined as parameters for
“demand” for staff. The demand for analyst capacity is determined by the model using the
events that need to be analysed. The importance of these tasks will be shown – arranged in
order of priority – using a figure between 1 and 4 (1 = important and 4 = not important).
An allocated priority function – that can be programmed in the model itself – is in place
to allocate the available staff over the prioritized tasks.
The most important feedback loops are: R5 (word of mouth) and B3 (find other target)
and the-allocate-priority-functionality. This functionality is in itself a small substructure
with feedback mechanisms.

5.4.3.2

Model description – Financial components
The associated financial structure embodies of the following cost components: staff costs,
capability costs, and cost of both unsuccessful and successful cyber-attacks.
First, the total staff cost consists of the cost for hiring junior, medior, and senior analysts as
well as the salaries paid per FTE and function. These components are shown in Figure 85.

Figure 85. The total staff costs.
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Second, Figure 86 demonstrates the total cost of detection engines that depend on the
number of engines in place, the number of devices in use, and the cost per capability and
device.

Figure 86. The capability costs.

Third, for NPSV, the benefits of unsuccessful attacks are needed. We can calculate the
benefits based on the number of unsuccessful attacks generated by models multiplied
by the damage per attack. In order to calculate this damage, the price function based on
the Verizon data breach report 2015 is included. In this model a random effect partly
determined on the size of the defender (in terms of assets) determines the damage of the
attack. These benefits are visualised in Figure 87.

Figure 87. The total benefits of unsuccessful attacks.
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Finally, for financial evaluations, the costs of successful attacks are also considered.
The same method of calculation is used as described under the unsuccessful attacks. These
costs are visualised in Figure 88.

Figure 88. The total costs of successful attacks.

These financial components are ingredients to calculate the run-rate and NPSV metrics.

5.4.4

Detection dynamics model building and validation
Section 5.4.4. explains the specific characteristics for the detection dynamics model
building and validation process.
Figure 89 displays the bull’s-eye diagram of the model developed. Some variables that
refer to the same concept – but appear throughout the model for different tasks – have
been captured under one name; for instance, Task Productivities, Investigation Tasks work
allocation, or Task Priorities.
This model focuses on an organisation’s capacity to detect cyber-attacks that could harm
it. The model reflects how detection engines generate alerts based on their capabilities
and the roll-out process. These alerts are investigated later on by part of the workforce.
In addition, the workforce also improves the quality of these alerts by decreasing the
fraction of false positives. The interaction and operational resource demand of three
subsystems, in this case monitoring engines; scenario event monitoring (SEM), anomaly
detection (AD), and threat intelligence (TI), are also included in the model. Furthermore,
the model reflects the effect of attack detection on attacker’s innovation, and the
learning obtained from attacks to develop further capabilities. However, the model
does not consider the attacker’s motivation to perform malicious activities. Inclusion of
the attacker’s motivation requires an attacker-oriented model structure while this is a
defender-oriented model structure (see section 3.4.2. for more details). Furthermore,
the model does not consider the impacts of investigative work such as motivation, cutting
corners, burn-out, or happiness on the workforce. Very limited data is available because a
natural short-term reaction is to ensure sufficient capacity for alert handling.
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Figure 89. Bull’s-eye diagram of the model.

V

V

V

GMB Session 3

V

V

V

Validation session

V

Local IT security
business repr.

GMB Session 2

Local IT security
business repr.

V

Security consultant

Security consultant

Incident responder

V

Local IT security
business repr.

GMB Session 1

Product Owner

Security analyst

Business consultant

Table 24 below, shows how experts participated in modelling activities. Three group
model building sessions and one validation session informed the development of the
detection dynamics model. For the validation session, the security architect advised us
to involve local IT security business representatives. These representatives represent the
internal customers that use the detection dynamics system.

V

V

V

V

V

Table 24. Overview of building activities and participation.
(V = present during the session).

Shevyakova, Eckert, & Wieck (2018) present a detailled report on these group model
building activities. More elaborated work on this model is done by Montellano Zuna
(2018).
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The parameters (see Appendix 5) for the model are based on open source external data
sources, scientific papers, re-used from previous case-studies and participants feedback
or estimations (called SME interview). These estimations are based on supplementary
interviews with the involved experts. The stocks for capability maturity, detection
accuracy and capability roll-out are relative scales (dimensionless multipliers) and
crosschecked with the involved experts.
Figure 90 shows the comparison graph containing both the model’s obtained behaviour
(simulation) and the observed behaviour of the real system (reference mode). The data of
the real system is subjected to a 3-month smoothing equation due to its spiky nature. Figure
2 in the section 1.2 shows exponential growth, while Figure 2 shows an S-shape growth.
This difference can be explained: Figure 2 shows attacker’s behaviour that has been observed
in the real world outside the organisation, while Figure 90 is related to the observed events in
the organisation after the effects of the boundary controls are in place. Lowering the strength
and effectiveness of these boundary controls will result in model behaviour as shown in
Figure 90 moving from oscillatory S-shape growth to exponential growth.
Theil’s U statistic is 0.6921 which is below the 1.0. Theil’s U indicated the model output
is accurate compared to the real data. Um (0.084) and Us (0.018) demonstrates that the
model captures the means and trend very well. The majority of the errors in the model are
related to noise (unequal covariance). The fit it is 0.9242 and shows notions of significance.

Figure 90. Model produced behaviour vs. Reference Mode.

The specific modelled security behaviour for detection dynamics is visible in Figure 91.
Systemic structures
7 Binary properties: Attack is either successful or unsuccessful
Attack campaign behaviour
Attack uncertainty
Specific features (explained below)

Figure 91. Security Behaviour Modelled check box.
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Any value of the time step between 1 and 0.0078125 will yield more or less similar model
output. We observe a slight temporary difference in the variables “attacker’s probability”
and “detected security alerts”. This difference rises from 0% to 4% and drops again between
month 12 and 17. For the variable “security incidents (to be resolved)” we do not observe
these differences. Thus, the reference mode is not affected. A possibly explanation is
the binary properties of attacks where the observed effects for the variables “attacker’s
probability” and “detected security alerts” compensate each other.
We have confidence in the output of the model based on the performed validation and
testing procedures. Detailed parameter justifications and model code can be found in
Appendix 5.

5.4.5

Detection dynamics policy evaluation
The areas that can be influenced from a security policy perspective are very limited in
number, because certain exogenous effects are not directly in scope of the security team
but instead: determined by attackers (such as word of mouth or finding other target),
the overall corporate strategy (like asset growth or network growth), take a very long
time to change (such as average promotion time, staff turnover), or are determined by
industry standards or practices (for instance, time needed to learn from the attacker).
Therefore, policy options are limited to task priority options (described in section 5.4.5.1),
task productivity demand (described in section 5.4.5.2), and HR recruitment strategy
(described in section 5.4.5.3). The financial consequences are explained in section 5.4.5.4.
These are the policy options relevant to a security detection and response strategy.
Policy analysis is conducted for an artificial medium-sized security operations centre
(SOC). Large organisations usually have an own dedicated SOC. This scenario also applies
to vendors to whom SOC- activities are sourced from different small and medium sized
organisations. This vendor provides security operation and detection services. The reason
for outsourcing is that having an own SOC with detection capabilities can be very costly.
Small and medium-sized organisations can benefit from economies of scale by using a
vendor for these activities. In real life, these types of organisational departments are
usually a cost centre. This means that the available budget is more or less stable and cannot
easily be increased when there is a significant staff issue. As a result, rapidly increasing
recruitment as a policy option is very limited and not considered either. This organisation
has approx. 50,000 assets (employee devices, servers, network devices) connected to
their company network. The total network capacity is 2.2 Gbps. The organisation initially
had 30 FTE in their SOC. Approximately six FTE of them are needed to maintain and
support the detection capabilities in place. Up to 25 FTE of the IT department can be
assigned to support during incident handling activities.
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Table 25 shows the model parameters of this organisation.
Organisation assumptions

Scenario

Asset Growth Ratio

0

Initial Value Assets In Network

50,000

Initial Value Network Traffic

2,200

Average Mo Detection Rate

1

Initial Junior Analyst

10

Initial Medior Analyst

15

Initial Senior Analyst

5

Initial Different Detection Engines

1

Desired Number Of Dectection Engines

3

Allocated Fte To Incident Response

25

Fraction Cert Staf

0.2

Table 25. Assumptions used for the defined organisation.

5.4.5.1

Policy evaluation: priority setting
Priority setting means that in case of a higher work demand, the available staff will
be allocated first to the tasks based on the highest priority (priority 1). If there is staff
remaining, they will be allocated to the next set of tasks. The task with the lowest (priority
4) priority runs the risk of eventually not being completed due to staff shortage. Table
26 shows how the parameters are set for the different priority strategies. There are
four priority setting strategies: Analyst (alert and incident handling is most important),
Roll-out (roll-out capability is most important), Capability (maturing the capability is
most important) and Accuracy (improving accuracy of detection is most important).
HR recruitment strategy related parameters are set on the base scenario (see 5.5.5.3 for
more details).
policy: priority

Analyst

Roll-out

Capability Accuracy

Desired Roll Out Progress

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

Desired Capability Improvement

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

Desired Accuracy Improvement

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

Priority Analist

1

4

2

3

Priority Roll Out

3

1

4

2

Priority Capability

2

3

1

4

Priority Accuracy

4

2

3

1

Table 26. Assumptions for policy analysis.
The light grey area highlights the base scenario parameters.
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For this policy evaluation, the following aspects relevant to a detection strategy are
compared: detection strategy output, alert handling, productivity, attacker’s behaviour
and staffing.
Policy evaluation: priority is set on Detection Strategy
Roll-out

Analyst

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 92. Policy evaluation comparison: Aspects of detection strategy (maturity, accuracy and roll-out).
The dimensionless has a value between 0 and 1, which is a relative scale where 0 means no maturity, no
accuracy and no roll-out and 1 means fully rolled-out, maximum achieved maturity of the capability and
maximum achievable level of accuracy in reporting.

Figure 92 shows the relevant output for detection strategy: maximum achievable level of
maturity, maximum achievable level of maximum accuracy and achievable level of rollout. The task to which the priority is assigned rises closely to the maximum achievable
level. Contrary to all other scenarios, the roll-out priority scenario shows that over time
all aspects of the detection strategy will reach the maximum achievable level. This means
that these other scenarios will have a negative effect by not reaching this maximum level,
such as the impacts listed below:
• Lower level of accuracy means higher workload to investigate alerts and potential
incidents.
• Lower level of maturity means not all forms of cyber-attacks can be detected.
• Lower level of roll-out means a fraction of assets and network is not covered by
detection engines. The cyber-attacks on these not-covered assets and network parts
cannot be detected.
This also suggests that task execution is constrained by resource availability.
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Policy evaluation: priority is set on Alert handling
Roll-out

Analyst

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 93. Policy evaluation comparison: aspects of alert handling.
(Number of raised alerts, detected alerts and security incidents to be resolved).

The maturity, accuracy and roll-out of detection capabilities will have an effect on alert
handling. In Figure 93, a comparison of the alert handling results in terms of raised alerts,
detected security alerts and security incidents is visible for the different policy options.
When the task priority is set on roll-out, most alerts will be handled. This can be
explained by the fact that when the roll-out of the detection solutions increases more of
the assets base and network base become in scope of these solutions. Both scenarios with
task priority set on roll-out and capability maturity improvement show an increasing
number of raised alerts, suggesting that improving detection engines can lead to more
observed alerts. The other two scenarios result in a stable level of handled alerts.
This stabilisation suggests that there are either limitations to the incident handling
capacity or the efforts of learning from the attacker.
Figure 94 shows attacker behaviour for each scenario. Each of the scenarios shows that
the attacker reaches a certain equilibrium. The higher this equilibrium is, the more the
attacker is actually attacking. When the priority is set on roll-out task or on accuracy task,
the attacker’s behaviour is the lowest.
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Policy evaluation: priority is set on Attackers’ Behaviour
Roll-out

Analyst

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 94. Policy evaluation comparison: attacker’s behaviour.
This dimensionless variable has a value between 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicate there will be no attack. A
value of 1 indicate attackers are continuously attacking.

This suggests that high roll-out priority brings more assets and network components
under detection. In turn, this lowers the number of undetected successful attacks.
Increasing accuracy of detection yield less false positives and lowers the number of
undetected successful attacks. Both elements lower the attacker’s behaviour. Although
capability maturity ensures the detection of the latest and most advanced attack forms,
this effect of reducing attack behaviour is less strong compared to the effects of capability
roll-out and accuracy improvement. A priority focussed on the incident and alert handling
has very limited effect on the attacker’s behaviour. This can be explained by the fact
that the attackers learn and evolve based on the successfulness of past attacks while the
defender has a lower priority on their improvement.
Productivity of staff is driven by two effects. First, the more mature the staff is, the
more experience they have and the less time they need to do specific tasks. Second,
the complementary nature of different detection solutions reduces the time needed for
an analyst to investigate. Different detection solution provides a more complete view
on events because more data is available and accessible for the analyst. This access to
the available data prevents the analyst from searching the defender’s network for this
information. This complementary data availability effect provides the security analysts
more accurate and complete data in a shorter time period. Therefore, productivity
increases.
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Figure 95 shows that when the priority is set on roll-out task or on accuracy task, the
productivity is highest. Lower productivity means that less detection engine roll-out has
occurred.
Policy evaluation: priority is set on Productivity
Roll-out

Analyst

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 95. Policy evaluation comparison: staff productivity.

The staffing is the same for each scenario, as shown in Figure 96. This suggests staffing
policies and priority settings are independent of each other. In reality, this may not be the
case, however, as indicated in the bull’s-eye, as workforce motivation, workforce doing
overtime, workforce burn-out and workforce cutting corners play a role here and are not
included in the model.
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Policy evaluation: priority is set on Staff Development
Roll-out

Analyst

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 96. Policy evaluation comparison: workforce (number of junior, medior and senior staff).

In conclusion, the scenario of solving incidents (analysts) has the highest task priority
has the least favourable outcome. When solving incidents becomes less important the
scenarios show more favourable outcomes. This is especially visible for the scenarios in
which roll-out and accuracy improvement are the main priority. Based on these insights
we believe that the long-term productivity goals of improving detection capabilities (rollout, maturity and accuracy) should have priority over the short-term productivity goal of
solving incidents. The focus on improvement enables the defender to increase productivity
of the alert handlers as well as learn from the attacker and be prepared for future new
attacks. This productivity increases free up future staff capacity that is needed to handle
the on-growing number of attacks by the attacker. In addition, less successful attackers
will limit or avoid a growth of attacker’s behaviour due to the absence of the word-of
-mouth effect.
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5.4.5.2

Policy evaluation: priority setting
In this paragraph, the reinforcing effects of a high task priority combined with an
additional staff demand is investigated. The staff needed for alert and incident handling
is determined by the model output. Therefore, only three priority setting strategies are
in scope for this evaluation: Roll-out (roll-out capability is most important), Capability
(maturing the capability is most important) and Accuracy (improving accuracy of
detection is most important). The allocation of additional staff increases the speed of the
roll-out and improvement.
Table 27 shows how the parameters are set for the different priority strategies.
HR recruitment strategy related parameters are set on the base scenario (see 5.5.5.3 for
more details).
policy: Speed-up re-enforcement

Roll-out

Capability

Accuracy

Desired Roll Out Progress

0.16

0.04

0.04

Desired Capability Improvement

0.04

0.16

0.04

Desired Accuracy Improvement

0.04

0.04

0.16

Priority Analist

4

2

3

Priority Roll Out

1

4

2

Priority Capability

3

1

4

Priority Accuracy

2

3

1

Table 27. Assumptions for policy analysis.
The dark grey area highlights the optimal scenario parameters.

The actual task priority and the available staff in the model determines if this staff will
be allocated to the demanded task. The effect of an additional staff demand is that the
task with the highest priority will be delivered much earlier compared to the scenarios in
paragraph 5.5.5.1 under the condition of staff availability.
Figure 97 shows that an additional demand ensures that the highest task priority will
reach the 100% roll-out very fast and very closely. However, this will be at the expense
of other prioritized activities. This may have (huge) consequences on the activities staff
can be allocated to. For instance, when priority and an additional staff demand is set on
capability maturity improvement detection accuracy improvement declines or the other
way around.
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Policy evaluation: additional demand is set on Detection Strategy
Roll-out

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 97. Policy evaluation comparison: aspects of detection strategy (maturity, accuracy and roll-out).
This dimensionless variable has a value between 0 and 1 is a relative scale where 0 means no maturity, no
accuracy and no roll-out and 1 means fully rolled-out, maximum achieved maturity of the capability and
maximum achievable level of accuracy in reporting.

Figure 98 indicates that an additional demand for roll-out priority and capability maturity
ensure that more incidents are observed. At the same time, an additional demand for
accuracy improvement limits the growth of the number of alerts that can be handled.
More or less similar behaviour as indicated in paragraph 5.5.5.1.
Policy evaluation: additional demand is set on Alert Handling
Roll-out

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 98. Policy evaluation comparison: aspects of alert handling (number of raised alerts, detected
alerts and security incidents to be resolved).

Despite the similar insights in the area of alert handling, when Figure 93 is compared
with Figure 98, the results with regard to attacker’s behaviours shown in Figure 99 lead
to a different insight. An additional staff demand for capability maturity priority shows
that attacker’s behaviour increases significantly compared to both other alternatives.
A comparison between Figure 98 and Figure 94 shows also a stronger attacker in case of an
additional staff demand set on capability maturity improvement. In the capability maturity
improvement scenario, the roll-out of the detection capacity has the lowest priority.
The consequence of this priority setting is that staff will be reassigned from roll-out tasks
to capability maturity improvement tasks. This results in a higher capability maturity level
but a lower level of the detection capability roll-out. A lower-level detection capability roll-
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out means that more assets and network parts are not covered by the detection capabilities.
Consequently, more cyber-attacks will be undetected. The attacker will be successful in
these cases and more successful attacks will lead to more cyber-attacks.
Policy evaluation: additional demand is set on Attackers’ Behaviour
Roll-out

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 99. Policy evaluation comparison: attacker’s behaviour.
The dimensionless has a value between 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicate there will be no attack. A value of 1
indicate attackers are continuously non-stop attacking.

Figure 100 shows staff productivity development over time. An interesting observation
is that the scenario with an additional staff demand for roll-out priority reaches the
maximum productivity quicker compared to the other scenarios as well as the same
scenarios without an additional demand (which are visible in Figure 95). This makes sense
because more staff allocated to roll-out ensures faster roll-out of capabilities.
Policy evaluation: additional demand is set on Productivity
Roll-out

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 100. Policy evaluation comparison: staff productivity.
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Similar to paragraph 5.5.5.1 the staffing per alterative is the same. This is visible in figure
101.
Policy evaluation: additional demand is set on Staff Development
Roll-out

Capability maturity improvement

Accuracy improvement

Figure 101. Policy evaluation comparison: workforce (number of junior, medior and senior staff).

In conclusion, the effects to reinforce early delivery only benefits the defence strategy
when it is related to productivity increase (and not learning) since both scenarios of rollout and accuracy improvement show best performance.

5.4.5.3

Policy evaluation: HR recruitment strategy
In this section, the recruitment strategies focussing on either junior analysts, medior
analysts, and senior analysts are explored. For this policy evaluation, the base scenario is
used (task priority is set on roll-out and no additional demand on staff for all recruitment
scenarios). The parameter settings for the simulated recruitment policies are shown in
table 28.
policy: HR recruitment strategy

focus on junior

focus on medior

focus on senior

Avg Vacancies Junior

8

4

2

Avg Vacancies Medior

2

4

2

Avg Vacancies Senior

2

4

8

12

12

12

Table 28. Assumptions for policy analysis.
The dark grey area highlights the parameters for the optimal scenario. The light grey area shows the
parameters for the base scenario

For this policy evaluation, the following aspects relevant to a detection strategy are
compared: detection strategy output, alert handling, productivity, attacker’s behaviour
and staffing.
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Figure 102 shows the different aspects of a detection strategy. When the recruitment is
focussed on senior staff, the maturity of the detection capabilities declines from around
month 30. This suggests that there is a lack of staff capacity for maintaining the level of
maturity of the detection capabilities.
Policy evaluation: HR recruitment is set-on Detection Strategy
Junior staff

Medior staff

Senior staff

Figure 102. Policy evaluation comparison: aspects of detection strategy (maturity, accuracy and roll-out).
The dimensionless has a value between 0 and 1 is a relative scale where 0 means no maturity, no accuracy
and no roll-out and 1 means fully rolled-out, maximum achieved maturity of the capability and maximum
achievable level of accuracy in reporting.

This capacity-related issue becomes more visible in Figure 103. In this figure, the different
aspects of alert handling are visible. In case of the senior staff recruitment scenario, the
cumulative detected security alerts are growing from month 20 onwards. This indicates
there is a lack of staff capacity for analysing, handling and resolving security alerts and
incidents.
Policy evaluation: HR recruitment is set-on Alert Handling
Junior staff

Medior staff

Senior staff

Figure 103. Policy evaluation comparison: aspects of alert handling (number of raised alerts, detected
alerts and security incidents to be resolved).

The lack of defender’s capacity in case of the senior staff recruitment scenario becomes
visible in the behaviour of the attacker around month 20. Figure 104 shows attacker’s
behaviour. With exception of the senior staff recruitment scenario the attacker’s
behaviour shows declining goal-seeking behaviour. This suggests the attacker’s activities
will be limited for these scenarios. For the senior staff recruitment scenario, the attacker’s
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behaviour will move towards a value of 1 indicating the defender faces continuous attacks
caused by attacker’s worth of mouth effect (successful attacks lead to more successful
attacks).
Policy evaluation: HR recruitment is set-on Attackers’ Behaviour
Junior staff

Medior staff

Senior staff

Figure 104. Policy evaluation comparison: Attacker’s behaviour.
The dimensionless has a value between 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicate there will be no attack. A value of 1
indicate attackers are continuously non-stop attacking.

Figure 105 shows the average staff productivity per employee in number of events that
can be handled per scenario. In line with expectations, a recruitment strategy focussed on
junior staff will yield the lowest productivity and a recruitment strategy focussed senior
staff will yield the highest productivity.
Policy evaluation: HR recruitment is set-on Productivity
Junior staff

Medior staff

Senior staff

Figure 105. Policy evaluation comparison: staff productivity.

With respect to the senior staff recruitment scenario, we observe that the higher staff
productivity cannot compensate for the perceived staff capacity shortage. This may
be a serious issue in the future. In the senior staff scenario, all recruitment efforts are
concentrated on the senior staff inflow. Seniors are attractive to the labour market.
Therefore, there are high levels of senior staff outflow too. The recruitment focus on
senior staff leads to a lower effort to recruit junior and medior staff. Lower levels of junior
and medior staff inflow means that less staff will develop to the level of senior staff.
Consequently, the internal senior staff development will be less as well. The fewer hired
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juniors and mediors in combination with high levels of senior staff outflow make the
overall staff numbers decline. Figure 106 shows the development of the workforce over
time.
Policy evaluation: HR recruitment is set-on Staff Development
Junior staff

Medior staff

Senior staff

Figure 106. Policy evaluation comparison: workforce (number of junior, medior and senior staff).

Figure 106 shows that the senior staff recruitment scenario will lead to less staff. This can
be explained by the fact that senior staff is very hard to recruit and easily leave due to
labour market circumstances while less juniors and mediors are being hired. The lack of
fulfilled vacancies cannot be compensated by the higher senior staff productivity.
In conclusion, the HR recruitment policy should focus on either junior or medior staff.

5.4.5.4

Policy evaluation: financial effects
This section elaborates on the financial effects of the following policy options: task priority
options, task productivity demand respectively HR recruitment strategy.
Figure 107 shows the financial results (NPSV and run rate) of the different priority
strategies. Based on the monthly cost development, strategies that focus on roll-out or
accuracy improvement result in the lowest recurring costs. The decline in cost can be
explained by the attacker’s behaviour moving to a low equilibrium. Less successful attacks
generate less security incident related damage and costs. In the first month of the run rate,
a small oscillation can be observed. This oscillation can be explained by:
• Initial non-recurring staff recruit cost. Staff increases in the base scenario.
• Random values included in the equitation of the security incidents costs to resemble the
bandwidth of these costs in line with Verizon (2015).
• Over time, the run rate declines because attacker’s behaviour will find its equilibrium
after an initial increase followed by a decrease.
From a value-added perspective (NPSV), a strategy that focuses on the roll-out of
detection capabilities is most favourable because it has an optimal combination in
prevented cyber-attacks and low-cost levels.
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Figure 107. Run rate and net present security value for priority scenarios.

Figure 108 shows the financial results of the different priority strategies with an additional
staff demand on the highest priority area. Based on the monthly cost development —
and from a value-added perspective (net present security value) — a strategy focused on
the roll-out of detection capabilities or accuracy improvement has the most favourable
outcome as it leads to low-cost levels and high levels of prevented cyber-attacks.
The capability maturity improvement yields high-cost levels because this strategy
maintains the high levels of successful attacks. These successful attacks do not generate
value because they evoke extra costs of attack related damage.

Figure 108. Run rate and net present security value for priority scenarios with additional staff demand.

In Figure 109, the financial results of the different staff recruitment strategies are visible.
The HR strategy focused on senior consultants generated the lowest run rate, but this can
be explained by unfulfilled vacancies. These unfulfilled vacancies allow lower cost levels
that offset the additional costs and damages caused by the increased attacker’s behaviour.
Both strategies focusing on junior and medior staff recruitment show approximately the
same run rate development. Yet, the senior recruitment strategy does not create value
since too many vacancies remain open and the attacker benefits from the team that is not
able to perform its job. Again, the other HR recruitment strategies generate significantly
more and positive value. They have approximately the same value-added result.
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Figure 109. Run rate and net present security value for HR strategy.

In conclusion, a focus on long term productivity goals (roll-out of detection capabilities,
improving accuracy of detection and improving the maturity of the detection capability)
free up staff capacity to cope with future increase of cyber-attacks. A focus on short
term productivity goals (alert and incident handling) goes at the expense of defenders’
improvement. Over time, the attacker benefits from learning and improving. The lack of
learning and improvement by the defender erodes the detection capability further. Precondition of a successful detection strategy is an HR strategy that is focussed on junior
and medior recruitment. These recommended policies are also supported by financial
performance metrics. These financial insights suggest there is a financial optimum and
therefore the systemic structure security investment decision-making financial optimum
is also present.

5.4.6

Detection dynamics summary and reflection
This summary and reflection section elaborates further on the following topics: systemic
structures and policy insights. Following Warren (2016), we are able to connect security
architecture designs as a source for system structure to the modelling activities.
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5.4.6.1

Systemic structures
With respect to the three described systemic structures (see section 2.5). The results are
visible in Table 29 and show that three additional systemic structures were identified.
Reference

Systemic Structures

Feedback loops

Section 2.5

Attacker – defender interaction

R5, R6, R7, B3, B4

Response of the resilient organisation

R8, R9, R17, B1, B2, B5, B6, *

The security investment decision-making financial
optimum

**

An aging chain about the evolvement of a security
incident (raised alerts, detected security alerts and
security incidents to be resolved)

R3, R4

Various stocks that facilitate goal seeking behaviour
relevant to security

R1, R2, R12, R13, R14, R15,
R16, B7, B8, B9, B10, B12

An aging chain about the staff development

*** R18, B11

Others

Table 29. Observed systemic structures connected with feedback loops.
*, ** structures were (partly) broken for policy analysis purposes, *** commonly known structure in SD
field only security relevant loops included. Bold = most important feedback loop.

We observe that the detection dynamics model is related to the attacker–defender
interaction. The successfulness of cyber-attacks determines the development of new mode
of operandi which affects the detection capability again. The defender can only detect
these new attacks if the defender knows them. In the model, this is represented by a twostock aging chain structure. The effects of response of the resilient organisation structure
are also clearly visible. The long-term production goals involve learning and improvement
of the detection capability and affect the resources needed for alert and incident handling.
The latter is a short-term production goal. In line with the research approach security
investment decision-making financial optimum structure was broken for policy analysis.
During the policy analysis a financial optimum became visible. See section 5.4.6.2 for
more information.
The equations about priority setting are not new. It can easily be replaced by the priority
set molecule.

5.4.6.2

Policy evaluation insights
In line with Repenning and Sterman (2002) we observe a trade-off between short-term
production goals (resolve the detected security events) and the long-term production goals
(implement and improve the security capability). This means that an ignored detection
trap may have the potential to evolve in a capability trap. The detection trap arises as
underinvestment in detection occurs, which leads to a lower level of identification of
problems (such as threats, precursors, and attacks) and to a false perception of low risk
(precisely because no threats are identified) (Martinez-Moyano, Conrad, and Andersen
2011). This is represented in the model by a focus on short-term production goals. If this
short-term focus persists too long the delay in the implementation and improvement of
detection capabilities lowers the effectiveness of defender. This is caused by the fact that
more and more resources are needed to cope with the increasing attacks. These increasing
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attacks are triggered by successful past attacks. Ultimately most staff resources are
needed to handle alerts and incidents. Very limited staff resources remain for detection
capabilities implementation and improvement. Wrong HR recruitment strategies may
severely reinforce this mechanism. Ultimately the defender will fall into the capability
trap and the attacker may prevail. Financial metrics show similar financial behaviour.
When the capability trap occurs very high recurring costs levels trends and very negative
goal seeking values can be observed. Delay in correct decision-making may have a huge
impact, which is in line with the conclusions drawn by Armenia, Cardazzone and Carlini
(2014).
The different levers are shown in Table 30 and explained below in more detail.

V

HR well-being
process

V

Advanced
learning

V

Training and
awareness

V

HR staff
strategy

The response of the resilient
organisation

Response

V

Testing and
scanning

The attacker – defender interaction

Blocking

Systemic structures

Filtering

Generic policy levers

V

*

V

“Precondition”
Table 30. Observed generic policy decisions during case studies connected to systemic structures.
* relevant levers but not included in the case study. V = policy lever is relevant for systemic structure.

In this case study filtering refers to all the activities that change an event to a security
incident that needs to be handled (response). When responsive actions include ex-post
analysis that constitute improved run-books and a long term resolved vulnerabilities it is
part of the response of the resilient organisation. Scanning means the defender actively
searches for abnormal behaviour that might indicate the presence of a potential threatactor. Less intelligent detection systems like SEM, SIM or SIEM are part of attacker –
defender interaction. The more intelligent systems that automatically learn and improve
are part of the response of the resilient organisation. Nevertheless each of these systems
has to cope with roll-out, accuracy improvements and maturity improvements. For the
latter two elements advanced learning is important. Advanced learning involves improving
learning from the attacker and improve the detection capabilities of the defender.
This learning can be done by sharing and obtaining information about threat-actors’
activities (threat intelligence (including honey pot), responsible disclosure), exercises
where a cyber-attack is simulated (red teaming and ethical hacking). Staff development
was in this case study an important precondition for sustainable and effective policy
implementation. Staff well-being can be considered important as well, but it is outside the
boundary of this case study.
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5.5

Secure software development dynamics
Section 5.5 is about the secure software development life cycle (SSDLC).
Many studies have already looked at software from the perspective of system dynamics.
Our contribution lies in the inclusion of security aspects as well as a comparison between
software delivery decisions and system trap susceptibility.
The SSDLC model includes the systemic structures of the attacker – defender interaction,
the response of the resilient organisation and the security investment decision-making
financial optimum.
Besides these structures we found several additional relevant systemic structures: (1) an
epidemic model on trained staff, (2) an aging chain related to (un)known and resolved
errors 61 and vulnerabilities, (3) a goal seeking behaviour structure for coding and testing
tooling, and (4) an aging chain related to hiring, firing and developing staff.
This case study involves a qualitative analysis. Our policy analysis indicates that decisions
about delivery method, delivery quality and delivery priority help to prevent falling into
the following system traps: the adaptation trap, capability trap, acceptance trap, decision
trap and the attacker – defender interaction.
Section 5.5.1 explains the reference mode. Section 5.5.2 is about the ecosystem from
an organisational perspective. Section 5.5.3 describes the model. Section 5.5.4 focusses
on the model building and validation process. Section 5.5.5. addresses policy analysis.
Section 5.5.6 is the summary and reflection section.

5.5.1

Secure software development dynamics reference mode
Exponential growth is observed in various forms of cyber-attacks including malware
and hacking attempts (see Figure 2 in section 1.2). This growth implies a need for secure
software development life cycle (SSDLC). SSDLC can be defined as managing the security
software development life cycle of all software — both developed in-house and acquired
— in order to prevent, detect, and correct security weaknesses (CIS 18). Again, stable
hacking and malware incidents as well as stable secure software life cycle development
costs are preferred, while exponential growth in line with the observed attacker’s
behaviour is feared. Figure 110 shows relevant reference mode and problematic trends
SSDLC dynamics.
Reference mode
Observed attacker’s behaviour
Observed staff turn-over
7 Observed asset growth

Problematic trends
7 Increasing attacker’s behaviour
Increasing digitalisation
Increasing staff scarcity

Observed security incidents

Hoped: stable security incidents

Observed security costs

Hoped: stable security costs

Figure 110. Reference mode check box.

61 This is an extension of the currently known and often applied two stock aging chain structure of unknown errors and
revolved errors in project dynamics. The specific nature of security dynamics requires a three-stock aging chain. The
difference between staff effort for error discovery and error solving have an important impact in this model.
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5.5.2

The secure software development dynamics system from an
organisational perspective
SSDLC results in the integration of security aspects into the software development
process. The purpose of SSDLC is to minimize vulnerabilities in software deployment, and
reduce the likelihood of damage due to hacking exploiting those vulnerabilities (Buchanan,
2016; McGraw, 2006; Salini & Kanmani, 2015; Verizon, 2016). Software development
proceeds through the phases of requirements definition, design, coding, testing, release,
and maintenance. Security aspects to be included are requirement setting, error checking,
automated (dynamic and static) scanning, (performance and security) testing, checking
authorized tool usage, employee secure programme training, employing separate
environments for programming, development, and release, and formal acceptance (CIS,
2018; Microsoft, 2017; La, 2002).
However, early revenue generating opportunities favour solving client error above solving
security errors (Anderson, 2001; Anderson & Moore, 2006). Especially in a competitive
market environment, organisations may lack security efforts (Galbreth & Shor, 2010).
Over time, the probability that software with security errors may be subjected to threat
actor activities will increase. As a result, solving security issues after a successful attack
while maintaining this software and maintaining the current development roadmap will
likely require much more resources. This may lower staff capacity available for strategic
new software developments. In case threat actor activities increase because of the wordof-mouth effect and a perceived vulnerable target, even more staff will be needed for
security incident response and security error fixing efforts. Figure 111 shows that all
systemic structures are in scope of the SSDLC dynamics.
Systemic structures
7 Attacker defender - interaction
7 Response of the resilient organisation
7 Security investment decision-making financial optimum

Figure 111. Systemic structure check box.

Although some effects in secure software developments are known, such as the effects of
network externalities (Anderson, 2001; Anderson & Moore, 2006) or efforts of solving
vulnerabilities during the development process (Heitzenrater, 2016), we have not found a
study that researches the dynamic interaction between the different subsectors of secure
software development. In the field of system dynamics, we have found many existing
studies in different areas of software development, like:
• Analysing software delivery in a non-agile environment (Abdel-Hamid, 1984; AbdelHamid & Madnick, 1989; Franco et al., 2018; Rodrigues & Williams, 1997)
• Analysing agile software delivery (Glaiel et al., 2013; Madachy, 1996; Moulton et al.,
2017; Tvedt & Collofello, 1995)
• Analysing software testing (Cao & Ramesh van Abdel-Hamid, 2010; Houghton, 2016;
Sucullu & Yucel, 2014; Van Oorschot et al., 2009)
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• Analysing interaction between development and maintenance and support (Rahmandad
& Weiss, 2009)
• Technical debt (Franco et al., 2016; Ferreira et al., 2016; Hiramai, 2017)
The research contribution of the system dynamics field in the area of software
development is much larger, but the list is too large to state in this chapter. Yet, previous
studies have paid only limited attention to the aspects of security dynamics and key
characteristics of different software development methods.
According to Anderson (2001), Lineberry (2007), Martinez-Moyano, Conrad and
Andersen (2011), and Parent and Cusack (2016), there is a need to look beyond the
technical aspects of secure software development. It is a complex system involving people,
processes, technology and decision-making on all these aspects. Looking beyond the
technical aspects of SSDLC, Figure 112 shows the contextual business layer (subsectors)
of the secure software development life cycle. It recognizes the following key subsectors
and interdependencies: threat actors, secure software development, employees, targeted
material, and finance. Each of these subsectors will be explained briefly in the following
section 5.6.2.1 to 5.6.2.4 respectively.

Figure 112. Contextual business layer of secure software life cycle development architecture.

5.5.2.1

The threat actors
Compared to other security topics, SSDLC takes a different perspective on the threat
actors. The threat actors in this part of the contextual business layer of the SSDLC
architecture (see Figure 112) include everyone who may think like an attacker outside
the defending organisation. This involves black hats, grey hats, and white hats (Falk,
2014). All of them have, more or less, the same skills, but use them for different purpose.
The white hats will search for vulnerabilities that can be exploited, and report them to
the defending organisation. When reports turn out to be valid, the white hats will be
rewarded by this organisation. This process is called responsible disclosure, and can be
seen as a “standard practice in which the security researcher agrees to allow a period of time for
the vulnerability to be patched before publishing the details of the flaw uncovered” (Maillart et
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al., 2017, p. 3). Sometimes, specialized firms organise this process for multiple defending
organisations. In such situations, it is called a bug bounty program. “Bug bounty programs
offer a modern platform for organisations to crowdsource their software security, and for security
researchers to be fairly rewarded for the vulnerabilities they find” (Maillart et al., 2017, p. 3).
However, responsible disclosure has its limits because over time, the probability of finding
additional bugs declines fast and thus can hardly be matched with a sufficient increase
of monetary rewards (Maillart et al., 2017). The black hats will do the same; but instead
of reporting the discovered vulnerability, the black hats will exploit this vulnerability
for his own purpose. The black hats will continue with their exploitation if past attempts
were successful. The grey hats will sometimes act as white hats and sometimes as black
hats. There is also a huge black market for selling discovered vulnerabilities to other
parties. This is especially true for zero-days (Ablon, Libicki, & Golay, 2014). Zero-days are
vulnerabilities that are discovered, but so far are unknown to the security firms or targeted
firm; as a consequence, there are zero days available for the development of additional
security solutions. This means the grey hats can report the discovered vulnerability to the
defender, sell it on the black market, or exploit it.

5.5.2.2

The employees
Often humans can be considered the weakest link in security (Liginlal et al., 2009;
Lineberry, 2007). After security incidents, the defender will usually have increased
knowledge and use this to improve organisational processes. Learning may result in
having more technical answers available for future incidents (Martinez-Moyano et al.,
2011), or in more training and situational awareness (Endsly, 2015).
In general, under normal circumstances, DevOps engineers will work on their day-to-day
activities as part of the secure software development process. However, if the defender
discovers the exploitation of a vulnerability, the defender needs to free resources to
minimize the impact of this exploitation, investigate how this has happened, and resolve
the vulnerability. For such actions, both security engineers and DevOps engineers are
needed. The difference between a DevOps engineer and security engineer is that while
both have great skills in software coding yet the security specialist is specialized in secure
coding.

5.5.2.3

Secure software development
Many different forms of software development are available. Examples are rapid
application development, waterfall, agile, iterative and incremental development, spiral
development, and extreme programming. Irrespective of the form used, any software
development process goes through the phases of requirements definition, design, coding,
testing, release, and maintenance, which are adjusted for the specific case. Employees
need to devote time to all of these activities including the relevant security aspects. In any
software development process, decisions need to be made about continuation of the
development process, taking into account the requirements that need to be met (scope),
the associated costs (budget), and effort needed (time to deliver).
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In summary there are three areas in software delivery where management decisionmaking is needed:
• Delivery method (traditional, agile or hybrid).
• Delivery quality (minimize errors or fast delivery).
• Delivery priority (minimal viable product 62 or fully reliable and working solution).

5.5.2.4

Finance
Finance will have a major impact on any decision and action in the subsectors described
above. In general security, engineers need to be allocated to all phases of software
development that will cost time and money. The longer these engineers work and test,
the more secure and in line with the requirements the delivered software will be. During
this software development period, no revenues can be generated because the customers
cannot use the software. However, this practice in software development of offering
financial incentives actually evokes the opposite behaviour, and does not always contribute
to making software more secure. Software that can be used by customers will generate
business value in two ways. First, the software usage will generate revenues. Second, a
customer is likely to use certain software only from one supplier. Consequently, only the
supplier that delivers the software first will generate most revenue. Therefore, from a
financial perspective, there is pressure to speed up the software development process. As a
result, errors and especially security errors are likely to be fixed later. This delay in fixing
errors can be explained by the fact that functional errors are discovered earlier compared
to security errors because security errors become only visible only if they are exploited by
threat actors.
According to Anderson (2001) and Anderson and Moore (2006), network externalities
result in a winner-takes-all market behaviour as explained by the following features of
information technology markets:
• The value of a product is determined by the number of users.
• Technology has a high fixed cost structure with low marginal costs. In these sectors,
price competition will tend to drive revenues steadily down to the marginal costs.
• Technology shifts evoke large costs to its users, which leads to a lock-in. These markets
may remain very profitable even where (incompatible) competitor products are very
cheap to produce.
These features evoke an incentive to obtain a large customer base as quickly as possible,
because of the first-mover advantages that can arise in software markets with strong
positive feedback (Anderson, 2001; Anderson & Moore, 2006). This incentive drives the
decision to enter the market first and make the software more secure later.

62 MVP can be defined as that development stage of a new product that allows a team to collect the maximum amount of
validated learning about the customers with the least effort. In terms of agile software development, this is a software with
a complete subset of functionalities, so immediate value and income is created, and customer feedback is available within
one development cycle.
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5.5.3

Secure software development dynamics model description
This section is about the SSDLC dynamics model and addresses three topics: the details of
the model (section 5.5.3.1), the areas affected by managerial software delivery decisions
(section 5.5.3.2), the areas affected by system traps (section 5.5.3.3) and most important
feedback loops (section 5.5.3.4).

5.5.3.1

The details of the model
This section is about the SSDLC dynamics model and covers the dynamics around
employee allocation, the secure software development dynamics and the attacker
dynamics. Thereafter the financial dynamics and its sub-model are explained separately.
In line with Sterman and Rahmandad (2012), all the model figures are simplified for
explanatory purposes.
In the past, significant research has been done in the area of system dynamics and project
management by among others Cooper (2011), Cooper and Lee (2009), Lyneis and Ford
(2007), Lyneis et al. (2001), and Sterman (1992). The core structure of conventional
project management from a system dynamics perspective involves “Work to be Done” and
“Work Really Done”. However, due to the economic dilemma and network externalities
(see section 5.6.2.4) in secure software development projects the following two different
types of rework can be recognised: (1) functional errors that is a type of rework that is
needed to meet client requirements, and (2) vulnerabilities that is a type of rework to
resolve security issues in the coding that can be exploited by attackers. Consequently, two
three stock aging chains can be observed in Figure 113 for unknown errors/vulnerabilities,
known errors/vulnerabilities and resolved errors/vulnerabilities.
Staff available for software cording will ensure that work that needs to be done becomes
really done. The more staff available, the more work can be done (R1). Depending on
the work speed and overtime, errors and vulnerabilities in the software development
and coding process will be created. More coding means more unknown errors (R2) and
unknown vulnerabilities (R3) are created. Based on past project dynamics research, 63
there is a non-linear relation between production pressure that evokes overtime.
Overtime simultaneously increases staff productivity but also affects error/vulnerability
creation. Especially when staff becomes tired and productivity starts to decline, errors
and vulnerabilities being generated will increase. A difference in expected and achieved
progress will increase the staff demanded for coding and cause pressure (R8) which
can be limited by matching the actual staff available for coding to the desired staff (B1).
When the pressure is too high, which means too much is demanded but cannot be
delivered, rescoping is also possible. Rescoping results in work to be done being cancelled
(R14).
Activities like testing and discovery will change the unknown errors and vulnerabilities
into known errors (R4) and known vulnerabilities (R5) respectively. The more testing
and discovery are being done the more errors and vulnerabilities can be found. However,

63 See for instance Cooper (2011), Cooper and Lee (2009), Lyneis & Ford (2007), Lyneis, Cooper, & Els (2001), Sterman
(1992).
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more testing and discovery requires more staff and lowers the staff available for software
coding (B2 respectively B6). Known errors (R6) and known vulnerabilities (R7) can
be solved, but require staff to do so. Solved errors means that customer requirements
are met. Solved vulnerabilities means that an attacker cannot exploit this vulnerability
anymore. Sometimes it will take months or even years to discover vulnerabilities (Ablon
& Bogart, 2017). The more staff is allocated to solving errors and solving vulnerabilities,
the more can be fixed. But again, the more staff is allocated to solving these errors and
vulnerabilities the less staff is available for software coding (B3 respectively B5).
The testing and coding capability involves the knowledge and experience of the engineer
about security and software coding as well as the maturity of the tooling they have for
coding, testing, and discovery activities. The detailed structure covering hiring and
firing staff 64 as well as training staff 65 is not visualised and mentioned because they are
considered to be known structures. Also, tool maturity improvement is not mentioned
here for the same reason 66. A high-level testing and coding capability means fast code
generation with low levels of errors and vulnerabilities created during this process while
many of them are being observed during testing and discovery activities (R13). A lowlevel testing and coding capability has the opposite effect: slow code generation with many
errors and vulnerabilities created during this process, with most of them not observed
during testing and discovery phase. Over time, the quality of the testing and coding
capability will decay because of tooling depreciation, changes in way of working, employee
turnover, staff forgetting their trained knowledge, etc. (B12). The maintenance of this
capability will require staff taking training or maintaining tooling, meaning that this staff
is not available for coding. Improving this capability requires even more staff (R12) – for
training, tool selection, tool improvement, process redesign, automation – which is again
not available for coding.
Staff properly coding will transfer work to be done in work really done. Software that
has been delivered needs to be maintained by a maintenance crew. The more software
has been delivered the more maintenance is needed. When more staff is working on
maintenance less staff will be available for coding (B13).
Unknown and known vulnerabilities can be exploited by an attacker while the resolved
vulnerabilities cannot be exploited. The more vulnerabilities are (un)known the more
successful an attacker can be (B8 respectively B9). The more the vulnerabilities are
resolved, the less successful an attacker can be (R8). This interaction between the attacker
and defender takes place on the battlefield. The defender can allocate staff to the response
process. During this process the defender tries to mitigate the effect of such an attack
(R9) which results in an unsuccessful attack. The staff responding to a cyber-attack will
not be available for software coding activities (B7). More staff for responsive procedures
means a less successful attacker over time but also less staff available for coding.
64 see detection dynamics section 5.5.3.1.
65 see malware dynamics section 5.4.3.3 where structure for employee awareness and secure software development training
are similar.
66 tool maturity improvement shows goals seeking behaviour akin structures that can be observed in detection dynamics
section 5.5.3.1.
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The attacker follows the same mode of working as explained by DDOS dynamics
(section 5.2.3.1) and detection dynamics (section 5.4.2.2). Successful attacks evoke
more attacks because of a worth-of-mouth effect in the attacker’s community (B10).
Unsuccessful attacks may cause the attacker to launch a second attempt with more
efforts (B11). Thereafter the attacker opts for finding another more suitable target (R11).
When an attacker is successful and the attack is observed by the defender an unknown
vulnerability becomes known (R19). More successful attacks may generate more known
vulnerabilities.
In section 5.6.2.1, the white hats were explained. The same structure as the attacker
applies for them with the difference that a successful attack results in a known
vulnerability shared by the white hat to the defender. As a consequence, the same
feedback mechanisms can be observed with different loop polarities. In order to maintain
the Figure 113 readable, we have not included them all with exception of the effect
that White hat activities increase the known errors (R10). This means from a white
hat perspective, successful discovered errors will result in more error searching white
hat activities. Unsuccessful attempts of the white hat may also show similar behaviour
following an unsuccessful attack: they may try for a second attempt and work harder to
achieve their goal or find other target organisations.

Figure 113. Secure software life cycle development model.
----- = employee related dynamics, —— = defender related dynamics, —— = attacker related dynamics
and —— = software development related dynamics. Model parts affected by delivery method: A = agile,
A = waterfall, B = delivery quality, C = delivery priority.
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There is an underlying financial dynamic shown in Figure 114.

Figure 114. Financial aspects of the Secure software life cycle development model.
Model parts affected by delivery method: A = agile, A = waterfall, B = delivery quality, C = delivery priority.

Software of which the development work has really be done, will generate benefits for
the organisation or customers, and therefore, can generate future revenues. The nature
of the software market provides the supplier who has the solution first (called first launch
in the model) a more favourable position. More development work that has been done
yields more software that can be used by customers (R15). More software that is used
by customers generates more revenues (R17). In case the software is in line with the
customer’s requirements, there can be a reinforcing mechanism where satisfied users
inform potential customers about their experiences (R16). This is positive word-of-mouth
effect between potential customers and actual customers.
When this software is susceptible to cyber-attacks, it may have a negative impact on
customers. They may perceive the software as insecure and start to search for other
alternatives. More successful cyber-attacks evoke more customers searching for other
alternatives (R17). This effect can be reinforced by a negative word-of-mouth effect
(R18), where users of alternative software solutions convince the current customers to
adopt these other solutions for reasons of safety. Another mechanism that may affect
this negative word-of-mouth effect is when customers discover by themselves that the
software has errors. These late discovered errors may raise concerns about meeting the
customers’ requirements and the quality of the code (B19).
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Note the delays in Figure 114. It will take time before the software development work is
really done. It will take more time before customers are actually using and revenues are
being generated.
Cost for the software development activities is being generated immediately. All the staff
(for solving, testing, coding, improving, maintaining and responding) will generate costs.
The coding and testing capability generate costs too. These costs include the rewards for
white hats for sharing their insights about unknown vulnerabilities. The more staff is
working on the software development the higher these costs are (B14). The more mature
the coding and testing capability is the more it will cost (B15).
In general, the revenues should be higher than the cost so positive results are being
generated that can be used for future software development activities (e.g., work to be
done). However, when cyber-attackers are successful and impact the defender additional
costs can be raised (B16) because of the associated damage and responding efforts. These
costs affect the results and future software development activities.

5.5.3.2

Areas of the model affected by managerial software delivery
decisions
Section 5.5.2.3 explained that management can make the decisions in the context of
software delivery about:
• The delivery method (traditional, agile or hybrid).
• The delivery quality (minimize errors or fast delivery).
• The delivery priority (minimal via product 67 or fully reliable and working solution).
These decisions affect different parts of the model described above. How they affect the
model is explained below in more detail and marked in Figure 113 and Figure 114.
First, delivery methods are explained. Despite the many forms of software delivery
methods, Vinekar et al. (2006) recognize two main types of method: agile versus
traditional development. In practice many hybrid forms can be recognized as well, such as
structured agile or a multi project environment. Anecdotal evidence suggests (Synopsys,
2017) that waterfall, an example of the traditional software development method, and agile
are most commonly and widely used methods to develop software.
The waterfall software development method is a sequential process of software
development where the production cycle progresses from one stage to another
(McCormack et al. 2012). This sequence of these stages is the following: requirement
specification and analysis; software design; coding; testing and solving; installation;
acceptance and maintenance. Often different teams are involved in designing, coding
and testing. Planning and priority setting is more complex in this situation. As a result,
a larger project organisation is needed for managing the project. Users will also receive

67 MVP can be defined as that development stage of a new product that allows a team to collect the maximum amount of
validated learning about the customers with the least effort. In terms of agile software development, this is a software with
a complete subset of functionalities, so immediate value and income is created, and customer feedback is available within
one development cycle.
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feedback about the delivered software in a very late stage. Opportunities for feedback of
the user to the development team is during testing and debugging stage or acceptance
stage. This long delay in feedback may cause errors being not discovered for a very long
time. Waterfall is also less flexible because when the customer changes the requirements
the whole sequence will start again.
Another important element is that the waterfall software development method assumes
there are two different types of engineers: (1) those that maintain and support the
software, and (2) those that build the software, and after approval, transfer the software
to the first engineers. Since the project delivery organisation has no responsibility for
maintaining and supporting the software, nor for resolving incidents, these feedback
mechanisms are not relevant to them. There is a very weak feedback mechanism available
that only applies during the acceptance testing. The outcome of the acceptance testing
determines the formal transfer of the software from the project delivery organisation to
the baseline organisation.
Waterfall affects the model in the following way (marked by dark green A in Figure 113
and 114):
• The sequential process nature of waterfall strongly affects the allocation of staff during
the delivery process. The impact depends on the progress of the delivery.
• More staff is needed for managing the project (in our model this is part of the coding
and testing capability) for normal delivery. This makes loop B4 stronger and R13
weaker compared to agile.
• The long delay in customer feedback may result in more errors, even late discovered
errors, which may yield more error to be solved and higher pressure to meet delivery
deadlines. This makes loop R8, B19 stronger and R5 weaker.
• The separation between baseline organisation and delivery organisation makes limits
their interaction. Therefore, learning from incident response is limited. This makes
R10, R19 weaker.
Compared to traditional software development methods, the agile method seems to
perform better on project efficiency (meeting cost, time, and scope goals) and stakeholder
success (satisfying the expectations of project stakeholders who are the best judges
on overall success) (Serrador & Pinto, 2015). Following Boehm and Turner (2005),
MacCormack et al. (2003), and Pressman (2010), the agile software development method
can be explained as an incremental, iterative, and communicative method that enhances
the self-organising nature of the (secure) software development teams. According to
them, agile increases team motivation and team learning due to the short time delay before
feedback is received; it increases flexibility by its ability to adjust the workload of future
sprints based on previous experience, so schedules are as realistic as possible. The agile
method focuses on a Minimum Viable Product (MVP). MVP refers to a state that the
product has not been completed and that the next version in the next cycle will be better.
Hence, there are still functional and security issues to be resolved. Often one iteration
or cycle, known as sprint, takes 30 days. In this concept the team of engineers have full
responsibility of the quality of the code delivered that needs to be in line where their
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definition of the delivery (definition of done). Consequently, agile affect the following
(marked by light green A in Figure 113 and 114):
• There is less staff needed for managing the software delivery. This makes loop B4
weaker and R13 stronger compared to agile.
• The self-organisation nature of these teams makes them focus on the work that needs
to be done and can be realised. This ensures realistic planning and avoids schedule
pressure. This makes loop R8 weaker.
• The iterative approach where the next version will be better ensures timely feedback
from the customers and likely avoids errors being detected late. Therefore, loop B19 is
very weak or even not relevant.
Second, delivery quality is explained. In extreme cases, management can decide to
deliver a project very fast (and with high number of (un)known errors and (un)known
vulnerabilities) or with very high quality (and with a long lead time). This choice affects
the staff allocated to the processes of testing and solving errors as well as testing and
solving vulnerabilities. The more staff is allocated to these processes, the less staff is
available for software coding. In case of fast delivery feedback loops B2, B3, B5, B6, R4,
R5, R6 and R7 will be weaker. In case of very high quality, the same feedback loops will
be stronger (marked by orange B in Figure 113 and 114).
Third, the delivery priority is explained. This means management can opt for a minimal
viable project to be delivered or a full and complete reliable product. A minimal viable
project provides the opportunity to have an ongoing dialogue with the customer how
to develop it further. In such a situation, it is likely that fewer errors are made and
discovered by the customer. Also, the work to be done is more clearly defined. Thus, the
risk of re-scoping will be less. Consequently, feedback loops B19, R2, R3, and R14 will
be weaker compared to a full a complete reliable product delivery (marked by grey C in
Figure 113 and 114). This ongoing dialogue with the customer will require more resources.
Consequently, team productivity will be lower; thus, feedback loop R1 will be weaker as
well. In case of a full and complete reliable product delivery the same feedback loops will
act in a stronger way.
Management taking these decisions is faced with the following dilemma: only software
available to users and customers will generate revenues while working on the software
generates only costs. The way management may take their decision may trigger different
system traps. These traps are explained in the next section.

5.5.3.3

System traps positioned in the model
In the other case studies, only a single or some system traps are applicable. In this case,
multiple traps are applicable that justifies a separate section. In this model, we can identify
five system traps that may be evoked by this decision-making and are explained in this
section. These system traps are called adaptation trap (Rudolph & Repenning, 2002),
capability trap (Repenning & Sterman, 2002), decision trap (Van Oorschot et al., 2013),
acceptance trap and attacker-defender interaction.
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• The adaptation trap occurs when management decides to reallocate staff from improving
and maintaining testing and coding capability to other activities. This will free-up
resources to work on all other activities, like coding, testing, solving, maintenance
and incident response. Over time the maturity of this capability will decay (B12).
As a result, coding becomes less effective. This means the number of code rules being
generated over time starts to decline as well (R1) while the number of vulnerabilities
(R3) and errors (R2) in these rules increase over time. Also testing (R13) and solving
(R13) becomes less effective, which means more errors and vulnerabilities remain
unknown and unresolved over time. The lower productivity levels mean the software
delivery is lagging behind planning. This schedule pressure (R8) creates the need to
allocate more staff to coding and makes the staff work harder. Re-allocation of staff
(B4) reinforces the decay of the capability since maintenance and improvement are not
possible anymore while working harder will temporarily increase productivity at the
expense of generating more unknown errors and vulnerabilities (R8). The latter needs
to be discovered and solved again. However, the coding and testing capability has not
deteriorated in such a way that rebuilding the capability is needed for this purpose.
• The capability trap occurs when discovering (R4, R5) and solving (R6, R7) errors and
vulnerabilities are not properly working. Consequently, more work needs to be done in
future because many errors and vulnerabilities remain unnoticed in the software. These
errors and vulnerabilities will only be detected by complaining customers purchasing
less software (B19), through cyber-attack behaviour (R19) or through responsible
disclosure (R10). In each of these cases more staff will be allocated to solve (R6) the
errors after customer complaints, or solve these vulnerabilities (R7) after a successful
the cyber-attack and the responsible disclosure (R10).
• The decision trap occurs in the following way. The nature of the agile software
development method is that during every sprint the work gets done (R1). This means
that every month a fraction of the software is improved. During every sprint, decisions
will be taken about detecting and fixing errors and vulnerabilities. The question is what
does management know about the outcome of these decisions? What is the quality of
the total software base over time? The decision trap occurs when over time this quality
becomes too poor to resolve, without management noticing this on the basis of received
feedback (by customers (B19), successful attacks (R19) or responsible disclose (R10).
• The acceptance trap occurs in the following way. The process of error and vulnerability
testing will generate insights in known vulnerabilities and known errors. In order to
cope with the daily pressure (R8) to deliver in time, management tends to decide to test
and resolve the errors (R4 and R6) and not the vulnerabilities (R5 and R7). The errors
are visible to the customers because the required functionality is not there while
vulnerabilities might be only discovered after a possible successful attack. It is sure that
the customers will use the software while the appearance of such an attack is uncertain.
• Not detecting and solving the vulnerabilities will increase the capacity to get work done
(B2 and B3) at the expense of the required security related work. As a result, the stock
of (un)known vulnerabilities will increase over time. In other words the growth of these
vulnerabilities are accepted. Consequently, more and more unresolved vulnerabilities
remain in the software that can be exploited by attackers. When attackers successfully
exploit these vulnerabilities more attackers will do so because this success becomes
known to other attackers (B10). Detected attacks will evoke the defender to respond
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and resolve these security issues (R9). Due to the resulting increase of attacks, less staff
will be available for software development activities (B7). Depending on the severity of
these attacks the defender may face significant costs of damage, customer compensation
after-the-fact error fixing (B16) In order to maintain profitability, the defender needs
to lower its costs and fire staff (B14 and B15). As a result, less staff will be available
for doing the day-to-day work. Consequently, relative more staff will be allocated to
resolving security issues.
• The attacker-defender interaction is visible where the attacker tries to find exploitable
vulnerabilities (R19) over time. When the attacker is able to execute a successful attack,
future attacks might happen more often (B10). When the attacker is unsuccessful, this
might result in a second attempt where the attacker tries to finding other vulnerabilities
(B11) or attacking other organisations (R11). From a defender perspective vulnerability
will be actively and preventively detected and resolved (R5, R10, R7) and if needed
resolved after a cyber-attack (R19)
Figure 115 shows the secure software life cycle development model including the presence
of these traps.

Figure 115. Secure software life cycle development model.
1 = adaptation trap, 2 = capability trap, 3 = decision trap 4 = acceptance trap, 5 = attacker –
defender interaction.
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5.5.3.4

Most important feedback loops
The most important feedback loops are R1 (staff available for coding that evoke progress),
R8 (pressure to deliver), R18 (funds for future development projects), B10 (word-ofmouth between attackers) and R11 (attacker finds other target).

5.5.4

Secure software development dynamics model building and validation
Because the SSDLC model is a qualitative model, this section about the model building and
validation process is limited to the parts that are relevant for such model.

Software engineer

Software engineer

Information security consultant

IT security consultant

X

X

X

X

X

X

GMB Session 2

X

X

X

X

X

X

GMB Session 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

Validation session

Continuous delivery specialist

Scrum master

GMB Session 1

Security architect

Product owner

In order to build this model, we organized three group model-building (GMB) sessions
and one validation session. In Table 31 below, the experts and their participation in
modelling activities are shown. This enabled us to extract knowledge of a product
owner 68, a scrum master 69, two software engineers, an information security consultant,
and an IT security consultant on their security activities and decision-making processes.
The conceptual business layer of the secure software development reference architecture
acted as a source for our model structure as well. Furthermore, a final validation session
with a security architect and a continuous delivery specialist 70 have taken place.

X

X

Table 31. Overview of building activities and participation
(X = present during the session).

The dynamic model (Figure 113) shows an adversary attacking the organisation and
exploiting vulnerabilities (security errors in programmed software). The attack follows the
process stages of prevention, detection, and response. The model shows how development
staff activities will be impacted by these different processes. Ultimately, financial

68 The product owner translates customer needs in value delivery of the scrum team, and therefore, manages the backlog,
monitors scrum team productivity, sets priorities, and has a clear vision and goal of the end-product.
69 The scrum master facilitates session with the scrum team and product owner and coaches the scrum team. He or she also
facilitates solving issues that are blocking the scrum team process and cannot be resolved within the scrum team.
70 The continuous delivery process focuses on directing a continuous flow of new features to production.
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consequences are visible for the organisation (see Figure 114). The dynamic model
provides a holistic view capturing people, process, technology, and their effectiveness
as well as different mechanisms in prevention, detection, and response. Matheus (2017)
made a detailled report on these GMB sessions and validation sessions. Further research
on this model has been done by Shevyakova (2018).

Figure 116. SSDLC model bull’s-eye.
* = these variables are not visible in figure 113 or figure 114 for reasons of readability of the figure.
However, they are part of the system dynamics model. ** specific CIS control 18 measures not included in
the model.

The model does not contain governmental interventions like prosecution of the
cybercriminal. More information about the boundaries of the model can be found in
Figure 116. Also, specific CIS control 18 measures were not included in our model.
Technical debt / unsupported software was excluded because the targeted organisation had
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a strict and effective support policy in place 71. Our model would not provide additional
insights. Hardening and firewall setting are part of DDOS dynamics and malware
dynamics model. These measures limits attacker’s entry points and susceptibility of the
assets to attacks. The separation of production and test/development environment is part
of access control (not in scope of this research). During our GMB and validation sessions
it became clear that external resources and parties were part of the agile teams. Therefore,
no specific model structure is visible about third party management. Depending on how
delivery is organised such structure might be needed, like Cooper (2011) and Cooper
and Lee (2009) did. Their model is very applicable for delivery with a strong orientation
around the sequential delivery process.
Figure 116 is bull’s-eye diagram and shows the focus, inputs, and boundaries of the model,
and illustrates the balance of endogenous and exogenous variables.

5.5.5

Secure software development dynamics policy evaluation
In the policy evaluation section, we elaborate how managerial decision-making (see
section 5.6.3.2) may trigger certain system traps (see section 5.6.3.3). In this analysis,
we focus on the delivery method, then the delivery quality and thereafter the delivery
priority.
The decisions about delivery method may impact the system trap appearance in three
ways.
First, in a traditional environment software development follows a sequential process.
Because of this process the required staff and tool changes over time. This means staff will
be hired and fired over time. Thus, the coding and testing capability mantuary will change
over time as well. It will show an oscillating pattern in each process phase. In the agile
approach the team should be able to handle the workload. This results in a more stable
maturity level of the coding and testing capabilities over time. Because of this difference a
traditional environment is more susceptible to the adaptation trap.
Second, as stated in section 5.6.2.3. management has to cope with challenges about
scoping (including quality), delivery time and budget. The fact that the agile approach
involves self-organizing teams and an iterative way of working may render delivery time,
quality and budget more stable. Budget is driven by the team presence. Delivery time is
fixed because of the cycle approach. Quality requirements are part of the team’s definition
of done and may have an opportunity for evaluation at the end of each cycle. Either
when the delivered MVPs are shared with the customers – or its representation by the
product owner – or during the retrospective (reflection on past cycle performance) by the
team. This means scope is the primary mechanism for steering at the start of each cycle.

71 In this day and age, software libraries owned by companies are a significant part of their corporate assets. As such
organisations have a tendency to preserve and maximize the values of their current and future libraries (Ferreira Franco et
al., 2017). Technical debt arises when organisation violate their own architectural design or good software coding practices
(Holvitie et al., 2018). This technical debt may increase by suboptimal coding quality in favour of short-term business
objectives and can be resolved by sufficient software refactoring during maintenance processes (Ferreira Franco et al.,
2017).
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Secondary quality improvement can take place during the next cycle. Susceptibility to
the capability trap and acceptance trap is limited due to the teams’ definition of done and
customer alignment. Unless the team’s professional standards or customer demand are
different.
When a difference between expected and actual software delivery is visible in a traditional
environment, only the future stages can be affected or rework needs to be accepted.
Since testing, solving and acceptance are later stages in this methodology they are more
susceptible to interventions to a delivery within time and budget. This makes a traditional
approach more susceptible for falling in the capability trap or acceptance trap.
Third, the traditional approach has a stronger overhead organisation that involves project
management, quality assurance and risk management. Because of these functions, a
traditional approach may have a more coherent overview what is happening during
the delivery. However, this will depend on the maturity of these functions. The agile
approach is an iterative approach which means that during each cycle a fraction of the
code base is considered. The quality of the code that is delivered depends on the definition
of work done. This definition can be improved in line with the iterative characteristics of
this approach. This gives rise to the following question: how will the minimum required
quality level be maintained over a longer period of software delivery? This means that
an agile approach can be more susceptible for the falling in the decision trap, unless the
organisation with traditional approach has an immature project management organisation
in place.
The decisions about delivery quality affect system trap occurrence in the following way.
Customers or users use the software on a daily basis and therefore it is likely they discover
errors that are not resolved by the defender. Afterall, required functionality by the
customer or user man not work when these errors are still present. An attacker might
launch an attack which may successfully exploit a vulnerability. This difference in the
probability of occurrence may cause decision makers to label these events with a different
level of (un)certainty. Because of this there can be a tendency to solve errors instead of
vulnerabilities. Therefore, it is more likely that the acceptance trap will prevail over the
capability trap, especially when management decides to focus more on a fast delivery
instead of minimizing errors and vulnerabilities.
The decisions about the delivery priority affect system trap occurrence in a similar way
as explained at the overhead section. When it is decided to deliver a MVP, it means
that future delivery cyclers are needed to deliver a complete, fully reliable and working
solution. This in turn leads to the following question: how will the minimum required
quality level be maintained over a longer period of software delivery? This question
becomes less relevant when delivering a fully reliable and working solution provided the
software delivery governance is sufficiently mature. Therefore, a delivery priority set on
a MVP is more susceptible to fall in the decision trap compared to the priority of a fully
reliable and working solution.
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The attacker – defender interaction becomes dominant when the security quality of the
code if very poor. This means there are a lot of (un)known vulnerabilities in the software
that can be exploited by the attacker. This high number of (un)known vulnerabilities
reinforces the mechanism that attack behaviour will increase after successful attacks.
Consequently, the defender needs to anticipate to these increasing successful attacks.
As a result, more and more resources need to be freed up for incident response and
vulnerability solving at the expense of coding software.

5.5.6

Secure software development dynamics summary and reflection
Following Warren (2016), we are able to connect security architecture designs as a source
for system structure to the modelling activities. This summary and reflection section
elaborates further on the following topics: systemic structures and policy insights.

5.5.6.1

Systemic structures
With respect to the three described systemic structures, we observe that all structures
are present in the model. The results are visible in Table 32 and show that four additional
systemic structures were identified.
reference

Systemic Structures

Feedback loops

Section 2.5

Attacker – defender interaction

R9, R11, R19, B8, B9, B10, B11.

Response of the resilient organisation

R10, R13, B2, B3, B5, B6, B7, B13

The security investment decision-making
financial optimum

R15, R16, R17, R18, B14, B15, B16,
B17, B18, B19

Aging chain (life cycle of software coding
work)

R1, R14

Aging chain (unknown, known and resolved
vulnerabilities and errors)

R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7

Goal seeking structure (development
and maturity of the coding and testing
capability)

*** R12, B12. Similar to detection
dynamics (see section 5.4.3.1).

Aging chain staff development

*** B4, R8. Similar to the detection
dynamics (see section 5.4.3.1).

Epidemic structure staff training

*** Similar to malware dynamics
(see section 5.3.3.3).

Others

Table 32. Observed systemic structures connected with feedback loops.
*, ** structures were (partly) broken for policy analysis purposes, *** commonly known structure in SD
field only security relevant loops included. Bold = most important feedback loop.

The attacker–defender interaction is very clearly visible from both a black hat and white
hat perspective. We argue that the resilient organisation structure is also visible yet
in a different form. In this model the maturity of programming and testing capability
resembles the quality of the process that limits the number of vulnerabilities (and errors)
being created. Besides it improves the capacity detection and solving them as well. As a
result, fewer response efforts are needed because the attacker becomes less successful.
Another aspect of organisational learning is created by responsible disclosure where
white hats share their knowledge about unknown vulnerabilities for the benefits of the
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defender. This disclosure leads to reduced exploration risk and attempts of vulnerabilities
(Ransbotham et al., 2012). The security investment decision-making financial optimum
structure is less visible. Yet there is a trade-off where the additional cost of detecting and
solving vulnerabilities (and errors) equals the financial benefits of improved customer
software acceptation and limited attacker successfulness.
Comparing to the CIS Control 18 (see Appendix 6) this structure does not consider the
effect of unsupported software and technical debt 72, separation from test / development
versus production environment, hardening of databases and web application firewall
deployment. All of these elements are relevant to specific cases of the software
development life cycle. These are cases for future improvements and research.

5.5.6.2

Policy insights
In any software development process, decisions need to be made about continuation of the
development process, taking into account the requirements, including quality, that need
to be met (scope), the associated costs (budget), and effort needed (time to deliver). In this
context management needs to decide about delivery method, delivery quality and delivery
priority. Each of these choices may affect the defender sensitivity to certain system traps.
This is shown in table 33. Note that the attacker – defender interaction becomes more
dominant when there is a higher level of (un)known vulnerabilities in de software code
that can be explored by the attacker.
System traps→

Adaptation
trap

Capability
trap

Acceptance
trap

+

+

+

-/-

-/-

-/-

0

+

-/-

-/-

Decision
trap

↓ Decision
Method

Traditional
Agile

Quality

Fast delivery
Minimize errors

Priority

MVP
Full product

Attacker
– defender
interaction
0

+
+

+
-/-

Table 33. Connecting management decision to system traps.
+ emphasize on trap, -/- attenuate on trap, 0 = trap is relevant to this decision.

The different levers are shown in Table 34 and explained below in more detail.
72 Technical debt may cause future unsupported software. Unsupported software is not supported by the vendor anymore.
This means that future discovered vulnerabilities are likely not resolved by the supplier anymore. Unsupported software
limits the solving of discovered vulnerabilities or require other solutions. In addition, the dynamics of putting systems in a
test / development environment (during coding, testing and resolving) and putting it back in production after acceptance
by the users or customer are not included. This separation avoids production systems and business operations being
impacted by significant errors and vulnerabilities during the development process. This impact of business operations
may only occur after the customer or user has accepted the delivered software. Finally, hardening of databases and web
application firewall deployment are not considered in our model. Both of these solutions limit the entry points of the
attacker in case of the usage of databases or application that are connected to the internet. Also, the extent to which an
organisation integrates third party software development activities in their software delivery organisation may require
additional substructures in the model.
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The response of the resilient
organisation

V

V

HR well-being
process

V

HR staff
strategy

Training and
awareness

V

Advanced
learning

Response

V

Blocking

The attacker – defender
interaction

Systemic structures

Filtering

Testing and
scanning

Generic policy levers

V

*

V

“Precondition”
Table 34. Observed generic policy decisions during case studies connected to systemic structures.
* relevant levers but not included in the case study. V = policy lever is relevant for systemic structure.

The substantive activities of response and testing and scanning determine the connection
to the systemic structure. Testing is related to discovery of errors and vulnerabilities.
Compliance testing and hot fixes are more related to attacker-defender interactions
while red team testing and actively improvement is more related to the response of the
resilient organisation. Response is related to the way the defender anticipates to a cyberattack. Response to limit the effects of the attack is more related to attacker–defender
interactions. A response with analysis and follow-up actions that avoid future occurrence
and improve future responses is more related to the response of the resilient organisation.
Training and awareness are related to the security programming skills of the staff.
Responsible disclosure is part of advanced learning. Staff development was in this case an
important pre-condition for sustainable and effective policy implementation. Also, the
staff well-being can be important as well, but it is outside the boundary of this case study.

5.6

Insider threat dynamics
This section elaborates on the insider threat topic. In line with studies on insider threats,
this case study takes the factors rationalization, opportunity, and pressure into account.
Although insider threat research embraced these three factors no system dynamics case
study has been found that did the same.
The insider threat model contains the systemic structures of the attacker–defender
interactions and the response of the resilient organisations. This last structure can be
found in two areas: (1) the defender scanning for process flaws and resolve them before an
insider can misuse them and (2) managers of the defending organisation actively helping
to reduce employee pressure by applying adequate HR policies.
Besides these structures, we found the following additional systemic structures: (1) an
epidemic model about ethical trained employees, (2) an aging change related to (un)
known and resolved process flows, and (3) an aging change related to employees, potential
fraudulent employees and active fraudulent employees.
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This case study involves a qualitative analysis. Our policy analysis indicates that a focus on
opportunity, pressure and rationalization leads to the identification of new policy options
compared to past research. Especially, related to reduction of rationalisation. New policy
option include: pre-employment screening, appraisal and evaluation of employees, belief
controls, tone at the top, advanced training and speaking-up.
Section 5.6.1 explains the reference mode. Section 5.6.2 is about the ecosystem from an
organisational perspective. Section 5.6.3 describes the model. Section 5.6.4 focusses on
the model building and validation process. Section 5.6.5. contains the policy analysis.
Section 5.6.6 is the summary and reflection section.

5.6.1

Insider threat dynamics reference mode
A previous section already explained organisations increasingly depend on information
technology while cyber-attack behaviour increases over time (see section 1.2 Figure 2).
As a consequence, investments in defensive measures in the field of security also increase
(see section 1.2 Figure 3).
As shown in the taxonomy (see section 3.4.1 Figure 14), normally the threat actor is
outside boundary of the defenders’ organisation. The insider is already within these
boundaries. Security measures such as boundary controls and user access controls
will trust insiders; therefore, these measures are useless against them. Because of this
an insider can become a more valuable asset over time for an attacker to work with.
The attacker can more easily commit undetected fraudulent behaviour because the insider
is already within the boundary of the targeted organisation. An insider can be defined
as a trusted employee, contractor, or business partner who has authorized access to the
systems or data of the organisation (Cappelli et al., 2009; Cummings et al., 2012; Hunker
& Probst, 2011; US-CERT, 2014; Yusop & Abawaj, 2013).
These properties make it worthwhile for an attacker to use or to get support from
an insider when targeting an organisation. Threat actor–insider cooperation can be
voluntarily and based on personal gains, or involuntarily based on for instance extortion,
threat, and blackmail.
Insiders act maliciously, if they intentionally exceed or misuse their access in a manner
that negatively affects the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the organisation’s
information or information systems (Cappelli et al., 2009; Cummings et al., 2012; USCERT, 2014; Yusop & Abawaj, 2013). The risk of an insider acting maliciously is called
insider threat. However, most insiders will not act maliciously.
In interviews with stakeholders, a management consultant information security and a
corporate fraud investigator we sketched the feared (undesired) and hoped (acceptable
behaviour) over time related to insider behaviour. They feared a strong increase of
fraudulent behaviour in line with the observed increase of cyber-attacks. The hoped for
stable low-level insider related fraudulent incidents. The reference mode and problematic
trends are shown in Figure 117.
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Reference mode

Problematic trends

Observed attacker’s behaviour

7 Increasing attacker’s behaviour

Observed staff turn-over

7 Increasing digitalisation

Observed asset growth

Increasing staff scarcity

7 Observed security incidents

7 Hoped: stable security incidents

Observed security costs

Hoped: stable security costs

Figure 117. Reference mode check box.

5.6.2

The insider threat dynamics system from an organisational
perspective
There is a systemic interaction between the attacker and defender in the field of insider
threat. In addition, the defender tries to learn from the attacker and act accordingly.
This is the essence of the response of the resilient organisation. Figure 118 shows the
relevant system structures for this chapter.
In both fields of insider threat (section 5.6.3.1) and system dynamics (section 5.6.3.2),
a lot of research is being done and increasing attention is paid to the human psychology
and human behaviour that evoke fraudulent behaviour. Therefore, this section gives an
overview on theory development and shows the contribution of this case study.
Systemic structures
7 Attacker defender - interaction
7 Response of the resilient organisation
Security investment decision-making financial optimum

Figure 118. Systemic structure check box.

5.6.2.1

The development of the field of insider threat related research
In the field of insider threat-related research, we observe the following five different time
periods.
First, the period between 1990 and 2004: limited theories and research. In this period
scientific research paid only limited attention to the topic of insider threats (Siponen et al.,
2008). This makes insider threat a young area of research.
Second, the period between 2005 and 2009: practical risk mitigation. In 2009, there
was still a lack of understanding of the motivation behind misbehaving disgruntled
employees and how it related to organisational fairness (Warkentin & Willison, 2009).
Instead, more practical proposals to mitigate the risk of insider threat were brought
forward. For example, Colwill (2009) advocated considering both human factors and
human behaviour in control design, and Greitzer and Frincke (2010) explored means of
prediction and detection. In the same year, Kandias et al. (2010) looked at the factors of
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motive, opportunity, and capability of the insider using predictive modelling of the threat
occurrence.
Third, the period between 2010 and 2013: case studies and disgruntle employees. In this
period Hunker and Probst (2011) proposed to combine aspects of the technical and social
domains in order to understand insider threat motivation. Then, some insider threat
use cases were published; i.e., Claycomb et al. (2012) examined 15 real insider threat
cases and summarized key points in a timeline. Examples of their key points are: insider
becoming disgruntled, attack preparation, execution, detection, and further action.
They observed that employees became disgruntled in a period that ranged from one day to
four weeks before the attacks. The attacks were often detected within a week, and followup action also occurred within a week. After that, Cummings et al. (2012) investigated
80 insider threat cases and found evidence about different modes of operandi for different
roles, means of detection and potential targets.
Fourth, the period between 2014 and 2016: frameworks and taxonomies. In this
period, the analysis of insider threat cases developed further, and publications appeared
where these researchers tried to connect their cases to theories, research agendas, and
frameworks more often. Some examples are Munshi et al. (2012), where current theory
is compared with reported incidents; and Pﬂeeger et al. (2010), who try to understand
threat actor cases by using a taxonomy for analysis. In 2014, US-CERT provided a
theoretical overview explaining the misbehaviour of an insider. Also, frameworks were
developed: e.g., Nurse et al. (2014) or Legg et al. (2013). These frameworks tried to
explain insider threat from multiple perspectives; i.e., organisational characteristics, actor
characteristics, attacker characteristics, catalyst, technology, and information or physical
aspects (Legg et al., 2013; Nurse et al., 2014).
Last, the period as from 2016: the triangle of opportunity, rationalisation and pressure.
The explanation of committing crime on the basis of a triangle consisting of opportunity,
pressure, and rationalisation was proposed by Cressey (1953). It became more widely
known in the business domain around 2000 when it was introduced by Simons (2000)
as part of the levers of control framework. Simons (2000) uses a broader application of the
concept of pressure. According to him, pressure is caused by organisational pressure –
like, workload, incentives and goals – as well as by personal pressure. Examples of personal
pressures are an unrecoverable large personal debt, being extorted, and being threatened;
high informal care pressure may evoke misbehaviour. These examples of personal pressure
were often not considered as insider threat, but might have an impact on the occurrence of
this threat.
Some years later, different classes of relevant security behaviour were recognized by
Van den Bergh and Njenga (2016): misbehaviour, non-malicious deviant behaviour,
and malicious deviant behaviour. The differentiator in this triad of behaviour is intent.
For example, human error is unintentional, but may result in a violation of a security
policy which causes misbehaviour.
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5.6.2.2

System dynamics insider threat model development
In the field of system dynamics, a similar development in research interests can be
observed divided over three different periods.
First, the period between 1990 and 2009: the MERIT project. In this period many
insider-threat-related studies focused on process and technology (Yang & Wang, 2011).
In particular, in their analysis, the MERIT project looked at the aspects of people,
process, and technology. The MERIT project is a US state-funded project that aimed to
develop a system dynamics model that can be used to better communicate the risks of the
insider sabotage threat to an organisation’s information systems or networks. MERIT
stands for the Management and Education of the Risk of Insider Threat (Cappelli et al.,
2008; Greitzer et al., 2007).
Second, the period around 2009 until 2013: next generation SD models. In this
period, Foroughi (2008) argues that the usage of system dynamics methodology in the
field of insider threat is appropriate due to the dynamic attributes and soft problems
characteristics. This resulted in quite some research. Durán et al. (2009) provide a
systems-based framework and model for understanding important elements, their
interactions, interdependencies, and gaps for insider security. Their model includes the
employee life cycle, layers of defence, and an information-access model. In contrast, Yang
and Wang (2011) argue more attention should be paid to people aspects in the modelling
approach. In their analysis, they included freedom of behaviour (of the insiders),
escalation of disgruntlement, abnormal behaviour of the insider, and organisational
response to this abnormal behaviour. Later, Ackerman and Mehrpouyan (2011) analysed
social psychological, human behaviour and IT risk factors to predict an insider attack.
However, this model does not explain which structure drives these factors. In their paper,
Moore et al. (2013) also describe how monitoring of behaviour indicators can reduce
the insider threat risk. They consider supervisor reporting, the trust trap 73, unobserved
behaviour, technical monitoring, and analysis of indicators.
In conclusion, system dynamics research is focussed on insider threat and pays increasing
attention to its socio-psychological and human behavioural aspects. However, we have
not found system dynamics insider threat research that takes the triangle of opportunity,
rationalisation, and pressure (Cressey, 1953) into account.
In Figure 119 shows an historical overview of all these developments and the contribution
of this case study.

73 “The problem occurs when supervisors’ trust of an insider is inappropriately high, leading to decreased monitoring and perceived risk”
(Moore et al., 2013, p. 5)
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Figure 119. Theory development overview and positioning of research contribution on Insider Threat.

5.6.3

Insider threat dynamics model description
The core structure of this case study is visible in Figure 120. Employees will commit fraud
if there is a pressure to commit fraud, the fraudulent activities can be rationalised, and
there is an opportunity to commit fraud (Cressey, 1953; Simons, 2000). In our model, we
define these concepts as follows:
• Pressure – a motivation to commit fraud, which includes both organisational and
personal pressure.
• Rationalisation – justification for the behaviour of the fraudulent employee.
• Opportunity – the opportunity to misuse company assets, and a belief the fraudster
will be undetected.

Figure 120. Model core insider threat.

Figure 122 shows the detailed insider threat model. This model will be explained below.
The core of the model consists of non-fraudulent employees, potential fraudulent
employees, and active fraudulent employees. In the first stage, employees are hired and
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not willing to commit fraud. These employees are called non-fraudulent employees.
Once these employees perceive a certain level of pressure (fed by personal pressure,
organisational pressure and work-related pressure) and rationalisation (influences by
ethical behaviour and ethical training) about their behaviour, they will become employees
who are willing to commit fraud. They are called potential fraudulent employees.
When there is an opportunity to commit fraud, a fraction of them will actually commit
fraud. These employees are called active fraudulent employees. In Figure 119 only the
potential and active fraudulent employees are represented by threat actor. The other types
of employees are not visualized.
This process of willingness to commit fraud will be influenced by different dynamics:
namely, staff availability and work-related pressure (green), organisational change and
pressure (purple), ethical behaviour and ethical training (orange), defences in place
(blue), and attacker’s behaviour (red). Figure 121 shows the contextual business layer of
the insider threat architecture, which is also a sub sector diagram of the system dynamics
model.

Figure 121. Contextual business layer of the insider threat architecture where pressure, opportunity and
rationalization are plotted.

These dynamics are explained below in more detail and are visualized in Figure 122.
First, the pressure (green arrows) is explained. Every month there is a certain level of work
to be done in the organisation that requires a certain number of staff members. If the
number of desired staff lags behind the number of actual staff, a hiring process will be
initiated to recruit more staff. Meanwhile, the lack of employees will generate pressure
on the team to work harder in order to get all the work done. This work-related pressure
will not only generate higher productivity, but will potentially result in the generation
of more errors. The generation of errors not only evokes undiscovered rework, it will
also negatively impact the organisation’s ability to discover flaws in the processes of
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the organisation (scanning), the monitoring of the proper behaviour of these processes
(monitoring), and the ability of employees to provide feedback on each other’s behaviour
(speak-up). The higher work-related pressure has also a bad influence on morale that
results in higher employee turnover. This higher turn-over will make the gap between
desired and actual staff larger. Consequently, staff remaining in the organisation perceives
a change in the sense of justice and fairness impacting rationalisation. This higher
workload results in a feeling of injustice and unfairness.
Besides, work-related pressure will impact on the perceived personal pressure as well.
Most of these dynamics are commonly found in project dynamics; i.e., Cooper (2011),
Cooper and Lee (2009), Lyneis and Ford (2007), Lyneis et al. (2001), and Sterman
(1992).
Second, organisational pressure (purple arrows) is explained. When there is a difference
between the actual state of the organisation and its desired state, the organisation’s
senior management will make decisions to close this gap, such as: hiring specific staff,
changing the organisation (restructuring), and adjusting the vision and message of senior
management (tone at the top). Such a restructuring process will only have a temporary
impact on the organisation; employees will leave the organisation because they became
redundant, and new roles and vacancies will emerge and create new opportunities.
However, staff may feel unsecure about their current job position, which may create
perceived personal pressure.
An organisational restructure will result in a different way of working that generates new,
undiscovered flaws in these new processes. These flaws may generate new opportunities to
commit fraud. It might also happen that people change their role during the restructuring
process, and their role-related access rights need to be adjusted accordingly. A time
delay in access rights adjustment might result in a toxic combination of access rights and
increase the opportunity to commit fraud.
A restructuring process can also impact work-related pressure as the day-to-day activities
still need to be done. Organisational efficiency and quality may be impacted and limit
management’s ability to intervene. These interventions are needed when management
observe employees who can use some help and support to overcome their work-related
or personal problems. As a result, the usage of HR-related support to reduce personal
pressure will be less.
A changing tone of voice from top management will affect the corporate culture, staff
involvement, and the willingness to speak up accordingly, which affects both opportunity
and rationalisation. Well known examples of how tone at the top affects fraudulent
behaviour – as well as the checks and balances of the firm – are shown in the Parmalat
case (Ferrarrini & Guidici, 2005), the Enron case (Deaking & Konzelmann, 2004), the
Ahold case (de Jong et al., 2005), or the Dutch construction fraud case (Van der Boon
&Van der Marel, 2012).
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Figure 122. Insider threat model.
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Third, the ethics (orange arrows) are explained. When management observes staff with
personal pressure, the manager may propose HR policies to provide support to these
employees. Examples were given during the group model session of such HR policies,
including counselling, financial support, legal support, care leave, child care, crisis
interventions, career assessment, and adult care support. This managerial role will be
reinforced by an aligned culture that creates a favourable working space to reduce personal
perceived pressure.
Ethical training will help to increase staff involvement and create an aligned culture that
is reinforced by the tone at the top. Certain training will address the fact that employees
should provide each other feedback on their behaviour especially, when this behaviour
is not in line with the values of the organisation (speak-up). Speaking up will lower the
opportunity to commit fraud because a fraction of staff may be discovered as they commit
fraud, and vigilant employees might stop these activities. In such a cultural environment,
suspicious behaviour might also be observed (observation); this will lead to mitigating
actions that reduce the opportunity to commit fraud. Although it is not visible in Figure
122, there is an underlying epidemic substructure that drives the levels of ethical trained
employees. This structure has two stocks: ‘ethical trained employees’ and ‘not trained
employees’ that are influenced by hiring staff, firing staff, training efforts, employees that
forget and the interaction between trained and untrained employees. This structure shows
many similarities with the employee awareness substructure shown in the malware model
(see section 5.3.3.3).
Belief controls are the means senior management uses to formally communicate
and reinforce the company’s basic values, purpose, and direction (Simons, 2000).
These include,
• articulated vision and mission;
• value statement;
• regular communication;
• means for employees to contribute;
• enthusiastic support;
• public recognition and reward.
Fourth, defence (blue arrows) is explained. The defender can scan its processes for
undiscovered process flaws that can not only result in process errors, but also in
exploitation by the insider. When these flaws are discovered and become known, the
defender needs to allocate some staff efforts to resolve these flaws in order to avoid such
events. Hereafter, these flaws will be resolved. However, due to imperfections in the
organisation, aging of processes and systems, changing staff, and changing environments,
some resolved flaws will decay. For example, an emerging customer requirement can
result in a need to adjust a part of the code of a specific system. The software engineer
team selects this code and adjusts the code according to the requirement. Hereafter, the
team takes the updated system with the new code into production, but what if the old
correct code is replaced by new code full of bugs? Let’s assume some of these undetected
human errors are made intentionally. These bugs will introduce vulnerabilities that were
resolved in the past, so the previously resolved flaws decay. As a result, there will be a
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fraction of flaws that are not resolved, or not even known to the organisation. These flaws
can be exploited by the insider, creating an opportunity to commit fraud. The defender
can also monitor processes on performance and determine whether they take place
according to expectations. Suspicious behaviour can be detected during such processes,
and a fraction of fraudulent behaviour can be detected. Monitoring is explained in more
detail in the section on detection dynamics. A detected attempt may result in actions by
the defender such as a warning or firing of the fraudulent employee.
Finally, the attacker (red arrows) is explained. Unsuccessful fraudulent attempts will result
in either a fraudulent employee being fired or a fraudulent employee receiving a warning
and becoming a potential fraudulent employee. Undiscovered successful fraudulent
attempts will evoke a word-of-mouth response and result in more fraudulent attempts.
If more and more fraud occurs in the organisation and this becomes known to the public,
customer trust will decline and customers will complain, thereby, increasing the pressure
on the organisation.
The most important feedback loops in this model are related to work related pressure and
gap between actual and target state of the organisation. Pressure increases staff turnover
and increases error generation. This error generation also affects various controls against
insider threat. The gap between actual and target state of the organisation has a reinforcing
effect on work related pressure and the tone of the top may change. The changing tone at
the top creates cultural mis alignment with affects rationalization negatively.

5.6.4

Insider threat dynamics model building and validation
Because the insider threat model is a qualitative model this section about the model
building and validation process is limited to the parts that are relevant for such model.

X

X

X

GMB Session 3
Supportive interview

X

X

X

X

X
X

Validation session
Table 35. Overview of building activities.
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Team manager

GMB Session 2

Information security
specialists

X

IT security specialist(2*)

X

Business fraud
investigator

Management consultant
information security

X

Corporate fraud
investigator

Ethical hacker

GMB Session 1

Human resource
specialist

Ethical hacker

In order to build this model, we organized three group model-building (GMB) sessions,
four supportive interviews, and one validation session. In Table 35 below, the expert and
their participation in modelling activities are shown.
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X

X
X

Cruijsen et al. (2019) made a detailled report on these GMB sessions. The participants
considered the GMB sessions as valuable. The security and fraud speciliast were merely
focussed on pressure, while the human resource specialist had not considered the relation
of HR policies and fraud reduction. The GMB sessions made clear these areas were
related. The team manager had an important role for validation because this manager had
an overall responsibility with respect to minimize fraud within the organisation including
insider threat.
During this group modelling process, several policy options such as pre-employment
screening, appraisal, and evaluation of staff and basic training were considered to be
normal and part of day-to-day business and therefore implicitly included. Yet, O’Brien
(2017) indicates that pre-employment screening — despite its false positives — lowers
fraud risk. Basic training as a policy option was recognised by Cappelli et al. (2008),
Cappelli et al. (2007), Andersen et al. (2004), and Rich et al. (2005). And Weitz and
Vardi (2003) recognized reward and punishment as one of the levers used to address
misbehaviour in organisations; this, in our opinion, includes appraisal and evaluation of
staff. Therefore, these policy options should be considered as well.

Figure 123. Insider threat model bull’s-eye.
* = these variables are not visible in figure 122 for reasons of readability of the figure. However, they are
part of the system dynamics model.

In the model, there is a one-way flow visible from non-fraudulent employees to potential
fraudulent employees. After a dialogue between the participants this flow was included
because the moral compass of the employees was considered the first layer of defence and
oppurtunity the last layer. When an employee crossed the moral barrier and becomes
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indifferent to fraud, than the only remaining defence was not having an process flaw
in place that can be misused by the employee (opportunity). The participants strongly
doubted if the moral compass defence could be visibly restored, once it was broke. This is
why there is an one-way-flow.
Following Warren (2016), our model structure is closely related to the contextual business
layer of the insider threat architecture.
Figure 123 is bull’s-eye diagram and shows the focus, inputs, and boundaries of the model,
and illustrates the balance of endogenous and exogenous variables.

5.6.5

Insider threat dynamics policy evaluation
The field of system dynamics has several publications on insider threat that also describe
various policy options. Examples include Yang and Wang (2011), Durán et al. (2009),
Cappelli et al. (2008), Cappelli et al. (2007), Andersen et al. (2004), and Rich et al.
(2005).

Work pressure
& staff
availability

*

Employee
intervention

Positive interventions such
as employee assistance,
counselling, or other support
within company HR policies
that attempt to lower personal
pressure

Ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

X

Sanctioning

Punitive measures that attempt
to motivate the insider to reduce
his inappropriate behavioural
or technical actions to avoid
additional sanctioning

Defences in
place
ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

X
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X

X

X
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Rich et al. (2005)

The screening of employee for
the purpose of reducing future
fraud risk.

Andersen et al. (2004)

Preemployment
screening

Cappelli et al. (2007)

Model sector

Cappelli et al. (2008)

Explanation

Durán, Conrad, Conrad,
Duggan, a Held (2009)

Policy

Yang & Wang (2011)

This case study

We were interested to see if a system dynamics model of insider threat that took into
account the aspects of opportunity, pressure, and rationalisation would show different
policy options. Therefore, we compared the policy options of our case study with the
different research papers mentioned above. For each policy a small explanation is given as
well as its relation to the relevant sector in our model. The results are visible in Table 36.

Durán, Conrad, Conrad,
Duggan, a Held (2009)

Cappelli et al. (2008)

Cappelli et al. (2007)

Andersen et al. (2004)

X

X

x

X

X

X

x

Technical
monitoring

Real-time measures to monitor
process behaviour and detect,
track, and analyse abnormal
behaviour evoked by insider’s
actions

Defences in
place

X

X

Training

Currently limited to education
of employees on appropriate
usage of computer and network
systems, and the consequences
if misused

Work pressure
& staff
availability

*

Advanced
training

Ethical training of employees for
appropriate behaviour, company
ethical values, and to address
inappropriate behaviour

Ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

X

Tracking

Efforts by management to keep
track of access paths

Defences in
place’
ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

**

X

X

X

X

X

x

Auditing and
disabling
access paths

Efforts by management to
discover, understand, review, and
disable access paths available
to the insider. Allows comparing
employees’ abilities and efforts
to access information, create
access paths, or use access
paths against acceptable
policies and procedures

Defences in
place

**

X

X

X

X

X

x

Termination
threshold

The threshold of risk posed by
the insider to the organisation
beyond which management fires
the insider

Defences in
place

***

X

X

X

Termination
time

The time it takes the
organisation to terminate an
insider once the termination
threshold is reached

Defences in
place

***

X

X

X

Tone at the
top

The way organisations’
leadership creates an (un)ethical
atmosphere in the workplace
affecting employee’s ethical
behaviour

Ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

X

X

Speak-up

Ability of employees to provide
feedback to colleagues about
observed misbehaviour, or
elevate to management if this
feedback is neglected

Ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

X

X
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Rich et al. (2005)

Model sector

Yang & Wang (2011)

X

Explanation

This case study

X

Policy

X
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X

Access
control

The measures to regularly
evaluate access provided
against the roles to be executed
by the employee, and to resolve
any observed differences

Defences in
place

**

Appraisal
and
evaluation

The process of evaluating
employees’ performance,
and reward this performance
accordingly

Ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

*

X

Rich et al. (2005)

Ethical
behaviour and
ethical training

Andersen et al. (2004)

All the means of senior
management to formally
communicate and reinforce
the company’s basic values,
purpose, and direction (Simons,
2000). This includes:
Articulated vision and mission
Value statement
Regular communication
Provide means for employees to
contribute
Provide enthusiastic support
Public recognition and reward

Cappelli et al. (2007)

Belief
controls

Cappelli et al. (2008)

Model sector

Durán, Conrad, Conrad,
Duggan, a Held (2009)

Explanation

Yang & Wang (2011)

This case study

Policy

X

X

* 	Pre-employment screening and training as well
as appraisal and evaluation are considered policy
settings that are normally used in the target
organisation where we built the model. These
elements can be considered as separate policy options.
** 	Tracking, auditing, and disabling access paths and
access control combined are relevant to the model.
If this combination malfunctions high privileged
access will continue to exist, which is included as a
variable in the model. Additionally, elements of these
policy options are included in other variables such as
scanning, monitoring, and resolving.
*** 	The combination of termination threshold and
termination time results in firing staff as appropriate
in our model.
Table 36. Comparison of policy options.

Like Durán, Conrad, Conrad, Duggan, and Held (2009), this model is one of the very
few models that explicitly consider an aging chain of (potential fraudulent) employees.
In our opinion, such a chain provides insight into the potential risk development of
insider fraud. Because an increasing insider threat risk is related to an increasing stock of
employees that is potentially willing to commit fraud. A fraction of this stock will become
future employees that are actually committing fraud. However, usually in practice actual
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insider threat is only observed and measured by the actual committed and detected frauds
according to the GMB insights.
When comparing the different SD researches on insider threat the common body of
knowledge for policy options mainly focuses on aspects of monitoring and control.
This case study together with Anderson et al. (2004) and Durán, Conrad, Conrad,
Duggan, and Held, (2009) recognizes the following other options in the field of ethics and
human resource management:
• Pre-employment screening (akin to Durán, Conrad, Conrad, Duggan, and Held,
2009). Pre-employment screening provide the means to employees before they are
hired to the potential risk that they are likely to commit fraud.
• Appraisal and evaluation of employees. Appraisal and evaluation provide the means to
incentive employees on performance and behaviour.
• Belief controls. Belief controls provide the means to implement the values and beliefs of
the organisation that characterize the behaviour of employees.
• Tone at the top (akin Andersen et al., 2004). Tone at the top is exemplary behaviour
of top and senior management that is visible across the organisation. This is the
reinforcing mechanism of lead by example.
• Advanced training (akin Andersen et al., 2004). Advanced training is in this chapter
and model related to ethical aspects where employees know what is expected of them in
terms of ethical behaviour, beliefs of the organisation, speaking-up.
• Speaking-up (akin Andersen et al., 2004). Speaking-up means that employees will
address each other on inappropriate behaviour.
Another interesting observation is that organisational change and pressure has no policy
options connected to it, while is has a huge impact on the insider threat risk. In case of
high organisational change and pressure there will be a strong increase of the insider
threat because of multiple reinforcing mechanisms, such as: organisational pressure,
personal pressure, workload (causing errors), tone at the top, perceived feeling of
unfairness, creation of process flaws. Policy options to balance or limit these effects
need to be found in either other policy areas, such as like ethical training, HR policies,
appraisal or belief systems, or the organisational change and pressure needs to be lowered.
Such events may even evoke the occurrence of an acceptance trap when the reinforcing
mechanisms of organisational change and pressure are persistent over time while
mitigation policy areas insufficiently work because of pressure and change.
Overall, our case study suggests in the past, limited attention was paid to the policy
options in the area of ethics that could reduce both rationalisation for fraudulent
behaviour and the opportunity to commit fraud.
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5.6.6

Insider threat dynamics summary and evaluation
Following Warren (2016) we are able to connect security architecture designs as a source
for system structure to the modelling activities. This summary and reflection section
elaborates further on the following topics: systemic structures and policy insights.

5.6.6.1

Systemic structures
In this section we reflect on the three systemic structures described in section 2.5 and
compare those to the observed structure of the insider threat dynamics model. The results
are visible in Table 37 and show that four additional systemic structures were identified.
Reference

Systemic Structures

Feedback loops explanation

Section 2.5

Attacker – defender interaction

Active fraudulent employees commit
fraud (red). Defender trying to avoid
that through monitoring and mitigation
actions (blue).

Response of the resilient organisation

The defender actively scanning for
process flaws and resolve them before
exploitation (green / blue). Managers
actively applying HR policies to lower
employee pressure (orange).

The security investment decision-making
financial optimum

Not applicable because of qualitative
analysis.

Aging chain (unknown, known and
resolved process flaws)

(green / blue)

Aging chain (non-fraudulent employees,
potential fraudulent employees and
active fraudulent employees)

This is the core of the model

Epidemic structure fraudulent employees
stimulate potential fraudulent employees

The successfulness of an active
fraudulent employees determines the
increase through word-of-mouth effect
(red).

Epidemic structure staff training

The interaction between ethical trained
and untrained employees (orange).

Other

Table 37. Observed systemic structures connected with feedback loops.
*, ** structures were (partly) broken for policy analysis purposes, *** commonly known structure in SD
field only security relevant loops included. Bold = most important feedback loop.

Some aspects of insider threat are not addressed by our case study and are opportunities
for further research, like external insiders 74 and different forms of behaviour 75 next to
fraudulent behaviour might be considered as well for future research.
74 Franqueira, Van Cleeff, Van Eck, and Wieringa (2010) explain the phenomenon of the external insider. External insiders
are parties who have earned the trust of the organisation, and may enter the networks, systems, data, and buildings of the
organisation because of an agreement. Yet, these external parties can also misuse this trust and commit fraud. This means
the insider threats evolve towards external parties such as contractors, subcontractors, and customers, which will require
an update of this model during future research. Concepts of zero-based trust, user access control, know your customer, and
supplier screening should also be considered in future research.
75 Following Van den Bergh and Nienga (2016), there can be different forms of security behaviour. However, not visible
in the current model are misbehaviour and non-malicious deviant behaviour which may have different impacts on the
structure of the model. This can be investigated in the future.
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5.6.6.2

Policy evaluation insights
Our policy analysis is limited to a qualitative analysis. Therefore, we were not able to
observe any financial simulation behaviour and determine the existence of the security
investment decision-making financial optimum systemic structure. Overall policy options
for lowering the opportunity to commit fraud are widely recognized. Although scientific
literature recognizes HR related policies to lower pressure, practically - as indicated by
our GMB assignment – these policies have yet to be taken up by practitioners.
This case study shows that organisational change and pressure may have a huge impact
on organisational change while policies that have to limit insider threat need to be found
in other areas. Organisational change may even evoke the adaption trap. Our case study
recognizes various other policy options that are more focussed on rationalization instead of
opportunity 76.
As shown in section 5.6.5 insider threat involves all generic policy levers. The different
levers are shown in Table 38 and explained below in more detail.

The response of the resilient
organisation

V

V

V

V

V

V

Table 38. Observed generic policy decisions during case studies connected to systemic structures.
V = policy lever is relevant for systemic structure.

76 These policy areas include:
• Pre-employment screening (akin Durán, Conrad, Conrad, Duggan, and Held, 2009). Pre-employment screening
provide the means to employees before they are hired to the potential risk that they are likely to commit fraud.
• Appraisal and evaluation of employees. Appraisal and evaluation provide the means to incentive employees on
performance and behaviour.
• Belief controls. Belief controls provide the means to implement the values and beliefs of the organisation that characterize
the behaviour of employees.
• Tone at the top (akin Andersen et al., 2004). Tone at the top is exemplary behaviour of top and senior management that
is visible across the organisation. This is the reinforcing mechanism of lead by example.
• Advanced training (akin Andersen et al., 2004). Advanced training is in this chapter and model related to ethical aspects
where employees know what is expected of them in terms of ethical behaviour, beliefs of the organisation, speaking-up.
• Speaking-up (akin Andersen et al., 2004). Speaking-up means that employees will address each other on inappropriate
behaviour.
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HR well-being
process

Training and
awareness

V

HR staff
strategy

Response

V

Advanced
learning

Testing and
scanning

The attacker – defender
interaction

Blocking

Systemic structures

Filtering

Generic policy levers

V

Filtering is called during the hiring process: pre-employment screening. The measure
of blocking can also be used for staff or suppliers. In that case, it is about granting or
revoking access to systems and/or buildings. Again, the substantive activities of response
and testing and scanning determine the connection to the systemic structure. Scanning is
where one actively searches for fraudulent behaviour. The scanning activities that follow a
fixed set of rules related to the attacker defender interaction. The scanning activities where
the defender actively search for abnormal behaviour that might indicate the presence of
a potential threat-actor activities is related to the response of the resilient organisation.
This last form requires an ongoing learning about abnormal behaviour and fraudulent
behaviour that needs to be included in the scanning activities. Response involves the
activities to limit the effect of fraudulent actions is more related to the attacker –
defender interactions. When response includes further analysis and follow-up actions
for sustainable mitigation it is more related to the response of the resilient organisation.
Training and awareness enable the staff to behave in an ethical way. Advanced learning
involves actively monitoring and observing of suspicious behaviour which results in a
proper responsive action. HR well-being policies are all action related to reduce personal
pressure. As such HR well-being contributes early in the aging chain to reduce the stock
of potential fraudulent employees and limits the number of future attackers. This policy
option is connected to the response of the resilient organisation because in our opinion
this option only works properly when the manager has a decent understanding about the
personal circumstances and work environment of the employee. This requires learning
and understanding.

5.7

Summary and discussion of case study results
In this section we try to answer the following sub questions related to our research
question:
• Which of these systemic structures are visible in five different selected cyber-security
topics?
• Which generic policy levers do we see in our research results?
The case study results of systemic structures (section 5.7.1), the systemic traps part
of these structures (5.7.2) and identified generic policy levers (5.7.3) are explained in
forthcoming sections.
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5.7.1

Systemic structures identified in the case studies
For each of the five case studies we were able to connect them to three theoretical
identified systemic structures and other systemic structures were identified. Table 39
shows the observed structures per case study.

Systemic Structures

DDOS dynamics (5.2)

Malware Dynamics (5.3)

Detection Dynamics (5.4)

SSDLC (5.5)

Insider Threat Dynamics (5.6)

Case studies

The attacker – defender - interaction

V

V

V

V

V

The response of the resilient organisation

V

P

V

P

V

The security investment decision-making
financial optimum

P

P

P

V

Aging chain of Unknown, Known and Resolved *

V

V

V

V

Aging chain about asset infectivity *

V

Aging chain life cycle software coding work**

V

Aging chain life cycle security incident **

V

Aging chain life cycle insider *

V

Aging chain staff development**

V

V

Epidemic model (potential) fraudulent
employees *

V

Epidemic model (Un)aware or (Un)trained *

V

Epidemic model asset infectivity *

V

Reinforcing substructure **
Goal seeking substructure **

V

V

V

V
V

V

Table 39. Observed systemic structures during case studies.
V = observed in model structure. P = observed during policy evaluation. * = observed important structures
to security dynamics, ** = common observed structures.

The three structures, identified in section 2.5, can be found in almost every case study;
either through policy analysis or through observing them in the model structure.
The exception is the insider threat dynamics model. This model did not include any
financial structure because of its boundary. We call them core structures due to their
dominant presence in the case studies.
Besides these core structures many other structures were found depending on the case
study. Various aging chains are used for life cycles of different appearances in the field
of cyber-security, like security staff development, training & awareness development,
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evolvement of an incident, asset infectivity, insider’s evolvement, vulnerabilities
development and malware development. Some of these aging chains have also epidemic
properties, like: malware infections on assets, sharing insight after training and
awareness or contamination effects of successful frauds by insider threat. The aging
chain of unknown, known and resolved has interesting properties because it can provide
the means to calculate a probability of exploitation 77 and the probability of advisory
behaviour not observed by the defender (blind spot) 78. This aging chain is appropriate to
vulnerabilities, mode of operandi and process flaws. Given the frequency of appearance in
our case studies we believe there are more structures than the only core structures, which
can be defined as important.
Yet, one important structure is missing. The insiders as a tool become more attractive
for the cyber-attackers when the defences are improving. An insider is already within
the logical boundaries of the defender and are not limited by boundary defences nor by
identity and access management. This dynamic of an adversary shifting from launching
external attacks to actively using insider for attacking is not mentioned in any structure.
One may argue that this is another way of attacking and therefore it is part of the attacker
– defender interactions. We believe this is a new dynamic to be considered because the
logical boundary of the defender has been crossed in a totally different manner.
The additional observed structures give raise to the question how all these structures
interact which each other. In Figure 124 and Figure 125 all identified systemic structures
have been integrated, aggregated and show these interactions.

Figure 124. Cyber-security core structures.
1, 2, 3 refers to connects with Figure XX. *, **, ***, **** are connections to underlying systemic structures
= attacker-defender interaction ,
= attacker related,
= defender
(not shown in this Figure).
= response of the resilient organisation.
related,

77 = (Sum of Known + Unknown) / (Sum of Known + Unknown + Resolved).
78 = Unknown / (Sum of Known + Unknown + Resolved).
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Figure 124 shows that the attacker-defender-interaction (R1) still facilitates the arms
race between attacker and defender. Many attacker activities can be observed by
threat intelligence or mimicked by red team testing (B1). The obtained insights provide
the means to improve and adjust current capabilities in place and reduce observed
vulnerabilities. The latter means that the areas where the attacker can attack will be
reduced. This attack surface reduction is not part of originally known attacker – defender
interaction. The variable “defender’s vulnerability reduction” is related associated aging
chains ((un)known and resolved and SSDLC life cycle). The variable “improvement,
adjustment and roll-out current capabilities” is related to various goal-seeking structures
about improvement, adjustment and roll-out as observed in detection dynamics.
The training and awareness as tool of improvement (B2) can limit vulnerabilities in
staff knowledge 79. Under the right circumstances this mechanism may have strong
reinforcing effects due to its epidemic proportions. It should be noted that the work on
current capabilities and reducing vulnerabilities is bounded by the available staff (see
(2) and (3)). When the defender becomes stronger, there is a gap between defender and
attacker. This evokes the attacker to improve its attack capabilities or search for targets
where current capabilities can still be used (B4). Also, the defender observes less attacks,
thinking it is successful and may invest less or even lower its defences. In such case the
defender may become susceptible to the detection trap (R4).
The attacker will increase its attack activities based on its success (R2) that is evoked
by the gap between attacker and defender. This will result in security incidents to be
resolved by the defender (see (1)). Due to these current successes the attacker does not
need to improve its attack capabilities (B3). In such situation the attacker might be able
to create a foothold within the defender that benefits future attacks (R3). This foothold
can be created by infected assets and insiders. An attacker will move from assets to
insiders when (boundary) defences become too strong for the attacker, because insiders
are already trusted by the defender. Therefore, the variable “foothold creation” is related to
the aging chains of asset infectivity and (potential) fraudulent employees. Under the right
circumstances this mechanism may have strong reinforcing effects due to its epidemic
proportions.
Figure 125 shows that the response of the resilient organisation. Incidents are caused
by state of the defences (see (1)). The variable “cyber-security incidents” is related to the
underlying corresponding aging chain. More security incidents will evoke more attempts
to respond to incidents by the defender (B5). This means more efforts of the defender.
When the staff reallocation is larger than the staff that is needed to maintain business
operations, more incidents will occur (B7) that need to be addressed via the incident
management process (B5). When staff reallocation is larger than the staff needed to for
future improvements and solving vulnerabilities these defence capabilities’ effectiveness
will be limited (see (2) and (3)) and impacting the security operations (R8). The defender
has an opportunity to learn after each incident from these incidents and improve
accordingly (B6). These improvement can also improve detection and response activities

79 Attackers exploit these knowledge gaps by for instance social engineering and malware attacks. Training and awareness is
part of malware dynamics, SSDLC dynamics and insider threat dynamics.
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that limits the time of the staff working on incidents (B8). However, when too much staff
needs to be reallocation to solve incidents and maintain business operations this learning
effect is limited (R9). It means that the root-cause analysis does not take place, and lessons
learned are not formulated and incorporated in future practices. Improvement after
incidents is also not possible (B6). Based on the priority setting, maintaining business
operations is preferred over learning and readiness for the future (R7), which will evoke
re-allocation of staff in line with these priorities. The variables “staff - …. ” are related to
staff related substructures.

Figure 125. Cyber-security core structures.
1, 2, 3 refers to connects with Figure XX. *, ** are connections to underlying systemic structures (not
= attacker-defender interaction ,
= attacker related,
= defender related,
shown in this Figure).
= response of the resilient organisation.
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5.7.2

System traps identified in the case studies
The systemic structures provide a basis for certain system traps of which the detection trap
is most clearly visible. During the case studies we observed various system traps that are
relevant to current decision-making practices (see section 2.4.6.). The results are shown
in Table 40.

Systemic Structures

DDOS dynamics (5.2)

Malware Dynamics (5.3)

Detection Dynamics (5.4)

SSDLC (5.5)

Insider Threat Dynamics (5.6)

Case studies

Detection trap

V

*

V

*

*

Acceptance trap
Adaptation trap
Capability trap

V
P

*
*

Decision trap

V
P

V

V
V

Table 40. Observed system traps during case studies.
V = observed in model structure. P = observed during policy evaluation. * = research approach makes trap
detection not possible.

We were able to identify several traps that may potentially occur in the different case
studies and marked them with a “P” in the table. Due to broken structures for policy
analysis or boundary of case studies certain traps were not identified during the case
studies. These are marked with “*”. The effects of these traps can be mitigated through
proper policy decision-making.
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5.7.3

Generic policy levers identified in the case studies
During our case studies we established that observed future behaviour from an underlying
system can be influenced by changing various policy options. These effects of these
decision were analysed during the policy evaluation of each case study. Table 41 shows
the different generic policy levers identified in the case studies and their relation with the
systemic structures.
Case studies

P

P

P

Blocking

V

P

P

P

Testing and scanning

V

V

P

P

P

P

P

Response

V

V

P

P

P

P

P

Training and awareness

V

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

*

*

Advanced learning

P
V

P

P

HR staff strategy
HR well-being process

**

Insider Threat Dynamics (5.7)

Malware Dynamics (5.4)

V

SSDLC (5.6)

DDOS dynamics (5.3)

Filtering

Detection Dynamics (5.5)

Generic policy levers

The attacker – defender interaction

The response of the resilient organisation

Systemic
structure

P

Table 41. Observed generic policy decisions during case studies.
P = observed during policy evaluation, * relevant aspects but not included in the case study. V = policy
connected to systemic structure. ** Only for insider threat the generic policy lever can be allocated to the
systemic structure.

The policy levers in Table 41 are connected to the systemic structures of attacker-defender
interaction and the response of the resilient organisation. The security investment
decision-making financial optimum is not included because this structure is fed from the
previous mentioned two (see also section 2.5).
Two generic policy levers can be allocated to both structures. This allocation depends on
the appearance of these policies. For instance, scanning and testing as part of the attacker
– defender – interaction means compliance-based scanning and testing while red teamoriented scanning and testing is part of the response of the resilient organisation. The first
implies testing and scanning because the defender has to do it e.g., by law, by legislation,
by company policy; while the latter mimics attacker’s behaviour as close as possible to
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the observed behaviour in the real and provides the defender learning and improvement
opportunities from these tests. A similar reasoning can be done with response. From an
attacker – defender – interaction perspective the cyber – attack needs to be mitigated,
while from a response of the resilient organisation perspective the defender tries to learn
and improve its response processes and defences afterwards these response activities.
Our case studies indicate that the policy levers for CISO’s are limited to eight different
options. We have identified the following policy levers:
• Filtering. During a filtering process, a device or equipment will remove a particular
part from unwanted activities, information, or even potential resources.
• Blocking. During the blocking process, a device or equipment will absorb, prevent or
stop the cyber-attacks.
• Testing and scanning. In the testing and scanning process, a device or equipment is
used to explore the defender’s domain to detect vulnerabilities that can be exploited.
Scanning is more appropriate in the area of detection dynamics and insider threat
where one actively searches for abnormal behaviour that might indicate the presence of
a potential threat-actor.
• Response. In order to address the observed events retrieved from testing, scanning
and detection activities, staff capacity is needed for responsive actions. These include
further analysis and follow-up actions. These actions are the basis to limit the impact of
a potential security incident.
• Training and awareness. Training and awareness are important to reduce
unintended errors made by the staff of the defender.
• Advanced learning. Advanced learning involves improving the defender’s capability
provided that these learnings are used for follow-up actions like tailoring defences and
improving runbooks. This can be done by sharing and obtaining information about
threat-actors’ activities (threat intelligence, responsible disclosure), exercises where
a cyber-attack is simulated (red teaming and ethical hacking), as well as root-causeanalyses and lessons learned from a security incident.
• HR staffing strategy. In the field of secure software development and detection
dynamics, there is an especially great dependency on staff. Availability and market
circumstances can impact the inflow and outflow of staff, and the HR staffing strategy
will affect this dynamic.
• HR wellbeing policies. Specific to insider threat, the field of HR wellbeing policies
may serve to lower certain pressure-generating factors and enable the defender to lower
the number of insiders.
Policy analysis in our quantitative case-studies indicate that the attacker – defender
interaction contributes to increasing number and volumes of defence capabilities which
increases the cost of these defences as well. The response of the resilient organisation
has an opposite financial effect. The response of the resilient organisation helps the
organisation to improve and innovate existing defences. This systemic structure may
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contribute to maintaining or even lowering the costs of the defences. In all quantifies case
studies this contribution was significant 80.
Another observation is that the staff related policies are not related to the systemic
(traditional) security relevant substructure. This may suggest that staff related policies
could be a neglected policy area. Yet, insider dynamics, and detection dynamics show this
is a very important area. Both these case-studies show that the resource strategy act as a
boundary condition for the whole system.

80 For DDOS dynamics compare defence scenario 3 (number of responsive processes scenario) with defence scenario 5
(strong hardware layer) or with defence scenario 7 (size of cloud investments). For Malware dynamics observe the effect
of the contribution of learning (see section 5.3.5.4). For Detection Dynamics compare the scenario of priority on incident
handling with any of the other priories (roll-out, maturity or accuracy) (see section 5.4.5.1).
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6.1

Overall conclusion and contributions
This chapter answers the central research question of this thesis: “Which systemic structures
drive security investment decision-making, and how can security investment decision-making
potentially be improved?”.
Our research project consisted of a literature study, a serious game and five case studies.
On the basis of our literature study, the serious game results and our case studies we
observed three core systemic structures: (1) the attacker – defender interaction, (2) the
response of the resilient organisation, and (3) the security investment decision-making
financial optimum. The attacker – defender interaction structure contributes to an
increasing number and volume of defence capabilities which increases the cost for the
defender. The response of the resilient organisation structure has an opposite financial
effect. The response of the resilient organisation helps the organisation to learn from the
attacker and security incidents as a basis for improving and innovating existing defences.
This systemic structure may contribute to maintaining or even lowering the costs of the
defender. Consequently, the security investment decision-making financial optimum
is affected by both structures. In addition, our case studies provided eleven additional
structures that affect the decision-making process. Under specific circumstances these
eleven structures could act as game changers for both attacker and defender.
A key insight from our research on a serious game is that many decision-makers do not
have an overview of the consequences of their decisions. Our literature study indicated
that currently available decision support tools and approaches lack the ability to provide
this understanding. This research shows that decision support tools founded on system
dynamics methodology can help decision-makers.
This research is limited to pointing out what has been seen from a different perspective
(defender oriented system dynamics modelling) contrary to these other perspectives
for decision making (current support tools used in security decision-making).
No comparative research determining the effect of alternative approaches on decisionmaking effectiveness and decision maker appreciation has been executed. The defendercentric view in this research limits the scope for policy analysis from an attacker
perspective or evaluation of attacker-oriented policy interventions (in the geopolitical
domain).
Future research opportunities lie in the area of interdisciplinary research and further
application of system dynamics methodology in cyber-security and communication with
stakeholder and participants.
This chapter summarizes research conclusions (6.2), specifies scientific and managerial
contributions (6.3), discusses research limitations (6.4) and outlines future research
opportunities (6.5).
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6.2

Research conclusions
Both the homeland Security Cyrie project report (2018) and Falco et al. (2019) indicate
that the complexity of decision making in the cyber-security context makes it difficult to
determine the basis upon which decisions are made. These insights advocate for analysing
the complex dynamic systems in which security-related decisions need to be made.
Hence, this research attempts to consider the effect of dynamic limitations (understanding
about feedback, time delay and accumulation in the ecosystem) in security investment
decision-making by using system dynamics modelling. This led to the following research
question for this thesis: “Which systemic structures drive security investment decision-making,
and how can security investment decision-making potentially be improved?”.
This research question is broken down in four sub-questions:
1. How are security investment decisions made in general?
2. Which systemic structures explain cyber-security investment decision-making?
3. Which of these systemic structures are visible in five different selected cyber-security
topics?
4. Which generic policy levers do we see in our research results?
Below, we will answer and critically reflect on our main research question by summarizing
the answer to the four sub-research questions.
We used literature research to answer the first sub-question “How are security investment
decisions made in general”. Current practices (see section 2.4) show that CISO’s mainly
use static tools for decision-making. These static practices and tools focus on the current
situation and are subject to static limitations (invalid references, incomplete data and
incorrect data). Examples of such practices and tools are reacting after successful attacks,
using benchmarks, adhere to compliance, applying frameworks and using standards and
risk management. Many of these decision support tools are based on the practices of risk
management. In risk management practices the estimation of probability and impact
are important. In general, all of these tools, and more specifically risk management
itself, are only to a limited degree able to capture causality and dynamics. However,
security investment decision-making takes place in an area with complex dynamics.
These complex dynamics may trigger decision-makers to use (fallacious) heuristics and
thus affect the decision-making process and outcome. Consequently, costly corrective
and reactive decisions may be needed at a later stage. Examples of recently observed data
breaches are: The WannaCry Ransom attack, The Equifax Breach, the Prestige Software
Breach, The Not Petya Malware attack, The Carbanak Case and The Diginotar Case.
Considering this, our research has taking taken a systemic approach to better understand
which systemic structures drive security investment decision-making, and how security
investment decision-making can potentially be improved.
The second sub-question: “Which systemic structures explain security investment decisionmaking?” is answered by literature research complemented by serious game results.
From literature we have been able to identify three systemic structures (see section
2.5) that affect the decision-making process. These structures are: (1) The attacker –
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defender interaction, (2) the response of the resilient organisation, and (3) the security
investment decision-making financial optimum. The first structure focuses on the
escalating arms-race between attacker and defender. The second structure focus on the
responses to security incidents in conjunction with learning and improving organisational
performance. Its aim is to minimize the effect of these incidents. The last structure shows
the financial consequences of these actions, where benefits of preventing attacked are
offset by the costs of defences and successful attacks. In our serious game research, we
mimicked real life security investment decision-making. The existence of these structures
is supported by our serious game results (see Chapter 4). Our serious game results
indicate that 56% of the participants are not aware of the long-term consequences of their
decisions. They favour a short-term reactive focus on the attacker – defender interaction
structure, resulting in both increasing security cost and security staff demand. Our game
results suggest these 56% are using (fallacious) heuristics in their decision-making
process.
We conducted case study research to answer the third sub-research question: “Which of
these systemic structures are visible in the five specific key case studies?”. In our case studies
(see Chapter 5) we observed more systemic structures than the three structures originally
identified. Nevertheless, these three structures frequently appear in the case studies.
Therefore, we call them core structures. Besides these core structures, we observed
different aging chains, epidemic structures, goal seeking structures and reinforcing
structures.
Several aging chains were observed: the possible exploitation and mitigation of
vulnerabilities in processes and technology follows the different stages of unknown,
known and resolved; before a defender can respond to a security incident it evolves from
an alert, to a potential security incident and thereafter to a security incident that needs
mitigation. Another example is related to insider threat dynamics; an insider evolves from
an employee to a (potential) fraudulent employee. Also the area of SSDLC dynamics has
such structure; errors and vulnerabilities in software code have both a life-cycle (similar
to unknown, known and resolved). We also observed an aging chain structure in the
development of security staff from junior through medior to senior. Progress through
these chains requires time and effort of the defender.
We observed epidemic structures related to employee awareness and asset infectivity.
Due to both the interaction between aware and unaware employees as well as the
interaction between unknown infected assets and susceptible assets these epidemic
structures can have game changing effects under certain specific circumstances. Some of
these circumstances can be influenced by the policies available to the defender.
The detection of and the respond to security incidents are affected by specific goal seeking
structures. These structures are related to rolling out solutions, improving the maturity of
these solutions and improving their accuracy. The priority setting of the defender for their
staff amongst the roll-out, improvement (of maturity and accuracy) and responses may
have a huge impact on the effectiveness of the defender’s detection and response strategy.
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And lastly especially the attacker’s behaviour is affected by reinforcing mechanisms based
on word-of-mouth within the attacker’s community and a defender being perceived
as vulnerable to attacks based on previous successful attacks. The appearance of these
additional observed structures is strongly dependent on the case study.
The three core structures can be found in almost every case study; either through policy
analysis or because they are present in the model structure. The combination of these
fourteen structure offers a likely explanation for the non-linear behaviour observed in this
ecosystem.
We also arrived at specific observations about the financial aspects of investing in
security. The attacker – defender interaction structure contributes to an increasing
number and volume of defence capabilities which increases the cost of these defences as
well. The response of the resilient organisation structure has an opposite financial effect.
The response of the resilient organisation helps the organisation to improve and innovate
existing defences. This systemic structure may contribute to maintaining or even lowering
the costs of the defences.
The last sub-question questions: “What generic policy levers do we see in all these five case
studies” can also be answered on the basis of our case study results. In our case studies (see
Chapter 5) we established that simulated future behaviour can be influenced by changing
various policy levers. Our case studies indicate that the policies available to CISO’s are
limited to eight different options: filtering, blocking, testing & scanning, response,
training & awareness, advanced learning, HR staff strategy and HR well-being. The HR
related policies affect the available staff capacity as a boundary condition for the security
function execution power, which in turn affects the security policy execution. Compared
to many standard and policy frameworks this reduction to eight policy option is a huge
simplification.
The answers of these sub research questions provide the basis for answering the research
question: “Which systemic structures drive security investment decision-making, and how can
security investment decision-making potentially be improved?”
Our research provides fourteen systemic structures that drives security investment
decision-making. The appearance of eleven of these structures strongly depends on the
case study concerned. Under specific circumstances these structures can have game
changing effects for both attacker and defender. These eleven structures feed into the
already known three systemic core structures from literature.
In all case studies we observed the three systemic core structures that have been identified
in the literature: (1) the attacker – defender interaction, (2) the response of the resilient
organisation, and (3) the security investment decision-making financial optimum.
The first two structures affect the last structure (see section 2.5.4). The attacker –
defender interaction structure contributes to increasing number and volumes of defence
capabilities which increases the cost of the defender as well. This structure is closely
related to the observed attackers behaviour and observed security incidents. The response
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of the resilient organisation helps the organisation to improve and innovate existing
defences. The effects of structure are less clearly visible. Undoubtedly, timely adjusted
and improved defences as well as faster responses result in less business impact caused by
the attacker’s behaviour. Sufficient attention to this systemic structure may contribute
to maintaining or even lowering the costs of the defender. Section 6.3 elaborates on the
scientific and practical contribution of this research.

6.3

Research contributions
These research results provide contributions for both the scientific field and managerial
practices. This section elaborates on both the scientific contribution (section 6.3.1) and the
contribution to managerial practices (6.3.2).

6.3.1

Scientific contributions
This project is a multidisciplinary research effort that combines the field of system
dynamics with the field of security economics. In both fields this research made a
contribution.
In the security economics field difficulties about financial evaluation of cyber-security
investment decisions have been raised because of missing data, inaccurate data and invalid
inferences between cause and effect (Graves et al. 2016, Cyrie 2018). This research shows
that applying system dynamics methodology can help to identify causal relations and
thereby make the structure underlying the analysed problem transparent. A causalityoriented approach is the core of the system dynamics methodology. There is another
important aspect of using causality. For explaining this aspect, we need to use knowledge
of the audit practice. In the field of financial auditing done by Dutch Auditors the
investigation of completeness of information is done by causality driven control measures.
In terms of system dynamics, the control measures focus on the interconnectedness
between the stocks, inflows and outflows of goods, service capacity, staff, assets and
money. The techniques these auditors apply are comparable with the modelling ideas
applied in Industrial Dynamics of Forrester (1961) but without the application of time
delays and by monetizing all aspects. Compared to system dynamics models these audit
techniques present a less detailed model of the structure driving the observed problem.
These controls are called “omspannende verbandscontroles” (Westra and Mooijenkind
1997) In English this is known as cash-to-cash cycle, top-cycle, cash-product-cash cycle,
super cycle or value cycle but only in the context of an owner-ordered audit approach.
Based on this Dutch audit practice we posit that system dynamics models contribute to
completeness of information, or in other words, help to handle the problem of missing
data. System dynamics methodology provides certain means to reduce the effect of
missing data. The nature of the methodology is a focus on causality. As a consequence,
certain missing data issues will be resolved by themselves. For instance, if we know there
is a relationship between variable A through variable B to variable C, and we have data on
variable A and C, we can calculate variable B. Also, system dynamics methodology allows
the usage of curve estimations by experts if no data sources can be found. Estimating such
value with subject matter experts during a group modelling session is an appropriate way
of modelling (Lee, Zagonel, Andersen, Rohrbaugh, & Richardson, 1998).
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According to the methodology, leaving out important variables due to lack of data is
considered to be a larger error than estimating the value of this variable. Omitting
structures or variables known to be important because numerical data are unavailable is
actually less scientific and less accurate than using your best judgment to estimate their
values (Sterman, 2002, page 523). To omit such variables is equivalent to saying they
have zero effect—probably the only value that is known to be wrong! (Forrester, 1961,
page 57). We should never compromise this principle. Omitting concepts because we have
no numerical data is a sure route to narrow model boundaries, biased results, and policy
resistance (Sterman, 2002, page 523). The aspects of inaccurate data can be tackled by
tools for handling uncertainty (see section 3.4.2).
This research shows by three quantified case-studies that a focus on dynamic limitations
helps to resolve the static limitations related to data completeness and invalided references
in financially evaluating cyber-security investment decision-making.
In the field of system dynamics, this study makes multiple contributions. Our research
complemented three observed theoretical structures (see section 2.5) with eleven
additional structures relevant to the field of cyber-security (see Chapter 5). These
complementary structures help to explain game changing and emerging behaviour in the
field of security.
In the case studies (see Chapter 5) we were able to connect the enterprise architecture
conceptual business layer (a representation of a systemic structure of the organisation)
to its observed performance by using a group model building approach. This gives
substance to the theoretical claims of Warren (2016) about the relation between enterprise
architecture and system dynamics (see section 3.4.3.2) and Böhme (2010) about the
connection between security defence structure, attacker’s behaviour and financial
outcomes (see section 2.3.1). We also applied specific modelling techniques (see section
3.4.3.2) to mimic observed behaviour of the attacker and represent specific attack
functionality. In the section 6.3.2. below the archetype relevant to security decisionmaking is explained. In summary, our research enriched the system dynamics field with
(sub)-structures, specific equation formulation techniques and an archetype relevant to
the dynamics of security.

6.3.2

Contributions to managerial practice
Based on the combined research results the sector specific archetype shown in Figure
126 can be created to explain actual security investment decision-making. Under
normal circumstances the board of directors need to allocate available budget within
the organisation amongst different business activities including security (as explained in
section 2.5). Increasing threats of observed attacker’s behaviour is not always reflected in
matching resource allocation to security because of static limitations (data) and dynamic
limitations (understanding) evoking the usage of fallacious heuristics that impacts
decision-making (as explained in section 1.3). Current decision support tools for security
investment decision-making do not resolve these limitations (as explained in section 2.4).
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The cost and resources of increasing security are clear while the delayed benefits
of possible protections against eventual future attacks are distant, far and vague.
The certainty effect causes risk avoiding personalities to favours not investing at all in such
situations. Consequently, the benefits and (perceived) success of other business strategic
programs (R1 Business Success) are more clearly visible compared to the successes of
security (R2 Security Success). This benefits the allocation of resources to other business
activities instead of security. The minimum resources needed for security are the resources
for security operations and supporting the security capabilities. A higher number of
resources allocated to security contributes to learning from the attacker and this serves
the success of security. Learning efforts are closely related to the response of the resilient
organisation structure after all. This success to the success (Senge, 2006) structure is
visible in blue in Figure 126. The downside of the structure is the risk of falling into the
detection trap.
In case a severe attack penetrates defences and impacts the business, the business is not
successful. An immediate reallocation of resources is done to fix the impact of such an
attack and invest in more security. In such a situation more resources are needed for
emerging responsive actions (which are part of regular security operations). Also, existing
resources in the business are temporarily needed to contribute to these responsive actions
and mitigate the impact of the attack. In order to ensure this problem does not occur more
often in the future, more security capabilities will be implemented (R3 Shifting Priority).
Because of this event, a structurally higher level of security resources will be needed for
future security operations and capability support. Due to the emerging nature of this
reaction, we called it shifting priority as is visible in red in Figure 126. This mechanism
closely corresponds with the attacker-defender interaction and was observed in action in
the serious game.
Over time the organisation goes back to its normal state. This also means moving back to
the success to the success structure and high resource levels of security become a topic
for discussion again. The ongoing dialogue between business and security may result in
another round of reductions for security resources. However, due to higher number of
security resources needed for capability support and operations, fewer resources will
be available for learning from the attacker as well as improving the existing security
capabilities and function. The response of the resilient organisation structure demonstrates
the importance of learning and improvement for the success of security. This ongoing
reduction means that fewer and fewer resources are available for learning and improving
which ultimately may affect the quality and success of the security function. This situation
may ultimately evoke the capability trap or adaptation trap.
Our research results provide clear insights in the consequences of security investment
decision making, which may help decision makers. A precondition is that the business
in willing to inquire into security. This might be an issue when the business is under
pressure. This structure is depicted in green in Figure 126. The contribution of security
to the success of other business activities needs to be clear (B1/R5 Understanding).
This clarity makes the organisation aware and facilitates a factual strategic resource
allocation dialogue. This dialogue should focus on short and long-term aspects of resources
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allocation as well as benefits and consequences to the business. Consequently, less
resources are available for the business (B1) and more for security (R5). These solution
structure benefits the success of both business and security as well as limits the effects of
emerging successful cyber-attacks.

Figure 126. Sector specific archetype of security investment decision-making.
Blue refers to defender, red to the attacker substructure, and green refers to the additional feedback loop
included in this archetype (solution structure).

The strategic contribution of security to the success of the business has financial,
reputational and customer impact. In our case studies we connected multiple business
areas together like security, business operations and finance. By analysing this structure,
we found levers that can influence the observed behaviour of occurred security incidents
and events as well as the related consequences. Our case studies showed long term
financial consequences and contributions can be created. Specifically, the DDOS case
included also consequences for reputation by simulation customer’s churn.
In practice this means that:
• CISO’s and their peers need clear and understandable insights in the causal structure of
the complex cyber-security ecosystem.
• A proactive forward-looking decision support approach is needed to facilitate a factual
dialogue on defence weaknesses impacting future business success. This research shows
that proactive forward-looking risk management (see section 3.4.2.) can be founded on
the system dynamics methodology.
• Training and awareness about dynamic complexity in the field of cyber-security is
recommended. The serious game can contribute to this training and awareness.
• Simplification of policy options can be helpful. This research indicated that a CISO
has from a systemic perspective up-to eight different policy options available in his
responsibility area. Many available frameworks and other support tools to the CISO
indicate much more different and detailed options.
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6.4

Research limitations
Limitations in this research can be found in the research assumptions (6.4.1), selected
methodology (6.4.2), the security taxonomy that determined the scope of this study
(6.4.3), the serious game (6.4.4), the model and its boundaries (6.4.5), the research reusability (6.4.6) and the research contribution (6.4.7).

6.4.1

Research assumptions limitations
As explained in section 3.4.2 this study is based on an important assumption concerning
uncertainty. We expected that encountered uncertainty would be on level 1 to level 3.
Therefore, no tools for analysing deep uncertainty were needed. During this research we
did not find any evidence which indicated that these assumptions had to change.
As a consequences of these assumptions, research results can only be used for defenderoriented research. This research excludes attacker’s system interventions, the scope where
attackers can choose amongst multiple different defenders and the geopolitical domain
(see section 3.4.2.2.). The geopolitical domain is important for prosecution of attackers
in other countries, interventions on the attacker’s systems or reactions towards attacking
state actors. Also escalating patterns from a cyber-attack to hostile cyber-activities
or cyber-warfare are not included. These aspects are not in scope of this research.
Consequently, the attacker is considered as one entity that launches different forms of
attacks to the defender, unless different scenarios are specifically mentioned in a case
study, like the malware case study.

6.4.2

Selected methodology limitations
The system dynamics methodology has a strategic focus. It provides the means to see
how the structure of an ecosystem results in certain observed behaviour and how this
behaviour can be influenced. The application of this methodology in this research does not
go into the details of event-driven technical security aspects. For instance, this research
does not explain what vulnerability should be patched with the highest priority to
minimize the probability of exploitation by an attacker. This research can provide insights
into the consequences of overall future asset infectivity and the related number of future
security incidents when vulnerability management is neglected. For detailed insights in
event-driven technical security aspects other methods and research are needed.
Also, certain specific equations were needed in this research. Section 3.4.3.2 explains
the need for using specific equations to mimic real life behaviour as observed in the
field of cyber-security. Inherent to the simulation software these specific equations
create a timestep dependency. Despite the fact that the have confidence in the output
of our models due to the validation and testing procedures performed, and simulation
results show a good fit with the reference mode, this is a novel approach. Any research
results following from the quantitative models in this thesis are subjected to a time step
dependency.
The serious game and the models in the five case studies are created following the system
dynamics methodology. For certain security aspects multi modelling techniques might
provide more accurate results. For instance, a combination of system dynamics and
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agent-based modelling may highlight topics like: attack capacity is constrained by the
availability of resources with their specific knowledge and experience; and different threat
actors have different rules of engagement and consist of different communities, technical
infrastructure assets, and perceived probability of being detected. Another example lies
in the area of network analysis and system dynamics modelling. The attack capacity of
threat actors will be limited; DDOS attack impact cannot be larger than the capacity of the
pipeline. Malware attacks are limited to the activities of the botnet. A final example is in
the area of system dynamics modelling and discrete event modelling. Launching an attack
as indicated in the kill chain follows a certain path of connected activities. The application
of hybrid and multi-method models might be an interesting subject for further research.

6.4.3

The security taxonomy that determined the scope limitation
We defined a security taxonomy for selecting our five case studies (see section 3.4.1).
This research was solely focussed on five different case studies within the security field.
A CISO has to oversee the complete security field. This raises a question on usability
and integration of these results. Armenia et al. (2018) already showed that a security
framework could be captured in a qualitative causal model.
The research approach used here follows architectural designs of security solutions
and the case studies are selected following an aggregated view of the attacker’s kill
chain. The different case studies provide a reasonable coverage of the full scope of the
security domain Three of our case study models quantify consequences. The observed
systemic structures in Chapter 5 were integrated in one aggregated qualitative model.
This integration, the quantified models and the case study selection results provide
indications that quantitative integration should be possible as well. This integration was
not part of our research. An integrated model may provide policy advise and performance
insights more closely aligned to the CISO responsibilities. Integrated models may provide
the means to:
• simulate future performance of a security strategy or security improvement
programme;
• evaluate security strategies and security improvement programmes resistance against
an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT).

6.4.4

The serious gaming limitations
In the serious game resources, we observed the usage of fallacious heuristics. The reason
why this happened has not investigated by us. Participants may observe a situation
with tensions caused by conflicting attitudes, beliefs, or behaviours (Festinger, 1957),
the participants may face a situation they cannot control and do not acted (learned
helplessness, Seligman, 1975) or participants were willing to experiment with different
game parameters (Grossklags, Christin, and Chaung 2008).
Models are, also in this research, a simplification of the more complex real world
phenomenon which helps to explain the observed behaviour and provide levers to
influence this behaviour. Especially the serious game design process included significant
design choices that were driven by the need for simplification. Due to this simplification,
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the models differ from reality. As Box and Draper (1987, Page 424) wrote: “All models are
wrong, but some are useful.”

6.4.5

The model boundaries and other limitations
As stated in previous section these models are a simplification of the more complex real
world that tries to explain the observed behaviour and provide levers to influence this
behaviour. This also applies to the case studies reported in this study. We should consider
the limitations of applied system dynamics for instance “models are just models” (Morrison,
2019. Page 26).
Each individual case study has model boundaries. These boundaries were included to have
manageable and feasible research projects as well as a clear focus on the most important
aspects of the case studies. These boundaries were determined on a case-by-case basis as
part of the group modelling approach that has been used. In our research the individual
case study results were leading. As a result, not all trends and concerns (see section 1.2)
were covered in each individual case study. For instance, the concern of future security
staff shortage was raised in some cases but staff dynamics were not included in DDOS
dynamics and malware dynamics case. Another example the costs caused by successful
attacks may have logarithmic properties while in the malware dynamics case the malware
related significant performance impact is excluded. This limits the options for comparison
between the different case studies. Nevertheless, the combined case studies provide a
reasonable overview.
Technical vulnerabilities (that are exploited by attackers) are dependent on the technology
or type of asset in place. Also, software diversity may limit certain epidemic attack
properties. In none of our models subscripting on technology level or device level have
been included. However, based on our model scope and available data subscripting was
not needed.
The quantitative models contained metrics for financial evaluation. Most common
metrics, cash and value, were used in a security context (see section 2.4.4.1). The field of
security economics provides many more metrics (see section 1.3). All these other metrics
were not used nor investigated. This means that the usage of other metrics may provide
different financial output but also require different standards for the evaluation of this
output. Neither the usage of different metrics nor the consequences of this usage have
been investigated. Also, GDPR fining effects were not included in our financial metrics
because our data sets were prior the effective date of GDPR or did not include any relevant
incidents (see section 1.5.1).
Our research involves risk management and management control as far this is relevant
to security investment decision-making. Although we did not extensively research all
the aspects of management control, we did observe that agency theory and management
control framework does not account for structure-behaviour-paradigm. The output of the
quantitative models provided forward looking security performance forecasts and financial
forecasts. Following section 2.3.2 this output can provide the basis for forward-looking
proactive risk management where policies are going to be implemented when observed
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performance behaviour is outside accepted boundaries of behaviour. Our research did
not investigate the state of risk management and (pro-active forward-looking) risk
management practices. This research only indicates that pro-active risk management is
possible.

6.4.6

The research re-usability limitation
In section 3.3, we claim re-usability of our models in other organisations, especially when
the structures of the models are closely aligned to the related architecture. An important
concept of enterprise architecture is re-usability (OpenGroup 2019). In order to support
the re-usability of these models we developed a questionnaire to investigate this for
our modelling efforts. This analysis was based on comparing different recommended
detailed policy options in this research with the policy options preferred in comparable
organisations. This questionnaire has been sent to the relevant branch of industry within
one particular country. This community was accessible within the boundaries of the traffic
light protocol associated to the NDA. Although the response rate (~40%) and market
share coverage (~50%) where high, the number of received questionnaires still remains
low (five). The low number of filled questionnaires is already a reason for more substantial
research in order to draw reasonable conclusions on re-usability.
Although we advocate more research in this area and without limiting this statement we
would like to share the high level results of our questionnaire. At the level of the detailed
policy options some first promising notions could be observed that might suggest possible
re-usability of models. The total of five questionnaires provided us a total of 184 policy
options to analyse. These 184 policy options are on a much more detailed level compared
to our eight identified general policy levers. These 184 policy options are closely related to
the level of model parameters while the eight general policy levers are defined at a much
higher aggregated level.
In total 184 policy options have been evaluated by this questionnaire. About 87% of the
detailed policy options were in line with our model insights. About 13% contradicted our
model insights. A fraction of this 13% contradicting outcome can be lowered by better
model calibration. The remaining difference can be related to other reasons including
organisational differences and differences in systemic structures.
This means that in case of reusing model parts, calibration to the new situation remains
very important. Details on the questionnaire and the analysis can be found in Appendix
7. Nevertheless, we believe higher number of filled questionnaires is needed for more
substantial research conclusions on re-usability.

6.4.7

The research contribution limitation
In this thesis, we used a system dynamics approach to analyse security investment
decision-making. We did a theoretical research on different support tools and compared
this tools with our approach. In other words we took a different perspective on security
investment decision-making. We did not execute any comparative study on the usage of
and appreciation of the different static and dynamic decision support tools by decision
makers. Important aspects to evaluate management information systems are (Starreveld
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et al., 2002): information delivery is in line with requirements of decision makers, the
quality of this delivery process, the design and implementation efforts of the information
system, and the maintenance effort needed for such systems. In our opinion also the
improvement in decision-making should be measured in such comparative research. All of
these aspects are not in scope of this research. This research is limited to pointing out
“what has been seen through a different perspective (of system dynamics modelling)” contrary
to other perspectives (current support tools used in security decision-making).
This research demonstrated key characteristics of system dynamics methodology like the
ability to match patterns, the ability to forecast future outcomes and the ability to identify
“unknown unknowns” of intended designed systems. Due to the NDA in place only limited
efforts were possible to scientifically reflect on the forecasted future outcomes and the
identified “unknown unknowns” of system designs.

6.5

Future research directions
This research project was complex because it tried to integrate three different research
disciplines: decision-making (part of the management control field), security investments
(part of the security economics field) and its dynamic limitations (part of the system
dynamics methodology). In this research these field were connected by the structurebehaviour-paradigm: the observed behaviour of any system is a function of the operational
structure that drives it. (Paich et al. 2009 – page 288). This research provided many new
insights about solving dynamic complex problems in the field of cyber-security. Besides,
the limitations of this research (section 6.4) also this interdisciplinary nature gives input
for future research directions.
Therefore, we observe research opportunities in the following areas: interdisciplinary
research (6.5.1), further research in security dynamics (6.5.2) and correlation, causality
and communication (6.5.3). In case research opportunities are related to our limitations,
references are included to those relevant limitation sections.

6.5.1

Interdisciplinary research
We observe three opportunities for research between different scientific disciplines in line
of this research. These opportunities are explained below.
Firstly, there is a research opportunity between the field of management control and
system dynamics. Important theory and frameworks in the field of management control
do not position modelling and simulation as tool of management for complex and
dynamic problems (see section 2.2). This research shows that modelling and simulation
may provide solutions to manage complex dynamic problems. Section 6.3.2 advocate
the usage of proactive forward-looking risk management and shows other contributions
to management practices. The acceptance of modelling and simulation as tool for
management can further stimulated by the recognition of these tools, both in theory and
practice. Therefore, we observe the following research opportunities on this disciplinary
intersection:
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• Investigate how complex dynamic problems can be controlled and managed with the
help of management control frameworks (as follow-up to limitations explained in
section 6.4.5).
• Investigate the current state of risk management and explore how modelling and
simulation can contribute to proactive forward looking risk management (as follow-up
to limitations explained in section 6.4.5).
• Perform comparative research on different static and dynamic tools of management
and how these tools contribute to better decision being made (follow-up to limitations
explained in section 6.4.7).
Secondly, there is a research opportunity that combines the field of security economics
and system dynamics. Security economics is a reach research field with relevant research
and publications in many areas like attacker’s behaviour, defence structures, financial
evaluation metrics, decision-making support tools. In this field difficulties about
financial evaluation of cyber-security investment decisions have been raised because of
missing data, inaccurate data and invalid inferences between cause and effect (Graves
et al. 2016, Cyrie 2018). This research provided some notions, especially shown in the
three quantified case studies, that some of these raised issues can be resolved applying
the system dynamics method. In this situation an important research assumption is: a
strategically oriented research focus and not detailed technical event driven research
focus. In the quantified case studies, we used two financial metrics that are important to
the field of security economics for evaluation purposes. We hope these notions may foster
joint research to see if combined research projects may reach similar results in overcoming
these difficulties in financially evaluating cyber-security investment decision-making.
More close to this research project, the rich field of security economics has many metrics
and frameworks for investment evaluation. Following the limitation of 6.4.5 future
research opportunities are system dynamics-based research projects using these other
financial metrics and frameworks for reasons of comparison.
Thirdly, there is a research opportunity combining the field of enterprise architecture and
system dynamics. Both Warren (2016) in general and Böhme (2010) specific to the field
of cyber-security connect the field of enterprise architecture as a representation of the
designed organisation to observed performance of that organisation (see section 3.2.1).
This connection is a representation of the structure-behaviour-paradigm. During this
research (see Chapter 5) we were able to connect the enterprise architecture designs with
system dynamics model structure. Our research provides support for the above argument
of Warren (2016) and Böhme (2010). We were able to simulate various forecasts of
different financial and non-financial performance indicated. This is an important
contribution because through this connection the organisational designs are quantifiable.
This means that the contribution of enterprise architecture designs to the strategic
performance of organisations can be simulated before investing in these designs. This is an
area for future research to explore if these connections can be made in different domains.
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6.5.2

Further research in security dynamics
This research gives substance to the call for new mental models capturing the non-code
aspects of security (Swire 2019) and causality-driven-analysis in the field of security
(Dekker 2021). This research enriched the field with fourteen (sub)-structures that
explain the dynamics of security; specific equation techniques to make simulations;
eight general levers that influence security decision-making; and an archetype shows
the strategic dilemma of board members that need to make security related decisions.
Nevertheless, the observed limitations indicate there is a rich field for further research.
It is our future ambition to have a full-grown application of system dynamics in the field
of cyber-security available a first step is to establish a research agenda. By embracing
the observed research limitations in this research, future research opportunities can
be identified that contribute to this ambition. By increasing the research efforts in this
field more and different research results become available that may help to foster a
stronger opinion about re-useability as well (as indicated as a limitation in section 6.4.6).
We observe five areas of future research.
Firstly, attacker-oriented research projects. This research project is defender oriented
(see section 3.4.2.2 and the section 6.4.1). This means threat-actors (activities) appear
and disappear from the model because other organisations were outside the boundary of
the models. As explained before, attackers try to find the weakest link; while this link can
be found within an organisation, it can also be found within a supply chain or a branch of
an industry. As a result, from a threat-actor’s perspective, it is hard to make a business
case using one single organisation. Certain modes of operation may be successful for
one type of organisation but unsuccessful on others. This means these models can only
support economic implications from a defenders’ perspective and not from an attacker’s
perspective. We believe applying system dynamics for threat-actors’ decision-makers
should be possible because it also works for the defender part. We identify two types of
research project: (1) attacker-oriented research that explores the decision-making process
of fire-and-forget type of attacks to multiple defenders, and (2) modelling the threat
actors supply chain for developing and maintaining attack capabilities. These research
projects can help to identify effective threat actor or specific mode of operandi-oriented
interventions. A next stage in attacker-oriented research is by following Polatin-Reuben et
al. (2013) the inclusion of the geo-political domain including diplomacy and international
trade dynamics, which was also excluded in our research.
Secondly, the application of multi modelling techniques as follow-up of the limitations
explained in section 6.4.2. Another aspect of threat-actor modelling is the attack
capability of the attacker is limited by the resources available. For instance, specific
malware can only be developed when a specifically skilled programmer is available. Fireand-forget type of malware attack require botnets for execution purposes. The DDOS
attack strength of bandwidth attacks are limited to the available network capacity of the
underlying networks. Also, specific technological features and defender weaknesses may
contribute to specific attack behaviour. In order to model these aspects, other modelling
techniques might be needed and hybrid models such as network modelling, agent-based
modelling, or discrete event modelling, might be considered. Even methods of modelling
not mentioned in this section might be relevant. This is also an area for future research.
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Thirdly, in this research specific novel equations and modelling techniques were used
to mimic specific real-life observed behaviour where there was a time-step dependency
as mentioned in section 6.4.2. Future research should contribute to strengthening the
methodological approach of modelling and equation building techniques in the field of
cyber-security.
Fourthly, during this research improvements for each of the five case study models
were identified. Although we have a theoretical foundation of these five case studies
an integration of these models may provide tools that are more closely alight with the
CISO responsibility and therefore have a more applied contribution (see section 6.4.3).
All model improvements are opportunities for future research as indicated in section
6.4.5. While repetition of these case studies contributes to the reusability limitation (see
section 6.4.6). Overall general research and model specific research opportunities can be
specified and include:
• General research opportunities for security dynamics:
– Model integration of the five different case study topics to simulate and evaluate an
overall security improvement program, security strategy or APT threat resistance.
– Specific subscripting related to specific technology or asset type used by the
defender. Specific technology and asset may evoke different parameter usage.
– Explore the relation between defender’s digital footprint size, defender’s business
activities and threat actor activity impact. Different threat actor activities may have
different impacts with different financial consequences. Examples are customer trust
impact, reputational impact and impact by regulatory fines.
• Specific research topics for:
– Insider threat dynamic. Our insider threat dynamics case study was a qualitative
case study and did not consider external insiders, different forms of behaviour
and the effect of Insider threat under increasing (boundary) defences. These are
opportunities for future research.
– Malware dynamics. Our malware dynamics case study excluded the business
functions of business continuity planning, recovery management, access
management and IT asset management. Also aspects of private or public cloud
technology and foothold creation were excluded. All of them are relevant for policy
evaluation that is related to severe malware attack impact. Future research could
include these topics.
– SSDLC dynamics. Our SSDLC dynamics case study excluded unsupported
software and technical dept, separation from test / development versus production
environment, hardening of databases and web application firewall deployment.
These inclusion of these topics are relevant to future research.
– Other research topics. Other relevant security topics relevant for further research
can be third party management, digital footprint management and data loss
protection dynamics.
Finally, our serious game research only observed the usage of fallacious heuristics by
decision makers. Our research did not investigate the why and the how these heuristics
were used. Also, the serious game design involves huge design choices in order to make a
playable game compared to the real-life situation. Therefore, the following topics in the
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field of serious gaming applied in security decision making are identified (see section 6.4.4
for related limitations):
• Investigate the reasons and trigger points for heuristic usage during decision making
process.
• Investigate how serious gaming as a tool of measurement can be used given design
choices.
• Explore if these research results can be replicated with different games or in different
game setting.

6.5.3

Correlation, causality and communication
During this research project we observed that many stakeholders and group modelling
building participants were not familiar with system dynamics. They had some
understanding of artificial intelligence, machine learning and big data. Their focus was
more on thinking in terms of correlation rather than thinking in terms of causality.
Therefore, in each session with stakeholders and participants special attention was paid
about communication, like: explaining system dynamics; explaining the difference
between causality and correlation; and explaining model structures. With respect to
communication Morrison, 2019 (Page 31) mentions the trap: “let the model speak for itself”
which addresses the importance of supportive communication as being fundamentally
important. Eskinasi (2014, Page 7) states about communication: “Embedding system
dynamics in regular projects means to be selective in applying system dynamics to the proper
issues, and in cross-examining model outcomes with other types of research. It requires that
system dynamics practitioners deeply understand the content issues and know where to make
small, comprehensible system dynamics models excel. The case studies furthermore indicate that
properly framing and communicating the scope, purpose, and limitations of models contribute to
successful projects.”
Our communication helped stakeholders and participants to understand that
system dynamics methodology focuses on obtaining insights in the structure that
underlies specific observed behaviour of a system through feedback, delay, and nonlinearity. The participants started to understand that the available data, either in (un)
structured repositories or mentally stored, were generated through specific structures.
This understanding resulted in proactive participants behaviour. For instance, during
the Malware Dynamics and Detection Dynamics GMB sessions participants started
to challenge the model structure by various use cases. Another example is that
some participants provided explanation about how the structure generated certain
behaviour when sharing data for parameter estimation and reference model estimation.
This proactive behaviour benefits the quality and validation of our models. According to
Morrison (2019) the proven structure is more important than large numerical output
and motivation of model parameters by large datasets. In this situation he refers to the
“numerical data bias” (page 28).
Another benefit of our way of communicating with participants during our GMB sessions
generated an atmosphere of mutual interest. Different participants were willing to learn
from the other participants how they perceived a specific problem. Because of this, the
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participants also proactively asked about other participants reasoning and background.
Again, this benefited the quality and validation of our models.
The quality and validation of models remains very important. In this research many
tests are used to validate the output of the models built. O’Neil (2017) raises very strong
concerns about buggy models and wrong decisions made by decision-makers with these
models. She calls this ‘weapons of math destruction’. Some of her observations include:
“without feedback, however, a statistical engine can continue spinning out faulty and damaging
analysis while never learning from its mistakes” (O’Neil, 2017, page 7), and “many poisonous
assumptions are camouflaged by math and go largely untested and unquestioned” (O’Neil, 2017,
page 7). Also, Savage (2012, page 12–16) addresses some concerns he calls “the flaws of
averages”. According to him, average assumptions are wrong on average. The average
ignores the effects of distribution and tails (black swans), which are caused by the nature
of the behaviour of systems. Based on both studies, we argue that feedback, delay, and
non-linearity should be considered for better decision-making and evaluation. Outliers
can be appropriate to capture unusual but substantively meaningful shifts in a system’s
dynamic (Chow, Hamaker, Allaire, 2009).
Given these experiences we advocate for: (1) more applied research in system dynamics
related communication strategy and techniques, and (2) the exploration of research
opportunities where analyse correlated related techniques are strengthen by system
dynamics related techniques and the other way around. These analyse correlated related
techniques are usually applied for analysing big data and are part of the techniques used in
concepts of machine learning and artificial intelligence. Examples are regression analysis,
correlation analysis, decision tree analysis, random forest, gradient boosting.
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Appendix 1

Various examples of malware campaign trends
In this Appendix several figures to demonstrate the peaky nature of past malware attack
campaign behaviour are included.
Figure 127 shows one peak over a two-day period for Emotet malware attack.

Figure 127. Example of the peaky nature of Emotet malware attack.
Shown at https://www.performanta.com/resources/advisory-beware-of-trending-emotet-malware/.
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Figure 128 indicates that Zeus malware attacks also have peaks in their behaviour.
At the start and in the beginning of May and February there are a number of peaks.
Time between peaks can be approximately one to three months.

Figure 128. Example of the peaky nature of Zeus malware attack.
Shown at https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/zeuszbot-malware-shapes-upin-2013/.

Figure 129 demonstrates that the Dridex malware attack behaviour is also peaky in nature.

Figure 129. Example of the peaky nature of Dridex malware attack.
Shown at https://www.cyberseer.net/blog-detecting-dridex-without-signatures/.
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Figure 130. This graph shows an osculation pattern for Banking Trojans, Ransom Trojans,
and other malware. Source: https://www.proofpoint.com/us/threat-insight/post/q2threat-report-high-volume-malicious-email-campaigns-ansomworms-make.
Figure 130 shows oscillation in different forms of Trojans.

Figure 130. This graph shows an osculation pattern for Banking Trojans, Ransom Trojans, and other malware.
Source: https://www.proofpoint.com/us/threat-insight/post/q2-threat-report-high-volume-maliciousemail-campaigns-ransomworms-make.

Figure 131 provides insight into browser warnings over time for the period June 2014
through May 2016. This figure suggests the time between oscillations is approximately
nine months.

Figure 131. Peaky nature of number of browser warnings over time.
Source: https://www.elie.net/blog/security/how-google-helps-600000-webmasters-re-secure-theirhacked-sites-every-year.
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Figure 132 shows the number of phishing and malware websites over time for the period
June 2014 through May 2016. This figure suggests the time between oscillations is
approximately three to seven months.

Figure 132. Peaky nature in number of phishing malware websites over time.
Source: https://www.elie.net/blog/security/how-google-helps-600000-webmasters-re-secure-theirhacked-sites-every-year.
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Appendix 2

This Appendix explains different views of the gameboard related to the SD model
structure, the calculation rules and the initial game set-up. It also contains the ex-post
questionnaire.

Gameboard views
Figure 133 shows the gameboard with the different player sections. The arrows in the
game board show how staff resources and budget tokens are moved during the game.
During each round staff resources can move to one adjacent field.

Figure 133. Game board overview player areas.
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Figure 134 shows the team dynamics structure for the CERT manager, DevOps manager
and Security Engineer on the gameboard. Each team (stock) is subjected to delays in
hiring staff (inflow) and firing staff (outflow). Within the team (stock) the different staff
members can be allocated to the different tasks of the team. These tasks are:
• Security Engineer decides when to improve, maintain or decommission a security
capability. The datacentre (gameboard) can have up to five different capabilities out of
nine.
• The CERT manager can allocate staff to prevent an attack (strengthen a capability in
place), respond to an attack or improve CERT capabilities.
• The DevOps manager can allocate staff to respond to an attack, service customers
properly or improve security capabilities relevant to DevOps team.

Figure 134. Game board overview team and customer dynamics.

The size of the team, including the staff being hiring or fired, is constrained by the size
of the budget. The Security Engineer has no delay for firing staff. Delays can be observed
within the different teams as well. Staff used for responding to incidents (CERT manager
and DevOps manager) need one round to recover. The Security Engineer need time (2
rounds) to upgrade any of the security capabilities.
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This figure also shows the customer behaviour dynamics for the CEO. The number of
successful attacks drive customer outflow.
Figure 135 shows the different security tasks on the gameboard. These tasks are
prevention, detection, response and paying for the damage if the first three activities are
not sufficient to cope with an attack. Note that different forms of collaboration are needed
for prevention, detection and response. The CERT manager and the Security Engineer
need to work together in the area of preventing and detecting an attack. The CERT
manager and the DevOps manager need to collaborate to respond to an attack. In the
CEO domain paying for the damage of a successful attack impacts also customer trust
(outflow) and the financial means available to the organisation.
The team improvements are visible in this figure. CERT manager can improve its own
team to foster better collaboration in prevention, detection and response. DevOps
manager can only improve its response actions by a thorough cooperation with CERT
manager and invest jointly in improvements.

Figure 135. Game board overview security areas of prevention, detection, response and pay. Also, the
team improvements are shown.
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Figure 136 shows the financial dynamics in the gameboard. Each blue player has a budget
that will be requested and a budget that has been approved that corresponds with the
same field at the CEO. The CEO receives all budget requests, takes a decision and sent the
approved budgets back to the players.
The CEO is responsible for the cost and income during the game. Each staff member
in a team or in the process of being hired or fired costs money. Only properly serviced
customers generate income.

Figure 136. Game board overview security areas of prevention, detection and response.
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Figure 137 shows the customer revenue generation. The number of customers (stock)
located at the CEO determine the demand in DevOps staff that is needed to serve them.
The actual available staff by the DevOps manager determine how many customers are
actually served. Served customers generate income. Not properly served customers
generate no income. There is an income loss of customers that can be served.

Figure 137. Game board overview revenue generation.
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Calculation rules
Below the financial calculation rules (cost and income) of the game are given:
• Every 3,000 customers generate €3,000 income per round under the condition that
they are being serviced by DevOps team during that round.
• One DevOps resource allocated to customer services can service 3.000 customers.
• Every resource is the game, also in the process of being hired (recruitment and head
hunting fees) or fired (social plan cost and termination fees), costs €1,000 per resource
per round.
• Every damage point of an attack not being recovered costs €1,000 per point.
• If the defending organisation makes a loss, the operational reserve can be used for
compensating this loss. However:
– If this reserve is below 0, the defending organisation loses the game.
– Every time the defender’s organisation makes a loss, a regulator warning will be
issued. The fifth warning means the game is lost by the defender.
• If the defending organisation makes a profit, the surplus money can be allocated to:
– The operational reserve for coping with future losses; and
– The strategic reserve (winning the game); while
– Money cannot be re-allocated between these reserves once allocated.
Below the team, calculation rules (cost and income) of the game are given:
• If total staff (team, staff being hired or staff being fired) is larger than the availabe
budget the difference needs to be fired. If total staff is lower than the available budget
the player may hire more staff.
• Hiring staff will take time: 3 rounds for CERT manager, 2 rounds for DevOps manager
and 2 rounds for Security Engineer.
• Firing staff will take taime: 1 round for CERT manager, 2 rounds for DevOps manager
and 0 rounds for Security Engineer.
• Staff can be allocated across the different tasks of the team. Staff that was in the war
room will need one round to recovery before the staff is available to the team again.
• Improvements are only effective if the resources are allocated to these investment for a
full game round.
Below the attack calculation rules (cost and income) of the game are given:
• An attack can be prevented by one to three capabilities depending on the attack
description. Any or multiple relevant capabilities together may contribute to the
prevention.
• The minimum attack damage value is 2. The maximum attack value increases during
the game (for instance 6 in round 5, 7 in round 9, 10 in round 14 and 10 in round 17).
Any attack card has a damage value within these minimum and maximum boundaries.
Below the security calculation rules (defences and attack processing) of the game are
given:
• Each attack has a damage value that can be reduced by relevant capabilities or
incident response in the war room. Remaining damage points yield costs (see financial
calculation rules).
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• Each relevant security capability (Security Engineer) can prevent the damage of an
attack equal to its level. CERT manager can increase this effect by one when the CERT
resources properly allocated are equal to this capability level plus one.
• The security engineer can have up to five security capabilities active in the game. There
are up to nine different security capabilities in the game. Each capability can have a
maturity level between one and six.
• Improving a security cost its current level of plus one in number of resources and takes
two rounds. Decommissioning of security capabilities takes no time.
• The Security Engineer needs the number of staff resources equal to 50% of the maturity
level of the capability (rounded-up) for maintaining a capability.
• Each DevOps resource can reduce the remaining damage by one for each resource
allocated to the war room under the condition that at least one CERT resource is
available in the war room for every three DevOps resources.
• It takes one round before a resource that was in the war room becomes available to
the team again (both CERT manager and DevOps manager). Rationale: staff need to
recover from the intense work of incident response activities.
• CERT manager can invest:
– One or two resources in threat intelligence for recognising emerging attacks earlier
in the game (one respectively two rounds)
– One resource in CERT Manager to limit the effects of time delays caused by the war
room
– One research in each of the following: runbooks, security community*, and
forensics* to use 50% more efficiently in the war room.
• DevOps manager can invest in the following in order to use DevOps resources 50%
more effectively in the war room:
– Security aware product owners*
– Security aware DevOps teams*
– Security Tribe lead*

*	only if all these investments are done together in the same round a 50% efficiency bonus for the DevOps team
allocated to the war room will be realised.

Below the customer development calculation rules of the game are given:
• Each round customers will join the organisation:
– 3.000 every round until there are 80.000 customers,
– 2.000 every round if there are more than 80.000 customers but less than 100.000
customers,
– 1.000 every round if there are more than 100.000 customers but less than
120.000 customers,
– No increase if there are 120.000 customers or more.
• Each round 1.000 customers will leave (abnormal churn) the organisation if:
– More than three succesful attacks have occurred, and
– This number will increase with 1.000 for each each succesful attack after the fourth
succesful attack.
Below the calculation rules for closing the loops and make the automated control policy
work in the computer simulation of the game are given:
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• DevOps budget requests are triggered by the number of customers that are needs to be
served: 3.000 unserved customer lead to hiring one DevOps resource (in the game this
calculated rule is replaced by the budget allocation process).
• Damage that is paid evoke need for higher DevOps and CERT budget request: every
one damage paid results in one DevOps resource hiring and every three damage paid
results in one CERT resource hiring (in the game this calculated rule is replaced by the
budget allocation process).
• Budget cuts are initiated when cost are higher than revenues: mandatory staff reduction
is relative and shortage will be pro-rata distriputed over the teams according to their
size (in the game this calculated rule is replaced by the budget allocation process).
• Initial game values and resources allocated to improvements need to be included
manually. The computer model was calibrated on the starting situation of the game and
included the assumption that up to four resources are used for CERT improvements,
two resources more are in DevOps than needed for serving customers, and no
improvements for DevOps. This calibration is in line with the overall game data.

Game set-up
Figure 138 shows game set-up and the initial starting condition.

Figure 138. Game board set-up.
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Questionnaire: questions on evaluation questionnaire
Team number:
Please indicate what level and capabilities you have in your organisation
Capability

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Security Event Monitoring
Identity & Access MGT
Vulnerability Management
DDOS Protection
Malware Protection
E-Banking Fraud Protection
Secure Prog. & Testing
Key Management
Awareness

Please indicate what possible strategies are important to you and how well they were executed by
your team
Strategic Importance

1 Very
Important

2

3 Average

4

5 Not
Important

1 Very Well
Executed

2

3 Average

4

5 Very Poor
Executed

Prevent Cyber Attacks
Respond to Cyber Attacks
Serve Customers
Lowest Costs

Strategy Execution
Prevent Cyber Attacks
Respond to Cyber Attacks
Serve Customers
Lowest Costs
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What went well and why:

What went wrong and why:

Number of intervention cards received from facilitator:
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SWITCH gap attacker

Attacker Cap

Average DDOS attack
capacity growth

INITIAL AVERAGE DDOS
ATTACK CAPACITY

SWITCH non liniear liniear attack capacity
growth

growth ratio

SWITCH strong attack
capacity decline

magnitude SD

view 1

view 1

view 1

view 1

view 1

view 1

view 1

randomizer

Constant - default

view 1

all

general

Attacker

View

Model

Table 42. Model parameters and explanation.

0.25

0

0

0

0

0

50

0

0

min

0.4

0

0.01

0

4

9

400

0

7000

value

0.5

1

0.1

1

25

18

25

1

20000

max

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl/
month

dmnl

GBPS

GBPS/
Month

GBPS

dmnl

dmnl

unit

The bandwith magnitude is used to model observed DDOS
attack behaviour in Imperva Incapsula 2014-2015, Atlas
Reporting 2014.2015, Kaspersky labs 2014-2015 and a
DDOS dataset 2015 - 2016. Due to the heaviliy tailed
distribution this random function was used. Input for
magnitude caluclation

Scenario with a step function with a strong decline in
attack capacity

Growth ratio in a scenario for non-linieair attack capacity
growth

Switch to trigger a scenario (1) where the attackers average
capacity growth shows non-liniear growth

Initial value based on security supplier reports like
Kasperski Labs (2014-2015), Imperva Incapsula (20132014), Atlas Reporting (2014-2015) or own dataset (2015
- 2016)

Average DDOS attack capacity growth based on security
supplier reports like Kasperski Labs (2014-2015), Imperva
Incapsula (2013-2014), Atlas Reporting (2014-2015) or own
dataset (2015 - 2016)

This is the value to which the average bandwith attack
capacity of the attacker can growth

Switch to trigger a scenario (1) where the attackers
bandwith attack capacity growth is gapped

Value that can be used to generate randomized attack and
defense scenarios. In the field of cyber security attackers’
behaviour is characterized by heaviliy tailed distribution
of their behaviour. The boundaries where the attacker and
defender can act are usually known. Therefore we can
generate different attack and defense scenarios by using
the randomizer. Montecarlo simulation provided insights in
sensitity

explanation and or source of information

DDOS Dynamics model parameters per view and model code
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attackers arrest fraction

attackers arrest probability

increased arrest probability

view 1

view 1

INITIAL DDOS ATTACK
PROBABILITY

view 1

view 1

perception decay

view 1

Government

vulnerability increase
fraction

view 1

SWITCH forensic
investigation

word of mouth attackers
ratio

view 1

view 1

find other target ratio

hardare hardening impact

view 1

view 1

SWITCH hardware
hardened

view 1

work harder ratio

ISP scrubbing service
impact

view 1

view 1

SWITCH ISP scrubbing
service

fraction of targetted
resource attacks

view 1

view 1

magnitude average

Magnitude max

view 1

view 1

Constant - default

View

Defender

Attacker

Defender

Model

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.05

1

min

0.1

0.35

0,000

1

0.25

0.575

0.069

0.069

0.7

0.22

0.39

1

0.324

1

0.0037

0.15

1

value

1

1

0.01

1

0.5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.37

0.3

1

max

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

unit

Increased arrest probability is based on SME interviews
and resembles the impact on arrest probability when using
specific noisy attacks

Attacker arrest probability is based on Ditrich (2012)

Value based on link’d in, gardion blog, networkworld.com
and SME interviews

Swith that indicate the defender has forensic capabilities in
place (1) or not (0)

Parameter used for model calibration

Assumption based on SME interviews

Assumption based on SME interviews

Ratio derived from Vilaneauva (2007) and Godes and
Mayzlin (2009)

Ratio derived from Hesseling (2009)

Ratio derived from on Farth and Podsakoff (1989)

Ratio based by Atlas Reporting Initiative (2015, 2016)

Ratio that determines if the hardware hardening is on (1) or
off (0)

Ratio based by Atlas Reporting Initiative (2015, 2016)

Switch that determines if the ISP scrubbing service is on (1)
or off (0)

Fraction of targetted resource DDOS attacks based on
security supplier reports like Kasperski Labs (2014-2015),
Imperva Incapsula (2013-2014), Atlas Reporting (20142015)

The bandwith magnitude is used to model observed DDOS
attack behaviour in Imperva Incapsula 2014-2015, Atlas
Reporting 2014.2015, Kaspersky labs 2014-2015 and a
DDOS dataset 2015 - 2016. Due to the heaviliy tailed
distribution this random function was used. Input for
magnitude caluclation

The bandwith magnitude is used to model observed DDOS
attack behaviour in Imperva Incapsula 2014-2015, Atlas
Reporting 2014.2015, Kaspersky labs 2014-2015 and a
DDOS dataset 2015 - 2016. Due to the heaviliy tailed
distribution this random function was used. Input for
magnitude caluclation

explanation and or source of information
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botnet recovery fraction

view 1

Defender

average time botnet
recovery

view 1

Attacker

average DDOS investment
decission taking time

time needed for global
DDOS Reference
architecture upgrade
implementation

INITIAL DDOS BANDWITH
DEFENCE CAPACITY

accepted DDOS impact
business

capacity investment

average defense level at
ISP

cloud supplier investment
norm

budget pressure

accepted time period not
observing DDOS attacks

fraction of capacity shared
via ISP or content delivery

view 2

view 2

view 2

view 2

view 2

view 2

view 2

view 2

view 2

view 2

botnet intervention
probability

view 1

Government

Constant - default

View

Model

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.001

1100

1

1

0

0

0

min

0.995

36

0.25

4

0.2

1750

0.033

1850

23

1

0.5

17

0.52

value

1

72

0.5

10

1

2750

0.23

2100

48

1

1

52

1

max

dmnl

Months

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

GBPS

Month

GBPS

Month

Month

dmnl

Month

dmnl

unit

Value based on blogs on www.corero.com

value is based on SME interviews and is in line with midterm
planning time and is a operationalisation of the detection
trap (Martinez-Moyano 2011)

fraction of cost reduction evoked by budget pressure based
on SME interviews

Value derived from DDOS blogs and DDOS defense supplier
blogs

Value based on Dutch NL Nawasstraat report (2016) and
SME interviews

Large investment in DDOS defense capacity that will
be done at once by the defender. Value depends on the
situation of the defender

Value specific to the characterisitcs of the defender. Value
resembles the treshold in non-availaibility of services after
which the defender will consider significant investments in
DDOS defenses

http://www.toptenreviews.com/business/internet/bestddos-protection-services/ and http://www.toptenreviews.
com/business/internet/best-ddos-protection-services/
radware-attack-mitigation-system-review/ indicate cloud
provider capacity between 1100 and 2000. Dutch NL
Nawasstraat reporting (2016) might suggest that shared
DDOS at ISP can be considered around 60 GBPS. https://
www.corero.com/blog/724-benefits-of-real-time-ddosprotection-.html indicate that actual defences on premisis
goes up to 10 GBPS

Value specific to the characteristics of the suppliers of the
defenders’ organisation.

Value set on 1

Fraction of botnet that is expected to recover. Assumption
confirmed with SME interviews

Indication of average time needed before a botnet
has been recovered. Based on Manfield-Dive (2015),
securityintelligence.com(2015), www.pcworld.com (2015)
and SME interviews

Probability of a succesful intervention on a botnet based on
Ditrich (2012)

explanation and or source of information
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Attacker

average DDOS findings

DDOS test frequency

time impact on team delay

baseline ratio for RA
upgrade

time needed to decide for
upgrading RA

DDOS RA defense value

view 3

view 3

view 3

view 4

view 4

view 4

Random duration DDOS
attack

KNOWN ATTACKS
MITIGATED BY DEFENCES
IN PLACE

view 3

view 5

relevant channels

view 3

INITIAL VALUE OF KNOWN
ATTACKS ATTACKER

view 3

Defender

probability cloud capacity
used for other DDOS
mitigation

view 2

Attacker

Constant - default

View

Model

n/a

0

1

0

1

0.5

1

1

1

0

0

min

n/a

150

1

0.5

1

3

4

23

2

54

0.41

value

n/a

1500

12

2.5

6

24

25

79

10

79

1

max

minute

GBPS

month

dmnl

Month*
Month/
dmnl

Month

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

unit

Function in this field is based on security supplier reports
like Kasperski Labs (2014-2015), Imperva Incapsula (20132014), Atlas Reporting (2014-2015) or own dataset (2015 2016) for simulation the heavily tailed distribution of DDOS
attack behaviour

Value depends on the charachteristics of the defender
organisation. Value should be in line with the total defense
capacity mentioned in the DDOS reference architecture

Value depends on the charachteristics of the defender
organisation.

Value depends on the charachteristics of the defender
organisation. Value represents to what extend the DDOS
reference architecture will be adjusted towards the
development of the attacksers attack capabilities.

This value is set on 1 because if DDOS mitigation efforts
take too much time other less imporant work will have a
delay of 1 month

0.5 = every other week, 1 = every month, 3 = every quater, 6
= every half year, 12 = every year, 24 = every other year

Average number of DDOS finding per DDOS test that is
appropriate to the defenders’ test behaviour

Based on specific DDOS defenses and anti-DDOS filters
a defender will be protected against certain DDOS attack
forms. Currently we used a random seeminly appropriate
value

number of relevant channels to be considered for DDOS
modelling and depends on defender charachteristics.

value based on own created dataset based upon DDOS
attack development. The dataset contains datas when
different DDOS attack forms are reported by a specialist,
student or university and when reported by CERT or
government

Value based on Kasperski Lab reports

explanation and or source of information
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Defender

communication plan
impact

SWITCH alternative
channels in place

alternative channels
impact

customer revenu increase

view 6

view 6

view 6

view 6

assumed productivity

view 5

SWITCH communication
plan in place

average size per IT team

view 5

view 6

number of relevant It
teams

view 5

regular process duration

Average allocated IT
staff per team for DDOS
response

view 5

view 6

minimum time to respond
to DDOS

random process failure

view 5

view 5

number of responsive
processes in place

view 5

Defender

Constant - default

View

Model

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

1

0

0

15

0

0

min

0.00125

0.08

1

0.18

1

0.005

0.9

8

20

1.2

15

0.25

4

value

0.025

1

1

1

1

6

1

25

50

4

30

1

7

max

dmnl/
month

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

month

dmnl

FTE/team

team

FTE/team

minute

dmnl

dmnl

unit

Value increases the revenu growth of customers and
depends on the charachteristics of the organisation of the
defender

Value is based on the charachteristics of the organisation
of the defender.

Switch indicate if alternative channels are in place (1) or
not (0)

Value based on Bitner et al (1990)

Switch indicate if communication plan is in place (1) or not
(0)

Value depends on the charachteristics of the duration of
defenders processes and provide an indication to what
extend these processed are vulernarable for non-availibility.
Value depends on the charecteristics of the organisation of
the defender

Assumed productivity of the IT teams of the defender.
Value depends on the charachteristics of the organisation
of the devender. A value of 90% indicate that 10% can be
used to handle unforseen events, like DDOS mitigation.

Average number of FTE per IT team. Value depends on the
charachteristics of the organisation of the defender.

Number of relevant teams within the IT organisation that
have a roll in DDOS defense, mitigation and response on
either application or infrastructure level. Value depends on
the charachteristis of the defender.

number of FTE in IT teams that have a roll in DDOS defense,
mitigation and response. Depends on charachteristics of
defender.

Minimum value is either 15 minutes or 30 minutes.

This variable respresents the fact that during incident
response procedures not all processes are like to function
for a hunder percent and one or more processes might fail.
Value depends on the charachteristics of the organisation
of the defender. Behaviour has been validated via SME
interviews.

This number reflects the number of specific DDOS
responsive procedures implemented and depends on the
defenders charachteristics

explanation and or source of information
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Defender

Defender

Model

inflation

view 7

Gordon & Loeb adjustment

cost DDOS test

view 7

view 8

cost (de)installing
defences

view 7

revenue loss due to less
strategic focus

view 6

ISP scrubbing service costs

strategic delay norm

view 6

view 7

SWITCH no market prower

view 6

cost for shared defence
capacity

customer abnormal churn

view 6

view 7

time delay customer
impact

view 6

cost for defence capacity
at location

INITIAL TOTAL
CUSTOMERS

view 6

view 7

customer growth

view 6

IRR

INITIAL AVERAGE TIME
DEPENDENT CUSTOMER
REVENUE

view 6

view 6

Constant - default

View

0.375

0

7500

10

1000

20

90

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

min

0.375

0,001

10000

50

2500

40

200

0.03

12

1

0.039

36

1.100.000

0

0.12

1.1

value

0.375

0,005

20000

100

10000

80

400

0.1

36

1

0.25

72

n/a

0.025

0.25

max

dmnl

dmnl/
month

Euro/Month

Euro/GBPS

Euro/Month

Euro/
(Month*
GBPS)

Euro/
(Month*
GBPS)

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl/
month

month

customers

dmnl/
month

dmnl

Euro/
(month*
customers)

unit

Gordon and Loeb (2003)

https://tradingeconomics.com/euro-area/inflation-cpi

we assume 10.000 euro

urusally non-recurring cost impact with a value of 20% of
the purchased capacity

https://www.micron21.com/order/
customise/#edit/4dc94759-bd96-3b26-ba0c2a371965e7bb

https://stratusly.com/akamai-amazon-cloudflare-fastlymaxcdn-verizon-cdn-comparison/

See https://www.verizondigitalmedia.com/blog/2016/07/
the-average-anti-ddos-appliance-cannot-stop-theaverage-ddos-attack/.

VA53:H77alue is based on DeLong (1999) supported by SME
interview

Threshold for number of occassions where IT team of
the defender organisations does not stay within their
productivity norms.After this threshold strategy execution
is assumed to be impacted. Value depends on the
charachteristics of the organisation of the defender

Switch indicate if the organisation of the defender has
NO market power (1) or has market power (0). Behaviour is
based on Kwon and Johnson (2015)

Value is based on Somanchi and Telang (2017)

Value is based on Kwon and Johnson (2015)

Value depends on the charachteristics of the organisation
of the defender

Value increases the growth of customers and depends on
the charachteristics of the organisation of the defender

Value depends on the charachteristics of the organisation
of the defender. Value represents the long term financial
target (IRR) of this organisaiton

Value depends on the charachteristics of the organisation
of the defender. This is the customers revenu taken into
account to what extent this revenu depends on the
availability of the servces of the organisation

explanation and or source of information
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0

0

2

1

Malware Adjustment Rate
Known Malware

Malware Creation Delay

Time To Discover Malware

0

Malware Per Asset

Malware Created Per
Unsuccesful Attack

1

Initial Known Malware

min

1

Initial Unknown Malware

Model Constant - Default

1.5

16

0.01

0.9

1

466666

40411

value

60

60

1

1

25

max

month

Month

DMNL /
Month

Malware /
Attack

Malware /
Asset

Malware

Malware

unit

ased on http://www.trendmicro.com we have analysed a 2014 - 2017 dataset
and included average detection time

Calleja (2016) indicate that the average malware development time is
between 16 months to 114 months depending on the type of software being
used (basic model value was 6)

Various security blogs on malware family development of approx 1% of
adjusting excisting malware that evolves into new malware. Examples are
financial malware development and ransomware development

ttps://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/malware/ 2016 malware analysis provide
malware behaviour over time. In order to follow these insights with the model
a value of approx 0.9 is needed

Default value is 1. Different values can be used for specific scenarios

https://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/malware/ 2016 malware analysis
indicate value per 1/1/2016

https://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/malware/ 2016 malware analysis
indicate value per 1/1/2016

explanation and or source

Table 43. Model parameters used from attacker perspective including minimum value, maximum value, used value, unit, and source of information.

Malware Dynamics model parameters attacker’s and
defenders’ perspective as well as model code

Appendix 4

min

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sp Sequence

Sp Fraction Backdoor &
Stealers

Adversary Obfucation
Effect

Percentage Of Worms

Ad Fraction Of Droppers
And C&C

0

0

Sp Impact

Um Sequence

Um Intensity

Attacker - malware campaign behaviour

Model Constant - Default
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value

0.23

0.03

0.04

0.03

1

0.65

7

5

max

1

1

1

1

24

1

24

24

unit

DMNL

DMNL

DMNL

DMNL

Month

DMNL

DMNL

Month

explanation and or source

Microsoft Security Intelligence Report Volume 21 January through June,
2016 (https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/threat/) indicate that 12% to
33% of the malware is related to droppers and other functionality (incl C&C
communications) with an average of 23%

Microsoft Security Intelligence Report Volume 21 January through June, 2016
(https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/threat/) indicate that on average 7%
contains work functionality with a minimum of 2% and a maximum of 17%

icrosoft Security Intelligence Report Volume 21 January through June, 2016
(https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/threat/)indicate that malware with
obfucation functionality is on average 4% with a minimum of 2% and a
maximum of 8%

Microsoft Security Intelligence Report Volume 21 January through June,
2016 (https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/threat/) indicate the fraction
of backdoors and stealers is on average 3% with a minimum of 1% and
maximum of 14%

Various security suppliers and security blogs suggests trends in malware
attacks. This variable indicate average time between the following spear
phishing campaign

This variable indicate the strength of the pike in the spear phishinb
campaign. Various security suppliers and security blogs suggests trends in
malware attacks. Liginlal et al (2009) indicate humar error in data breaches is
about 65%

This variable indicate the strength of the pike as a result of the start of a new
malware campaign with unknown malware. Various security suppliers and
security blogs suggests such trends. Based on these insights intensity should
be around 7

This variable is used to indicate the length of the time delay in months
between malware campaigns. Various security suppliers and security blogs
suggests such trends.Between every 2 and 9 months a campaign pike can be
expected

Appendix 4

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Probability Of Attacking
The Defender Organisation

Infection Rate In Europe

Initial Malware Attack
Reached Organization

Infection Per Attack

Infectivity

Ad Risk Score Level
Detection

Number Of Defensive
Layers

Defense Performance

Fraction Of Sensors Not
Functioning

Detecton Effectiveness

0

Target Attractiveness

min

1

Time For Attacks

Model Constant - Default

0.95

0.025

0.95

1

0.6

0.13

1

0

0.06

0.15

1

1

value

1

1

1

15

1

1

1

1

max

DMNL

DMNL

DMNL

DMNL

DMNL

DMNL

Assets /
Attack

Attacks

DMNL

DMNL

DMNL

Month

unit

Defense performance is a value of the average effectiveness of the defenses
in place. https://www.av-comparatives.org/ provide various test results to be
used. Model is set on 0.95%

SME interview

Defense performance is a value of the average effectiveness of the defenses
in place. https://www.av-comparatives.org/ provide various test results to be
used. Model is set on 0.95%

he number of defense layers depends on the measures taken in the
organisation. The model assumes endpoint and server anti-,malware and
anti-virus software as a defense so this software solution does not count as
a layer.

This fraction indicate the hight of the risk score detection level. A 1 indicate
every event will be reportend and evoke incident respond and 0 indicate
nothing is reported unless there is 100% certainty about the occurance of an
incident. Default value in the model is set on 0.6

Microsoft Security Intelligence Report Volume 21 January through June 2016.
States that the encounter rate for infections in The Netherlands was for the
1Q16 15% and for the 2Q16 13%

This variable can be used to increase the severity of malware attacks. Default
model behaviour is set one asset per attack is considered.

Default model value is 0

Chance of Malware in a Windows computer in NL. Average value is approx
13%. Minimum value is 4% and maximum is 24.9%

Fraction is based on the source: https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/
threat/

This is a parameter for model calibration and is needed to estimate the size
and the attractiveness of the target for malware attacks. Values towards 0
are appropriate for very small or unattractive targets. While large companies
might have a value of 2.75 to 3

Set by default on 1

explanation and or source

Table 44. Model parameters used from defender perspective including minimum value, maximum value, used value, unit, and source of information.

Attacker - defender charachteristics

defender - defenses
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1

1

Total Inital Employees

Initial Aware Employees

1

Contact Frequency
Between Employees

1

1

Initial Unknown Infected
Assets

Avg Time To Lose Attention

1

Initial Susceptible Assets

0

1

Initial Known Infected
Assets

Fraction Of Employees
Trained For Awareness

1

Initial Resolved Assets

1

1

Victims Per Attack

Victims Per Attack

0

1

Time To Become
Susceptible

Contact Frequency

1

Average Time To Clean Up

1

Single Device Clean Up
Capacity

min

1

Detection Delay

Model Constant - Default

defender - assets

defender - employees
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value

90

100

12

0.05

1

0.2

20

100

20

0

1

15

1

1

5

48

max

1

50

60

unit

Staff

Staff

Month

Dmnl/Month

Staff /
Assets

(Staff /
Month) /
Staff

Assets

Assets

Assets

Assets

Staff /
Asset

(Asset /
Month)/
Asset

Month

Month

Assets /
Month

Month

explanation and or source

This is the total number of staff that is aware of the danger of malware.

This is the inital value of the total staff of the defender

This is the average time the awareness will be lost due to decay of knowledge
based on SME interviews

his is the average fraction of employees of the defender effectively in scope
of security awareness sessions

Default value is set on one asset and one staff member are involved in an
infection.

This number is based on SME interviews

This is the total number of unknown infected devices (the assets include
end-point devices and servers but not mobile devices like phones or tablets)

This is the initial number of susceptible assets (the assets include end-point
devices and servers but not mobile devices like phones or tablets)

This is the initial number of known infected assets (the assets include endpoint devices and servers but not mobile devices like phones or tablets)

This is the initial number of the resolved assets (the assets include end-point
devices and servers but not mobile devices like phones or tablets)

Default value is set on one asset and one staff member are involved in an
infection.

based on average size on shared environments of the defender

In the model the time to become subsetible is set on 1 by default.

In the model the time to become subsetible is set on 1 by default.

This is the maximum capacity at the defender’s organisation by which they
can clean-up infected assets

FireEye (2016) Mandiant M-Trends EMEA report. This report considers that
the global average time to detect security breaches is 146 days (4.8 months)

150

0.1

10000

18

20

1

6300

0.375

0.01

Fraction Of Unknown
Malware Evoke Incident

Base Cost Anomaly
Detection

Average Cost Anomaly
Detection Per Device

Average Awareness Cost
Per Fte

Average Cost Per Defense
Per Device

Base Cost Per Defensive
Layers

Gordon-Loub Fraction

Irr Target

0

Average Cost Of A
Malware Infection

4000

Average Time Loss
Resolving Invection

min

Average Wage

Model Constant - Default
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0.1

0.375

9032

2.22

112

44

25000

0.25

450

0.0277778

8333

value

0.25

0.375

15000

5

150

60

50000

0.25

1200

0.1

16000

max

dmnl

dmnl

euro/ month

euro/
(month*
assets)

Euro/staff

euro/
(month*
assets)

euro/month

malware/
(assets*
month)

euro/
malware

dmnl/assets

euro

unit

this is the long term financial internal rate of terun communicated to the
owners of the company. Model default is 10%

Following Gordon-Loub only 37,5% of benefits should be considered
as a benifit in security investment decission making since capability
implementation efforts and uncertainty needs to be compensated

The base cost per defense layer per month are based on: microsoft SCEP
(Forefront) end-point protection pricing 2018 (www.searchsecurity.techtarget.
com/feature/Antimalware-product. Cost are data centre edition 6300 ex vat
+ 10 configuration managers @ 62 per VAT and 1 FTE at 100K per FTE

The average cost per defence layer per device per month are based on:
microsoft SCEP (Forefront) end-point protection pricing 2018

The average awareness cost per employee trained are based on TrustNetinc.
com.Enteprice edition with 50 employees is about 100 euro per employee per
year ex VAT. Minimum is 1000 euro for 50 employees per year ex VAT

The monthly cost of anomaly detection is based on:www.capterra.com 40
per month per device ex VAT www. Anomaly.io 1800 per month ex vat per
install (assume one install per 100 devices is 18 per month per device on
management server)

SME interview suggests some staff is needed to investigate detected
anomalyes. Addtionally a base fee is needed for anomaly detection
centralized infrastructure. Our model assumes a fully load cost of 100 K per
FTE

15% to 25% remains unknown based on SME - interview and research (BenAsher and Gonzalez 2015 indicate detection rate of SME upto 80%. Therefore
20% to 22% remains unknown. Rand 2017 suggest unknown zero days
are approx 11%) supports a fraction between approx 0.15 and 0.25 of the
unknown infection that are not detected (and therefore have an impact).

his is the average damage (excluding cleaning efforts of an invected asset
or productivity loss due to unavailability of an asset) of a malware incident.
Source: https://www.herjavecgroup.com/ransomware-damage-report-2017edition/ “In terms of the hit to an individuals’ wallet, Symantec researchers
have found the average ransom per victim grew 266 percent to over $1,077,
up from $294 in 2015.” We calculate with 450 euros

Average time loss for resolving an infection is based on SME iterview and
estimated on 4 hours due to restart, additional anti virus an malware scans
and specific job related software installation and data recovery

Average wage is based on on fully loaded cost of 100K per FTE

explanation and or source

Table 45. Model parameters used from financial perspective of the defender including minimum value, maximum value, used value, unit, and source of information.

Financial parameters
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Defender organisation

0
1
1000
1

1

Initial Value Assets In Network

Initial Value Network Traffic

Initial Fraction Of Events
Generated With Assets

Initial Fraction Of Events
Generated In Network

0

min

Network Traffic Growth Ratio

Asset Growth Ratio

Model Constant - Default
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75

5

2200

50000

0.044

0

value

150

10

20000

250000

0.3

0.3

max

Events/
(Month*
MBps)

Events/
(Month*
assets)

MBps

assets

dmnl/
month

dmnl/
month

unit

SME interview results seems reasonable compared to Valeur, Vigna,
Kruegel, (2004). Values needed for model calibration

SME interview results seems reasonable compared to Valeur, Vigna,
Kruegel, (2004). Values needed for model calibration.

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/
visual-networking-index-vni/white-paper-c11-741490.html

Value can selected for any specific scenario

explanation and or source

Table 46. Model parameters used from attacker perspective including minimum value, maximum value, used value, unit, and source of information.

Detection dynamics model parameters and model code

Appendix 5
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0
0.95

0
5
0
0
0

Boundary Control Impact

Base Fraction Incidents In Alerts

Average Efforts Spent On
Resolving Incident

Word Of Mouth Effect Attacker

Find Other Target Ratio

Initial Probability

1

Initial Value Uknown Mo

Attack Behavior Growth

1

Initial Value Known Mo

0

1

Average Mo Detection Rate

Initial Fraction Security Alerts In
Alerts

1

1

Time Need To Develop Mo

Time Needed To Learn From
Attacker

0

min

Average Unknown Mo Growth

Model Constant - Default

Attacker - defender interaction

0.25

0.7

0.06

18

0.00125

0.985

0.06

0.0025

32

132

1

7

6

1

value

0.5

0.9

0.12

25

0.999999

0.25

0.1

10

16

17

10

max

dmnl

dmnl/
month

dmnl/
month

events/
FTE

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl/
month

dmnl

events

events

events

months

months

events

unit

parameter attackers behaviour derived from past research (ISDC 2017
DDOS dynamics Zeijlemaker & Rouwette)

parameter attackers behaviour derived from past research (ISDC 2017
DDOS dynamics Zeijlemaker & Rouwette)

parameter attackers behaviour derived from past research (ISDC 2017
DDOS dynamics Zeijlemaker & Rouwette)

SME interview and SME shared dataset

figure used for model callibration

Value that resembles the effectiveness of boundary controls in place.
Parameters can be based on malware dynamics model. Another source
of inspiration can be the AV-test website. Value can also be used for
model calibration if multiple years of data is available on discovered
incidents.

Following BDIR observed behavior as indicated in paragraph 1 and the
feared scenario

figure used for model callibration

See explanation fraction undiscovered attacks for more details.
Following this explanation between 10% and 25% of Initial Known MO’s
should be considered as unknown

SME and supplier interview

Value can selected for any specific scenario

parameter attackers behaviour derived from past research (ISDC 2018
malware dynamics Zeijlemaker, Uriega Silva, Pasaoglu)

parameter attackers behaviour derived from past research (ISDC 2018
malware dynamics Zeijlemaker, Uriega Silva, Pasaoglu)

parameter attackers behaviour derived from past research (ISDC 2018
malware dynamics Zeijlemaker, Uriega Silva, Pasaoglu)

explanation and or source
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0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0

Accuracy Improvement Per Fte

Initial Different Detection Engines

Engine Implementation Speed

Desired Number Of Dectection
Engines

Improvement Fraction

Time To Improvement

Sw Information Enrichment

Productivity Calibration

0

Roll-Out Progress Per Fte
0

0

Initial Value Roll Out

Capability Improvement Per Fte

0

Initial Value Accuracy

min
0

Initial Value Maturity

Model Constant - Default

Capability improvement

value

0.84

1

12

0.2

4

1

2

0.02

0.04

0.02

0.4

0.4

0.6

max

1

1

24

0.4

6

1

6

0.08

0.08

0.05

1

1

1

unit

dmnl

dmnl

months

dmnl

capability

months

capability

dmnl/FTE

dmnl/FTE

dmnl/FTE

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

explanation and or source

figure used for calibration towards reference mode and SME interview

switch

SME interview on contribution of dataentricement in relation to
capability roll-out

SME interview on contribution of dataentricement in relation to
capability roll-out

Value can selected for any specific scenario

REMARK

Value can selected for any specific scenario

SME interviews on accruracy improvement (reduce false positives)

SME interviews on improvement experience

SME interviews on roll-out experience

SME interviews

SME interviews

SME interviews
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0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

Avg Time Recruit Senior

Turnover Senior

Allocated Fte To Incident
Response

Junior Time Spent Alert Analysis

Medior Time Spent Alert Analysis

Senior Time Spent Alert Analysis

Fraction Cert Staf

Average Maintenance Staff Per
Engine

0

Turnover Medior

1

1

Avg Time Recruit Medior

Avg Vacancies Senior

0

Avg Time For Senior

1

Avg Vacancies Medior

0

Turnover Junior

Avg Time For Medior

1

Avg Time Recruit Junior

0

Initial Senior Analyst
0

0

Avg Vacancies Junior

0

Initial Medior Analyst

min

Initial Junior Analyst

Model Constant - Default

Staffing

3

0.2

1777

1410

727

25

0.2

8

4

48

0.05

4

4

24

0.1

3

4

5

15

10

value

5

0.4

2500

2000

1200

100

0.5

12

25

60

0.5

12

25

48

0.5

6

25

50

50

50

max

FTE/
capability

dmnl

events/
FTE

events/
FTE

events/
FTE

FTE

dmnl/
month

months

FTE

months

dmnl/
month

months

FTE

months

dmnl/
month

months

FTE

FTE

FTE

FTE

unit

each engine needs at least a feature team for maintenance and support.
Any feature team consits of 3 to 4 FTE

Value can selected for any specific scenario

SME interview about analyst productivity adjusted for model calibration

SME interview about analyst productivity adjusted for model calibration

SME interview about analyst productivity adjusted for model calibration

Value can selected for any specific scenario

https://www.magentasecurity.co.uk/decreases-staff-turnover/ https://
www.e-days.co.uk/news/employee-turnover-rates-an-industrycomparison, https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/trendsand-research/2018/the-3-industries-with-the-highest-turnover-rates

https://resources.workable.com/tutorial/time-to-hire-industry

Value can selected for any specific scenario

SME interview, exploration of security consultant vacancies

https://www.magentasecurity.co.uk/decreases-staff-turnover/, https://
www.e-days.co.uk/news/employee-turnover-rates-an-industrycomparison, https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/trendsand-research/2018/the-3-industries-with-the-highest-turnover-rates

https://resources.workable.com/tutorial/time-to-hire-industry

Value can selected for any specific scenario

SME interview, exploration of security consultant vacancies

https://www.magentasecurity.co.uk/decreases-staff-turnover/, https://
www.e-days.co.uk/news/employee-turnover-rates-an-industrycomparison, https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/trendsand-research/2018/the-3-industries-with-the-highest-turnover-rates

https://resources.workable.com/tutorial/time-to-hire-industry

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

explanation and or source
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2

Recruitment Fees

0.375

Gordon-Loub Fraction

5775

0

Cost Of Devices

Senior Salary Costs

40000

Cost Of Capabilities

3807

1

Priority Accuracy

Medior Salary Costs

1

Priority Capability

3389

1

Priority Roll Out

Junior Salary Costs

1

Priority Analist

0

0

Desired Accuracy Improvement

Irr Of Defender

0

Desired Capability Improvement

min
0

Desired Roll Out Progress

Model Constant - Default

Allocate Priority
decissions

Finance
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value

3

7950

6075

4708

0.1

0.375

18

60000

2

3

1

4

0.08

0.08

0.08

max

5

10650

9150

6357

0.25

0.375

40

100000

4

4

4

4

0.4

0.4

0.4

unit

months

euro/
(month
*FTE)

euro/
(month
*FTE)

euro/
(month
*FTE)

dmnl

dmnl

euro/
assets

euro/
capability

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

dmnl

explanation and or source

industry figures indicate approx 3 months of salary

gross employer salaries. https://www.payscale.com/research/US/
Job=Senior_Security_Consultant/Salary

gross employer salaries. https://www.payscale.com/research/US/
Job=Security_Consultant%2C_IT/Salary

gross employer salaries. Exmaple is L3 Technologies Junior Security
Consultant salaries - 2 salaries reported $62,775/yr

this is the long term financial internal rate of terun communicated to the
owners of the company. Model default is 10%

Following Gordon-Loub only 37,5% of benefits should be considered
as a benifit in security investment decission making since capability
implementation efforts and uncertainty needs to be compensated

he monthly cost of anomaly detection is based on:www.capterra.com 40
per month per device ex VAT www. Anomaly.io 1800 per month ex vat per
install (assume one install per 100 devices is 18 per month per device on
management server)

indicator of the cost of capabilities. 60.000 per month --> https://
foresite.com/true-cost-siem-security-information-event-management/
20.000 to 50.000 for licenses. This means tripple cost for full TCO
-->https://www.solarwinds.com/-/media/solarwinds/swdcv2/licensedproducts/log-event-manager/resources/whitepaper/1404_lem_siem_
whitepaper.ashx

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario

Value can selected for any specific scenario
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Detailed description of application software security
following CIS Control 18
Sub Control

Control Title

Control Descriptions

18.1

Establish Secure Coding
Practices

Establish secure coding practices appropriate to the programming
language and development environment being used.

18.2

Ensure Explicit Error
Checking is Performed for
All In-House Developed
Software

For in-house developed software, ensure that explicit error checking is
performed and documented for all input, including for size, data type, and
acceptable ranges or formats.

18.3

Verify That Acquired
Software is Still Supported

Verify that the version of all software acquired from outside your
organisation is still supported by the developer or appropriately hardened
based on developer security recommendations.

18.4

Only Use Up-to-Date
and Trusted Third-Party
Components

Only use up-to-date and trusted third-party components for the
software developed by the organisation.

18.5

Only Standardized and
Extensively Reviewed
Encryption Algorithms

Use only standardized and extensively reviewed encryption algorithms.

18.6

Ensure Software
Development Personnel
are Trained in Secure
Coding

Ensure that all software development personnel receive training in
writing secure code for their specific development environment and
responsibilities.

18.7

Apply Static and Dynamic
Code Analysis Tools

Apply static and dynamic analysis tools to verify that secure coding
practices are being adhered to for internally developed software.

18.8

Establish a Process to
Accept and Address
Reports of Software
Vulnerabilities

Establish a process to accept and address reports of software
vulnerabilities, including providing a means for external entities to contact
your security group.

18.9

Separate Production and
Non-Production Systems

Maintain separate environments for production and non-production
systems. Developers should not have unmonitored access to production
environments.

18.10

Deploy Web Application
Firewalls

Protect web applications by deploying web application firewalls (WAFs)
that inspect all traffic flowing to the web application for common web
application attacks. For applications that are not web-based, specific
application firewalls should be deployed if such tools are available for the
given application type. If the traffic is encrypted, the device should either
sit behind the encryption or be capable of decrypting the traffic prior to
analysis. If neither option is appropriate, a host-based web application
firewall should be deployed.

18.11

Use Standard Hardening
Configuration Templates
for Databases

For applications that rely on a database, use standard hardening
configuration templates. All systems that are part of critical business
processes should also be tested.

Table 47. Details of CIS Control 18.
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Appendix 7

Exploratory results of the questionnaire about model
re-usage and questionnaire
General information
The set-up of the questionnaire (see Appendix 8) about obtaining insights in model
re-usage was based on output validation. The questionnaire consisted of some general
questions about the organisation and its security strategy and specific questions about
policy options covering the five case study topics.
All policy options available in the models explained in Chapter Five are included in
the questionnaire. With exception of SSDLC respondents were asked to rank the
most important policy options for them. They were able to select the policy options by
providing points. The more points provided the more relevant the policy option was.
For SSDLC a five-point Likert scale was used to indicate if a policy was relevant or
not. For SSDLC a different form of questioning was used because the SSDLC Chapter
compared the use of security policies in a setting of delivery methods.

Questionnaire response
The questionnaire was sent to financial industry representants who are member of
an international security collaboration. For that specific country we had insights of 5
financial institutes which represented approx. 40% of the number of respondents and
50% market share of that specific country.

Questionnaire results
Table 48 summarizes the outcome of our questionnaire. Based on the received responses
there were a total of 184 policy options to evaluate. Based on the received answers we
indicated if a respondent selected a different option within the same policy space or an
opposite option compared to our case study insights. An opposite option is an option
which was not recommended by our case study model. A different policy option in the
same policy space is a policy option that is considered being a good option but policy
analysis selected other options as being better. On average about 87% (122 + 38) of all
policy options from the models were in line with the questionnaires. About 13% (24) on
average was the opposite. This 13% can be explained by the following:
• Human Resource Strategy: no difference observed.
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• Insider Threat: 15% difference (9 occurrences). The nine opposite policy options can
be explained by a lower focus on reducing pressure and rationalization and a stronger
focus on lowering opportunity. This might be an interesting area for further awareness.
In Chapter Five we explained that the field insider threat started to recognize other
areas besides opportunity that can be relevant for policies.
• Secure Software Development: 14% difference (5 occurrences). Three of the five policy
difference can be explained by the fact that policy options are independent of software
delivery to be used. Since this model in only qualitative further research, quantification
and calibration should indicate if this observation will hold or be resolved.
• Detection Dynamics: 9% difference (3 occurrences). The three policy options indicate
that the respondents have less attention for improving detection capabilities. Following
our case study insights, this option will only hold if there is sufficient capacity
for handling alerts. Model calibration efforts should indicate to what extend this
observation will hold.
• Malware dynamics: 21% difference (5 occurrences). Three of the five policy options
where related to the size of the organisation in combination with the advised policies.
This different suggests that model calibration in combination with footprint of the
organisation could explain this difference.
• DDOS dynamics: 6% difference (2 occurrences) is explained by two opposite
policy options. One policy option, red team DDOS testing, is according to our case
study results very effective compared to other policy options under very specific
circumstances (which might be applicable to the responded). These circumstances can
be observed during model calibration. The other policy options, continuously matching
DDOS capacity is clearly demonstrated and proved to be a very costly policy option.
This might be an opportunity for further awareness for this respondent to explore other
policy options.
Policy
domains

total policy
options

within advised policies space
same options

different
options

oppositve
options

within advised policies space
% same

% different

% opposite

HR

12

12

0

0

100%

0%

0%

IT

60

37

14

9

62%

23%

15%

SSLDC

36

29

2

5

81%

6%

14%

DR

16

13

0

3

81%

0%

19%

MD

24

13

6

5

54%

25%

21%

DD

36

18

16

2

50%

44%

6%

Total

184

122

38

24

66%

21%

13%

24

87%

Grand Total

160
Table 48. Results questionnaire.
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13%

Reflection on the results
The absolute number of received filled in questionnaires was low. The response rate and
coverage were very high. Of all policy options we observe that only 24 (13%) are different
compared to the policy space and advices in this thesis. Of these 24 observations we
believe about ten should be resolved through detailed model calibration to the specific
organisation in scope. Another ten observations are may be changed due to improved
awareness of the decision maker. These changes can be caused when more knowledge
is available on better alternatives or insights in long term consequences of certain policy
options. We believe four observation will remain different. We believe these results are
very positive to support future research about model reusability.
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Appendix 8

The questionnaire model re-usage
Introduction
Dear Madam, dear Sir,
This questionnaire is part of PhD research in the field of cyber quantification. In this
research we have built specific algorithm (based on case studies) that show how cyber
strategies develop in real life, and gives feedback on decisions and actions that are planned
as follow-up. The algorithms include attacker – defender interaction, business operations,
finance and decision making. The purpose of this questionnaire is to validate the outcome
of our algorithms for general application. These algorithms support cyber security decision
making. The questionnaire has 8 questions and contains two parts: (1) specific security
related questions (2) some general questions. The security related questions focus on
importance of certain security controls and priority setting. Each question has a small
instruction. Pre-testing indicate filling in the questionare takes 15 - 20 minutes.
If a question is answered correctly the yellow box “error” will change in “perfect”.
Please sent the filled-in questionnaire to: s.zeijlemaker@fm.ru.nl
Please sent a filled-in questionnaire no later than 14 October 2019
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Specific Security Questions

1. DDOS Defense Strategy
You are allowed to allocate a total of 5 points over the different statements on DDOS defense
strategy. The more points are allocated the more appropriate a specific statement is. If you do
not allocate any points to a statement leave it blank. You must spent 5 points.
DDOS defense strategy of our organisation benefits best from:
-h
 igh number of working response processes ( including: runbook accessibility; IPS contact
information; aligned with ISP, external facing assets known; first responders can quickly
access defenders network)
-d
 efense solutions implemented as close to the threat actor possible (including scrubbing
facilities at Internet Service Provider)
-a
 lowered footprint by hardening servers
- f orensic DDOS capabilities
- compliance testing of DDOS defences and resolve discovered vulnerabilities
- red team testing of DDOS defences and resolving discovered vulnerabilities
- fast upgrades and improvements of DDOS defense currently in place
- sufficient owned machine and network capacity that can absorb all forms of DDOS attacks
- strong communication plans for customers harmed by DDOS attacks
Total

2. Malware Defense Strategy
You are allowed to allocate a total of 3 points over the different statements on malware
defense strategy. The more points are allocated the more appropriate a specific statement is.
If you do not allocate any points to a statement leave it blank. You must spent 3 points.
Malware Defense strategy of our organisation benefits best from:
- network anomaly detection
- end-point detection and response solution
- employee awareness about malware susceptibility
- reducing footprint by hardening and patching of assets and servers
- anti-virus and anti-malware solutions at assets, servers and sharepoint sites
Total

3. Detection and Response Strategy

Allocate a priority of 1 to 4 to any of the statements below. 1 = highest priority, 2 = high
priority, 3 = low priority, 4 = lowest priority. You must use every number 1, 2, 3 and 4 once. You
are only allowed to use each number (1,2,3,4) once. You cannot use the same number twice.
Which of the following activities have the highest priority within your organisation with
respect to the detection and response strategy
- respond and resolve any observed security alert or incident
-improve accuracy of reported security alert and incidents including the reduction of false
positives
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- improve maturity of detection capabilities so most advanced cyber-attacks can be
detected
- roll-out detection capabilities so all assets, servers, network or other organisational aspects
are in scope of the detection capabilities
Total

4. Secure Software Development Life Cycle (SSLDC) Strategy
Please indicate to what extend you agree to following statements about security software
development life cycle (SSLDC):
Please use a “1”to mark which statement is most appropriate to the strategy of your
organisation. You are only allowed to use one “1” in every row.
- the usage of a responsible disclose programme contributes to a more secure software
delivery
- close contact and frequent feedback between customer representatives and engineers
results in a quick reduction of discovered vulnerabilities by resolving them properly
- close contact and frequent feedback between customer representatives and engineers
results in a mutual understanding of the need to resolve these vulnerabilities
- full responsibility of the engineers for maintenance, development, support and resolving
incidents result in a quick reduction of discovered vulnerabilities by resolving them properly
- fast implementing of new user functionality favours secure development
- fast development of new user functionality favours secure development
- SLDC is mainly impacted by the software delivery methodology in place
- our organisation uses an agile method of delivery
- our organisation uses a traditional method of delivery (e.g. plateau planning)
Total

5. Insider Threat Strategy
You are allowed to allocate a total of 8 points over the different statements on insider threat
defense strategy. The more points are allocated the more appropriate a specific statement is.
If you do not allocate any points to a statement leave it blank. You must spent 8 points.
Insider Threat defense strategy of our organisation benefits best from:
- pre-employment (= screening in order to avoid hiring any potential fraudsters)
- appraisal and evaluation of employees (= the process of evaluating employees’
performance, and reward this performance accordingly)
- tone at the top (= the way organisations’ leadership creates an (un)ethical atmosphere in
the workplace affecting employees ethical behaviour)
- speaking-up (= ability of employees to provide feedback to colleagues about observed
misbehaviour, or elevate to management if this feedback is neglected)
- belief control (= an articulated vision and mission supported by a value statement and
aligned regular communication and provide the means for employees to contribute towards
that mission and vision enthusiastically support by management and their efforts publicly
recognized and rewarded by senior management)
- employee intervention (= Positive interventions such as employee assistance, counselling,
or other support within company HR policies that attempt to lower personal pressure to
commit fraud)
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-s
 anctioning of unaccepted behaviour (= punitive measures that attempt to motivate the
insider to reduce his inappropriate behavioural or technical actions to avoid additional
sanctioning)
- t echnical monitoring of non-compliance (= real-time measures to monitor process
behaviour and detect, track, and analyse abnormal behaviour evoked by insider’s actions)
- t raining of staff (= education of employees on appropriate usage of computer and network
systems, and the consequences of misuse)
-a
 dvanced training of staff (= ethical training of employees for appropriate behaviour,
company ethical values, and to address inappropriate behaviour)
-a
 uditing and disabling access paths (= efforts by management to discover, understand,
review, and disable access paths available to the insider. Allows company employees to
access information, create access paths, or use access paths against acceptable policies
and procedures)
- t racking (= efforts by management to keep track of access paths)
- t ermination threshold (= the threshold of risk posed by the insider to the organisation
beyond which management fires the insider)
- t ermination time (= the time it takes the organisation to terminate an insider once the
termination threshold is reached)
-a
 ccess control (= the measures to regularly evaluate access provided against the roles to
be executed by the employee, and to resolve any observed differences)
Total

6. HR Strategy Security Staff
Please select the best HR strategy by allocating 1 point to that strategy. You are only allowed
to allocate 1 point. Strategies that not receive a point can be left blank.
Staff skilled in the domain of cyber security are perceived to be scarce. What recruitment
strategy do you perceive as best:
- HR should prioritize senior staff recruitment. We realize that senior staff are highly skilled
and productive but vacancies fulfilment will take a long time which create short term
team productivity loss. We know senior staff might likely leave quickly due to market
circumstances.
- HR prioritize junior staff recruitment. We realize we need to train, educate and coach them
to become a medior or senior staff over time. Over time we expect to have sufficient senior
and medior staff. Meanwhile we are aware that we need to allocate our tasks perfectly
between current available junior, medior and senior staff. We realize that junior staff is
likely on average cheaper than senior staff and we can hire more of them to maintain team
productivity.
- Staff recruitment should focus on all available staff (junior, medior and senior). We realize
that depending the available staff and their experience we re-allocate tasks and activities
accordingly. We expect to provide some education, coaching and training to make this work.
Total
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Other Questions

7. Size of the organisation
Please consider the organisation you work for. Please answer below some general questions
about that organisation
Please indicate the size of the organisation. Use “1”. Pick the definition that in your opinion fit
best.
small = revenue 12 EUR million or less, staff 50 FTE or less, Assets 6 EUR million or less
medium = revenue 40 EUR million or less, staff 250 FTE or less, Assets 20 EUR million or less
large = revenue 150 EUR million or less, staff 1500 FTE or less, Assets 75 EUR million or less
very large = revenue 500 EUR million or less, staff 4500 or less, Assets 250 EUR million or less
huge = not small, not medium, not large, nor very large
Total

8. Status of the Security Strategy
Please indicate what the status of the security strategy of your organisation is for the
following topics. Use a value between 1 and 100. 1 = our security strategy might need some
significant improvements. 100 = our security strategy is a leading strategy in our market. You
need to fill-in a value.
DDOS Defense Strategy
Malware Defense Strategy
Detection and Response Strategy
Secure Softeware LifeCycle Development (SSLDC) Strategy
Insider Threat Defense Strategy
HR strategy for security staff
Total
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Curriculum vitae
Sander Zeijlemaker RA RE MSc CISA CISM SCF
Managing Director Disem Institute
Contact information
H.R. Holststraat 2
1827 LR Alkmaar
The Netherlands
sander@zeijlemaker.info
www.linkedin.com/in/sander-zeijlemaker-ra-re-msc-scf-05a43a5/
@ZeijlemakerS

Skills
Organize/Mobilize
Creative thinking
Analytical thinking
Holistic thinking
Mentoring
Coaching
Consulting
Presenting
Risk management
Business control

Languages
Dutch
English
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Summary
Engaging thought leader who bridges the gap between science and business to
demonstrate how system dynamics can enhance strategic performance.
Enables others to be successful and organizes everything to make this happen.
Embraces inter-disciplinary approach and has an in-depth knowledge and
experiences in business architecture, IT, operations, cyber-security, risk, finance,
and decision-making.

Experience
2021 – current

Managing Director at Disem Institute
• Presented SD based Cyber Security analyses on the Dutch National
Television.
• Introduced SD as tool to analyse Cyber Security strategy at Dutch National
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC).
• Introduced SD to Dutch Professional Association of CPAs (NBA).

2020 – 2014

(Senior) Managing consultant cyber security at Group CISO ING
• Established global lab that significantly improved security reference
architectures, position papers and strategies.
• Rolled out SD based security awareness game in 26 countries to position
security as business enabler and make executives to understand the cyber
resilience business case.
• Implemented global reporting to control € 185 million and 1.000 FTE of the
security function.
• Speaker on international conferences.

2007 – 2015

(Master) Thesis Supervisor at Nyenrode University
• Introduced peer mentoring during Master Thesis Program.
• Introduced personal approach for targeted students.

2014 – 2006

Senior business controller Operations and Technology at ING Group
• Made complex IT understandable to management (IBM mainframe, HP nonstop, security, complex business cases).
• Designed company approach to agile business case design.
• Restructured Document Services: 50% cost reduction (of € 90 million
annual budget).

2006 –1999

Audit professional at ING Group
• Designed and implemented Global ERM based audit approach.
• Designed and implemented Global Introduction Course.
• Early adaptor of value chain based audit and computer added audit tools
(CAATs).
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Education
2016 – current

PhD System Dynamics and Security Economics Radboud University,
Nijmegen
• Quest lectures at Radboud University, Technical University Delft, University
of Applied Research Rotterdam.
• Implement 5-year cooperation Radboud and ING Group.
• (Vice- ) President of Security, Stability and Rescilience Special Interest
Group (and its precursors).
• Raised peer mentor group in the field of security.
• ISDC 2022 Amsterdam consortium bid lead.
• Colloquium / Conference volunteer.

2005 – 2006

Master in Accounting and Controlling Nyenrode University, Breukelen
• Introduce culture types to management control.

2002 – 2004

Certified EDP audit Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam.

1999 – 2002

Certified Public Audit Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam.

Certificates
2015

CISM ISACA

2015

CISA ISACA

2015

Business Dynamics: MIT's Approach to Diagnosing and Solving Complex
Business Problems, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston

2013

SABSA, Sabsa Institute

2012

Master Thesis Mentor Management Information Systems and Management
Control, Nyenrode University, Breukelen
Master Thesis Mentor school of accountancy and controlling, Nyenrode
University, Breukelen

2011

ITIL, Exin
Quantitative & Qualitative Research Methods, Nyenrode University, Breukelen

2010

Empirical research in Economics, Katholieke Universiteit Tilburg

2008

Multivariate statistics, Katholieke Universiteit Tilburg

Other Interests
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In General

Reading, Aikido, walking, jogging, golf and playing table top games

2010 – 2012

Honorary consultant Respijtzorg Alkmaar

2010 – 2012

Advisory board University of Applied Science Inholland Alkmaar

2003 – 2007

Various roles workers counsel
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Invited Guest Lectures and
keynotes

Publication List
2021

Zeijlemaker, S. (2022, January 13). Unravelling the

Zeijlemaker, S. (2021). Supply Chain Dynamics in

dynamic complexity of cyber security decision

a digital age: going beyond the traditional usage

making. Ecuador, Doctoral Course.

of honeypot data. Conference BeNeLux chapter

Zeijlemaker, S. (2021, December 1). System dynamics
and Cyber security. Nijmegen, MfSEII lecture,
Radboud.

of the System Dynamics Society 2021: Delft, The
Netherlands (2021, March 10).
Zeijlemaker, S. (2021, March 11). Unravelling the

Zeijlemaker, S. (2021, March 11). Unravelling the

dynamic complexity of cyber security investment

dynamic complexity of cyber security investment

decision making; theory and applications. Delft,

decision making; theory and applications. Delft,

Advanced System Dynamics lecture, TU Delft.

Advanced System Dynamics lecture.
Zeijlemaker, S. (2020, November 25). Unravelling the

Zeijlemaker, S. (2021). The application of Farmers,
Bandits and Soldier Model in the age of Digital

dynamic complexity of cyber security investment

Transformation. The 39th International Conference

decision making; theory and applications.

of the System Dynamics Society: Chicago (2021,

Nijmegen, MfSEII lecture, Radboud.

July 26 - 2021, July 30).

Zeijlemaker, S., Roest, F. van der & Zwaan, A.

Zeijlemaker, S. (2021). The lifecycle of zero-day

(2020, January 29). Cyber security decision

vulnerabilities; knowledge driven escalation

making: Unravelling its dynamic complex nature.

between attacker and defender. The 39th

Rotterdam, The Netherlands, project week at

International Conference of the System Dynamics

Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences.

Society: Chicago (2021, July 26 - 2021, July 30).

Zeijlemaker, S. & Roest, F. van der (2018). Workshop

Zeijlemaker, S. (2021). Supply Chain Dynamics in a

“Red versus Blue cyber game”. White Lion

digital age: going beyond the traditional usage of

presentation: Fort Vijfhuizen (2018, March 8 -

honeypot data. Conference BeNeLux chapter of the

2018, March 8).

System Dynamics Society 2021: Delft (2021, March

Zeijlemaker, S. (2018, January 16). Dynamic
complexity of cyber security. Amsterdam,
Leadership council.

10 - 2021, March 10).
Zeijlemaker, S. & Von Kutzschenbach, M. (2021).
Supply and Service Chain Dynamics in a Digital
Age: Going beyond the traditional usage of
honeypot data. 39th International System Dynamics
Conference: Chigaco (2021, July 26 - 2021, July 30).

2020
Zeijlemaker, S. & Von Kutzschenbach, M. (2020).
Cybersecurity Dynamics in Software Development
Environment: What system traps do exist? In
Proceeding of the 38th International Conference of
the System Dynamics Society
Zeijlemaker, S. (2020). Insider Threat Dynamics;
the dangerous triangle of pressure, rationalization
and opportunity. In Proceeding of the 38th
International Conference of the System Dynamics
Society
Zeijlemaker, S. (2020, November 4). Business
dynamic modelling, Investment evaluation in the
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cyber security domain. A lecture on dynamic,

Zeijlemaker, S. (2019). security supply chain dynamics.

pro-active and forward-looking risk management.

Rump Session of the Workshop of the Economics

Amsterdam, risk management knowledge sharing

of Information Security: Boston, USA (2019, June

session.

3 - 2019, June 4).

Zeijlemaker, S. (2020). Unravelling the dynamic

Zeijlemaker, S. & Jasarevic, E. (2019). Supply Chain

complexity of cyber security investment decision

Dynamics: security dynamics introduce game

making: Addressing dynamic limitations in the

theory aspects in the structure. Colloquium of

realm of security economics. Research Day 2020

the 37th International Conference of the System

IMR Academy & Doctoral School: Nijmegen, The

Dynamics Society: Albuquerque, New Mexico

Netherlands (2020, January 7 - 2020, January 7).

(2019, July 21 - 2019, July 25).

Mickaitė, E. & Zeijlemaker, S. (2020). DLP Dynamics;

Zeijlemaker, S. (2019). Workshop “Red versus Blue

an exploration of the system. Colloquium of the

cyber game”. 37th International Conference of

38th International Conference of the System

the System Dynamics Society: Albuquerque, New

Dynamics Society: Bergen, Norway (2020, July 19 -

Mexico, USA (2019, July 21 - 2019, July 25).

2020, July 24).

Wolthuis, R., Phillipson, F., Rochat, P., Ingen, B. van,
Zeijlemaker, S. & Gorter, D. (2019). Quantifying

2019

Cyber security Risks. (article). TNO.

Zeijlemaker, S., Bening, R. & Rouwette, E.A.J.A.
(2019). Unravelling the dynamic complexity of

2018

cyber security investment decision making. In One

Zeijlemaker, S., Uriega, J.D. & Pasaoglu Kilanc,

Conference 2019. The Hague, The Netherlands
Zeijlemaker, S., Rouwette, E.A.J.A. & Cunico,

G. (2018). Malware dynamics: how to develop
a successful anti-malware defense reference

G. (2019). Results from the cyber-security

architecture policy. In Proceedings of the 36th

game: decision makers may have difficulties

International Conference of the System Dynamics

in appreciating dynamic complex systems. In

Society, Reykjavik, Iceland

Proceedings on the 37th International Conference

Zeijlemaker, S. (2018). DDOS dynamics. Rump Session

of the System Dynamics Society, Albuquerque,

of the Workshop of the Economics of Information

New Mexico, USA

Security: Innsbruck, Austria (2018, June 18 - 2018,

Zeijlemaker, S. & Montellano Zuna, A. (2019).

June 19).

Detection dynamics: the balancing act in the realm

Zeijlemaker, S. & Montellano Zuna, A. (2018). First

of cyber security under conditions of staff shortage

notions of reinforcing feedback loops on the

and attacker behaviour growth. In Proceedings of

detection trap: staff shortage and attacker behaviour

the 37th International Conference of the System

growth in detection dynamics. Colloquium of

Dynamics Society, Albuquerque, New Mexico,

the 36th International Conference of the System

USA, July 21 – July 25, 2019

Dynamics Society: Reykjavik, Iceland (2018, August

Zeijlemaker, S. & Jasarevic, E. (2019). Supply Chain
Dynamics: security dynamics introduce game

6 - 2018, August 10).
Zeijlemaker, S. (2018). Malware dynamics: How to

theory aspects in the structure. Colloquium of

develop a successful anti-malware defense reference

the 37th International Conference of the System

architecture policy. IMR research day: Nijmegen,

Dynamics Society: Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Netherlands (2018, June 21 - 2018, June 21).

(2019, July 21 - 2019, July 25).
Zeijlemaker, S. (2019). Insider Threat Dynamics:

Zeijlemaker, S. (2018). Workshop “Red versus Blue
cyber game”. 36th International Conference of

The inclusion of the fraud triangle. Conference

the System Dynamics Society: Reykjavik, Iceland

BeNeLux chapter of the System Dynamics Society

(2018, August 6).

2019: Nijmegen, The Netherlands (2019, December
11 - 2019, December 11).
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2017
Zeijlemaker, S. & Rouwette, E.A.J.A. (2017). A
financial evaluation of DDOS defences dynamics
from an organisational perspective: how long will
these defences hold? In Proceedings of the 35th
International Conference of the System Dynamics
Society and 60th Anniversary of System Dynamics
Celebration
Zeijlemaker, S. & Matheus, J. (2017). Preliminary
research thoughts: Cyber Security Dynamics in
Secure Software Development Environment: does
the acceptation trap exist?, Colloquium of the 35th
International Conference of the System Dynamics
Society: Boston, USA (2017, July 16 - 2017, July 20).
Zeijlemaker, S. (2017). DDOS defence dynamics; how
long will they hold? an organisational perspective.
IMR research day: Nijmegen, The Netherlands
(2017, June 15 - 2017, June 15).
Kerkdijk, R., Lagarde, R., Koens, T., Zeijlemaker, S.,
Samwel, P., Te Paske, B. & Wolthuis, R. (2017).
Library of Cyber Resilience Metrics. (article). TNO.

2016
Zeijlemaker, S. (2016). Exploring the dynamic
complexity of the cyber security economic
equilibrium. Colloquium of the 34th International
Conference of the System Dynamics Society: Delft,
The Netherlands (2016, July 17 - 2016, July 21).
Zeijlemaker, S. (2016). Exploring the dynamic
complexity of the cyber security economic
equilibrium. Rump session of the Workshop of the
Economics of Information Security: Berkeley, USA
(2016, June 13 - 2016, June 14).
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